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Abstract 	
This dissertation explores the ways that Haitian Vodouisants are actively (re)working 
Vodou into a diasporic and transnational faith that can speak to localization of both 
homeland and new land. Immigrant communities are pushed and pulled between 
homogenizing frames of American religiosity and internal debates and dialogs that may 
fracture them in new, unique ways. The free market of religions in a disestablishment 
context such as America gives faith communities the ability to claim equal positioning 
but also opens doors to religious shoppers and converts. Vodouisants draw upon heritage 
identities, localization, and networks to make claims of belonging and power. Haitian-
ness and blackness are identities of belonging that white initiates cannot claim despite 
redrawing moral geographies. Initiates are made into inwardly facing communities 
through the educational as if of ritual, creating possibilities for non-Haitians to belong at 
least marginally. Redrawing these moral geographies provides a way to construct 
diasporic faith communities disconnected from the sacred spaces of the homeland. 
	 	
However, redrawing boundaries also means building bridges to diasporic realities and 
localizations. For Vodouisants in Boston, this means plugging into the progressive 
narratives of feminism and LGBTQ equality using particular presentations of Vodou 
mythology and practice. Presentations at universities and work with academics help 
legitimize not only Vodou but also this diasporic focus. Legitimization in local Boston 
contexts may aid in claims-making towards belonging to larger American forms of 
religion, but it also creates problems with homeland identities. Creative accommodations 
of practice, identity, and narrative building may allow Vodouisants the ability to claim 
belonging in larger religiosities but at the same time threaten reputations and Haiti 
focused claims-making of traditionalism. This case study provides insight into what will 
be a longer and broader process of Vodou developing as an American religion.   
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Glossary 
 
Asson: Sacred rattle that marks the position of highest Vodou priest(ess). The rattles are 
made from dried gourds around which a net of beads has been strung and a small silver 
bell attached.  
 
Blan: Literally a white person, but used for any non-Haitian in Haiti including Haitians 
who reside in the diaspora.  
 
Danballah: Ancient Vodou serpent lwa who together with his consort created the world. 
When he possesses practitioners, they fall to the ground and slither while attendees cover 
him with a sheet and offer him eggs. 
 
Erzulie Freda: Mulatto lwa known for being beautiful, coquettish, and difficult to please. 
She desires the finest things in life, including passionate romance, but is often 
disappointed in reality. She is also the patron of many gay practitioners. 
 
Fete: Yearly public rites for the lwa. These are large celebrations that involve spirit 
possession, sacrifices, and all night festivities. Haitian Kreyol spelling of fête. 
 
Ghede: Spirits of the dead who no longer need to abide by social norms. They tend to be 
mischievous jokesters who celebrate birth, sex, and death. 
 
Houngan: A man Vodou priest.  
 
Houngan/Manbo Asogwe: Highest initiatory level for a houngan or manbo. An asogwe 
can initiate new members and is able to direct rites using an asson.  
 
Kreyol Rek: Haitian Kreyol spoken by the lower classes as their first language. Though it 
includes some French vocabulary, most speakers of Kreyol Rek are unable to understand 
French. This is the language of most lwa.  
 
Kreyol Swa: Literally sweet Kreyol, this dialect inserts a significant amount of French 
vocabulary and grammar making it easier for French speakers to understand. It is often 
used to claim education and social positioning.  
 
Konesans: Sacred knowledge gained through initiation, contact with the lwa, dreams, and 
learning from religious elders.  
 
Kanzo: Initiation ceremony where initiates are separated for a period of days and undergo 
secret rites. Afterwards, they are spiritually reborn and reintroduced to society with new 
initiatory names. 
 
	 	
Kouzen Azaka: Hardworking agricultural spirit who represents the farming and familial 
compound ideal. 
 
Lakou: Extended family compound and social network, which works together to harvest, 
socialize, and address problems.  
 
Lasiren: Mermaid lwa who, like the sirens of Europe, can lure people into the oceans.  
 
Lwa: Also called the mysteries, these are the spirits honored in Vodou.  
 
Manbo: A woman Vodou priestess. 
 
Mulat: Lighter skinned upper class person in Haiti. 
 
Neg: Black lower class person in Haiti. 
 
Ounfo: Vodou congregational community and temple. Another term for sosyete. 
 
Peristyle: Temple and faith community built around the initiatory house. 
 
Poto Mitan: Central pillar of a home or peristyle, also a metaphor for women’s roles in 
society. In a ritual context, it links the mortal world to the divine. 
 
Pwen: Sacred power or spiritual “heat” embedded in words, songs, and actions that can 
be sent intentionally or unintentionally to others in the community.  
 
Simbi: Shy water spirit.  
 
Sosyete: Vodou congregation often translated by practitioners as a “house”. This is a 
group of practitioners who initiate under the same manbo or houngan, belong to a shared 
social and faith community, and worship together. 
 
Veve: Each lwa has a sacred design that is drawn on the ground before ceremonies using 
cornmeal and other sacred items. These images call the spirits to the place of the rite and 
link spiritual and earthly realms. 
 
Vodou: System of religious beliefs in Haiti that focus on humans’ relationships to 
community, ancestors, family, and lwa.  
 
Note on transliteration and spelling: Unless I am quoting another author or written piece, 
I utilize the transliteration style common among my research community. However, when 
possible I defer to the Kreyol form of spelling and marking. For example, while the 
French spelling is vèvè the Kreyol spelling does not include the accent marks.  
	 	
Haitian Kreyol has only recently had a formalized orthography, which is still contested. 
For more on the debates about Haitian Kreyol orthography, see Bambi Schieffelin and 
Rachelle Charlier Doucet’s 1994 article, "The “real” Haitian Creole: Ideology, 
metalinguistics, and orthographic choice."  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
There is always a brief moment of panic when I pull up in front of the house. 
From the outside, there is no indication of a Vodou fete. No drums, no people milling 
around, no decorations to indicate I’ve come at the right time. Though I’ve attended 
numerous ceremonies by now I still always check the manbo’s (priestess’s) Facebook 
page and emails to ensure I’ve arrived on the correct day. This time was no different. But 
after assuring myself I was indeed there on the correct date, I turned off the car’s engine 
and pulled together my things. I always bring my ceremonial dress as a change of clothes 
and I’ve learned to add a meal bar and some toiletries to my bag. Even though I often 
bow out before the fete’s official ending time, staying until 8 AM is still taxing and 
dancing for hours makes me hungry. It was about 6 PM so I had a long night ahead of 
me.  
Locking the car I looked up at the unassuming house. A few guys were laughing 
over an open car door but paid no attention as I walked past them to the gate. I clambered 
up the familiar stairs and rang the doorbell. Someone I didn’t recognize opened the door 
but they invited me in without seeming to worry about who I was. This manbo was one of 
the few that openly invited white people to her ceremonies and in this neighborhood there 
aren’t many other reasons why a white woman would show up at the doorstep. Walking 
in I immediately saw a few people I knew – the manbo’s daughter, some members of the 
house, and one of the houngans (priests) who had recently moved away but was visiting 
for the fete. He and I embraced warmly and caught up on one another’s lives. He’d just 
	 2	
moved to my birthplace of New Orleans so we also chatted about how he was settling 
into the city. The manbo of the house heard us and walked in to say hello. Embracing we 
exchanged quick pleasantries before she ran off to work on preparations. After making 
my rounds upstairs I headed down to the basement to see if I could help.  
The narrow wooden stairs to the basement are painted blue and red, which are the 
colors of Ogou the patron lwa (spirit) of this sosyete (congregation). Stepping onto the 
cement floor I greeted the early arrivals. Upstairs most of the women rushing back and 
forth in the kitchen and den were Haitian but down here it was mostly white Americans 
engaged in relaxed conversations. This subtle separation of ritual space and practice 
along ethnic lines was something that emerged as a focus of my work. For now, though, I 
made a quick mental note and turned to the white Americans. Seated in folding chairs 
that lined the wall of the basement, they paused their conversation with the visiting 
houngan to return my greeting.  
The houngan was answering questions and explaining what would happen that 
evening. Though the manbo, who is Haitian, enjoys teaching new house members, at 
times she struggles to translate the layered meanings and symbols of Vodou to non-
Haitians and turns to her American initiates to assist. Spiritual houses in the area have 
various attitudes regarding non-Haitian participants and initiates, but this house is 
particularly inclusive with regards to outsiders.  
Vodou ceremonies and worldviews are deeply linked to Haiti’s history and sacred 
spaces such that the inclusion of non-Haitians precipitates a heated debate. However, 
even in this house where non-Haitians are allowed to watch, participate, and even initiate 
	 3	
there is a divide between insider and outsider. This is in part due to a lack of cultural 
knowledge needed to prepare the foods, clothing, and altar spaces necessary for the 
rituals to begin. Informal question and answering sessions satiate curiosity but they also 
help address this knowledge gap. 
I took a moment to appreciate the folk art that goes into each ceremony’s altar 
decorations. This house’s altar for ceremonies is two tiered. The manbo’s beautiful gold 
monstrance is always the centerpiece for the taller and larger table. This time it sat atop 
layers of red and blue plaid cloth and lace, decorated for the peasant farming spirit 
Kouzen Zaka. On either side of the monstrance were vases filled with pink, white, yellow, 
and red flowers. Along the back of the table were the bottles of liquors, drinks, and 
perfumes the various spirits attending might want throughout the night. And covering the 
rest of the space were plates after plates of foods for the lwa (spirits). Saints candles were 
wedged in holes between the plates and bottles so that almost every inch of the table was 
covered. Altar building is a creative process of puzzle building and as the houngan and 
others brought down more and more offerings pieces had to be constantly rearranged to 
accommodate them.  
The lower table was set up specifically for Kouzen. It was draped in a brightly 
striped fabric and an image of Saint Isidore, Zaka’s Catholic correlate, sat in the middle. 
A smaller flower arrangement was placed next to it and the rest of the table covered in 
fruits and cooked foods that he prefers. Behind the two tables the wall had been covered 
in a blue and white polka dot fabric and about eight broad brimmed straw hats like 
Kouzen prefers to wear. 
	 4	
In front of the altar space one of the newer initiates had already drawn the 
intricate and sacred cornmeal design called a veve for Kouzen. His veve is a stylized 
djakout (sack made from woven straw) that he always wears and a sickle. The central 
post, called a poto mitan, was wrapped in denim and decorated with branches heavy with 
green leaves and a djakout. In front of the poto mitan was another veve this one for all of 
the spirits not individually named or honored. To the left of the poto mitan a piece of 
burlap was spread on the floor.  
The houngan indicated that we needed to place Kouzen’s produce offerings on the 
cloth but first we needed to remove the labels and price tags from all of the fruits and 
vegetables. We enlisted the early arrivals and began peeling stickers and stacking 
produce. The end result was a mound and two big baskets of plantains, melons, berries, 
mangoes, papayas, apples, eggplant, ginger, bananas, leeks, yams, and root vegetables all 
arranged as if we were selling items at an open air market. We carefully covered the 
produce with colorful cloth and then went to tell the manbo that we were ready for her.  
Vodou ceremonies never start on time. This can be frustrating at first, especially 
considering starting at 11 PM can mean the spirits do not even begin showing up until 
one or two in the morning. But I’ve learned to anticipate late starts and be patient. It was 
quickly apparent that the ceremony was not starting anytime soon so I went back upstairs 
to visit with other people. One of the manbo of the house had brought her twin infants. 
Sliding onto the floor next to the sofa I took one of the infants she held out to me. The 
little girl gurgled and alternated between playing with my shoes and sucking on the cap 
	 5	
of her baby bottle. We gossiped a bit about motherhood as the manbo fed the boy and 
tried to coax him into a nap.  
Her husband is also a member of the house and ever since giving birth they’ve 
managed to attend services by alternating who stayed upstairs near the playpen and who 
went down into the basement. Both looked exhausted and her husband clearly welcomed 
the opportunity to socialize without a baby in his arms. I chatted with everyone upstairs 
while navigating the baby girl’s desire to put everything in sight in her mouth. After an 
hour or so we noticed that some of the manbo had changed into their ceremonial dresses. 
I handed the baby back to the mother and changed into the white puffy dress and white 
head wrap that I had brought. I left everything except my phone in a bag that I stashed on 
the second floor and went back down into the basement.  
A few more people had arrived so I decided to claim a chair near the altar. 
Though it was already after 10 PM, only a few more people were seated downstairs. 
Many Haitians who aren’t officially part of the house purposefully arrive later in the 
night in order to skip the slow start. This is always a source of great frustration for the 
manbo who runs the house and she periodically gives short speeches during the 
ceremonies about it. Despite this, the crowd for the lengthy Catholic prayer and singing 
that starts the ceremonies was small. I knew that by the end of the night I wouldn’t have a 
chair since I always end up giving it to someone more senior than I. But for now I 
relished the ability to sit and observe.  
Shortly after sitting, the manbo came downstairs in an elaborate white dress with 
silver sequins highlighting the waist and a white head wrap made of rich lace. She 
	 6	
addressed some of her helpers who were setting up the sound system and then briefly 
acknowledged the dedicated attendees who arrived for the start of service. A child of the 
house brought her short handmade chair and she sat facing the altar with her asson (ritual 
rattle) in hand. The room quieted and she began the prayers.  
Lit by candles, the manbo’s face glowed softly as she focused on heating up the 
room with spirit and opening the doors to the other side of the waters. A successful 
ceremony relies upon the knowledge of religious professionals to open up the pathways 
to the lwa and lay down the spiritual protections, power, and energy needed for the rituals 
that lay ahead. She expertly shook her asson and sang first to the Catholic saints, who are 
linked conceptually with the Vodou spirits, and her house responded repeating the 
refrains. The room filled with the sound of the rattle, the silvery bell attached to the 
asson, and the prayers as the manbo began to increase the tempo and pace of the singing. 
Attendees leaned in as the manbo’s chanting sped up and they shouted “Ayibobo!” 
(amen) to encourage her. She threw her head back and recited the prayers so quickly I 
was no longer able to follow it but the room responded with shouts and excitement. After 
half an hour of building the energy of her performance she ended to the soft delicate 
sound of the bell and then silence. We took a short break and then the drums began. 
Wrangling the drummers seemed to be a constant point of frustration for the 
house as almost every ceremony includes a lecture to the performers for being late, 
drinking too much, taking too many breaks, or playing the wrong beats. But no ceremony 
could happen without the thump and slap of the drums guiding the spirits and easing 
bodies into rhythms right for possession. In Haiti the drums can be heard for miles and 
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call locals to the rites. But here in Boston the walls of the basement sealed the drums to 
bounce off the concrete and overwhelm the tiny space. They thumped in my ears and 
vibrated through my bones as the house added their voices to sing the spirits down. Each 
lwa is called in procession with song, rhythm, and a presentation of offerings. Depending 
on the purpose of the ritual and the relationships the house has with the spirits, some 
come down for possession while others are briefly acknowledged and the rite moves 
forward. This party was for Zaka so as we moved through the other lwa we were all 
waiting with anticipation for the guest of honor’s turn.  
Kouzen Zaka did not take long to arrive once they began his songs. A manbo to 
the left of me stamped her foot on the concrete and her body began shaking with the 
struggle between human and spirit. In Vodou, the lwa have agency as separate beings that 
act upon the world and bodies. I refer to them as agential beings because to do otherwise 
would silence the ways that practitioners understand the role of spirit in the world. But it 
is also easy to relate the ways that Vodouisants see the divine when possession 
experiences are so visceral, public, and bodily.  
The normally reserved and graceful manbo took on the embodiment of male 
farmer and elder – relaxed shoulders, squinted eyes, a plodding gait, and a demanding 
nod. The manbo I knew was gone and Zaka used her body to demand his pipe in a high 
creaky voice and then command the drummers. To my right another manbo suddenly 
caught Zaka and now there were two of them dancing in the basement, which over the 
course of the night had filled as Vodouisants arrived in small groups squeezing into the 
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increasingly small space. The two Zaka made their way around the room greeting each 
attendee, pulling some aside for a semi-private discussion.  
Attendees had their cell phones out taking photographs and sharing the presence 
of the divine on social media accounts. Then the house guided the lwa to the mound of 
produce and the Zaka nodded in approval. Practitioners began walking up to the Zaka and 
handing them American coins and paper money for which the lwa gave them one or two 
pieces from their stash. I gave Zaka two quarters, which he carefully examined, shoved 
down the bodice of the dress his possessed body was wearing, and handed me a plantain 
and eggplant. Once everyone had the opportunity to purchase produce, the Zaka danced 
some more and then the manbos’ bodies collapsed as the satisfied spirits returned to the 
other side of the waters.  
The manbos sat tiredly on the ground their hair sticking up having long ago 
escaped from their carefully placed bobby pins and head wraps. One suddenly squinched 
her face in confusion and began pulling money out of her bodice and pockets. A child of 
the house brought each of them water and another manbo began distributing food to 
everyone in the basement. There were still a few lwa to honor before the night was 
through but the most important part of the ritual was over and many of the attendees 
began to leave once they received their to-go-box of Haitian food.  
Zaka’s party had been a success and their obligations to honor him were met. I 
glanced at my phone to see that it was about two in the morning and looked longingly at 
the line of attendees walking out to their cars. Those remaining were largely members of 
the house and for the moment they were taking a break from the ceremony to eat, 
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socialize, and rest. I took the opportunity to go upstairs and lie down on the couch for a 
few minutes.  
Though I have attended many large public ceremonies now, I am still amazed at 
the stamina members of the house have to dance, sing, and honor the lwa from sundown 
to sunup. The long list of spirits that must be honored at every major fete takes hours and 
hours. However, what I find even more interesting is the large numbers of Haitians and a 
few non-Haitians who manage to find these small basements tucked away in quiet Boston 
neighborhoods and choose to spend the wee hours of a Saturday night celebrating and 
ritually recreating the homeland of Haiti, Africa, and the spiritual realm. How does a rite 
centered on a faith deeply mapped onto a homeland history, cultural experiences, and a 
way of life translate into the diaspora and remain meaningful? How do practitioners 
weave Vodou into their sense of self, their relationships to others, and public identities? 
How are borders drawn between who can practice and gain access to sacred knowledge 
and who cannot? And how do traditions continue to adapt to every shifting context of the 
lived experiences of practitioners enough to be relevant while still being a well of cultural 
conservation and tradition?  
 
Setting the Stage: Researching Vodouisants in Boston  	
In the Greater Boston Area, the majority of these services happen in basements 
most of which can hold around eighty people (though this far exceeds legal occupancy 
capacity and at times gets them shut down by the police.) Basements make ideal meeting 
spaces because they contain the sound of drums, singing, and crowds late into the night 
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fairly well and they provide a set apart space for honoring the lwa. Manbo and houngan 
can also host coworkers, church members, and friends upstairs who are none the wiser 
about the often quite elaborate altar space set up in the basement. Since Vodou is still a 
highly stigmatized religion in America, restricting ritual space to the basement lets them 
fulfill everyday social commitments even with circles that are not aware and may not be 
approving of their religious practice. Therefore, it can be impossible to know if a house is 
a “Vodou house” not just from the outside but from the inside as well. 
These services are generally open to the public but to learn about them you have 
to know where to look – certain Facebook pages, emails, texts, and of course word of 
mouth. This was a challenge for me. I moved from Louisiana to Boston for my PhD 
program. I am a white American woman and at the time I did not speak any Haitian 
Kreyol. I had conducted work on Vodou practices in New Orleans for my Master’s, but 
many practitioners there were fairly open about their faith. Vodou in New Orleans 
brought in tourist dollars and local prestige. This is not so in Boston. During my first 
semester as a graduate student at Boston University I had grand plans for my research 
project but no actual contacts. All I knew was that Boston had the third largest population 
of Haitian immigrants in America and I wanted to interview the ones who practiced a 
secretive religion.  
My master’s research had been on modern Vodou practices in New Orleans, 
Louisiana but that was rather disconnected from Haitian Vodou and immigrants in 
Boston. During the first week of classes we went through the routine of introducing 
ourselves and our research interests in a graduate level folklore course my advisor taught. 
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After class, one of my fellow students pulled me aside and asked if I was serious about 
my interest in African diaspora religions. I nodded my assent and she announced that we 
would be attending ceremonies together. She had a personal connection, which gave her 
access to and knowledge of the services, but she had always been reluctant to attend 
without a friend.  
She and I went to two services for Ghede (the spirits of the dead) that November 
of 2008 and continued our exploration of the larger African and Afro-Caribbean diaspora 
community in Boston together. Eventually she went on to study Ifa traditions and I made 
tighter connections to the Haitian Vodou communities in Boston and in particular a 
certain house. From 2008 to the writing of this dissertation in 2015, I attended over thirty 
large public ceremonies in the Greater Boston area and numerous smaller more private 
services and everyday spiritual interactions.  
During this period, I informally began making connections and trying to 
understand the landscapes of Vodou in America, which led me to examining larger 
conversations that were occurring over social media and face to face during returns to the 
homeland. Vodouisants in the Greater Boston area routinely returned to Haiti in order to 
visit family, strengthen connections and social positions, and to fulfill religious 
obligations. Additionally, they were frequently reaching beyond local Boston 
communities and local ones in Haiti to engage with Haitian immigrants as part of a larger 
diaspora and an online community.  
Therefore, I recognized a need to extend my area of research beyond Boston so 
that I could get a holistic view of the interactions and influences upon the Haitian 
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Vodouisant group that would be my focus. Building on Marcus’ ideas of multi-sited 
ethnographic research, I decided to “follow the people” as they traveled between diaspora 
and homeland, as well as “follow the conflict” of identity construction and belonging in 
relation to place (Marcus 1995). To this end, I attended two summers of the University of 
Massachusetts Boston Haitian Creole Language and Culture Institute where I honed my 
language skills and learned how Haitian American academics presented their homeland 
and immigrant communities in academic settings. 
 In 2011, I was able to attend this program’s summer abroad study, which was 
based out of Port au Prince, Haiti. Led by a Haitian American professor, we spent the 
weekdays studying politics, educational reforms, religion, and culture in a makeshift 
classroom. And the evenings and weekends were spent on excursions all over the island 
where we got to engage directly with the peoples we were learning about academically. 
Through this program I made connections with Vodouisants around Haiti and I was able 
to get a better understanding of the experiences of my informants.  
In 2012, as part of my formal research, I returned to Jacmel with a manbo from a 
house in Boston and spent the summer at her temple as she initiated new members into 
her community. This provided the opportunity to observe relationships between 
Vodouisants returning from various diasporas and interacting with one another and locals 
and the ways in which this produced tensions as well as resolved them. It was also an 
important chance to learn how new members are folded into local and glocal concepts of 
Vodouisant, Haiti, insider, and outsider.  
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Returning to the states, I began formal fieldwork with the communities in the 
Greater Boston area from January of 2013 to January of 2014. This included formal and 
informal interviews with Vodouisants, Haitian Americans, and social service providers, 
attending public and private religious services, archival research, and hanging out with 
Haitians and Vodouisants in the region. I spent most of my time with one of the houses I 
had grown particularly close to and with whom I had stayed in Jacmel.  
Over the course of the research I became part of the community. The manbo 
invited me to initiate, which I eventually did, and she began referring to me as her 
daughter. In turn, I called her manmi - the term of affection all Vodou children use for 
their spiritual mother. This also meant that at times I was given permission to view rites 
or learn about aspects of spiritual knowledge that I am not allowed to reveal publicly. 
Therefore, while straddling an insider/outsider perspective helped me gain a richer 
understanding of the community it also has meant I have restrictions on my ability to 
convey everything I learned.  
My access and relationships framed my approach to this dissertation. I have 
purposefully selected topics that allow me to speak to the knowledge gained from 
research while avoiding subjects I could not answer sufficiently without revealing secret 
knowledge. It has also focused my interest on the role of outsider initiates and how they 
fit into changing ideas about belonging and Vodou. Many of the non-Haitians that I met 
who were interested in learning about Vodou opened up to me about their experiences. 
My background researching Vodou in New Orleans - a city where certain kinds of Vodou 
practice are dominated by non-minorities - also established a role for me. It turned out 
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that many non-Haitian Vodouisants had read or at least skimmed my thesis and were 
familiar with my research. I was often introduced in conjunction with it to newcomers, 
which primed our engagements. Therefore, my research cannot be disentangled from my 
positioning within the community and my access. Though I worked to present the 
situations before me as unbiased as possible, my relationships and experiences color my 
writing and may influence my analysis in ways I do not fully realize. To mitigate these 
issues and to highlight my personal positioning, I engage in reflexivity both in my 
analysis of my data and in the ways that I convey it. By putting myself into the narrative, 
I allow the reader to understand my perspective and the insight and limitations that entails 
(Foley 2010).  
Because of this previous work, many people assumed I was interested in looking 
at non-Haitian practice in Boston as well. Initially I rejected this. But, in examining my 
fieldnotes and interviews I realized that much of my data reflected the tensions of 
diasporas, conversions, and outsiders. Race, identity, moral ways of being, and claims of 
belonging filled my notebooks. Rather than fight this reframing of my research goals, I 
decided to embrace this perspective and examine those issues. Additionally, considering 
the contemporary political climate surrounding minorities, immigrants, and stigmatized 
religious practices in America, research on how such communities navigate identity and 
successfully claiming American-ness is timely and relevant. 
Since 2008, one of the services I provided to the community I studied was taking 
photographs of their ceremonies for their own use as well as for social media. There is a 
fierce competition between houses in the region, so much so that this house requests that 
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members refrain from posting photos on Facebook for a month to prevent other houses 
from stealing their decoration ideas. Despite this, attendees film and photograph the event 
with cell phones, and the altar aesthetics can easily and quickly be shared with competing 
houses. The quality of the photos they eventually posted on social media was important 
for positioning their house.  
In addition to being religious spaces, these ceremonies are also significant social 
events where attendees can gossip, show off, and prove their dedication to their culture 
and faith. Women in particular often take great care in how they dress getting outfits 
handmade for the occasion and selecting large and expensive looking gold jewelry. Fetes 
provide a social space to show off through conspicuous consumption as being well 
dressed demonstrates that the individual and therefore the spiritual house in which they 
belong is successful and blessed by the spirits. Social media provides a way to convey 
this success, continue the gossip, and to rebuke, thereby drawing boundaries around 
nebulous practices and groups.  
Therefore, I began collecting information on publicly posted conversations, 
images, and links that were shared within the Boston Vodou and larger Haitian Vodou 
communities. Though fascinating debates frequently occurred in private groups and 
forums, I restricted this data collection only to material available to the public eye. 
Similarly, I refrained here from sharing any photographs of faces to ensure that people’s 
Vodou affiliation is protected since in some circles it is still a stigmatized faith. I also 
recognized that my own involvement in photo taking was impacting these dynamics, 
although I typically sent them to house members to share on their own. For example, a 
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photo that I took for the house and which they had posted online was once used for 
another spiritual community’s social media page. Discovering the theft created tensions 
as my research population worked to have the photo taken down and I offered to help 
assert my copyright over the image.  
Thus focusing my efforts on three primary spaces – Boston, Jacmel, and 
cyberspace – I began to hone and adjust my study focus. Interactions between 
Vodouisiants in Boston, New York, Miami, and various regions of Haiti revealed 
tensions about who belonged, how to present the religion to outsiders as well as insiders, 
and where to draw lines between authentic and inauthentic practice, materials, members, 
and views. Haiti remained a space of importance because as a sacred homeland it 
authenticated practice. Yet the diaspora (especially those who were well educated) often 
articulated a view that they were better positioned to see Vodou holistically and 
longitudinally. Boston Vodouisiants in particular had greater access to spaces of power 
and voice in America than other diasporic and Haitian groups. They also found ways to 
publicly claim Vodou more effectively than other diasporic groups and thereby attempt 
directing American and even international concepts of Vodou as a public religion 
legitimized by formal academia. After the recent and devastating earthquake in Haiti, 
which occurred during my informal research period, Boston Haitians began mobilizing 
not only donation efforts but also larger ideas about reshaping the homeland and the 
public’s view of Haiti, Haitians, and Vodou. Therefore, while anthropologists have 
studied Vodouisants in Miami (Rey and Stepick 2013, Richman 2005) and in New York 
(Brown 2001, McAlister 1998) the lack of research on the third largest Haitian diaspora 
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in America – Boston – left out an important piece of our anthropological understanding 
of how Vodouisants were experiencing and shaping diasporic faith and politics. Here is 
where I wish to make a lasting contribution to the field.  
In that basement ceremony to Zaka there were recent immigrants and second 
generation Haitians. There were PhD students, nurses, social workers, professors, small 
business owners, and CPAs. Every public festival provides a space and moment to unite 
this sometimes-scattered community, create a sense of communitas, redraw their moral 
borders, and recreate their concepts of Vodou and group. Yet there were also about 
twelve white Americans in attendance and at least two African Americans with no blood 
ties to Haiti. They all danced, sang, gossiped, and convened with the divine. And 
tomorrow they would go back to Boston or get on a plane to return home. Yet, even if 
they did not discuss their Saturday night activities publicly with coworkers and certain 
friends due to stigmas associated with Vodou, many would find ways to contribute to a 
larger community and image building enterprise. Social media accounts under initiatory 
names, academic publications, blogs and managing Wikipedia entries, presentations at 
universities, and non-profit initiatives all provide pathways they utilize to engage in 
larger debates about Vodou and craft a particular narrative about Haiti, Haitians, and their 
faith. Yet these narrative constructions do not always align with those of other Vodou 
faith communities and these same outlets are spaces of heated debates regarding how 
practice, liturgy, and community should be defined and interpreted.  
Vodou does not have a pope or president and there is no formal text so norms and 
outliers develop from interactions, observations, and debates. In Haiti this usually occurs 
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through visiting and participating in ceremonies from other houses, creating continuous 
overlapping sets of review and rebuke that result in gradients of difference across the 
island. In Boston the reach of houses is extended as members of other sosyetes can fly, 
drive, or even observe through new media. Debates about what is observed can become 
quite heated online and in person. Yet, where many Haitian Americans in spaces like 
Miami have limited ability to move beyond this in-group work, this Boston group has the 
socio-economic positioning to bypass some of these impacts and to potentially influence 
norms and narratives both within the Vodou community and the larger non-Vodou 
public.  
 
Identity, Belonging, and Diasporas: Dissertation Purpose and Contributions 	
In this dissertation I aim to explore the ways that Vodouisants in the Greater 
Boston Area are engaging in the development of a coherent narrative of their faith and 
ethnicity to present to outsiders as part of the process of claiming recognition as a public 
religion. I also wish to explore the ways they do this work for internal community making 
and defining who belongs. In a seminal 1993 review article, Stephen Warner discusses 
the problems with contemporary sociological scholarship regarding religious affiliation 
and culture in America. Previously sociologists had predicted one of two pathways for 
the future of religion in America: Talcott Parsons argued it would become increasingly 
generic so that the whole of the social body could relate to and find meaning within a 
general moral framework; while Peter Berger argued religion would become increasingly 
specific and individualistic to the point where it would no longer be part of the larger 
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social landscape. Warner points out that religion is neither the culture of an entire society 
nor the expression of merely individual beliefs, but rather the identity and framework of a 
subculture within a dynamic larger society. Warner suggests, “Religion itself is 
recognized in American society, if not always by social scientists, as a fundamental 
category of identity and association, and it is thereby capable of grounding both 
solidarities and identities” (1993, 1060). Religion, then, provides a useful mediator 
between the individual and society and, as Warner later discusses, a mechanism for 
finding communities that share individual concerns and ethics.  
Immigrant faith communities tend to follow similar organizational patterns in 
America despite their diverse backgrounds and positionality. The homeland is rarely a 
religiously or culturally homogenous society and migration adds additional layers as 
immigrants to America find new categorization systems and identity options and must 
navigate where they want to belong and where others place them. Religion and faith 
communities become important points of identification because, as Smith suggests, 
immigration is itself a “theologizing experience” (1978, 1175) often causing more 
spiritual engagement but also because religion is an established way to form social 
identities and mobilize groups in America (Warner 1993, 1063). Historically, religion in 
America has provided a "free social space" (Evans and Boyte 1986) that allows minority 
groups a place for political and cultural representation (Warner 1993, 1060). Because it is 
legally disestablished its forms historically have been malleable allowing congregations 
the ability to adapt quickly to community needs and for community to shift congregations 
accordingly (1993, 1064).  
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Warner argues for a new paradigm for analyzing the uniquely American patterns 
that religious forms take: “With appropriate complications and qualifications, religion in 
the United States is and has long been (a) disestablished, (b) culturally pluralistic, (c) 
structurally adaptable, and (d) empowering" and (e) voluntaristic (1993, 1974). This set 
of qualities, which will be further elaborated upon in future chapters, provides an 
important tool for analyzing the ways in which Vodou adapts to and has been adapted by 
Americanization. This frames my dissertation chapters providing the structure for my 
discussion within.  
In chapter one I set the stage and explore the ways that Vodou has developed 
from disparate and disconnected sets of familial practices into larger regional shared 
concepts of a faith. The process is deeply linked to the history of Haiti and Haitians as 
they change and are changed by Vodou in response to their lived realities. In particular, I 
trace the forms of Vodou that inform the community I worked with most closely and 
which is active in crafting presentations to the public and academia about their faith. 
They come from Southern Vodou communities, which developed differently from 
Northern practices. The localization of their practice is important both for understanding 
the particular forms of Vodou I researched as well as the potential implications of a part 
representing itself as the whole in public presentations about the faith. The chapter also 
provides the background for understanding the future discussions of Vodou and Haiti 
throughout the dissertation. Additionally, it provides a model for how modern Vodou 
groups adapt their faith in response to their needs and a template for how they can point 
to change as both relevant for the present and traditional.  
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I first examine the historical and more contemporary contexts of Vodou, identity, 
and community in Haiti. This includes the ways that Vodou communities have handled 
internal and external groups’ interference in their practice and the ways that they have 
been defined. I then look at how this has shifted in the diaspora and the ways that larger 
American norms of religiosity put pressures upon immigrant faith communities. Haitians 
can mobilize Vodou as a way of resisting and negotiating these larger colonialist and 
American normative pressures. However, they often do so with different focuses, which 
may lead to differences in the ways Vodou is transformed in the new land.  
In chapter two, I turn to the specific localization impacts of Boston upon the 
Haitian and Haitian Vodou communities. Black immigrant communities have multiple 
black identity frames available to them in Boston, and each have their own historical 
roots. Elite black Bostonians have long been involved in academia, the arts, and politics. 
Their forms of engagement tap into upper class Bostonian ways of being, including the 
institutions that represent class and power such as museums and universities. These 
spaces provide opportunities for cross-fertilization of ideas and mobilizing ethnic identity 
in ways that are framed as intellectual and cultured. These are largely integrated settings, 
which are in contrast to a separatist African American identity claim. Focusing on 
African American-ness creates a buffer against racism by embracing black heritage as not 
only valuable but uniquely American. For Haitians looking to claim American identity, 
this is a category already ascribed to them and which provides established pathways for 
networking and belonging. However, the racism aimed at African Americans can make 
this challenging, and contrasting models such as West Indians in Boston allow for 
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mobilization of unique Caribbean and specifically Haitian identity. Though this at times 
is fraught due to HIV fears and stigmas associated with Vodou and poverty, it can help 
them claim a “model minority” status that is juxtaposed to African American stereotypes. 
Chapter three examines the tensions between the free market religious economy 
that Warner presents (1993), the “new volunteerism” of American conversions (Roof and 
McKinney 1987), and the secretism and historical focus inherent in traditions such as 
Vodou (Johnson 2002, 2005). Much of the sociological work done on the issues of 
American frames of religiosity assume communities embrace new converts and actively 
seek them if they do indeed allow conversions. Vodou is an interesting case study 
because attitudes towards spiritual seekers are mixed, and converts may have higher 
burdens of proof for authentic belonging and practice. This chapter sets up the problems 
of a community of non-Haitians who see the achieved status of faith conversion as 
highest proof of meaningful commitment. They are attempting to convert into a Haitian 
community that may weigh ethnicity and cultural background as more important.  
As practiced by this community, Vodou requires an ascribed status of being 
Haitian in some form. Therefore more than simply a required space, visits to Jacmel offer 
a way for non-Haitians and American born ethnically Haitians a way to be reborn on 
Haitian soil and therefore legitimizing them as Vodou practitioners. Yet, this practice and 
the moral geographies being drawn by houses that embrace non-Haitians are contested by 
those who draw those boundaries in more exclusionary ways. Boston Vodouisants tend to 
return most summers, which is initiation season and an important time for reestablishing 
position and knowledge. However, throughout the rest of the year contact is limited so 
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that while the members of the house in Boston and Jacmel may be part of the same larger 
sosyete their lived religious experiences develop in different ways while apart. 
Vodouisiants in Jacmel benefit from the money and connections from the diaspora as 
well as the possibility for improving their social positioning within Haiti, so tensions that 
bubble to the surface during the summers can threaten their own power, voice, and 
economic situations.  
Moral geographies (Shapiro 1994) reveal how heritage claims and religious 
communities do not always clearly map onto political boundaries, but can connect groups 
in powerful and sometimes political ways at times using religion and other markers as a 
symbolic link. Diasporic processes require a reworking of religion and social norms that 
stress horizontal relationships of belonging over vertical oppositions of hierarchy 
(Johnson 2007). The homeland is recreated and reimagined in this new space, yet ties of 
money, family, and identity still actively connect the diaspora to communities on the 
ground back home. Diasporas must, therefore, negotiate the need and desire to assimilate 
with pressures to preserve culture and traditions. Communities often reinterpret 
traditional worldviews and belief systems so that they map onto current immigrant 
realities, much as Hindu communities in upstate New York have done (Dempsey 2006). 
Creolization processes bring two realities into dialog and produce a new hybrid 
perspective, yet the active and purposeful process of decreolization is also important for 
understanding how and why certain cultural elements remain intact, are reconfigured, or 
even purposefully forgotten. Communities consciously borrow, adapt, or reject aspects of 
the new cultures they encounter in order to preserve what they value as important while 
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still succeeding in their new environments (Korom 2003). If the Miami and Boston socio-
political environments vary, these processes may then be occurring in different ways. 
Creolizations and decreolizations also create dynamic religious perspectives that differ 
from those of the homeland. 
Chapter four explores the ways that issues of authenticity and positioning are 
mediated through networks and reputation. Cultural competency and spiritual claims are 
performed through acts that reveal sacred knowledge (konesans). Individuals who attain 
the same initiatory rank can still vie for different positionings within the community by 
showcasing knowledge and power through healings, predicting the future, hosting 
successful rites, and public “battles.” Performing knowledge and power can be important 
ways to claim authentic belonging for non-Haitians and Haitians alike. It also provides 
access to economic and social mobility through increasing (or decreasing) one’s 
reputation in the community. For individuals who lack access to pathways of 
respectability, reputation can be the primary method of social mobility. This chapter 
looks at how issues of authority and reputation are negotiated and shift between 
homeland, diaspora, Haitian, and American. 
Individuals and communities can also impact this dynamic through more private 
and subtle means such as networking and gossip. Initiation into houses creates new 
fictive kinship networks that have complex relationships with other spiritual 
communities. Reputations of houses depend on the positioning of the individuals within 
but also the success of communal activities such as big public rites. Networks provide 
safety nets and means of resolving economic and social tensions in both the homeland 
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and the diaspora. Yet, gossip also provides an interesting tool for negotiating position. 
Rather than just being a way to tear others down, I argue that gossip can be a useful way 
to improve one’s positioning. When someone publicly declares themselves to be the 
victim of gossip it allows them to subtly brag and rally supporters to their side.  
Chapter five looks at the use of ritual in Vodou as ways of claiming authenticity 
and legitimacy as well as forming and strengthening communities. The educational nature 
of ritual (Kimball 1955) creates participants and audiences that learn how to negotiate 
novel contexts during the as if world of the rite1 (Seligman and Weller 2008). This 
chapter examines the context of three ceremonies for Ghede (spirits of the dead) where 
the different context and audiences shift the educational nature of the rituals and what 
they produce. Internally facing rites for practitioners in the diaspora create an as if world 
where the needs and claims of the immigrant community are legitimized and a disparate 
community unified. Rites by practitioners for larger Haitian communities orient them 
towards particular ethnic and nationalistic claims constructing audiences who can 
navigate subjective identity building from American, Haitian, and Pan-African claims. 
And rites by practitioners that are outward facing create audiences that link Haitian 
Vodou to larger frames of American religiosity and thereby position it as a “real” and 
“safe” faith.  
Immigrant religious groups in America tend to form de facto congregations (Warner 
1993) and it is at this level that most American Vodou practitioners organize their 																																																								
1 Seligman and Weller are building on ideas from Turner that ritual creates a subjective 
universe shared by social actors that is ordered and in moral harmony in contrast to the 
everyday. This as if world orients participants towards a shared worldview and 
understanding. 
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internal and external engagements. Yet, this framework (Warner 2000) is not 
deterministic. Communities do creolize their practices to fit within national and local 
norms. But they also practice decreolization by resisting and constructing creative 
accommodations that retain important elements of the homeland faith largely unchanged. 
The constant tension between creolization and decreolization, as well as the various 
audiences that rites are producing, provide a variety of pathways for creative problem 
solving. It also creates numerous tools for claims-making and negotiating positioning. 
However, because they happen at the congregational rather than national or even just 
regional level, it remains to be seen how well they will construct an American Vodou as 
well as how this will correlate with or contradict Haitian Vodou.  
This dissertation explores the ways that Haitian Vodouisants are actively (re)working 
Vodou into a diasporic and transnational faith that can speak to localization of both 
homeland and new land. Immigrant communities are pushed and pulled between 
homogenizing frames of American religiosity and internal debates and dialogs that may 
fracture them in new, unique ways. The free market of religions in a disestablishment 
context such as America gives faith communities the ability to claim equal positioning. 
However, it also opens the doors to converts from newcomers, which creates tensions 
surrounding ideas about belonging. Initiates are made into inwardly facing communities 
through the educational as if of ritual, creating possibilities for non-Haitians to belong at 
least marginally. Redrawing these moral geographies provides a way to construct 
diasporic faith communities disconnected from the sacred spaces of the homeland. 
However, redrawing boundaries means building bridges to diasporic realities and 
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localizations. Creative accommodations of practice, identity, and narrative building may 
allow Vodouisants the ability to claim belonging in larger religiosities but at the same 
time threaten reputations and claims-making of traditionalism 
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CHAPTER ONE: NEGOTIATING HERITAGE AND FAITH IN THE 
HOMELAND AND NEW LAND  
 
We sat down in a small but bustling and loud café in Boston. I slid the recorder on 
the table and ordered a coffee. It was not the ideal place for an interview but it was 
warm and close to his office. The houngan (Vodou priest) Joseph2 peeled off his jacket 
and asked - again - why I wanted to interview him. Most Vodou practitioners 
(Vodouisants) are understandably uncomfortable with being recorded. During my 
fieldwork only a few allowed me to record our conversations even though the 
community in general was fine with me taking notes and observing. Voice recordings 
were much more identifiable than my scribblings.  
Many Vodouisants I spoke with kept their practice secret from certain co-workers, 
friends, and even some family members. This houngan was no exception. I told him 
that I was a graduate student at Boston University and I was trying to learn about the 
Haitian Vodou community in the area for my dissertation. He nodded. He had gone to 
college and understood the general idea of a dissertation. Most of the Vodou 
community I worked with were either college graduates or had children who were.  
He had heard my longer spiel about my project over the phone. But he still 
seemed nervous. I tried to relax him by discussing my experiences in Haiti. I talked 
about walking down the beach in the mornings and seeing the colorful fishing boats 
casting nets into the ocean. I talked about grilled lobsters, fried goat, and fresh 
coconuts. The fences where artists hung their bright tourist paintings and bartering with 																																																								
2 To protect identities of my informants, I have used pseudonyms and at times changed 
small details about appearance.  
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them for a good deal. And the mountains covered in mist and broken roads but with 
amazing vistas of the valleys.  
Soon we were laughing about the befuddled Americans I had seen at the airport in 
Port au Prince. Bored in line, I had eavesdropped on their conversations. They had 
spent over a month volunteering at a compound protected by armored cars and high 
walls. Standing in line at the airport, a street vendor approached them trying to sell 
necklaces painted with the Haitian flag. They were decked out in “I love Haiti” t-shirts 
and tourist bracelets so they did seem like obvious customers. Nevertheless, the man 
being approached only registered sheer terror. Panic broke out among the Americans. 
The men began yelling, “Men in the front and back! Women in the middle!” and 
everyone rushed into formation. The men looked at the confused street vendor as if 
challenging him to approach. In return, the street vendor called them, “Fou” (crazy) and 
walked to another cluster of tourists.  
Joseph and I talked about the stereotypes of Haitians as both victims in need of 
saving and devious tricksters. And the way this played out in volunteering efforts, 
policy making, and day-to-day attitudes. This was something he encountered all too 
often even in Boston. I asked him about how he came to Boston and what life was like 
back in Haiti. Relaxed now, he settled into his narrative. It was one that was familiar 
even though I had never asked him about it before. I have promised to keep my 
informants’ identities confidential and my retelling of his story attempts to do that. But, 
his experience was so common that it is hardly necessary to change anything aside from 
names and dates. My notebooks are full of stories like Joseph’s. 
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 He was born in rural Southern Haiti in the late 1970s. His mother is Protestant and 
his father Catholic but he had uncles and cousins who were Vodouisants. As a child, he 
used to sneak off to join their ceremonies lured by the drums and food. Drumming echoes 
in the valleys and fills the night air in Haiti. You can faintly hear it miles away and locals 
usually know where the temples are even if they do not practice. He enjoyed the 
ceremonies for their excitement, socializing, and dancing. During the week he would 
often listen to the Vodou radio stations and sing along with the music. But he did not 
consider himself a practitioner at the time.  
 In the 1990s, his family fled Haiti due to the violence. The late 80s and early 90s 
were especially tumultuous in Haiti. The dictator Baby Doc fled in 1987, as anti-Duvalier 
sentiment grew. Haiti democratically elected a former priest, Aristide, in 1990, but it was 
not an easy transition. Massacres, violent protests, and coup attempts were frequent 
occurrences. Like many people I interviewed, his family left during this period to 
America for a better life. They originally landed in New York City but heard that Boston 
had more opportunities. So after a few months they managed to find a room for rent in 
Boston and settled there.  
 He was a teenager and being in Boston meant he encountered new ideas about 
racialized bodies. In Haiti, people are all either neg or mulat (black or mulatto). 
Foreigners are all blan regardless of the color of their skin or ethnic heritage. But in 
America there were both more racial options as well as a much more restricted ability to 
navigate race. In Haiti, as your class shifts so too does your race. Many Haitian 
immigrants like Joseph identified primarily as Caribbean or Francophone. But in America 
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he was simply black and folded into the ethnic identity of African American. Not only 
did that involve the assumptions of an identity he did not share. It also included the 
racism and stereotypes. Success at school and navigating Boston meant figuring out how 
to be American but avoid being marked by racism. 
 The need to assimilate was also in tension with his desire to retain his own 
identity and heritage. As he put it, “When I was in Haiti I had another view of America. 
And when I came here and I really see. And it is kind of a reminder that everything in life 
you have to play certain games to get through.” This ultimately influenced his decision to 
return home to Haiti in adulthood and initiate into Vodou. The lwa had been possessing 
him in his sleep, and readings showed they wanted him to initiate. But he said a large 
factor was that, “I decide that I need to hold onto my tradition.” For him, an important 
way to retain his Haitian heritage was to initiate into Vodou.  
 His initiation happened at his extended family’s temple. His parents had not 
supported the idea but they had not tried to dissuade him either. When he returned to 
Boston, he continued with his career but began to do readings and spiritual work on the 
side. He does not officially belong to any houses in Boston since most of his Vodou 
practicing family still lives in Haiti. But he frequents public rituals in the area. And his 
parents and siblings often come to him for readings or spiritual work. Though they still 
consider themselves non-Vodouisant, they see Vodou as a tool that can be periodically 
useful. For him, the spiritual aspect is important for navigating the vicissitudes of life. 
But the heritage portion is equally important. 
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Joseph’s experiences using Vodou as a way to retain aspects of his heritage was 
something I encountered in a number of my interviews. Another houngan named Jean-
Claude initiated for similar reasons. But he had a more contentious relationship with 
Christianity. He saw it as a legacy of colonialism and a tool for devaluing African 
heritage. Speaking of post-colonial cultures that adopted Christianity, Jean-Claude said, 
“They make it their own because they feel so inferior. They adopt something they don't 
even understand.” He also felt that Christian missionaries were not merely converting 
people. They were also active in spreading anti-Vodou sentiment. “And they tell you the 
tradition [Vodou] is bad because that happens in Haiti a lot. You go through Haiti and 
you find all these missionaries - thousand of them. Telling you that look to the Church, 
Vodou is not good.”  
 Anti-Vodou sentiment can create difficulties for Vodouisants both in Haiti and in 
the diaspora. It is not just the American stereotypes that Haitian Vodouisants must 
navigate – it is the negative attitudes imported to Haiti that exist within their own 
communities. As Jean-Claude put it, “This happen a lot in these black countries, these 
poor countries where people are not educated enough to make their own decisions.” 
Many of my informants echoed the idea that becoming educated involved learning about 
colonialism, Haitian history, and embracing Vodou. Part of this involves negotiating the 
presence of Catholic elements in Vodou and the harsh realities of colonialism. A common 
point that some college educated Vodouisants made was that the intertwining of 
Catholicism and West African faiths began in Africa and was carried across the Atlantic 
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by the enslaved. Therefore, Vodouisants could find ways to claim non-colonial heritage 
for Catholic influences. 
Jean-Claude felt empowered by his reclaiming of Vodou. Like Joseph, his 
immediate family were not practitioners and did not encourage his initiation. Yet, his 
decision to initiate was about more than just spiritual needs. Vodou was a way of 
resisting complete assimilation into American culture. It was also the product of engaging 
in American education systems and learning about Haitian history in a broader context. 
This helped him link his experiences, Haitian history, and folklore – including folk 
religious practices – into a larger narrative. For him, Vodou became a political as well as 
a spiritual statement. Speaking again about the problems with missionary narratives that 
disparaged the tradition, he said, “This is Vodou that make us get our freedom.3” At first, 
I thought he was only referencing the Haitian Revolution and the supposed use of Vodou 
to galvanize the enslaved. But as our conversation continued I realized that, like many 
Haitian statements, this had additional layers of meaning. Vodou was a way for modern 
day Haitians to also gain their freedom. The tradition provided a pathway to reclaim pride 
in both their Haitian and African heritage. Vodou was a tool that helped practitioners like 
Jean-Claude straddle the homeland, diaspora, and transnational worlds in which they 
lived.  
The two houngan above were rare in allowing me to record our conversations. 
The majority of Haitian Vodouisants in the Greater Boston Area were not comfortable 																																																								
3 These are the exact words from the transcription of my interview. The word choice of 
saying “make us get our freedom” is telling in that the speaker is suggesting the spirits 
forced people into action. In other words, their faith did not merely help them achieve 
freedom. It guided and pushed them towards it.  
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being recorded. Instead, I took notes. But most of my information about people’s lives 
also developed slowly and organically through conversations. The manbo (Vodou 
priestess) I came to work with was one such informant. Like the two houngan, she had 
moved to America before becoming initiated. However, it was under less dire 
circumstances. She had attended college in Haiti and was fairly comfortable. But she had 
met an American serviceman while a young woman in Haiti and they wed after a 
whirlwind romance. He brought her to New York in the 1990s where they established a 
home and started a family.  
However, the relationship did not last and she found herself a divorced single 
mother in New York. At the same time, she began having intense dreams about the lwa. 
Unlike the houngan, she had practiced Vodou back in Haiti. While married, she had not 
done much more than light a few candles. But now her visions were intense. She reached 
out to her family back in Haiti asking about what she was experiencing. They told her she 
needed to initiate.  
This came as a shock to the manbo. She said that she naively thought the lwa 
would not have traveled with her across the waters. They were Haitian spirits so surely 
they would have stayed in Haiti. Yet, she could not deny the intense visions and dreams 
she was having. She soon found herself rushing around New York City trying to find the 
supplies she would need to bring for initiation. She flew to Haiti for her initiation and 
returned to America as a manbo asogwe – a high priestess of Vodou.  
Her status as a manbo and the connections she held to the spiritual world were 
empowering for a single mother. She managed to make her way to Boston because she 
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heard there were better job opportunities and good schools. She eventually bought a 
house, raised her children, and completed graduate school. She also established a Vodou 
house that spanned Boston and Jacmel. Over time, it has become one of the more well 
known Vodou houses in the Boston area. She was also able to build a house and a full 
temple in Jacmel, where she returns multiple times each year.  
As the head of the house, she is the manmi (mother) of the initiates. The house 
provides a vast network of immigrants and Haitians who are fictive kin. Like members of 
a blood related family, they have obligations to this fictive kinship network. Members are 
expected to obey their manmi, support one another through difficult times, and even 
provide financial assistance when needed. They also provide a useful network of weak 
ties. Each initiate is connected to their own professional and personal networks, providing 
a way to reach significantly beyond just the immediate house members.  
However, unlike the two houngan I interviewed, this manbo has a broader fictive 
kinship network. That is because she initiates non-Haitians into the house. I asked her 
how that started. By the time I began working with this house, there were four non-
Haitians who had initiated and were actively participating. She explained that she had 
met a college student at a cultural event about Haiti held at a local university. It came up 
in conversation that she was a manbo and he was studying African diaspora religions for 
a course. She invited him to a ceremony and a relationship developed. Eventually, the 
cards and dreams suggested he needed to initiate. So he did.  
Slowly, some of his network began attending her services as well and becoming 
interested in practicing Vodou. Over time, a few professors began asking her to give a 
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talk to their classes. And then, university students began showing up at the fetes. A few 
years before I began hanging around the house, she had formally determined that non-
Haitians could and at times should initiate into Vodou. And that they could initiate into 
the highest levels. Some of the other houses in the region did not approve of this decision. 
But she argued that the lwa approved and pointed to card readings, dreaming, and 
engagement with the spirits during public rites. In the end, the ultimate authenticator was 
the lwa. If Vodou is about devoting oneself to the spirits, then she felt it is their opinion 
that matters.  
Each of these religious leaders connects to Vodou in a slightly different way. For 
Joseph, Vodou is about retaining ethnic identity in the face of cultural assimilation. For 
Jean-Claude Vodou is a political statement evolved out of engaging with colonial 
legacies. And for the manbo, it is empowerment for a mother navigating diasporic 
realities as well as dedication to the spirits. All three told me they practiced a 
traditionalist form of Vodou. They claimed to reproduce the faith of the homeland whole-
cloth in the new land with only slight modifications due to restrictions on access to 
people, places, and things.  
Yet, diasporic religions are always reconstructions. They reconstruct the 
homeland but also rework traditions as part of their engagement with the diasporic 
setting. As Paul Christopher Johnson explains, "Diasporic religions are memory 
performances of place, staged in a space; rather than repeat ‘tradition,’ they create new 
identifications and social affiliations because the memory of the homeland is transformed 
as it is rebuilt, through bricolage, in the spaces of emigration" (2007, 14). This includes 
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ideas about history, ethnicity, belonging, and faith. In addition, diasporic religions do not 
"merely reproduce homeland religion but transform it in response to constraints and 
opportunities posed by the host society" (Johnson 2007, 41). Therefore, even 
traditionalist frames are constructed in response to new diasporic experiences rather than 
being transported complete and unchanged from the homeland.  
Concepts of ethnicity, transnational political identities, and even relationships 
with the spirits are changed by the diasporic experience. These new frames may at times 
be contradictory but they are also part of a new set of symbols and identity claims that 
Vodouisants can select from in the diaspora. Johnson explains how "a single group can 
simultaneously view itself against multiple diasporic horizons, and how, within that 
multiplicity, a particular horizon may become dominant at a given moment in time" 
(Johnson 2007, 8). Variation provides a way for individuals and groups to actively 
construct claims and meanings that are useful for their own needs in the moment.  
Warner’s examination of diasporic religious groups in America suggests just how 
complex this transformation is. He reminds us that identity begins in the homeland with 
all of the rivalries, complexities, and hierarchies that go along with that. Nor does the 
immigration process fix identities – rather new categories and borders can be drawn for 
immigrants as they adjust to the host country. In the process, religious associations and 
identifications may become more important than they were in the homeland as sources of 
identity and community. As time passes, generational differences may reshape religion as 
first generations use it to escape assimilation while second generations adapt it to the 
American context. And finally, groups may tend to migrate outwards from initial sites 
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towards communities that reflect their perspectives and values. This is part of a larger 
pattern of Americans self-selecting religious associations that are adapted to present 
circumstances and needs (Warner 1993, 1062).  
I utilize these processes in this chapter in order to examine the ways ethnicity, 
identity, practice, and Vodou have developed in Haiti and then how the diaspora has 
transformed them. It begins with Haitian history and how that has shaped ideas about 
identity and race in Haiti. It then examines the position of Vodou in Haiti and how it has 
been connected to those concepts. Then I turn to America in general and Boston in 
particular to examine the ways these are reconstructed and framed in the diaspora. I 
examine how the particular experience of being in America and Boston have impacted 
these dimensions and where tensions lie between diasporas and homelands.  
 
Vodou, History, and Identity in Haiti: how past and present shape belonging in the 
homeland 
 
I was pressed against the dusty window of a colorful bus in Port-au-Prince 
watching a young boy sell sugar cane. The bus was stopped as we waited for the crowds 
to let us through. Street vendors filled the sidewalks with makeshift stalls selling second 
hand clothes, bootleg music, food, and drinks. Pedestrians had to walk in the streets to 
avoid stepping on merchandise. When I first arrived, I had hesitantly walked in the streets 
keeping as close to the curb as possible and jumping out of the way as soon as a car came 
near. But, after a week, I was walking confidently amid the flow of bodies pushing 
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through the streets and ignoring the cars as they honked. Now, I was on the other side of 
things. The crowds pushed forward towards the marketplace. We waited and waited. 
The boy finished his sale and moved out of my eyesight. For the first time, I took 
in the mural behind him. It was a political piece with two leaders of the revolution on the 
left and contemporary political leaders on the right. The revolutionary leaders were 
Dessalines and Toussaint Louverture – both important figures in Haitian history who 
have become venerated spirits in Vodou. But they were painted with remarkably different 
presentations. Dessalines was painted similar to his depiction on the Haitian stamp. He 
had his iconic feathered military hat, tassels on his jacket shoulders, dark skin, and a 
moustache. Louverture was a famed horseman so he was depicted atop a warhorse with a 
sword in his raised arm. Interestingly, where Dessalines was dark skinned, Louverture 
was very pale.  
As an educated free person of color, Louverture’s identity at the time of the 
revolution was neither white nor black despite being born a slave. Historical depictions of 
the revolutionary leader vary greatly. At times, he is painted as almost stereotypically 
African while in other portraits he has European features and light skin. This may in part 
be due to the ways he was understood and appropriated in Europe. At the start of the 
revolution, he was seen as an ally of French interests while by the end he was a traitor to 
them. He was alternately portrayed as elite and educated, base and vile, and the romantic 
savage (Daguillard 2003). This portrait, however, had both the wide nose and full lips 
often seen in the more Africanized depictions of Toussaint coupled with very light skin.  
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On the far right side of the mural, there was a politician with similar skin tone –
Nicolas Sarkozy, who was president of France at the time. Next to Sarkozy was Michel 
Martelly, the elected president of Haiti, and on the other side Barack Obama, president of 
the United States. Above President Obama was the word “Paix” (peace), above Martelly 
“Armour” (love), and above Sarkozy “Progres” (progress.) Beneath each was the country 
they served in case audiences did not recognize the faces.  
The mural intrigued me. It placed Haitian revolutionary figures that, at least by 
the end of the war, fought against France next to the current French head of state. And the 
American president held an equally prominent position next to the Haitian President and 
the French President. A daily Haitian newspaper had an article about the piece, noting 
that this mural was painted to celebrate the inauguration of President Michel Martelly. 
The article quotes one of the artists explaining, “Nous voulons diffuser trois messages: la 
paix, pour dire au président Obama des Etats-Unis: aidez-nous, mais laissez Haïti vivre 
en paix; le progrès, pour dire au président Sarkozy: n'exploitez pas Haïti, aidez-la à 
progresser.” And for Martelly, “Nous sommes prêts à collaborer par amour pour Haïti, 
nous voulons apporter notre soutien au nouveau président pour réussir son projet 
d'éducation gratuite” (Cameau 2011). (We wanted to send three messages: Peace, for 
President Obama of the United States: help us, but leave Haiti to live in peace. Progress, 
for President Sarkozy: do not exploit Haiti but rather help her progress. [Haitian President 
Martelly] we are ready to work out of love for Haiti and we want to support the new 
president’s free education project.)  
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The working of African, French, and American histories and symbols into a mural 
that spoke to contemporary Haitian perspectives was intriguing but in some ways not 
surprising. Haiti is the product of the creolizations of African, Caribbean, and French, 
after all. And the concerns of the artists are long standing issues: peace, assistance, a 
reprieve from exploitation by foreign countries, and a functioning Haitian government. 
Many Haitians I spoke with in both Haiti and America also saw these three sources as 
deeply influencing their nation as well as their own sense of identity. These elements 
have also impacted the development and practice of Vodou. In order to understand 
contemporary ways that Haitians are negotiating identity and faith it is important to 
understand the historical influences on Vodou. 
Vodou’s current position in Haiti is contested. There are no good surveys of 
practice and religious identification, but religious tensions and violence indicate that there 
are many Haitians who do not approve of Vodou traditions. American Evangelical 
narratives present Vodou, Catholicism, and Free Masonry as the causes of people’s 
poverty and disasters such as the earthquake. Some Catholic communities support anti-
superstition movements to root out Vodou practices. This is an issue to which I will 
return at the end of this section. However, it is worth examining the historical place and 
significance of Vodou in Haiti here. The debates over Vodou in Haiti are not new nor are 
they limited to Protestant missionary relief efforts.  
Since colonialism, the legality and acceptability of Vodou as a practiced faith has 
been fiercely disputed. The process of internal and external regulations, debates, and 
adjustments have been integral in the process of forming Haitian Vodou as a unique 
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religious worldview that is distinct from the various religious and cultural parts that 
influenced its development. Haitian Vodou is not simply a passive syncretism of West 
African and Catholic practices and belief systems. Rather, the distinct cultural and 
historical lived experiences of Haitians coupled with legal regulations and the ways that 
communities manipulated, adhered to, and subverted those regulations produced the 
tradition that exists in Haiti today. It also provided a framework for creative cultural 
accommodations and decreolization processes in settings that were unfriendly towards 
Vodou. In order to understand how Vodou has been reframed and adjusted to diaspora 
settings in Boston, it is important to look at that process historically in Haiti. 
 
Africa and France: Colonial Creolizations and Contestations 	
The history of Vodou is, in many ways, the history of Haiti. The religion was born 
out of the experience of slavery, revolution, and an isolated country working to develop a 
coherent culture out of the West African, Native American, and European potpourri that 
remained. Under the colonial French Code Noir, which was the set of legal regulations 
for handling slaves, owners were required to baptize their slaves and instruct them in 
Catholicism. Yet, it did not explicitly outlaw African religions despite overtly banning 
Judaism and restricting Protestant forms of Christianity. This may be because colonial 
powers rarely considered African religious systems to be religions. Instead, colonial 
authorities discussed African religions as superstition, fetishisms, and magic. The 
baptism and Catholic instruction for peoples who were without a religion was a 
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theological justification for enslavement. From the start, this ambivalence and vague 
framing of African religions created spaces of resistance and negotiation (She  2011).4   
Throughout the history of the colony, maroon communities developed in hard to 
reach mountainous regions. They became important cultural pockets for retaining 
practice and tradition. However, enslaved populations on plantations were also able to 
construct and maintain African cultural elements. Under the Code Noir, it was illegal to 
allow slaves from different owners to mingle even for funerals and weddings. 
Nevertheless, the code required owners to give slaves Sunday off and the two royal 
decrees expanded this to Saturday afternoons as well. Slaves used this time to work on 
their own often to grow or make goods to sell. There were markets every Sunday, which 
slaves could typically visit, providing opportunities for not only making money but also 
interacting (Dubois 2005).  
Donning special clothes for the occasion, slaves would travel to the city where 
they held their own Catholic mass and then set up shop at the market. Afterwards, they 
would play music, dance, and socialize. While this clearly broke the Code Noir, most 
slave owners thought it was a harmless diversion and the meetings were rarely broken up. 
In addition, it was important for the white townspeople to have access to the produce and 
goods sold at markets. Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de Saint-Méry noted that in a southern 
town the residents were hurt when droughts and floods prevented slaves from bringing 
their goods to market (Dubois 2005). 																																																								
4 Ramsey’s 2011 exhaustive study of the legal documents archived in Haiti is the most 
comprehensive and informative work on the issue of Vodou from a legal and historical 
perspective. For this reason her book is one of the primary sources for my discussion of 
that topic. 
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These various social conditions, then, provided a space where newly arrived 
Africans and long-term slaves could gather and meet on a regular basis. One of the best 
accounts of Vodou practices during the days of slavery comes from Médéric Louis Élie 
Moreau de Saint-Méry. Moreau was a creole born in Martinique in 1750. After studying 
and practicing law in Paris, he settled in Saint-Domingue where he practiced law and 
married into a well-connected family. Frustrated that most of Europe knew little about the 
Caribbean colonies, even those who governed them, Moreau set out to chronicle the 
colonies. The slave revolt on Saint-Domingue added to this desire. He frantically began 
writing a history of the colony in order to preserve the story of Saint-Domingue and to 
provide a blueprint for understanding what was right and wrong about the colony so that 
one day it could be restored. While Moreau’s hopes for a return to Saint-Domingue’s 
former glory as a French colony were in vain, his book provides one of the best firsthand 
accounts of life in the colony (Moreau 1797)5  
 Vodou practices were technically illegal and the colony passed various laws to 
try to enforce that. However, they were common and the colonial authorities never 
managed to completely suppress them. Part of the reason for this is that Vodou was never 
well defined either by colonial authorities or the people who practiced it. On the eve of 
the revolution, Médéric-Louis-Élie Moreau de Saint-Méry was the first to explicitly write 
about a “Vaudoux.” Previously, colonialists had discussed superstitions of slaves and 
pagan practices but Moreau’s work popularized the term Vaudoux (and related spellings). 
It also set Vodou up as a contrast to civilization and enlightenment movements. The 																																																								
5 For English translations of Moreau see Dubois 2004.  
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island and larger issues of civilization were under threat from these practices. But he does 
not clearly define what those practices are aside from a sensational description of a 
ceremony (Ramsey 2013).  
At the time of Moreau’s publications, spiritual practices of the enslaved in Haiti 
were not yet part of a larger consistent colony-wide system. Most had been born in Africa 
and were regionally bound. Their spiritual practices reflected their various homelands and 
the introduction of Catholicism. But while there were some underlying shared similarities 
of serving spirits, at the time there was no singular defined practice to regulate (Ramsey 
2013). Variation and lack of standardization makes discussing Vodou in a historical 
context, from the perspective of those who practiced it, difficult. But, colonial 
governments and the newly established Haitian government attempted to regulate faith 
practices and this does provide insight into the history of both the religion and its 
relationship with the state. 
 Moreau’s description of the dance he attended includes a secretive community of 
slaves who came together to honor a snake deity. Moreau does not state whether he 
observed the ceremony personally or whether he is recounting a secondhand version of 
events, but the descriptions of the “dance” do appear similar to both contemporary West 
African Arada practices and modern Vodou (Heywood 2002).  
Worshipers wearing red handkerchiefs gathered around two members of the 
community designated as King and Queen, master and mistress, or mother and father. A 
snake deity was brought into the ceremony and at one point, the Queen would become 
possessed by this spirit resulting in her undulating on the ground and speaking with his 
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voice. Participants asked for healing, love, money, and/or power over their masters. After 
this all occurred, they sang a song that Moreau describes as “African” and they danced 
(Dubois 2004, Heywood 2002).  
Interestingly, Moreau mentions that some whites peeking in on the ceremony 
were so moved that they too began to dance and display signs of possession, which the 
Queen had to manage. He also warned of the dangers of Vodou saying that the religious 
leaders had great power and influence over the worshipers and that this practice was 
subversive, which may hint at his and other colonialists’ concerns over Vodou’s role in 
the revolution (Dubois 2004, Heywood 2002).  
The ceremony he describes is similar to those held today for the Haitian Vodou 
lwa Damballah who is represented as a snake. Damballah is a creation deity whose 
origins are African and so might well have been an important lwa for the African slaves. 
The crisis that Moreau describes fits with the phenomenon we now refer to as possession, 
though in modern ceremonies Damballah does not usually speak when he possesses 
bodies since as a snake all he can do is hiss. Typically, practitioners would also wear 
white, not red, though for special events communities may wear different colors. And 
today communities refer to the priest and priestess as houngan and manbo respectively 
(Heywood 2002, Dayan 1995, Dubois 2004, Desmagles 1992).   
Moreau’s book has been used by numerous historians to suggest that the majority 
of Vodou practices must have stemmed from the Arada population – from the West 
African Dahomey kingdom Allada. Indeed, one of the major Vodou spirit families is 
Rada from the Arada (Heywood 2002, Dayan 1995, Dubois 2004, Desmagles 1992). 
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However, there is evidence that slaves from the Kongo region had a significant impact on 
traditions too. The song that Moreau includes in his descriptions of Vaudoux practices is 
in Kikongo despite his assertion that they were Aradas. Drouin de Bercy also recounts a 
song that is clearly Kikongo (Dubois 2004, Desmangles 1992, Dayan 1995). Legal 
documents reveal slaves and free people of color tried for creating religious items and 
engaging in rituals. Many of these are similar to Petro traditions today, which stem 
largely from the Kongo region and are one of the major families of spirits. Each spiritual 
family has slightly different ritual forms, drumbeats, and dispositions (Ramsey 2011).  
Many of these documented gatherings occurred at churches, graveyards, and 
churchyards. By the mid-1700s, concerns over religious spaces as sites of subversion led 
to decrees banning slaves in the Le Cap region from gathering in churches after sunset 
and between the hours of noon and 2 p.m. This was when most white colonialists retired 
to their homes and could not keep a watchful eye on the slaves. Planters and colonial 
authorities worried that religious gatherings of slaves were sites for black magic practiced 
under the guise of Catholic worship. They feared poisoning, encouragement of runaways, 
and activities they thought were sinful (Truoillot 1995, Ramsey 2011).  
However, as Truillot argues, it is unlikely they thought the slaves were directly 
planning revolt because the French saw the slaves as incapable of conceiving of freedom 
and revolution on their own (1995). Ramsey documents a court case in May of 1786 
where slaves were accused of preaching independence, but the court ruled the gatherings 
in and of themselves were not a very serious offense. It was the associated marronage 
that doomed them to be hung (though two of the slaves were merely hung in effigy) 
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(2011, 40). Generally, the colonial authorities and colonists assumed that slaves calling 
for freedom were under nefarious white influences. Isolated from such influencers, 
colonialists thought slaves would be content with their lot. However, historical evidence 
makes it clear that during this period slaves were meeting covertly and in more public 
formats in order to socialize, practice their religious beliefs often under the guise of 
Catholicism, and plan a revolution (Ramsey 2011). 
The Haitian revolution began in Le Cap on August 22, 1791 with slaves in the 
north organizing revolts and the insurrection spreading from there. Legend and some 
historical documents hold that a Vodou ceremony was held at Bwa Kayiman (crocodile 
woods) on August 14, 1791, that united rebelling slaves under a common purpose to free 
themselves from the whites and free people of color who ran the plantations. These slaves 
were of privileged status meaning they were trusted by the slave owners and therefore 
were given permission to illegally leave their plantations and meet for a meal on that 
evening (Ramsey 2011).  
It was the feast day of the Notre-Dame de l’Assomption - the patron saint of the 
colony. Slave masters often allowed slaves to gather for this important religious and 
social festival. But it was also an important feast day for the Kongo lwa. Details of the 
ceremony supposedly held that night vary extensively but folklore holds that the gathered 
slaves sacrificed a black pig for their cause. The revolution started shortly afterwards 
with a coordinated revolt of plantations in the north undermining whites’ ability to 
control the situation (Ramsey 2011).  
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As revolt spread, French authorities reported that slaves were using charms and 
magic to embolden their efforts. Records report fallen slaves being found with a copy of 
the Rights of Man in one pocket and a magical packet (charm) in the other. The 
intersection between and overlap of Catholicism, West African traditions, politics, and 
rebellion have played out again and again throughout Haiti’s history and shape the 
religious faith that gives meaning to lived experience today (Ramsey 2011).  
During the revolution, three groups - slaves, whites, and free people of color - at 
various times all fought one another for control of the island. Eventually, the free people 
of color such as Toussaint Louverture abandoned the French cause to collaborate with 
and lead the former slaves in successful rebellion against the French armies. Though the 
revolution officially ended in 1804, Haitian leadership struggled to unify the region until 
the constitution of 1867 and the development of sugar and rum industries that stabilized 
the economy (Dubois 2005).  
However, the fruits of these industries did not result in prosperity for the nation. 
The French government promised to give up claims to the property and land if Haiti paid 
reparations of ninety million gold francs. Dessalines refused to pay this indemnity, but 
the political leaders who assassinated him agreed in order to ensure the peace. Haiti made 
its last payment in 1947, but during that time, 70% of the country’s foreign exchange 
earnings went to France. When Haiti endured difficult economic periods such as a poor 
agricultural season, they had to borrow money from France at double the going interest 
rate in order to make their payments. This created tensions regarding French identity and 
historical influences in Haiti that exist to this day (Mocombe 2010). 
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Vodou in the New Republic 	
Leaders during and after the revolution often discussed Vodou as a disrupter of 
activities citizens were supposed to be engaging in such as agricultural pursuits. People 
left their farms and traveled to attend rituals. Haiti’s new political leaders routinely 
disrupted Vodou ceremonies, sometimes killing participants in the process. Dessalines, 
one of Louverture’s generals and later self-proclaimed Emperor of Haiti, led many of 
these anti-Vodou raids (Dubois 2004, Dayan 1995).  
However, Dessalines is a confusing historical figure because his attitudes towards 
Vodou were mixed and contentious. Oral traditions depict Dessalines as a Vodou 
practitioner who often held ceremonies before battles and was able to use sorcery and the 
assistance of the lwa to make himself invisible, prevent poisoning, and win fights. Yet, he 
also killed numerous Vodou practitioners and leaders, as did Louverture and the northern 
leader Henri Christophe (Dubois 2004, Dayan 1995).  
Many of the oral tradition depictions of Dessalines, however, indicate than rather 
than the Catholic or citizen-shaping notions behind other leaders’ motives for ridding the 
island of African traditions, Dessalines sought revenge against priests whom he believed 
were charlatans. If injured in a battle after using a fetish or spell provided by a Vodou 
practitioner, he would punish them and their cohort harshly. Stories of his Vodou practice 
contradict official narratives that he was punishing practitioners on orders and to uphold 
the law. Indeed, his 1805 constitution allowed freedom of worship and declared that there 
was no official religion (Dubois 2004, Dayan 1995).  
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These oral traditions create a somewhat ambiguous picture of Dessalines and he is 
remembered in Haiti as both a violent revolutionary leader who killed many Vodouisants 
and a brave soldier who utilized Vodou to help Haiti gain its freedom (Dubois 2004, 
Dayan 1995). After his death, Dessalines became an important spirit known as Ogou 
Desalin. The Ogou spirits are a group of Nago warrior lwa and so his placement there 
makes sense within the Vodou pantheon. Today he is remembered in song lyrics such as, 
“Dessalines, Dessalines demembre. Vive la liberte” (Dessalines, Dessalines 
dismembered. Long live liberty.) He also possesses practitioners at ceremonies held in his 
honor (Dayan 1995).  
The Petro lwa also reflect a number of spirits born out of the violence of the 
revolution. The petro are thought to come from the Kongolese slaves and are described as 
“hot” meaning they are more volatile, aggressive, and dangerous spirits. A few petro lwa 
who emerged through the process of revolution are Brise Pimba, Baron Ravage, Ti-Jean-
Dantor, Ezili-je-wouj, and Jean Zombie. Many of the secret societies, which work 
parallel, opposing, and at times in overlapping ways with Vodou spiritual houses, also 
find their roots in the revolution. Bizango, for example, utilizes imagery of Satan and 
warfare to represent their role as spiritual and when necessary actual soldiers to protect 
freedom. (Dayan 1995, Dubois 2004, Desmangles 1992).  
The revolution deeply influenced Vodou in that it created new spirits and united 
disparate groups of slaves. However, it also created a state that was hostile to the religion 
in new ways. It was common for post-revolutionary leaders to outlaw Vodou directly as a 
threat to moral and political order, especially to the power of the new state. Societies 
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were forming that existed outside of state control and these religious groups even adopted 
political titles such as general, queen, senator, and president. Mutual aid societies and 
secret societies today still retain some of these military and political labels (Ramsey 
2011).6 Regardless, the newly formed Haitian state(s) saw Vodou sosyetes, gatherings, 
and titles as an internal threat (Dubois 2004, Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
Vodou was also a hindrance to presenting the fledgling country as civilized and 
stable. Frequently, writings about Haiti used Vodou as an example of how a 
predominantly black state was incapable of self-governance and rational thought. Soon 
after independence, the Haitian state began issuing a series of prohibitions geared 
towards reducing Vodou practice. Yet, as Patrick Bellegarde-Smith points out, the 
ineffective and unstable government as well as the disinterested elites and the lack of 
Catholic priests created the perfect situation for the development of a uniquely Haitian 
Vodou (Dubois 2004, Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
 Vodou in the newly free republic likely began as a familial practice on rural 
homesteads where male elders led the extended family in honoring ancestors and spirits 
of both Africa and the New World. The intermixing of Catholicism and various West 
African and novel Haitian practices seen today may also have roots in Africa. The 
Kingdom of the Kongo was a Catholic nation by the time of the slave trade. However, 
Kongolese actively reworked local practices and Catholicism to construct new creolized 
ways of practice (Thornton 1998). Significant portions of slaves came from this region, 
potentially bringing this mixed perspective with them.  																																																								
6 However it is worth noting that New Orleans Mardi Gras Indians, which are also secret 
societies, have similar titles, and it is unlikely this stems from Haitian origins. 
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Once in Haiti, they continued to incorporate additional spirits and practices into 
new post-colonial realities. Extended family would have included marriages to former 
slaves from a variety of African backgrounds (Bellegarde-Smith 2005). Various African 
communities are reflected in the different “nations of spirits” that are honored in Haitian 
Vodou. Spirits with perceived shared origins and aspects are organized into nations that 
have their own drum beats, dances, offerings, and spatial arrangements on altars. Early 
on, familial groups recognized a need to separate spirits so that they were honored 
appropriately according to their historical origins, thus organizing spirits into spiritual 
nations such as Rada, Petro, Nago, Simbi, Gede, etc. (Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
In rural areas today this type of practice continues and is tightly bound to local 
landscapes and genealogies. Though it varies slightly by region, family temples are often 
headed by the eldest male of the family and are central spaces for organizing family 
spiritual and social lives. Graveyards full of ancestors, rivers that feed the land, and large 
knotty trees embed the landscape with spiritual meaning and generational ties. For many 
who still reside on family compounds, this format remains the primary organizational 
structure for Vodou and family lives (Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
 
Impact of Vacillating Regulations of Vodou in Haiti 	
 Throughout the 19th and 20th century Haitian laws against Vodou and Catholic 
clergy attitudes towards Vodou practice went through periods of enforcement and 
relaxation. For example, President Tiresias Simon Sam came into power in 1896 
succeeding President Florvil Hyppolite. Rumors were that Hyppolite was a Vodouisant. 
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Historians are unsure as to how accurate this was, but even the New York Times wrote 
about his association with Vodou. Perhaps in order to distance himself from this scandal, 
Sam’s minister of the interior ordered stricter enforcement of the laws against Vodou 
assemblies. Catholic and Protestant religious leaders and the popular Haitian newspaper 
La Croix cheered this move arguing that it would prove Haiti a “civilized” nation and 
root out internal problems with citizenry. La Croix went so far as to publish names of 
“bocors,” which was the Church’s term for popular ritual specialists. It also published 
negative editorials about specific events, people, and public officials (Ramsey 2011).  
These editorials reveal that practitioners were finding ways to circumvent the law 
by avoiding the use of drums for their gatherings. Many authorities used the presence of 
drums as a litmus test for whether it was a legal gathering or not, so clapping or using 
other instruments provided a loophole that, according to the authors of the editorials, 
officials were mostly uninterested in closing. The newspaper even reports incidents of 
local soldiers and police participating in Vodou rituals much to the scandal of the 
reporters (Ramsey 2011).  
But what was also clearly a problem was delineating what were forbidden Vodou 
practices and what were acceptable folk Catholicism practices. Governmental officials 
enlisted the assistance of Catholic and Protestant religious officials to travel to villages 
around the country giving speeches and clarifying their positions on various elements of 
practice and belief. Yet incidents such as the veneration of the grand Saint Jacques statue 
in Plaine-du-Nord highlight the difficulties such officials had in making these 
determinations (Ramsey 2011).  
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 It came to the attention of Catholic clergy that some Haitians were worshipping 
Catholic figures as pagan idols and Saint-Jacques was one such figure. In 1899, the statue 
known as le grand Saint-Jacques fell and broke, which the clergy thought a happy 
accident, until local officials declared their intent to fix it. Bishop Kersuzan decided that a 
compromise was to send it to France for repair, which would at least get it out of Haiti 
temporarily. However, the transport of the fragments became a lively Vodou procession 
and the carriers stopped at numerous Vodou houses along the way for ceremonies. A 
local sculptor in Cap-Haitien ended up restoring it rather than sending it abroad. When it 
was placed back above the altar locals celebrated with a Catholic mass and a Vodou 
service.  
Bishop Kersuzan, getting no response from local authorities on the matter, 
decided to visit the church and insist the statue be moved to the back of the church 
disconnecting it from its position above the altar (Ramsey 2011). Before he could finish 
his explanation to the people, protests began and a riot broke out. Kersuzan 
excommunicated everyone involved but lacked names to enforce this. He did finally 
manage to remove the statue, however, with significant police assistance. Kersuzan’s 
other crusades against Vodou often ran into similar problems – he was not simply 
eliminating practice that existed outside of Catholicism. He was trying to purify Catholic 
practice and belief about concepts, symbols, and rites that often had overlapping 
significance between Vodou and Vatican (Ramsey 2011).  
The relationship between Catholicism and Vodou has been an on-going contest 
over practice and purity. Vodouisants see themselves as both Catholic and Vodouisant, 
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while many Catholic officials have tried over the years to cleanse Catholic spaces and 
symbols of their Vodou aspects. These anti-superstition campaigns were waged on and 
off throughout Haitian history, resulting in groups of Haitians who are adamantly against 
any hint of Vodou entering Catholic space or practice. But it has also reinforced the 
creolization of the two faiths as Vodouisants have maintained the Catholic layers to 
practice in order to avoid persecution. Vodou imagery can utilize solely Catholic symbols 
and practitioners still feel confident that the spirits will be satisfied. For example, songs 
and prayers in French about Catholic Saints correspond to the lwa. When practice and 
visual elements solely utilize Catholic symbols, it can still be spiritually effective. This 
makes it difficult for the state to patrol. The Vodou elements can be focused inwardly so 
that it is intent – not outward practice – that contains the heretical elements.  
A visibly Catholic presentation of faith can be a way to claim many and often 
contradictory identities. It can claim Frenchness over Africanness by practicing a 
particular French form of Catholicism that uses French prayers, songs, and often priests. 
Catholic facades can be a way to negate racist stereotypes about people of African 
heritage and position communities as “civilized” and “modern.” But it can also be a way 
to resist anti-superstition campaigns by enhancing rather than reducing the creolization of 
Vodou and Catholicism. External Vodou and Catholic imagery and practice map well 
enough that practitioners can maintain Vodou traditions through intent despite severe 
restrictions. Though spirits eventually do demand practices like animal sacrifices that 
must happen outside of formal Catholic activities, they are not seen as antithetical to 
Catholicism. In general, Vodouisants view their faith as an extension of or addition to 
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Catholicism. In their view, other Catholics lack the depth of knowledge about the really-
real that Vodou adds. Many Haitian Vodouisants today do not question the place of 
Catholicism in their faith, but there is a growing group attempting to reclaim the African-
ness of Vodou. This movement emerged during the American Occupation and has since 
developed further in the diaspora.  
 
American Interventions: Haitian Identity, Politics, and Practice 	
 When Haiti’s second President Sam, cousin to the earlier one, was drawn and 
quartered, the United States invaded Haiti on the pretense of assisting a stabilized 
democratic transition. They also argued that they were needed to ensure France was able 
to collect on their indemnity debt. Between 1915 and 1934, the United States controlled 
Haiti politically and militarily. The US dissolved the Haitian military and legislature, 
wrote a new constitution, made it legal for foreigners to own land, and set about bringing 
law, order, and “moral decency” to Haiti. Part of this effort including eradicating Vodou 
(Ramsey 2011, Dubois 2005, Mocombe 2010.)  
The US occupation was highly unpopular in Haiti because Haitians resented the 
loss of political and military control of their own country including losing the right to 
vote. The US also resurrected the practice of kove, which was a disused Haitian law 
allowing the government to conscript citizens into labor. They used this to force Haitians 
to build roads often in dangerous conditions. The Chalbert camp in particular was 
infamous for unsafe and disease ridden conditions leading to five conscripted Haitians 
dying every day. Haitians described it as a reinstitution of slavery, and insurgents 
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gathered in difficult terrains to mount armed resistance against the occupation. With 
significant local protests, kove and conscription became more difficult for the US forces 
to enforce (Ramsey 2011, Dubois 2005).  
In 1916, specific laws were translated into English and put together into a 
handbook for American forces. Out of the 413 Haitian penal laws three were included: 
articles prohibiting poisoning to produce a deathlike state (zonbi), vagrancy, and Vodou 
ceremonies (les sortileges). Specific laws were also passed to outlaw anything seen to be 
associated with Vodou practice, with a punishment of six months to two years in prison. 
This imprisonment provided a workforce for public projects when kove was ineffective. 
Accounts from US servicemen stationed in Haiti recall using Vodou ceremonies as an 
excuse to round up forced labor (Ramsey 2011). 
 On the ground, US forces were concerned about Vodou not only because of moral 
decency issues but also because of its association with the insurgents. Similar to reports 
during the revolution, there were claims that many of the insurgent leaders were Vodou 
priests who used fetishes and rituals to protect and embolden their militias. The US 
military associated the 1918-1920 rebellion with Vodou because many insurgents were 
practitioners and/or were organized by Vodou leaders. Throughout the US occupation the 
association between Vodou and insurgency remained, heightening fears that this religion 
was a site of political and social resistance (Ramsey 2011).  
 It also reinforced stereotypes about Haiti and African diasporic traditions among 
Americans. Before the US Occupation of Haiti, Vodou had been a salacious topic in 
America due to the sensational journalism coverage of Vodou in New Orleans. Michelle 
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Gordon argues, “Since slavery, tales of Voodoo helped establish black criminality as a 
social fact, and ultimately, Reconstruction-era public Voodoo narratives helped cultivate 
the ground for, and served as key forerunners to, the public narratives of the black 
“beast” rapist, which defended Southern political violence for generations, black 
disfranchisement, and legal segregation in Louisiana by the turn of the century” (Gordon 
2012, 769). Vodou represented the danger of black violence against whites (Gordon 
2012).  
Therefore, it is not surprising that Haitian Vodou was often depicted in a similar 
fashion. In 1891, Salt Lake Tribune ran a syndicated article with the headline, 
“Cannibalism in Haiti – It is part of the practice connected with Voodooism.” Under it 
was the standfirst7, “no uncommon thing to witness orgies at which human flesh is eaten 
– a woman eats her seven grandchildren.” The article goes on to describe a series of rites 
supposedly observed by foreigners where Haitians cook and eat children. This kind of 
media portrayal influenced American attitudes toward Haiti and American experiences in 
Haiti influenced media portrayals. It also set the stage for the kinds of attitudes Haitians 
would deal with during immigration. 
However, during the Occupation the Haitian Negritude movement attempted to 
reclaim Vodou as a source of authentic Haitian-ness. The loss of control over their 
country prodded elite educated Haitians to rethink identity in relation to the non-Haitian 
marines stationed there. Turning to folk traditions, they mobilized Vodou dances, rites, 
mythology, and food traditions as a way of claiming a unique and rich ethnicity. Where 																																																								
7 Few initial lines of a newspaper or magazine article that highlight the most interesting 
part(s) of the article. 
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the Americans had tried to claim Vodou was holding Haitians back and used it to scare 
elites, negritude leaders argued the opposite. Jean-Price Mars argued, using contemporary 
folklore studies, that Vodou was equal to Christianity as a religion. He suggested the 
Vodou faith of slaves had been an important element in helping them gain their freedom. 
However, Mars and other negritude leaders such as Jacques Roumain saw Vodou 
primarily as folklore to be appreciated rather than adopted and practiced. It was a 
political claim of identity and resistance rather than devotion (Shannon 1996).  
After the US left in 1934, Haiti struggled to adjust, and this is reflected in changes 
to Vodou. Deforestation and the US destruction of the local pig population increasingly 
made farming in the countryside a difficult life. The cities promised more job 
opportunities and beginning in the 1930s, many fled the poverty of the countryside for 
the possibility of the city. This broke up families that had lived nearby since the 
revolution, and people could no longer return regularly to their homestead altars. Instead, 
individuals began creating altars in their apartments and gathering with non-family on 
important days to honor the spirits. Though the anti-superstition campaign was powerful, 
individuals responded by reinforcing the use of emblematic Catholic symbols to represent 
a complex of religious meanings so that home altars could look Catholic but index 
African spirituality (Brown, KM 2001; Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
Over time, this process developed into independent religious societies called 
houses that came together in ritual spaces called ounfos. Initiations into the tradition no 
longer just connected individuals to their genealogical past but created new fictive 
genealogies, as they became spiritually part of the same kinship network regardless of 
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their biological ancestry. The problem of urbanization and its impact on community 
building was not unique to Haiti. Lucumi, an African diaspora tradition in Cuba, resolved 
urbanization issues through ethnic based associations called cabildos. However, rather 
than creating cabildos and later being put together in the house temple the way that 
Lucumi did, Haitian Vodou began in the house temple and later moved to a more public 
setting. This is because the religion did not first organize in the city and spread to the 
countryside, like Lucumi, but originated in the countryside where the social unit was the 
family compound (Brown, KM 2001; Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
These new arrangements also allowed for the reformulation of women’s roles in 
the religion. Women were always important assistants, but male elders on the homestead 
were the leaders. In the cities, women found jobs more frequently than men did and 
therefore were a more stable presence with the extra income to create and maintain 
religious spaces. These gender realities led to reconstructions of the gender relationships 
within the religious system, and today women theoretically hold equal power and status 
as men within the religion (Brown, KM 2001; Bellegarde-Smith 2005).  
 After the marines left, political realities in Haiti were also dire. There were a 
series of semi-effective presidents until the rise of Francois Duvalier, popularly known as 
Papa Doc. Papa Doc and his son Baby Doc ruled Haiti from 1957-1986 and were 
infamous for the brutality of their dictatorships. They were also covertly supported by the 
United States Central Intelligence Agency (Whitney 1996). Papa Doc had studied 
ethnology after getting his medical degree and this background gave him the tools to 
leverage Vodou in an overt political sense. He adopted symbols of the lwa Baron in his 
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own dress and created a secret vicious militia called the Tonton Macoute named after the 
rural Haitian folklore figure that kidnapped naughty children who disobeyed their 
parents. Rumors spread that he turned political rivals into zonbi (the walking dead who 
became slaves) and he targeted rural Vodou priests as enforcers for his militias (Dubois 
2005).  
His son was less involved with the violence directly and more interested in 
profiting from his kelptocracy. Revolution kicked the Baby Doc out, and a transitional 
government replaced him. Violence against Vodouisants increased because they were 
conflated with the Duvalierists. In 1990, the liberation theology priest Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide won the election, but political instability and American intervention prevented 
him from completing a full term both times he was elected. After being overthrown for 
the second time, Aristide fled and Rene Preval took over for his own second term. 
Though accused of being Aristide’s puppet in the past, Preval created a period of peace. 
(Dubois 2005).  
 After Baby Doc fled in exile, the dechoukaj (uprooting) was a period of revenge 
against groups and individuals associated with the Duvaliers’ violence, and this included 
Vodou practitioners. While some Tonton Macoutes were Vodouisants not all Vodouisants 
were part of these warlords and death squads. But many acts of revenge did not 
differentiate. Nevertheless, when Aristide was elected president he officially recognized 
Vodou as a religion of Haiti in 2003. Governmental recognition along with the passage of 
time lessened anti-Vodou sentiment. It also lessened some of the missionaries’ power to 
control the conversation because the state and authorities such as Haitian universities 
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were publicly recognizing Vodou as both a religion and part of Haiti’s folk traditions 
(Dubois 2005).  
Duvalier’s rule and the aftermath was a tumultuous period for Vodouisants but an 
effective time to preach Protestant conversion. Catholic practice carried the potential for 
subversive multi-coded practice of the type that so frustrated religious purity figures like 
Bishop Kersuzan. However, Protestant churches, devoid of saints and iconography, were 
safe ways to publicly disassociate from anything that hinted of Vodou. Protestantism also 
provided a measure of respectability claims-making. If Vodou was affiliated with 
violence, poverty, and “barbarism” then Protestantism could be framed as the opposite of 
those labels. Especially for individuals hoping to engage in social mobility, the 
respectability that Protestantism offered separated them from the stereotypes of Vodou, a 
faith primarily practiced by the poor. Reinforcing and claiming this respectability meant 
patrolling those boundaries. At times this has led to significant tensions and even 
violence.  
 Though Aristide lacked the respectability of Protestantism due to his Catholic 
background and public acknowledgement of Vodou as a religion, he was a very popular 
figure among the rural poor in Haiti. He promised to work for them and his past as a 
priest for the poor made the public hopeful he would not be a power hungry figure like 
the Duvaliers had been. Yet, he was a contested figure internationally. For example, on 
April 7, 2003 during a speech to honor the bicentenary of Louverture’s death, President 
Aristide demanded France return the reparations paid by Haiti. Aristide had calculated 
the amount the indemnity would be worth in 2003: $21,685,135,571.48 USD. The 
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general populace cheered and anti-French protests became a popular part of his Lavalas 
political party. France’s President Sarkozy denied any responsibility to repay Haiti, but 
the calls for returning the money remained popular during Aristide’s rule and were 
renewed after the 2010 earthquake (Forsdick 2015). Though Aristide’s two terms were 
fraught with difficulties, many Haitians told me that the “real” reason the United States 
had forced him into exile was that he was pressuring France to return the money. For 
many impoverished Haitians, Aristide was a symbol of resistance against both the 
oppressive elite in Haiti and the oppressive interventions from foreign nations. 
 However, elite Haitians retained a strong tie to French identity markers. Right 
after the revolution, the free people of color who had often owned large plantations and 
slaves returned to this way of life. A feudal system developed that set the stage for class 
and race dynamics that still exist today. Elite Haitians claim French heritage and mark 
this through speaking French, naming practices, visiting French speaking countries, and 
adopting French cultural traditions. Most elites consider themselves to be of mixed 
heritage and today are mulat (mulatto). The peasants in Haiti speak Kreyol as their first 
language and their cultural practices involve many African diaspora traditions. Most of 
the poor in Haiti are considered neg (black) (Valdman 1988).  
 The performance of French is a class marker that maintains difference. As Michel 
Degraff puts it,  
“[French] has, throughout Haiti’s history, been spoken by only a numerical—if 
socioeconomically and politically powerful—minority, while the numerical 
majority of monolingual Creolophones have remained socioeconomically and 
politically marginalized. With all social classes having total access to HC [Haitian 
Creole], Francophilia in post-independence, then contemporary, Haiti became, 
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among other things, a tool, not for nation building, but for ‘differentiation’ as an 
‘expression of class self-interest’” (Degraff 2003, 401).  
 
Haitian elites utilize Francophone arguments to patrol borders between themselves and 
peasant Haitians. But it also is a claims-making tool for combating racism regarding 
black Caribbeans. Elite Haitians were fully aware of the international views of a former 
slave colony. French was a way to claim belonging in European affairs and cultural 
equality.  
However, it was likely not as effective as they had hoped. The American 
Secretary of State from 1913-15, William Jennings Bryan said of Haitian elites, “Dear 
me, think of it, Niggers speaking French” (Chomsky 1993, 201). During the American 
Occupation, Colonel L.W.T. Waller was the head of the operation in Haiti. He wrote of 
the elites that, "they are real nigger and no mistake...real nigs beneath the surface," 
(Chomsky 1993, 201). Waller was particularly adamant that he would not negotiate or 
submit to elites regardless of their French skills and education levels (Chomsky 1993). 
These examples highlight the failed attempt to use French to claim equal footing. 
However, French did provide a way to engage with larger European opportunities such as 
education, shopping, and network building. And internally it continued to be a way to 
retain their elite status via suppressing the masses.  
Therefore, while the poor found Aristide’s anti-French sentiments attractive, the 
elite were nervous. Especially so since Aristide was a former liberation theology Catholic 
priest who had actively worked on class issues. The relationship between French-ness, 
Haitian-ness, and African-ness was complex and interwoven with historical engagements 
with foreign nations. Catholicism provides both claims to French heritage and, for 
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Vodouisants, ways of subverting colonial norms that devalue African traditions. 
Protestantism, largely imported from American missionaries, provides pathways to 
respectability but also requires a rejection of both French and African spirituality. And 
Vodou can be both a pathway for the poor to strengthen community and exert agency as 
well as a way for elites to proclaim Haitian identities that are separate from colonial ones. 
Aristide and the international interventions during his two terms pulled and tightened 
these threads. Today, the tensions still exist as does the international presence, both 
religious and political.  
 
Identity and History: Haiti Today 	
The children bowed and smiled at their American audience. This was a dance 
class at a center for the arts in a nice neighborhood of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. I was 
traveling with a group of educators and scholars and our guide had arranged this trip. Our 
visit had started with a tour of the facilities, which included concert halls, art studios, and 
offices. I was momentarily surprised that our guide encouraged us to take photos. Many 
Haitians in Port-au-Prince resented Americans taking photos of them and their 
surroundings. Even before the earthquake, Americans inundated Port-au-Prince with 
volun-tourism or working with the United Nations. Now, it was worse and American do-
gooders were everywhere documenting their poverty and pain with little offered in return.  
Many Haitians were jaded and tired of the Americans. They had seen little long-
term benefit from many of the non-profit and American governmental initiatives. They 
assumed the photos we took of their poverty and children ended up on pamphlets and 
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websites promoting these same ineffective initiatives. Even when offered monetary 
compensation, many Haitians in the capital refused photograph requests. This arts center, 
however, was happy to have the attention. They were likely hoping for international 
donations and saw photography as one way to encourage that. 
Our tour ended in a dance studio where Haitian children around six to eight were 
learning a Haitian folklore dance. Once they realized they had an audience, the teacher 
motioned for them to get in position. The drummers reset and the children performed a 
dance number for us. At the end, we cheered and they smiled proudly. The teacher 
dismissed them and some of the kids ran to parents who were standing on the sidelines.  
One girl, who was about seven, walked confidently towards me and waved. I 
responded, “Bonjou! Ki jan ou rele?” (Hello. What is your name?) She tilted her head at 
me trying to figure out my words. I repeated myself but she was still confused. I tried a 
few different variants, “M rele Liz. Komon ou rele?” (My name is Liz. How are you 
called?). No luck. Finally, I said, “Je m’appelle Liz. Quel est ton nom?” My French 
pronunciation is atrocious but her face lit up. Immediately she began excitedly speaking 
in French as I struggled to keep up. At the time, I could not figure out how a Haitian girl 
could be unable to respond to basic Haitian Kreyol phrases. Did her parents only teach 
her French in order to ensure she was marked as elite? Or had she already mastered the 
elite denial of Kreyol I would later encounter? And why learn a dance used in Vodou 
ceremonies but deny the language spoken in those ceremonies?  
 A few months later, I spoke with a Haitian bus driver in the Northern region. He 
was angry that French was the language of governance, good jobs, banking, and any 
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activity that aided social mobility. Kreyol was the language of the people – why should 
they have to learn another one in order to mail a package or read a newspaper? I asked 
him about schools, which typically used French for instruction. He adamantly said he 
wanted his daughter’s school to use French. Surprised, I asked why. He said that was the 
only way she would be able to go to college or get a job. She had to learn French. Where 
else could she do that but at school?  
 I later mentioned this seeming contradiction in attitudes to a mother in Southern 
Haiti. She shrugged and said yes, it is unfair. But the only way to change things is to have 
an education and learn the language. She wanted her sons to learn English and Spanish in 
addition to French. She had worked in the Dominican Republic at a hotel for a while and 
picked up some Spanish. The mother thought about going back someday and bringing her 
children if she could. Someday, she also hoped her children could go to America where 
they would have better opportunities. Kreyol was not going to get them there. She hoped 
that the new president, Martelly, would make good on his promise to provide free public 
school for Haitian children. It could be their ticket to a better life. 
 She paused in her discussion to light her cigarette. Looking at me, she asked if the 
next time I came whether I could bring her some American cigarettes. I told her the 
unfiltered and hand rolled cigarettes she was smoking were probably better for her. 
American cigarettes have a lot of added chemicals that are bad for your health. She shook 
her head. No, she explained, this is not true. American cigarettes were healthier. 
Everything from America was better.  
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 She then launched into a discussion about American politicians. She asked if I 
knew about President Barack Obama’s heritage. Yes, I said, his father is from Africa. She 
pursed her lips and shook her head. No, she explained, his grandfather was from Africa. 
His father was Haitian. Obama was Haitian – didn’t I know that? The men sitting next to 
her agreed. They were very proud that a man of Haitian heritage was president of the 
United States. I tried to correct them but I was told to research it when I got home.  
Then, one of them men smiled and asked if I knew about former President Bill 
Clinton. I shook my head. “He is a houngan.” Everyone around me nodded in agreement. 
I was unsure how to respond. Did they mean he had deep knowledge and was powerful? 
“A houngan?” I asked, “Li ti kanzo?” (he initiated?) Yes, the woman said after a long 
draw on her cigarette. Another man explained that Clinton had visited the famous 
houngan Max Beauvoir and initiated. This was obvious because Clinton was not seen for 
ten days, which is how long a person stays inside the temple during initiation8. This 
explained why Clinton was so powerful and outwitted his enemies. It was also why, I was 
told, Clinton did so much for Haiti. He was a Vodou priest. He had obligations. 
These exchanges were not unusual and they highlight some of the complicated 
ways that ideas about historical cultural practices, heritage, and foreign influences impact 
identity and attitudes today. America is both the tyrant and the savior. France is a marker 
of elitism and social mobility but also oppression and class division. Haitian peasantry 
provide access to “true” Haitian heritage and a proud history of revolution. But they are 
																																																								
8 Clinton did write in his memoir about attending a ceremony run by Beauvoir, but it 
lasted an afternoon – not ten days (Clinton 2004.) 
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also backwards and regressive. These caricatures can be manipulated and mobilized as 
individuals and situations fluctuate.  
 In other words, this complicated history has constructed a range of identity and 
affiliation options from which Haitians today can choose. However, some labels are 
easier to manipulate than others, and leaky categories are difficult to affix. For example, 
while racial categories of neg and mulat are ascribed at birth they are also linked to class. 
Therefore, to an extent race can be a malleable category. A popular Haitian proverb says 
mulat pov se neg, eg rich se mulat (a poor mulatto is black and a rich black person is 
mulatto). Education and language barriers often hinder social mobility, however. Some 
individuals do manage to move up or down the class ladder. In those situations, their race 
may change as well. This can mean individuals born in the lower class can transition to 
elite mulat, but the reverse is possible too. These classifications and dynamics reflect the 
colonial influence on race since slaves were often mixed or African born but so were free 
people of color. What mattered was the status of freedom – not necessarily heritage.  
If Haitians leave Haiti and have children outside of the island, those children are 
blan (literally “white” but a term used for all foreigners regardless of heritage.) Even 
individuals who left Haiti as young adults run the risk of becoming blan if they stay away 
too long. Such was the case of a companion I traveled with who was greatly distraught 
that Haitians insisted on calling her American and blan. For her, a return to Haiti was a 
return to ethnicity and heritage. Being called a blan was upsetting because it denied her 
identity as Haitian. Race, then, is not always a stable life-long category. But it is still a 
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category that is ascribed rather than actively chosen. As much as she wanted to affirm her 
status as mulat or at least Haitian, locals denied her this label. 
Class is similarly fraught. A tour guide named Jean who came from an elite 
family and studied in France, was working to improve the global image of Haiti. He 
frequently participated in interviews with organizations like NPR and had worked on 
documentaries. He was also a wonderful resource because he was deeply engaged in 
numerous local communities and knew rural artisans, Vodou figures, people using 
traditional cooking traditions, and other aspects of folklore.  
But he admitted what he was doing was socially dangerous. He told me that his 
routine use of Haitian Kreyol rather than French and frequent work with lower class 
Haitians was a form of “class suicide.” His work with lower classes tainted him and he 
had lost his position and influence among the upper class elites. He was passionate about 
working to improve the situation for all Haitians, but he could not maintain elite status 
without differentiating himself from the poor. Choice of language signals the boundaries 
between classes. 
 Race as well as social class, then, are difficult categories to change on one’s own, 
despite their flexibility in concept. Invoking heritage and foreign influences, however, 
could provide a more active way to make claims. Elite Haitians mobilize both French-
ness and their version of Haitian heritage for claims of authenticity and status. French 
cultural claims were an important part of post-revolutionary arguments that Haiti was a 
modern and civilized state. The elite, who were the ones involved with politics and 
international business, used French language and heritage to position themselves 
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favorably. As Magloire suggests, Haitian identity has always been in response to how the 
rest of the world viewed the island nation. For much of the nation’s history, French-ness 
was a powerful claim to equal footing with the rest of the world while African-based 
cultural elements hindered that same claim (Magloire 1999).  
 Negritude leaders such as Jean-Price Mars, however, emphasized African inspired 
folk practices, and this was influential for elites. Elites selected folk elements such as 
Vodou dances, stripped them of religious meaning, and used them to construct separate 
identity claims. Many elite learned Vodou folk practices without understanding the 
underlying theologies behind them (Magliore 1999).  
For example, a woman from an elite family told me she did not know anything 
about Haitian Vodou. She peppered me with questions about the religion and seemed 
genuinely curious but ignorant about the subject. Two days later, we were standing on the 
beach in Southern Haiti and she softly began to sing, “La siren, la Balen, chapo’m tonbe 
nan la me.” I turned to her in surprise. This is a Vodou song about being possessed by the 
Vodou lwa Lasiren, the mermaid. I asked her when she had learned a Vodou song. She 
looked at me in shock. The song was simply a childhood ditty they would sing about 
mermaids, she explained. It was not religious. She did not know how to explain the lyrics 
about a hat falling into the ocean (a metaphor for losing control over one’s head during 
possession) but she was dubious about my claims it was a song about the lwa. Later, we 
attended a Vodou ceremony together and she recognized the beats and dances but said 
she had learned them in a formal dance class at school. She seemed genuinely surprised 
that the general populace knew them too. For her, folk dance traditions were historical in 
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nature – they were maintenance of Haiti’s heritage and proud past. Not living parts of 
modern ways of being. 
 I did get to know elite Haitians who initiated into Vodou. But, like Jean, they 
discussed the risk of “class suicide” if it became too publicly known. It was socially 
acceptable to perform elements of the folk in order to distinguish Haiti as a society with 
its own proud heritage. Folk performance and appreciation could be seen as a political 
and cultural pride statement. However, elites who publicly associated with folk traditions 
not as quaint aspects of heritage and history but to embrace them as part of everyday 
practice were making a different kind of statement. Most frequently, the elites I saw 
embrace Vodou as a faith to practice rather than study were those who had studied 
abroad. In America or France, they had encountered larger Pan-African movements that 
made them curious about their own country’s traditions. Initiating into Vodou became a 
way to reclaim their African heritage. One man told me he found his heritage in New 
York and had returned to Haiti to embrace that heritage. Being Haitian, he argued, should 
not be simply mimicking the French. It was the history of colonialism that made Haitians 
ashamed of their African cultural traditions, but his participation in pan-African political 
movements had changed his ideas about that. 
 For lower class Haitians, French identity markers were frustrating barriers that 
prevented them from being able to attain upward social mobility. The vast majority of 
shops that were not in the open-air marketplace only spoke French. Books, newspapers, 
and official documents were in French. Schools were in French and often refused to teach 
it as a second language. But more than just language, lower class Haitians lacked the 
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cultural capital of dress, body language, and cultural knowledge to succeed in upper class 
spaces. Yet, they recognized the need for their children to learn French and these cultural 
practices in order to escape their generational poverty. French-ness may have been a tool 
of both colonial and post-colonial oppression, but it was also potentially a tool for 
escaping it.  
 The appeal of candidates like Aristide and Martelly was that they promised the 
populace they would help them improve their lives through changing these systemic 
barriers. Aristide’s party protested France and French oppression, which was linked to 
elite oppression. And Martelly promised education and economic opportunities. Neither 
was able to fulfill his promises, but the mural described at the beginning of this section 
highlights the people’s hopes that these politicians would be effective. 
 America is also a contested symbol. The historical Occupation and the constant 
presence of NGOs, the UN, and ineffective non-profits have created resentment. Yet, 
many Haitians still see it as a land of plenty and opportunity. During my last few days in 
Haiti, a houngan begged me to take his ten-year-old daughter with me. I eventually 
convinced him it was not legal to simply take a child that was not my own across 
international borders, but he was disappointed. She was a bright girl and he doted upon 
her. But he knew her opportunities in Haiti were limited. America was where she could 
flourish. Plus, he pointed out, they have free education there. If she could simply get to 
America, she could go to school at no cost to him or me.  
Later, he said he hoped America would force the Haitian government to help the 
people. He saw little hope that Haiti would change on its own. Many impoverished 
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Haitians saw the corruption and empty promises of politicians as hopeless. Right after the 
earthquake, one woman even suggested that America should occupy Haiti again. Just 
temporarily, she clarified, but she thought America would be able to fix things in a way 
her government could not.  
She and many other informants also shared a feeling that America had an 
obligation to Haiti. American political involvement both through overt action like the 
occupation as well as charitable and religious engagement had constructed a relationship 
of dependency and obligation. Additionally, so many Haitians had family in America that 
they felt the diaspora should be able to influence policy. But, like the mural artists 
suggested, this was coupled with the desire for Haiti to have independence and be able to 
exist in peace. Intervention and independence were two contradictory but frequently 
expressed desires.  
In Haiti, these external influences have deeply impacted present attitudes and 
options for identity claims. Individuals interested in class maintenance and social 
mobility can access ideas about French-ness. But this same colonial history can be used 
to resist French-ness through adopting Africanisms. The brutal revolution that won Haiti 
its freedom has been both a stereotype to overcome and a rich source of pride and claims-
making. Haitians are deeply divided along class and racial lines, but can find ways to 
embrace or reject aspects of those categories. Mulat may mobilize peasant folklore 
traditions for negritude goals. And neg can mobilize those same traditions to assist in 
their own lives by spiritually addressing that which they can otherwise not control. 
American involvements provide tools for the poor to overcome local barriers to resources 
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such as education. But, America can also represent oppression and paternalistic 
intervention. Immigrants brought these tensions as they migrated to America where they 
underwent new transformations.  
  
Haitian in the Diaspora: Becoming American, Black, and Staying Haitian  	
 The president of the university’s Haitian student association clapped her hands to 
bring the meeting to order. The students gradually made their way to their seats but a few 
were still chatting as the president began speaking. She announced the success of their 
most recent social event and outlined upcoming activities. Then, she delved into the 
topics for today’s meeting. The goal was to talk about Haitian heritage and one of their 
members was going to give a short talk about Vodou. The topic was why I had decided to 
attend the student group meeting.  
Most of the universities in the Greater Boston Area have Haitian student 
organizations. They were spaces for Haitian students to practice Kreyol, talk about their 
unique experiences as Haitians in Boston, and organize social activities like fundraisers. I 
had attended a few other clubs’ meetings, but I was particularly interested in this one for 
how they would discuss Vodou. Most of the members were second generation Haitian-
Americans, though a few had moved to America during childhood. Their parents worked 
blue and white collar jobs and about half of them had attended college. In general, most 
of the students at this club as well as others I observed were not very familiar with 
Vodou. They knew about it as a folk religious practice from their homeland. And some 
said their mother or aunt or cousin “knew a few things.” My discussions were in a group 
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setting so it is possible some of the students kept practices hidden due to fears about 
stigma. But none said their immediate family were openly practicing Vodou or deeply 
knowledgeable about it. Yet, they were all interested and inquisitive about the religion. 
So, when the student stood up to present to the group about Vodou the room 
quieted for the first time. All eyes were on the woman standing confidently behind the 
podium. She launched into an abbreviated version of Haitian history with Vodou at the 
center. She talked about the supposed ceremony at Bwa Kayiman and the ways that 
Vodou galvanized the enslaved. She mentioned the ways that the Catholic Church, early 
political leaders, the American Occupation, and missionaries today dismissed and 
demonized Vodou. She talked about the traditional dances and songs they all knew and 
how their origins were Vodou practices.  
As she spoke, she became increasingly animated. At the end of her talk, she 
pointed out that some Americans and even some scholars do not think Vodou is a “real” 
religion. That they use words like superstition and black magic to marginalize the faith. 
This, she argued, was the same neo-colonial attitude that led to scholars arguing Haitian 
Kreyol is not a “real” language. The group murmured their agreement. But, she said, 
“Haitian is a real language. And Vodou is a real religion.” And, she added, they had an 
obligation to learn both as part of their heritage. The students clapped and cheered at her 
conclusion. 
The group then began discussing their experiences with these issues. The 
president said it was a shame how so many Haitian Americans feel they need to hide their 
heritage. Or they only present a small aspect of it as if they are ashamed of what it truly 
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means to be Haitian. Her mother had recently gotten on her case about having a Haitian 
flag bumper sticker. Her mother was convinced it would hurt her daughter’s prospects at 
school and in society at large. People would stereotype her and treat her differently. Why 
would she risk her future for a Haitian flag sticker?  
 Other students chimed in with similar stories. One mother threw away her son’s 
t-shirt bearing the Haitian flag. Multiple students’ parents lamented their decision to join 
the club. Why couldn’t they just be happy as Americans? Why did they have to draw 
attention to their Haitian heritage? I was a little surprised at how reluctant their parents 
were to have their children publicly proclaim an association with Haiti. A few students 
explained that their parents dealt with significant stigmas associated with Haitian identity 
when they were younger. During the 1980s, there were assumptions that they all had 
AIDS or were devil worshippers. While their parents had utilized Haitian associations 
early on in their immigrant experience, those social affiliations suddenly became 
problematic. Distancing themselves from Haiti had given them social mobility options.  
But, the students argued, today it was different. Being Haitian was not a negative 
thing anymore. They wanted to rediscover their heritage and be proud of it. As college 
students, they had the opportunity to take classes on their culture’s history and traditions. 
They also saw an obligation to bring the Haiti they knew from family and visits to the 
island to the general American consciousness. Haiti was more than poverty and the 
earthquake and they wanted to be part of helping people recognize that. They wanted to 
embrace what it meant to be Haitian and to spread that identity narrative.  
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The narrative of a shared Haitian identity in the diaspora is relatively new. In the 
1960s, as Haitians were fleeing the infamous dictator Papa Doc and settling in New York, 
the homeland divisions of class and color outweighed any larger identification as Haitian. 
Yet, a few conditions unique to their experiences in America helped formulate a new 
sense of collective identity as Haitians in a diaspora. Glick Schiller argues that this 
diasporic process takes three forms: “immigrant settlement in gateway cities in the United 
States generally has been a process of simultaneous cultural assimilation, ethnic 
organizational differentiation and transnational connection” (2011, xxv). These forms 
have played out in the Haitian diasporas I studied. 
Ethnic identification and what ties Haitians together into a larger social unit is 
important for understanding the claiming and practice of Vodou in the diaspora. Many 
Vodouisants such as Jean-Claude see their faith as intimately tied to their ethnic identity 
and the history of Haiti. Yet, external ideas about Haitian-ness as well as internal 
dialogues about the ways this self presentation will be received in the new land can 
impact practice and claims. These tensions are particularly important for my research 
population since they are negotiating the incorporation of non-Haitians into the Vodou 
community. If Haitian-ness is intimately tied with practice of Vodou, what does it mean 
to be Haitian? Where are those borders and boundaries? Can initiations in Haiti remake 
non-Haitians effectively enough for practice?  
New York, Miami, and Boston have been gateway cities for Haitians, and in these 
cities they discovered an existing racial classification system that differed from their own 
and which was carved into the landscapes they encountered. They were ascribed the 
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racial label of black regardless of self-identification and were guided to settle into 
African American neighborhoods. Unlike other immigrant groups who were, after a 
couple generations, able to assimilate and use their light skin to blend into society at 
large, even well assimilated Haitians remained marked as black and therefore their 
mobility was limited. Consequently, they found themselves, and especially their children, 
being assigned and taking on new identities as black Americans. However, many Haitians 
found African American cultural practices and ways of being alien to their own 
perspectives, and this identification was hotly contested and debated. By the 1980s, many 
still identified along class lines that linked to life back in the homeland as well as newly 
attained class status in America. While the category of black offered a potential pathway 
to American-ness it also carried stigma and did not overcome the existing tensions of 
difference within the Haitian immigrant community (Laguerre 1984).  
Many Haitians attempted to avoid racial stereotypes and social mobility 
limitations by highlighting Haitian, Caribbean, and Francophone identities over 
blackness. The effectiveness of this strategy was limited but it did create important ethnic 
focused organizations for Haitians in America. Various non-profit, civil society, and 
social organizations provided safety nets and networks. Members used them to find jobs 
and housing, to learn important skills like English language competency, and to retain 
connections to a shared sense of identity. Then, almost overnight, that all changed. In 
1982 the US Centers for Disease Control named the “4-H Club.” This was a list of four 
broad categories of people that the CDC saw as risk factors for HIV transmission: 
homosexuals, hemophiliacs, heroin addicts, and Haitians. American news stations 
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broadcast images of Haitians fleeing the poverty and violence of the Duvalier dictatorship 
and arriving in makeshift boats. The link between Haiti, poverty, and violence became 
the frame through which many Americans began to understand Haitian immigration. 
Haitians were not political refugees or well-educated immigrants but rather poor, 
uneducated, and disease-ridden peoples (Jackson 2011, Fouron 2013). 
Coupled with this, the transmission processes and risks were poorly understood 
by the general public. Haiti’s tourism dropped 80%, Americans refused to purchase items 
manufactured in Haiti, and Haitian Americans were subjected to racist outbursts. Many 
lost their jobs and were ostracized. Haiti went from being a heritage that many Americans 
knew nothing about to the country infamous as “the poorest country in the western 
hemisphere” and a source of a terrifying disease (Jackson 2011, Fouron 2013).  
The stigmas of disease and poverty reversed the impact of being able to avoid 
stereotypes by publicly claiming and celebrating Haitian identity. Many Haitians shifted 
identity claims again in order to emphasize blackness, Caribbean, or Francophone 
identity while masking Haitianness. However, some politically minded Haitian 
Americans did mobilize to collectively voice transnational concerns to the American 
government in an effort to impact the Haitian government and social conditions. Through 
first focusing on building a collective identity as an ethnic community, they were able to 
enter the transnational arena more effectively. In the 1980s, the Haitian Fathers (a group 
of Haitian priests focused on social reforms in Haiti and the diaspora) utilized grassroots 
ethnic based organizations to protest the Duvalierist dictatorship. Their position as 
Catholic priests connected them to international liberation theology activists and allowed 
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them to leverage the concept of diaspora for the first time in New York (Glick-Schiller 
2011).  
The narrative shifted from just being New York Haitians to being part of a global 
diaspora of Haitians all mobilizing together to rebuild and recreate Haiti. These 
movements also worked to construct a concept of Haitian identity for the purpose of 
claiming refugee status as more and more fled the Duvalierist dictatorship. In the 1980s 
economic concerns in America coupled with worries about the spread of HIV led many 
Americans to be wary of Haitian “boat people” seeking refugee status. Successful 
lobbying for Haitian refugee status relied upon constructing a narrative of identity and 
belonging that could convince both government officials and the public (Glick-Schiller 
2011).  
New technologies aided in this transnational identity formation. Karen Richman 
documents how in the early 1980s Haitians in South Florida used cassette tapes to send 
asynchronous messages, songs, and wishes back and forth to loved ones in Leogane, 
Haiti (Richman 2005). By 1994, Haitians around the country and in the diaspora could 
listen to Radio Tropical and call in to participate in a shared synchronous conversation. In 
both mediums, topics ranged from music to sending spiritual messages to national and 
international politics (Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1998). The shared engagement in both 
listening and contributing opinions provided an important way to construct and maintain 
a larger shared identity as Haitian. Communities in the diaspora felt connected to and 
even engaged in the daily life of Haitians in the homeland through radio and cassette 
tapes. The connection included the ongoings of Vodou houses back home. Those in the 
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diaspora could request services done by family in the homeland. And Richman recounts 
the ways families sent spiritual power over cassette tapes to remind one another of their 
financial and social obligations (Richman 2005). However, the distance and diasporic 
experience was already constructing differences in perspectives.  
Members of the diaspora were part of a deterritorialized polity. They are a 
transnational body that expects and is expected to participate in and have obligations to 
the homeland state even as they assimilate to the culture and politics of the state in which 
they now reside (Basch, Glick Schiller, and Szanton Blanc 1994, Glick Schiller 1995, 
Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1998). It perhaps was not a surprise to many that the diaspora 
supported Aristide since he had explicitly sought their support and promised their 
continued participation and importance in Haitian politics. In his 1990 campaign he 
issued a white paper declaring that his Haiti would expand to include those in the 
diaspora, and he invited members of the diaspora to his inauguration where he declared 
the diaspora to be the Tenth Department.  
Haiti is divided into nine political units called departments and this was Aristide’s 
way of folding the diaspora into a transnational concept of state. In return, the diaspora 
raised significant funds and resources for programs Aristide pushed but could not fund 
with his newly elected but impoverished government. For the first time, the diaspora felt 
connected back to the homeland in a way that provided an avenue for meaningful 
engagement. Yet, many Haitians in Haiti were frustrated that Aristide seemed to grow 
rich while they stayed poor. They were nervous about the large grassroots movement that 
brought him to that power and wealth as well (Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1998).  
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When Aristide was exiled in 1991, he relied heavily upon the diaspora to push the 
United States and Haitian governing bodies to allow his return to complete his 
presidency, which they did extensively. When he returned in 1994, his government 
continued to strengthen ties to the diaspora even creating a Ministry of Haitians Living 
Abroad. It was a smart way to tap into the diaspora as a resource of funds, investment of 
time and volunteering, as well as mobilizing political action demands made to the 
governments of host countries on behalf of Haiti’s interests. The diaspora framed it as a 
chance to remake and rebuild Haiti in the way that they saw best. However, their vision 
for Haiti’s future did not always match local Haitian’s ideas about their own country’s 
possibilities. By the late 1990s, New York callers to Radio Tropical were singing the 
praises of Haitian President Aristide while local Haitians called in to complain about the 
president. After Aristide’s second exile in 2004, subsequent presidents placed less 
emphasis on the diaspora. Opinions on matters of national politics continued to distance 
immigrants from their homeland as they felt less ability to directly impact policy. Their 
frustration at the direction of Haitian politics grew (Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1998, 
Richman 1992).  
In my own fieldwork, I often found that Boston Haitians were discouraged with 
their family back home’s lack of knowledge about national and international events and 
politics. The diaspora had ready access to cheap internet, uncensored news sources, and 
the cultural capital to utilize those resources. In Haiti most people got their news from 
radio and word of mouth. But the engagement of each group was also colored by their 
day-to-day concerns and experiences.  
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Most in the diaspora were heavily critical of the corruption, foreign influence, and 
ineffective policies in Haiti, but my experience discussing politics with Haitians in Haiti 
yielded very different perspectives. People were generally supportive of President 
Martelly and unaware of the extent of the accusations of corruption. While many were 
unhappy with the United Nations they still held favorable views of the United States’ role 
in Haitian interventions. They were less worried about big picture systemic concerns and 
more focused on local and immediate worries such as regional schools, jobs, and housing. 
From a spiritual perspective, the diaspora was concerned with raising Haiti up 
through social services and NGO efforts. But they were also dependent upon the country 
as the source of spiritual pilgrimages and sites of vital religious services. They required 
not only access to the physical landscape of Haiti but the continued cultural ability to 
practice Vodou openly. Evangelical and especially Pentecostal American missionaries 
have been making strides in converting Haitians and this has led to increased religious 
tensions. Claire Payton’s work on the conflicting spiritually oriented oral histories of the 
earthquake points out that, “despite their differences, some of the more extremist 
Evangelical Protestant churches in Haiti are united in a common project to eradicate 
Vodou, which they associate with devil worship” (2013, 238). These anti-Vodou efforts 
are greatly distressing to Vodouisants in the diaspora who need to routinely access 
Haitian spaces but lack direct authority to influence the politics and cultural norms in 
Haiti.  
Yet, spiritual competition was rarely a topic of discussion in the area of rural 
Southern Haiti where I did the bulk of my fieldwork. The only time Evangelical churches 
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came up in conversation was when a young girl was brought to the temple by her uncle. 
She was ill and neither medical doctors nor her Evangelical church had been able to help 
her. During a possession event, the lwa Ogou was told about the reason for her visit. He 
laughed heartily at the idea Evangelical churches had the spiritual power to heal and 
assured her Vodou was much more powerful. But aside from this, the concerns I heard 
about were focused on local and immediate needs, not national and international religious 
politics. 
The devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti provided a renewal of interest among 
the diaspora in the idea of rebuilding Haiti the “right” way. After the initial shock and 
grief passed, Haitian Americans at Vodou ceremonies, dance classes, social gatherings, 
and all over social media were discussing the earthquake as a horrible tragedy but also an 
opportunity to fix their homeland. They saw the daily stories about NGOs, churches, 
individuals, and foreign governments funneling millions back to Haiti, and they hoped 
this could provide the capital to fix the broken, and in some cases non-existent social 
systems.  
In other words, they hoped that if properly managed the money could not only 
repair what the earthquake destroyed but also build new systems to set Haiti on a path 
where it could be better than it was before. Yet, opinions about what exactly a properly 
functioning Haitian government and socio-economic system should look like varied. 
Debates raged and continue to rage about the role of international aid and NGOs, the 
education system, healthcare systems, economic opportunities, environmental problems, 
and even the possibility of a Haitian military.  
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Layered onto these subjects were concepts of who belonged and should belong in 
Haiti. Within Haitian Vodou communities, this took on added complications because 
some religious houses initiate non-Haitians into their sosyete (congregation.) Part of this 
initiation process remakes practitioners on Haitian soil thereby remaking them as Haitian 
in certain spiritual ways. But what role non-Haitian Vodouisants should play in remaking 
and envisioning a new Haiti was unclear. The island was their spiritual home but not their 
physical one.  
In Haiti, religious debates also erupted about the role and acceptability of Vodou. 
Many Haitians and even some anthropologists relayed experiences after the earthquake of 
religiously focused organizations refusing to give aid unless people converted. Vodou 
was blamed for the quake itself and the subsequent cholera epidemic, and news stories 
revealed numerous acts of religious violence against Vodouisants by evangelical groups. 
The Vodou practicing diaspora began worrying about the safety of their sacred spaces, 
their families and friends, and their ability to return for sacred obligations and initiations.  
Part of their response has been a heightened effort to educate the public about 
Vodou through public speaking engagements, interviews, and social media. Yet, the local 
experiences of difference have shaped their emphases and ways of engaging communities 
about their faith. As they began attempts to turn Vodou into a public religion they ran 
into the problem of similar but not always congruent concepts of Vodou, who can be a 
Vodouisant, and what Vodou’s role should be in the remaking of Haiti.  
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Ethnicity, Identity, and Faith: The boundaries of Haitian-ness  	
Ethnic groups are not cleanly bounded populations. Despite periodic external 
presentations of self as unified and uniform, internally the borders and memberships are 
often hotly contested, and practices, identifications, and meanings can vary. Ethnic 
groups are made up of individuals from different socio-economic, religious, regional, and 
linguistic backgrounds that share one label and potentially only that one label among 
many others. Therefore, when they migrate to new regions the resulting diasporas are not 
a homogenous cultural group, even if the host country treats them as such (Gorelick 
1982, Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1990).  
Boundaries are then constructed and retained despite frequent interactions with 
other groups because of behaviors that mark them as different. “Thus the persistence of 
ethnic groups in contact implies not only criteria and signals for identification, but also a 
structuring of interaction which allows the persistence of cultural differences” (Barth 
1969, 16). These identifications with ethnicity rather than or in addition to host country 
identities are retained through discursive practice that allows for interactions, which 
preserve and reinforce cultural difference.  
As Barth points out, however, an ethnic group label, “defines the group but not 
the cultural stuff it encloses” (1969,15). Barth’s point is important because as many 
scholars have pointed out (Lamont 1992, Espiritu 2001), ethnic borders are not always 
created from within. Non-members can construct those boundaries to mark a group as 
separate and different thereby ascribing an ethnic label that may not have previously 
existed internally. Groups then must struggle with mediating their need to assimilate 
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enough to succeed in the host country, new and/or continued larger identifications with 
an ethnic label, and pre-existing cultural differences among people bearing that ethnic 
identification.  
 Paul Brodwin argues that there are two ways of framing diaspora in general and 
the Haitian diaspora specifically. Scholars and members of the diaspora can either 
emphasize lateral linkages as unifying disparate groups throughout the homeland and 
diaspora, or they can emphasize the individualized experiences of place and identity that 
location creates. For the first model, “Haitians in Guadeloupe, the United States or 
Canada regard themselves first and foremost as members of the same supra-local group. 
Their subjectivity emerges out of a single, if complex set of globally circulating rhetorics, 
musical forms, religious practices, political projects” (Brodwin 2011, 35). External 
markers of dress, performance, speech, practice, and activities allow Haitians from 
different backgrounds residing in different locales the ability to claim a singular identity 
and emphasize relatedness.  
Yet, within Haiti and between diasporic locations there are marked differences in 
class, religious affiliation, urban vs. rural, foodways, assimilation levels, etc. “According 
to this second model, Haitian migrants living in Pointe-à-Pitre [Guadeloupe], Brooklyn or 
Montréal du Nord each develop a different notion of their group’s essential and defining 
characteristics” (Brodwin 2011, 35). These characteristics are not an essence but rather a 
constantly negotiated reality dependent upon the responses from fellow community 
members and society. Brodwin argues that the experience of Haitian-ness in Guadeloupe 
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develops less from diasporic gazes towards the homeland horizon and more from the 
daily experience of marginalization in Guadeloupe.  
Looking at identity as a relationship of difference, he examines the ways in which 
individuals external to the diaspora draw borders that group Haitians into a singular 
social space despite their differences and the collective ways in which they respond to 
this. This second model is important for understanding Haitians in Boston and the ways 
in which their unique experiences have allowed a Boston Haitian identity to emerge even 
as they symbolically and often explicitly draw linkages with those who remain in the 
homeland and with diasporas in New York, Miami, and Montreal (in the vein of 
Brodwin’s first model). Examining the Haitian diaspora in Boston through both lenses 
allows us to see tensions over competing ways of belonging and claiming authenticity. 
 As Warner suggests, immigrant groups eventually spin out towards communities 
that share values and perspectives. There, their traditions will further develop along not 
just American religiosity pathways but particular local frameworks. The identities that are 
reformed in the initial wave of immigration are further negotiated in local contexts. 
Warner also suggests that immigrant religions are used by the first generation to escape 
assimilation while second generations adapt it to American contexts (Warner 1993).  
However, Vodou, and potentially other stigmatized faiths like Islam, may 
highlight the complexities in this process. While many individuals such as houngan 
Joseph found Vodou to be an important way to retain tradition and avoid complete 
cultural assimilation, the stereotypes surrounding the faith also hindered the ability for 
some Haitians to choose this pathway. The parents of the college students along with 
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many active practitioners were wary of being publicly affiliated with Vodou. It still 
carries negative associations that could endanger their ability to be successfully 
American. These stigmas hinder the ability for either generation to fully mobilize Vodou 
as a religious organizing tool for resisting assimilation and claiming a position in the 
marketplace of American religions.  
However, part of the identity of difference Greater Boston Haitian Vodou 
communities are developing is attempting to do just that, to situate themselves within 
larger concepts of American religiosity. Second generations and even first generations 
who are rediscovering heritage through Vodou are following established pathways within 
American normative practice. Though American religions all adopt quasi-Protestant 
forms of congregational organization, their appeal in the marketplace is their difference. 
Particular congregations are appealing precisely because they speak to multiple needs 
that other congregational options may not. For many, this has coincided with recent 
interests in heritage.  
David Lowenthal suggests that heritage is not history – it is always a selective 
account that speaks to contemporary needs of a community. It is flexible and adaptable to 
various situations even when history is not. “Heritage passes on exclusive myths of origin 
and continuance, endowing a select group with prestige and common purpose…created to 
generate and protect group interests, it benefits us only if withheld from others” 
(Lowenthal 1998:128). The process of immigration provides opportunities to rework 
ideas about belonging and ethnicity (Warner 1993). Heritage is part of that.  
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Haitians in the Boston area diaspora are reconfiguring ideas about what it means 
to be Haitian. These refigurations require rethinking relationships between classes and 
races within Haiti as well as international influences on Haitian experiences. Those 
multiple diasporic horizons that diasporas are negotiating (Johnson 2007) are not just 
homeland and new land. They are also the seeds of influence and cultural practices that 
make up the larger range of options groups can selectively choose from to construct 
heritage claims. These linkages being constructed and negotiated involve considering the 
positionality of the congregation in relation to French-ness, American influences, and 
African heritage. All of these must be reworked in ways that allow for successful claims 
not just to Haitian-ness but a position as a legitimate American religion.  
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CHAPTER TWO: VODOU MATTERS – BLACKNESS, BOSTON, AND 
MOBILIZING IDENTITIES  	
In May, I logged onto Facebook and saw a notification that the manbo I had 
worked with was tagged in a video. Social media has been a fascinating way to stay in 
touch with my research population and monitor the ways their public posts reveal shifts 
in attitudes towards various issues. Even my informants in Haiti all seem to have 
smartphones with Facebook access. The manbo often shows up in my feed because 
someone linked her in a video taken at one of her ceremonies. I clicked on the video 
expecting to see a short clip from the most recent service. Instead, I was surprised to find 
a video of a presentation that drew together ideas of Haitian identity, blackness, politics, 
and American social issues. Below is a short description of the video and its context. 
Draped in pink and green, the manbo stood in front of a classroom of students at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). She had been invited by the professor 
who is a well known Haitian intellectual and activist. The course was “Black Matters” 
and it covers a wide range of issues that intersect around the issue of black lives through 
literature, anthropology, language, performance, politics, and field trips. The title 
suggests both that the course will focus on issues related to blackness as well as the idea 
that blackness matters. The manbo had been asked to speak to the class about Vodou 
through this lens.  
After being introduced, she nodded to the professor and said, “ayibobo,” which 
roughly translates into “amen,” and then launched into song. After the first verse, a 
drummer out of frame begins to beat a rhythm. Clutching the edges of her ruffled skirt, 
she begins to dance in the small space before the classroom. Behind her, a PowerPoint 
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presentation simply states her name and that of her spiritual house. The video pans to the 
right to show the drummer and a small makeshift altar for Danballah atop a gray plastic 
table.  
The manbo then begins a discussion about Vodou and its place in history and 
culture. She explicitly calls out misconceptions about Vodou such as, “Vodou is evil” and 
“Only poor uneducated people practice it.” She then talks about the role of Vodou in 
Haitian history and the role it may have played for enslaved peoples during the 
revolution. And how Vodou practitioners were persecuted in both the past and the 
present. Then, she goes to a slide about who can practice Vodou. It says, “Anyone can 
practice” and explains all you need is to “believe in a higher power above yourself and 
the spirits.” It also explains you can call this power and the spirits whatever you want 
such as “Jesus Christ” or “Nature spirits.” She ends the presentation with a brief 
overview of Vodou as a religion and how important it is for Haitians.  
The video was posted by the professor along with still photos of the event and a 
brief description, which read “Vodou te ban nou fòs kont esklavaj ak kolonizasyon. 
Kounyea, se chenn mantal yo pou nou kase. Ayibobo!” (Vodou gave us strength against 
slavery and colonization. Now, it is our mental chains we must break. Amen!) The 
overall course links together black marginalization and persecution with systemic issues 
of colonization and racism. The syllabus suggests students are examining Vodou through 
a number of readings and presentations in order to explore the processes of creolization, 
(re)claiming African heritage, and stigmatization of blackness.  
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This presentation was not the first one that the manbo has done for courses such 
as this. As will be discussed in later chapters, this house has become known for making 
presentations at college settings. But the recent national focus of black marginalization 
and persecution in America has encouraged discussions about the role of Vodou 
practitioners in the larger narrative of blackness. The phrase has taken on political 
meanings as a hashtag #blacklivesmatter and overall label for the contemporary social 
movement trying to fight police violence, systemic inequalities, and general racism in 
America.  
As one white houngan in the house put it in a Facebook post, “Vodou. In many 
ways, the original Black Lives Matter movement” The priestess and other black members 
of the house liked and agreed with his sentiment. Another Haitian houngan posts 
regularly about the importance of being engaged in fighting for African American rights 
and the ways that Haitian history and Vodou link to those ideas. A well-known Orisa 
priestess and scholar in the Greater Boston Area helped host an African Diaspora prayer 
group focused on helping the initiatives of Black Lives Matter, which was also shared 
over Facebook. Many Vodouisants in the area joined the event announcement. And from 
a pop culture perspective, African Americans have been (re)claiming black conjure and 
what they see as traditional religious practices as sources of empowerment for claiming 
political places in the world. Even the pop music superstar Beyonce has recently 
embodied West African religious traditions through dress, body paint, and representing 
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the Ifa goddess Oshun9 all the while linking to expressly black empowerment and 
political references (Beyoncé 2016).  
The intersection of pop culture, racialization, blackness, and politics through the 
lens of black diasporic religions is interesting for considering how Haitians in Boston 
navigate their positioning. When they first arrived in Boston, many were fleeing a 
country run by a dictator who mobilized Vodou to terrorize the public. And they arrived 
in a country where Vodou and Haitian identity in general could potentially be a unifying 
frame for new arrivers. Yet, over the years they had to negotiate changing local and 
national ideas about Haitian-ness. This chapter explores the particular contexts of black 
immigrants in the Boston area and then the various kinds of black identities available for 
them to mobilize.   
Haitians in Boston: Communities and Identities  	
The Boston Haitian experience reveals the impact of local contexts on ways that 
Vodou has been conceptualized, presented, and experienced in the diaspora. Haitians first 
arrived in Boston in the 1950s but the first wave really began after Francois “Papa Doc” 
Duvalier’s 1961 uncontested reelection as president for life. Duvalier had taken over the 
higher education system in Haiti forcing students and professors to pledge their 
allegiance to him. Many professors and college students protested but found themselves 
in grave danger from retaliation and fled if they could. Boston with its dense 																																																								
9 Beyoncé has also taken on representations of Hindu goddesses as well, but in public 
performances, music videos, and photo shoots she continues to return to Oshun and 
African spiritual symbolism. My friends and informants who practice Ifa have been 
excited and emboldened by a positive representation of their faith in pop culture. 
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concentration of higher education opportunities was attractive to these well-educated 
dissidents. However, there were also Haitians who found jobs working as maids, cooks, 
and nannies or who arrived on tourist visas and joined the military in order to stay legally 
(Jackson 2011).  
In Boston, specific events folded Haitians into larger categories in the public 
mind. On October 7, 1974, nearly five hundred protestors gathered in South Boston as 
part of what would become known as the Boston Busing Crisis. Earlier that year federal 
District Court Judge W. Arthur Garrity had ruled that Boston’s segregated schools were 
unconstitutional. To resolve this, students were bused to schools outside their 
neighborhoods, causing significant protests from parents and communities. Some of these 
protests were heavily laden with racist ideas about the black students who were brought 
to previously segregated white schools (Jackson 2011). 
 That day one of the protesters noticed a Haitian man named Yvon Jean-Louis 
driving to pick up his wife. The protester yelled to the crowd, “Let’s get that fucking 
nigger!” Jean-Louis was dragged from his car and brutally beaten by at least forty 
members of the mob until a police officer’s warning shots pushed them back. During the 
vicious beating, Jean-Louis shouted, “I’m not black! I’m not black!” The story made 
local and national news and it was framed as a white on black crime. The event was a 
turning point for race relations in Boston. Clear lines between white and black 
neighborhoods were drawn and immigrants were re-categorized to fit this duality. 
However, many immigrants in Boston did not identify with these ascribed categories, and 
they pushed back against racial assimilation (Jackson 2011). 
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 Jean-Louis repeated during multiple interviews that he could not understand what 
happened to make the protestors angry with him. Nor did he fully understand the racial 
tensions on display during the busing crisis. He personally identified as Haitian, 
Caribbean, even Francophone but not black American. He felt distanced from the anger 
that the mob had towards black Bostonians. But, as racial tensions rippled through the 
city, citizens found themselves identifying with or being ascribed to either black or white 
racial categories. This shift forced a reframing of Haitian identity as black but at a time 
when being identified as such was socially and physically perilous (Jackson 2011.)  
The formation of a diaspora community was also amplified by the ghettoization 
process. Restricted opportunity and mobility reframed immigrants as having a shared 
Haitian identity. Haitians found homes, jobs, and social activities through connections, 
which for new immigrants were largely through tapping into Haitian familial and social 
networks. Those same ethnic networks became a powerful way to resist racialization and 
racism by providing an element of a shared identity narrative to present publicly. In other 
words, to push back against the racism attached to their newly ascribed label of black 
they had to present an alternative identity marker of Haitian (Jackson 2011).  
Initially, this was not a purposeful identity marker but rather, “the racist structure 
of American society compel[led] them [Haitians] to use ethnicity in their adaption 
process” (Laguerre 1984, 155). At the same time, the US Government began anti-poverty 
initiatives pioneered by the Ford Foundation to fund local community organizations that 
focused on ethnic identifications. Through organization along ethnic Haitian lines, 
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immigrants were able to capitalize on these federal initiatives and empower their 
communities.  
New York City continued to foster these ethnic organizations through the 1970s, 
and ethnically based community organizations became important social, political, and 
religious spaces. Socially minded community leaders, some of whom were Catholic 
priests, began constructing resources for their social networks that extended outwards to a 
newly constructed boundary line of the Haitian diaspora (Glick Schiller 2011, Basch, 
Glick Schiller and Szanton Blanc 1994). Ethnic identifications not only provided ways to 
mitigate interactions with external racist structures but to inwardly focus on improving 
individual positioning and access through civil societies.  
By the 1980s, the growing numbers of “new blacks” from the British West Indies 
and Haiti in Boston also provided space to carve out an identity beyond the biracial 
black/white distinction. Boston has a long-standing black community going back to 
before the Civil War. It was a center of abolitionist activism and, some argue, the best 
city for free black people in America at that time. However, the black population in 
Boston remained relatively small at less than 10% through the 1960s until the 1970s 
when it finally grew to 16.3% of the population (Thernstrom 1973).  
In 1970, only 6% of black Bostonians were foreign born (Thernstrom 1973). The 
black Bostonian demographic reality shaped much of the experience of people like Yvon 
Jean-Louis whose Haitian identity would have been rare for most Bostonians to 
encounter. He would have been part of the original 1960s wave of Haitians fleeing the 
island due to the political repression of the Haitian dictator “Papa Doc” Francois 
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Duvalier. The people in this first wave were often professionals who sought out Boston 
as a space where they could find solid blue and white collar work and make use of 
Boston’s educational opportunities. Papa Doc’s tactics were brutal but most frequently 
directed at perceived political adversaries rather than the peasants.  
The 1970s saw a second wave of Haitians fleeing Baby Doc, Papa Doc’s son who 
inherited both the politically repressive governing tactics of his father and a failing 
economy. In 1991, the first democratically elected president of Haiti was overthrown by a 
political coup causing a third wave to flood Boston. This last wave contained many more 
peasants who fled the violence, instability, and fears of a return to a failed economy. 
They followed the paths already paved by earlier waves and settled in Miami, New York, 
and Boston.  
By the 1990s, approximately 40% of black people in Boston were foreign born. 
The number of Haitians was hard to quantify at the time since many first landed in other 
cities in America and later made their way to Boston. Estimates, however, put them 
around 100,000 in the 1990s, but by 2007, the American Community Survey suggests 
there were approximately 41,000 Haitians in Massachusetts with 14,361 Haitian born 
immigrants living in Boston. The 2005 earthquake caused a fourth wave of Haitians to 
flee to the United States so that the 2013 American Community Survey found 72,454 
people of Haitian descent living in Massachusetts. Therefore, Haitians are the third 
largest source of new foreign-born immigrants in Massachusetts and a recognizable 
ethnic group for most Bostonians (Glick-Schiller 2011, Jackson 2011).  
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The initial wave of Haitians was still relatively small especially in comparison to 
Haitian immigrant groups in New York and Miami. By the 1970s, the number of Haitians 
in Boston doubled largely due to Haitians immigrating not from Haiti but from New 
York, Miami, and Montreal in search of middle class opportunities and affordable 
housing. Affirmative action programs categorized Haitians as black so they were able to 
take advantage of openings at Boston universities and companies that were seeking to 
improve their diversity. Dorchester offered relatively cheap houses, and a distinct Boston 
Haitian community began to develop (Jackson 2011).  
During the 1970s, there was pressure for Haitians in America to take up larger 
civil rights causes, but this time period also created opportunities for black Americans 
who were seen as less threatening to existing social norms than politically active African 
Americans. While some college age Haitian Americans embraced a Pan-African 
perspective, most middle class Haitians in Boston purposefully distanced themselves 
from African Americans in order to maximize their social positioning. Community 
leaders frequently noted the low numbers of Haitians on welfare, successful men traveled 
back to Haiti to find suitable spouses rather than marrying locally, and many settled in 
areas of Boston that had few African Americans. Through emphasizing their Haitian 
background via language, their Catholic faith, and public celebrations such as Haitian 
Flag Day, they were able to position themselves as both black and “safe” options for 
employers and landlords. Boston Haitians carved out a middle class space for themselves 
that provided both opportunities for upward mobility in Boston and a model for newer 
immigrants (Jackson 2011). 
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The HIV panic discussed in the previous chapter put this at risk. The public 
affiliation with Haitian cultural societies and organizations threatened the jobs and social 
networks that made their middle class life possible. Many of the Haitian college students’ 
parents had found themselves in this situation. In order to avoid losing their jobs and 
social worlds, they hid their heritage. Many remained involved in local associations but 
participated in cautious ways that avoided attention. Doing this allowed them to make a 
life for themselves in America despite the stereotypes. They went to nursing school, 
started businesses, and even ran for local office without drawing attention to their cultural 
backgrounds. 
However, there was also an important resistance to this in Boston. Some Haitian 
Americans responded by taking up the cause of being ambassadors for Haiti. They 
frequently reminded news outlets, the community, and anyone who would listen that 
Haiti had a long and rich cultural history and was the first free black republic in the 
world. This political rhetoric coincided with a return to the folk as a source of authentic 
Haitian identity and way of being that could allow people to highlight the uniqueness of 
Haitian culture.  
In the early 1980s, the many Haitian American educators and academics in the 
region made Boston the site of early Haitian Kreyol activism (Jackson 2011). Scholars 
estimated that 90% of Haitians in Haiti spoke Kreyol as their first language and only 5% 
were fluent enough in French to be considered bilingual. When a fierce public debate 
raged in Haiti over the 1982 proposed introduction of Kreyol into the first four years of 
primary school, Boston educators were involved.  
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The constitution established French as the official language and it was not until 
1979 that a decree allowed Kreyol to be used as a language of instruction in schools, but 
now the official use of Kreyol was being proposed as a standard. Up until then French 
had been the sole language of instruction but often the first day of school was the first 
time Haitian children were able to engage with the language. Pro-Kreyol advocates 
argued that students needed a transition period and the sudden immersion method was a 
major cause of high drop-out rates. Anti-Kreyol advocates argued that few children were 
likely to continue education past those first four years anyway. Plus, without the ability to 
speak French they would be effectively shut out of any upward mobility (Valdman 1988).  
While the efforts from Boston’s educators ultimately failed to meaningfully 
change this situation in Haiti, it did create an emphasis within the Boston Haitian 
community on embracing Kreyol even when their families were well educated bilingual 
or trilingual elites. According to my interviews, Kreyol was taught to their children and it 
became the common language of conversation and greeting amongst Haitian immigrants 
in Boston not only because it was a shared means of communication, but also because it 
signaled social attitudes towards language, class, and the homeland.  
More than once during my fieldwork I heard Boston Haitians complain about the 
audacity of Haitian Americans who only spoke French. One informant, who taught at a 
New England Ivy League university, expressed great anger at interacting with another 
Haitian in the diaspora who would only respond to his Kreyol with French. He said he 
was positive the man knew Kreyol and was only speaking French to put on airs. The 
informant felt it was emblematic of the larger class and educational divides in Haiti as 
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well as the embracing of colonialist culture over Haitian culture. For him and many other 
middle class Boston Haitians I spoke with, French represented oppression both 
historically and contemporaneously. Speaking Kreyol, in contrast, represented Haitian 
pride and progressive attitudes towards the poor in Haiti. Where French was a marker of 
status in Haiti, in the diaspora it was a marker of being uneducated about larger historical 
struggles. 
The 1980s embracing of the folk in Boston also included an attempt to reframe 
and reclaim Haitian Vodou. Though the initial wave of immigrants identified solely as 
Catholic, Vodou became a way to claim a uniquely Haitian culture and faith. However, 
Vodou was associated in the public mind with a number of negative stereotypes. Regina 
Jackson quotes an informant who gave public talks about Vodou during this time as 
saying that when people heard the word “voodoo” they thought about barbaric acts and, 
“images of people sticking needles in voodoo dolls…and my idea of doing a lecture on 
Vodou was to try to enlighten people as to what the thing is” (2011, 152). At the same 
time, Haitian academics in America used their position to present Vodou as a serious 
academic topic of study and to correct the stereotypes and misconceptions about the 
religion. For example, in 1988 the Haitian Studies Association was founded at the 
University of Massachusetts – Boston. This two-pronged approach provided a way of 
legitimizing Vodou through academia and bringing it to the public’s attention with 
lectures and demonstrations.  
During the 1980s, Haitians in Boston also set up new Haitian oriented small 
businesses, organized and hosted Haitian folk and popular music entertainment, and 
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began a number of mutual aid organizations such as the Center for Community Health, 
Education, and Research and the Asosiyasyon Fanm Ayisyen nan Boston (Association of 
Haitian Women in Boston.) These ethnic focused organizations coupled with economic 
opportunities and a successful network of Haitian Americans to create a pathway to 
success for many immigrants. 
Boston’s unemployment rates in the 1980s were some of the lowest in the country 
and white-collar jobs were booming. Boston shifted to being a primary destination for 
Haitians with many using their bilingual background and education to position 
themselves for careers as nurses, doctors, social workers, police officers, and teachers. 
Jackson quotes an informant saying, “People would tell each other: Don’t go to Miami, 
don’t go to New York – Boston have plenty jobs!” (2011, 150). Similarly, my own 
informants explained that both then and now Boston offered a number of enticing things: 
good paying and respectable jobs, educational opportunities, social services such as 
English as a second language education, and a strong Haitian community.  
Haitians across the New England area also began visiting Boston in the 1980s in 
order to access Haitian grocery stores, attend events, and socialize. Thus, the Boston 
Haitian community spread out beyond the city borders as many who lived outside of 
Boston utilized the city as a centralized space for accessing, reproducing, and 
experiencing Haitian-ness.  
In the 1990s, Boston’s economic boom quieted but a strong Haitian community 
remained. American attitudes towards HIV became less reactionary. And while there was 
still a flow of emigrants from Haiti fleeing political unrest, the media was less focused on 
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showing impoverished “boat people” on the nightly news. Many of the initial Haitian 
immigrants to Boston had settled into jobs, homes, and families. A second generation of 
Boston Haitians went up through the public and private school systems.  
During the 1990s, most new immigrants into the Boston region were families who 
were reuniting or refugees from the political upheavals of the Aristide period. Unlike the 
first waves of Haitians to Boston, many of these people were from more rural and less 
educated backgrounds. While older more established Boston Haitians had initially spoken 
of their immigration as a temporary exile, this demographic saw their immigration as 
permanent. They did not come from well-seated middle class and elite Haitian families 
who were waiting out the political turmoil. Nor did they have experiences being 
immigrants elsewhere and working themselves up through educational and cultural 
systems of power before settling in Boston for white-collar jobs. Instead, they came from 
impoverished backgrounds and had borne the brunt of the violence and hunger from the 
Duvalier and Aristide coup periods (Jackson 2011).  
However, the older Boston Haitian generations who still held on to the hope of 
retiring in Haiti began to refocus during this period (Jackson 2011). In 1997, a well-
known Boston Haitian couple the Merisiers, who were in the process of building their 
dream retirement home in Haiti, were ambushed outside of Port-au-Prince. They were 
shot point-blank, their US$10,000 in cash stolen, and both died on the scene. The United 
Nations had just recently deployed a team to train Haitian police and included were half a 
dozen Boston Haitian police officers. Their presence combined with the family’s 
American citizenship made the investigation more prominent and transparent than it 
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likely would have otherwise been. By 1999, at least six Boston Haitians were killed on 
return trips to Haiti.  
Many Boston Haitians nixed their plans to return to Haiti and instead shifted their 
narratives towards treating Haiti the way they saw many Jews treat their relationship with 
Israel. The large Jewish population in Boston provided a highly visible model for this. 
Instead of planning to move there, they focused on supporting and attempting to fix the 
homeland from afar. They also began to imagine the diaspora as the future and thought 
about what that should look like for their children. These imaginings included discussions 
about building a private Haitian high school, organizing for local community concerns 
rather than just homeland politics, and building a sense of belonging (Jackson 2011).  
University of Massachusetts-Boston began the Haitian Creole Institute, which is a 
summer language and culture program that remains popular with second generation 
Haitian Americans, researchers, and aid workers. Programs such as the Creole Institute 
provide ways for families to teach their children Kreyol in a formalized and respected 
setting. In preparation for my own fieldwork I attended the Creole Institute for two 
summers during which time I got to know a number of students and instructors. The 
coursework included learning about Haitian culture in addition to the language, and 
instructors frequently spoke of Kreyol as the “true” language of Haiti, emphasizing the 
importance of knowing the language in order to understand the culture. Many of the 
students were second generation Haitian Americans who wanted to learn more about their 
own culture and for them fluency in Kreyol was an important step.  
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The 2000s saw a blossoming of Boston Haitian culture and discussions. The 
Boston Haitian Reporter was founded in 2001. This monthly print and online newspaper 
focuses on New England diasporic voices commenting on both Haitian concerns and 
issues in the diaspora. Some of the political and safety tensions in Haiti also lessened 
during this time, allowing the diaspora the ability to visit more frequently. Though few 
reimagined retirement and permanent return to the homeland, a process of summer 
returns became common.  
Many Haitian towns in the North of Haiti hold saints festivals all throughout the 
summer, and members of the diaspora began trying to attend their hometown festivals 
each year. In Southern Haiti, summers are important periods for Vodou initiations and 
services that require access to the homeland. Members of families and hometown 
communities who have dispersed to other cities and countries often returned for these 
religious rites, and Haitian Americans used the opportunity to reconnect socially and 
religiously. The University of Massachusetts-Boston Creole Institute began Haiti Today, 
a summer abroad program where professors take students to spend a month and a half in 
Haiti traveling the countryside and learning about the culture, language, history, and 
politics.  
A houngan named Michel also began a weekly Haitian Folkloric Dance class in 
Cambridge where for $10 attendees can learn Haitian folklore dances. These beats and 
dances are also part of Vodou ceremonies, and there is a mix of Haitian Bostonians and 
non-Haitian Vodouisants who attend Haitian cultural events and Vodou services. As will 
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be discussed later in this chapter, Vodou became an important way of recreating, 
preserving, and rediscovering Haitian-ness.  
Today, many Haitians in the Greater Boston area have become upwardly mobile 
enough that they have been able to move out of the impoverished neighborhoods where 
many immigrants initially settle. They have moved into suburbs such as Brockton and 
Somerville that are still convenient for commuting. However, Roxbury, Dorchester, Hyde 
Park, and Mattapan remain important neighborhoods for the Haitian diaspora. 
After the 2010 earthquake the US temporarily lifted many restrictions on 
immigration allowing relatives to flee the resulting destruction and stay with family in 
places like Boston. The 2013 US Census shows 21,650 people identified as Haitian in 
Boston compared to 19,850 in the 2010 census and 18,124 in the 2009 census. Haitians 
made up the second largest immigrant group in Boston. They own over 100 small 
businesses in the Greater Boston area, many of which are focused on provided services 
and goods tailored to the Haitian diaspora. However, the disconnect between middle class 
and newly immigrated and less educated Haitians remains, with only 21.5% of Boston 
Haitians attaining middle class incomes (Boston Redevelopment Authority 2009).  
However, many experts suggest that alongside these legal immigrants there may 
have been a number of illegal immigrants fleeing Haiti and making final numbers hard to 
determine. It is also important to note that since many Haitian immigrants have begun the 
process of moving out of the more impoverished neighborhoods and into the suburbs 
despite still often working and socializing in Boston, the Boston Haitian community 
should include the Greater Boston Area and extended communities. The 2009 US Census 
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estimates 63,915 people identified as Haitian in Massachusetts with 58,474 living in the 
Greater Boston Area. Since the early 2000s, the US Census has consistently held the 
Greater Boston Area to be the third largest site of Haitian immigrants in America.  
The 2010 earthquake galvanized many Boston Haitians’ efforts to reimagine the 
homeland in ways that would improve long standing issues of education, healthcare, 
corruption, deforestation, food supply, and economic opportunities. Previously, many had 
been active in donating and advocating for things like education conducted in Kreyol but 
such efforts were often patchwork and had limited impact. The earthquake was often 
mentioned to me as an opportunity to fix things on a larger scale. The combination of 
millions in aid money and international interest in ensuring that money was spent 
effectively and accountably gave them hope that some of the systemic issues could be 
addressed in meaningful ways. As one social activist explained to me, it was a chance to 
rebuild Haiti “the right way” with the assistance and watchful gaze of NGOs, the UN, 
international media, and the United States. Many people in Haiti lacked the resources, 
knowledge, and voice to engage in the systemic work necessary to rebuild not just the 
immediate structures damaged in the earthquake but utilize the funds and manpower from 
NGOs to fix the education system, water filtration, housing and land tenure problems, 
healthcare access, and food insecurity.  
On the ground in Haiti, however, I met a number of people who were wary of the 
diaspora trying to engineer a country they did not live in. They argued that non-locals 
could not understand the true needs of locals. This tension has intensified interest among 
members of the diaspora in justifying their Haitian identity, knowledge, and engagement 
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with Haiti to local Haitians, the diaspora, and Americans. Overnight, their heritage 
became important to larger national discourses in America, as coworkers, friends, 
neighbors, churchgoers, etc. turned to Haitian Americans for their opinions and guidance 
on the earthquake’s aftermath. Whether they desired it or not, they became spokespeople 
for Haiti.  
However, this also led to members of the diaspora debating over who should and 
could decide how Haiti should be represented, how that money should be spent, and how 
to petition the American and international bodies to engage with this process. 
Authenticity claims at times clashed with attempts to frame aspects of Haitian culture, 
practice, and identity in a manner that Americans would understand and approve. One 
particularly sensitive subject was Vodou, which had already been a topic that Haitians 
and the diaspora had been trying to reform in the eyes of the American public but which 
was highlighted when certain American religious figures began blaming Vodou for the 
earthquake and subsequent cholera epidemic.  
Identity Building in the New Land 	
 These vacillations in how external systems valued and viewed Haitian-ness, 
blackness, and other forms of identity impacted the various ways that Haitian Americans 
positioned themselves in Boston. America provides a range of racial and ethnic 
categories that newcomers can try to hook onto as part of their claims-making processes. 
And newcomers also bring new categories they can try to present to the larger systems at 
play. In Boston, there are multiple black identities that black immigrant groups can 
navigate. 
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 Though African American is sometimes discussed as a monolithic ethnic category 
in America, there are multiple black subcultures in the country (Halter 2007, Holloway 
2005, Mintz and Price 1976.) In Boston, the city has long had a class and cultural 
division within the African American communities. Elite black Bostonians – often called 
the Black Brahmins – began developing as a set apart subculture that was established by 
the 1830s. They were highly involved with the abolitionist movement, which was 
supported by many elite white Bostonians. Their engagement with abolitionists not only 
provided a platform for political involvement but also the ability to participate 
economically as small business owners. They also heavily pushed for integration rather 
than segregation, recognizing this as necessary for maintenance of their positionality. 
However, they were ill prepared for the influx of African Americans from the South and 
black immigrants from the West Indies in the late 1800s (Cromwell 1994).  
Black Brahmins resisted these black newcomers as well as the offspring of black 
and Irish couples. At the same time, white elites turned attention to other issues, reducing 
elite black Bostonian’s positioning. Still, they managed to retain ties to elite spaces in 
part by mobilizing along established respectability pathways. In the early 1920s, the 
League of Women for Community Service (LWCS) emerged as a foundational African 
American social club in Boston that pushed for black participation and recognition in the 
fine arts. They aimed to utilize the arts to bridge racial barriers by bringing fine 
(European and white American) art to black Bostonians but also pushing for local art 
institutions to include black artists (Fleming and Roses 2007).  
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Often these black artists utilized imagery that had layers of symbolic meanings 
such that they indexed slightly different things to white and black audiences. For 
example, Henry Ossawa Tanner’s “Flight into Egypt” was displayed at the Vose Gallery 
on Newbury Street in Boston. The now famous painting focuses on the Holy Family 
fleeing King Harod’s assassins. Mary and Joseph hug the wall of an alley with a their 
faces obscured in the dark as they follow a man with a lamp. It was well received by 
white artists and the Boston Herald art critic praised Tanner for his good taste. Yet, the 
Biblical scene had additional meaning to African Americans who saw their experiences 
reflected in the painting. (Fleming and Roses 2007). 
 John Hall discusses how ethnic minorities are able to mobilize internal ethnic 
cultural capital when looking inwards and adopt the dominant class practices for upward 
social mobility when looking outwards (1992). The LWCS encouraged white validation 
of black artistry while promoting black cultural forms, allowing them to claim 
positioning in both worlds. Yet, as Fleming and Roses point out (2007), they are also 
practicing what Stark calls “cross-fertilization” (2006). When systems are heterarchies – 
meaning the nodes within a system can be separately ranked by different parties – there is 
the potential for cross-fertilization. Stark argues that this “creative friction” of competing 
evaluations, “increases the possibilities of long-term adaptability by better search because 
the complexity that it promotes and the lack of simple coherence that it tolerates increase 
the diversity of options” (2009, 26). The back and forth encourages permanence of the 
overarching structure but also the retention of non-dominant meanings and engagement 
(Stark 2006).  
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In this case, the LWCS were able to use their cultural capital in both worlds to 
promote a coming together of white and black artistry that spoke to each ethnic 
community within the same institution.  
On the one hand, their education (often obtained in predominately white 
institutions) allowed them to acquire familiarity with dominant cultural capital. At 
the same time, they promoted black cultural traditions and expressive forms. It 
was this multiplicity of cultural knowledge, tastes and styles that placed the 
women in a unique position to create an audience for black art within a context of 
cultural hierarchy and racial exclusion. (Fleming and Roses 2007, 372) 
 
These engagements were not a separate and set apart presentation of blackness but to a 
purposefully racially integrated crowd of Bostonians. Their identity as women also 
provided social fluidity in that they were socially entrusted as cultivators of distinction 
and taste. And their knowledge of high white cultural capital from their educational 
backgrounds allowed them to subvert tropes of black women as uneducated and base by 
embracing elite white dress, speech patterns, and behaviors (Fleming and Roses 2007).  
 A model of blackness that mobilized elite white ways of being for mobility was 
not unique to Boston. Societies such as Jack and Jill sprang up around the country in the 
1930s, and many still exist today. These social clubs were highly exclusive African 
American organizations that cultivated members into white middle class norms so they 
could be upwardly mobile. They also provided spaces for elite black engagements and 
ways of retaining blackness while negotiating positionality in predominantly white social, 
educational, and business settings (Lacy 2006). The boundary drawing and negotiation of 
elite black communities was also not unique to big cities. Powdermaker’s famous 
ethnography After Freedom highlighted how upper class black Americans in small-town 
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Mississippi attempted upward social mobility by assimilating to white middle class 
norms and patrolling belonging (1939).  
 However, what is interesting and somewhat unique about this situation is that the 
LWCS promoted integrated cultural engagements, which the other groups did not. Part of 
this was a lack of access to elite white spaces. Boston’s aforementioned role as a site of 
abolitionist activists collaborating with black leaders provided a model for integrated 
engagement in elite spheres. Cross-fertilization allowed both white and black participants 
to employ cultural capital and gain meaning out of these artistic presentations. But it also 
provided a powerful method of decreolization where black participants could resist 
assimilation and retain black cultural meanings and culture even while navigating white 
cultural spheres.  
 The community I worked with in the Greater Boston area followed a similar 
pattern, in some ways. They frequently engaged elite educational spheres such as Harvard 
University and Brown University where they gave presentations and set up working 
altars. Women largely ran the house and the head manbo had been educated in American 
universities. They participated in conferences and social media engagements on topics of 
African diaspora religions. And many house members had children in university or had 
also attended, giving them the cultural capital to navigate elite white normative systems. 
Their ethnic cultural capital as both black and Haitian can be mobilized for upward 
mobility (Hall 1992).They also chose to present their faith in integrated contexts as well 
as to invite in non-Haitians as initiates.  
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Yet, like the LWCS, they were not utilizing this access and integrated 
participation to assimilate. Nor were they simply utilizing these elite spaces to legitimize 
their faith, though that was an important aspect. These exchanges provided opportunities 
for cross-fertilization of academic and Vodouisant, black and white, as well as American 
and Haitian. This has the potential to uplift the community’s standings while retaining 
parts of their cultural identity. Considering Vodou’s history as described in the last 
chapter, this is not a new process but rather a continuation of existing methods of 
decreolization. However, in Boston it took on forms that modeled elite black 
engagements in white elite spaces. The elite black option is one way that Haitian 
Vodouisants can claim positioning and identity.  
 
Separatist African American Identity and Resistance to White Ways of Being  	
 Divisions between black communities in Boston go back to the antebellum period. 
More than a hundred years before the bussing boycott of the Civil Rights Era, Boston had 
a public conflict about school integration. In the 1840s, elite black Bostonians pushed for 
integration into Boston’s public school system. They felt it would increase access to the 
social capital that later served them well but that it was also a symbolic breaking down of 
racial barriers that was necessary for equality. A vocal minority within the black 
community pushed for retaining separate black schools as a way of avoiding racism as 
much as possible. But it was also an attempt to resist losing their cultural identity. 
Freedom provided different ways for black communities in America to negotiate what it 
meant to be African American and their position within society (Hancock 1999).  
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 Separatists were not uninterested in claiming belonging to larger versions of 
American-ness. They actively crafted narratives of belonging that highlighted black 
participation in the American Revolution, land ownership, and their roots within their 
local American communities. Yet, they often did so while highlighting their blackness. 
Africa remained a contested symbol for this group. On the one hand it was a source of 
pride in a shared glorified past but on the other it was seen as undesirable and dangerous. 
The future, for them, was in America but it was also distinctly black (Hancock 1999).  
 Separatists were also concerned with splintering of the black community. They 
saw blackness as broadly defined and inclusive of black communities across America – 
free, enslaved, elite, and low. What united them was a shared experience of prejudice. 
And, for them, separate black institutions were necessary for protecting and uplifting 
black communities. Integration threatened black identity as well as safety (Hancock 
1999).  
After WWII, an influx of African Americans from the South increased Boston’s 
black population from 3% to 10% by 1960. By 1970, 16.3% of the population was black. 
And in 1960, 80% of black elementary children attended majority black schools. The 
introduction of new communities of black Americans as well as growing political 
engagements of blackness during the Civil Rights Era, paved the way for a different kind 
of integration debate. While there was still a minority who worried about the burden 
placed on children as the symbols of racial integration debates, the larger black 
community in Boston rallied around integration. Yet, they often did so through 
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organizations like the NAACP that were black organizations focused on black 
empowerment and rights (Theoharis 2001).  
 While desegregationists had the support of some Boston white community 
members, as discussed earlier it was a very tense period for race relations. Variations 
within the black community were firmly collapsed by both sides, which, at times, resulted 
in violence against individuals who did not self identify as black such as Andre Yvon 
Jean-Louis. In other words, it was difficult to highlight nuanced variation of different 
black subcultures in America at the time. Skin tone became the primary external marker 
for categorization and assumptions about the person (Theoharis 2001). 
At the same time, the Civil Rights Era was ushering in new ideas about blackness. 
The Black Power Movement in particular began a process of attempting to define and 
present ideas of a unified black aesthetic and politic. The Black Arts Movement, which 
was often intertwined with the Black Power Movement, described a community that was 
juxtaposed to Martin Luther King Junior’s utopia of racial unity. Colored by anger and 
resistance, Black Arts gave voice to revolutionary perspectives that valorized street 
aesthetics and African heritage. This framework saw the struggle for Civil Rights as a 
process of awakening to injustice, black beauty, and black potential. Like the 
separationists during the initial Boston school integration debates, for many Black Power 
and Black Arts participants, advancement and protection of black communities in 
America meant protecting black institutions and culture (Ongiri 2011).  
Many Haitians who arrived in Boston came during the 1960s and 1970s as they 
fled the dictatorships of Papa and Baby Doc. In America, they encountered the 
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racialization and anger, but they also encountered new categories of belonging that 
celebrated their blackness. Where association with Vodou had been fraught in a Haiti 
where Papa Doc used that imagery to terrorize, in the States it could be mobilized as 
claims towards an authentic African-ness that many African Americans were in the 
process of trying to find. Though few Haitians I spoke to openly practiced their faith 
during this period, many did highlight Vodou folklore and dance.  
They also began the process of engaging with the larger African diaspora and 
thinking about themselves as not just Haitian, black, or African American but also 
African. Some of the more affluent Haitian Americans I spoke to talked about being 
influenced during this period to save for a trip to West Africa. Though they often could 
not travel until much later, this moment in American history was formative in orienting 
their diasporic gaze towards African horizons. Contemporary Africa became more than 
just the metaphorical Ginen of Vodou. It became a real space that influenced aesthetics, 
political views, and ideas about identity. 
Connecting diasporic experiences of blackness to pan-African narratives was not 
unique to Boston area Haitians. Where the separatists had found pride in Africa but also 
thought of Africans in paternalistic and negative terms, the Black Power Movement 
began to shift ideas about their relationship to the motherland. Some African Americans 
became temporary ex-patriots in countries such as Ghana. Though the coup of 1966, 
forced most of them to return to the United States, their “vision of an expansive, 
interconnected black world informed by traditions of black nationalism and radicalism 
and epitomized by Ghana informed their assessments of the continuing struggles of 
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Africans and African Americans” (Gaines 2012, 245). For many, to be African American 
and politicized also came to mean being Pan-African. 
The Pan-African and Black Arts Movement perspective is another frame that 
Haitians in the diaspora can tap into. It allows them to mobilize ideas about Vodou that 
are empowering as an identity and not just a faith. A politicized Vodou identity finds its 
strength in black identity and heritage. And it is not dissimilar to the negritude 
movements of Haiti only a few generations prior. As Haitian Americans began 
researching the literary and political histories of their own country, they encountered pre-
existing narratives that drew together Vodou, ethnic pride, and politics. Doing this in the 
new land could even be seen as a continuation of their cultural heritage rather than a 
reformulation of identity. Contemporary young Haitian Americans who are 
(re)discovering their ethnicity through Vodou spoke to me about doing so in the context 
of also (re)discovering their blackness and African-ness. 
Yet, this also creates problems for religious houses that find meaning in 
positioning themselves as distinctly black and African and who also allow non-black 
initiates. My fieldwork often found that African American initiates were rarely contested 
but white initiates remained a tension point, suggesting race remained a salient factor The 
manbo argued that it was the faith itself and the spirits that were African in heritage. The 
practitioners’ backgrounds made no impact on that. But other house members had 
differing narratives. One suggested that you “never know who is in your family tree” 
suggesting that a reason the spirits may have called a white person was an unknown black 
ancestor. Another pointed to the fact that from an evolutionary perspective we are all 
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African and thus white people have African ancestors too. The fact that some house 
members felt the need to justify white participation through black heritage highlights 
their awareness that white practitioners may threaten the mobilization of Vodou as a 
source of black pride.  
 
The Other African Americans: West Indies Immigrants and Blackness in Boston 	
 Shortly after emancipation in the British West Indies, black citizens began 
traveling to regions within and outside the West Indies for better opportunities. The start 
of the United Fruit Company’s route between the West Indies and the Eastern Seaboard 
during WWI created a pathway for them to emigrate to North America for a better life. 
By the 1910s, many black citizens saw the only possibility of a better life for their 
children was through education. In the British West Indies, schools available to their 
children were purposefully focused on cultivating planters – not citizens who could be 
upwardly socially mobile. Therefore, even for black West Indians of means, it was 
American public schools that provided the opportunities these families had been hoping 
for and emigration to the States between 1910-1930 was in the tens of thousands 
(Johnson 2006).  
 Boston held a particular interest for some West Indians because it had a reputation 
as being the most British of American cities. Despite frustration with the economic and 
educational woes of their islands, many West Indians were still supportive of the British 
Royal Crown. Additionally, Boston was renown as the “Athens of America” highlighting 
the city’s impressive educational institutions, libraries, and centers of culture. West 
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Indians envisioned being able to fulfill British notions of cultural personhood such as 
attending the theater and sending their children to university (Johnson 2006).  
 However, many West Indians in Boston were dismayed at the reality that faced 
them. Many went from having their own maids to being a maid. And from doing skilled 
labor to manual labor. Additionally, their hopes of full participation in the elite cultural 
life of Boston were not possible due to segregation. Despite this frustration, by the 1940s 
West Indian women became well known as “reliable and efficient” domestic servants 
creating consistent job opportunities and an immigration pipeline of West Indian women 
to America. Both men and women’s reputations as entrepreneurial also earned them 
nicknames like “Jewmaicans” referring to the corresponding stereotype of Jewish peoples 
(Johnson 2006).  
 West Indians in Boston utilized strong familial networks to find jobs, provide 
caregivers for children, and retain their culture. Their Anglican faith communities also 
served a vital role in connecting and retaining social networks of West Indians. Their 
faith and regular church attendance provided ways of claiming respectability and proving 
they were “cultured” within the larger Boston understanding of the term. Not only were 
churchgoers able to mix with members who had attained more respectable positions such 
as schoolteacher or university graduates but also within Boston, there was an appreciation 
for Episcopalian as a marker of old money and social status (Johnson 2006). 
 First generation black immigrants also became touted as a model minority 
because many were economically more successful than the average African American at 
that time. They spoke British English, did not participate in cultural practices that were 
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associated with negative African American stereotypes, and they were highly focused on 
educational attainment. Separation from African American communities and retention of 
West Indian cultural traditions highlighted their positionality relative to non-black 
Americans. In other words, they could not assimilate as white Americans but they could 
insulate themselves from some aspects of racism by retaining a West Indian identity 
(Johnson 2008).  
 Yet, despite the first generation’s attempts to retain West Indian cultural practices 
and value systems, there was also a growing affiliation with other black members of 
society. That included growing dissatisfaction with the racism they encountered and an 
interest in engaging in the black rights movements they encountered. But whether they 
were welcomed into the Civil Rights movements was another issue. Since the days of 
W.E.B. Dubois, the question of whether non-American born blacks should speak for the 
experience of black Americans has created tensions within the movement (Johnson 
2008).  
Additionally, African American religious communities are, at times, 
uncomfortable with immigrant black religiosities. Violet Johnson recounts negative 
responses from African American Christians towards reports of African religious forms 
that include speaking in tongues, divination, and animal sacrifice. They did not see this as 
representative of being a “good” Christian (2008). But it also threatens the space African 
Americans have carved out for themselves as Christians in America. As Patricia Hill 
Collins points out, certain tropes of blackness have been used to control and justify 
inequalities. Black people as barbaric, savage, and uncivilized is an image that is 
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mobilized to dehumanize and silence (Collins 2004). It builds upon earlier ideas of black 
persons as the exotic other to be encountered on safari doing nefarious un-Christian 
activities such as cannibalism (Pieterse 1995). Part of avoiding the controlling image of 
barbarism means carefully patrolling those boundaries and ensuring public presentation 
of African American faith bears no resemblance to what is viewed as barbaric paganism. 
Practices such as animal sacrifice threaten this already tentative positioning. While most 
West Indian groups do not practice possession or animal sacrifice, a few do and this can 
create fears about how the white majority will view their presence. 
Therefore, for both internal and external reasons, West Indian communities often 
found themselves as a separate and set aside community in Boston. As a model for 
Haitians, this community has been relatively successful in finding acceptance and middle 
class positioning. Today, roughly one third of black Bostonians are immigrants and the 
majority are from the Caribbean (Sacchetti 2014). Therefore there is a robust community 
of Caribbean black immigrants who can work together to retain aspects of their identity 
through events such as yearly carnival celebrations. It also provides a model for focusing 
on education and certain kinds of job opportunities while still finding ways to retain 
identity.  
However, West Indian immigrants did not face the same stigmas that Haitians did. 
While the process of racialization and retention of homeland culture creates tensions for 
all immigrants of color, Haitians faced unique stereotypes associated with poverty, 
Vodou, and HIV. As described earlier in this chapter, this meant that at times it was risky 
to mobilize Haitian-ness as a way to protect their communities from the racism inflicted 
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on African Americans. At the height of fear about Haitians as potential vectors of HIV, it 
was safer for many Haitians to publicly identify as African American rather than Haitian.  
Though such disease stigmas have lessened, Haitians are still routinely battling 
ideas about Haiti as impoverished and barbaric. Informants complained that most 
Americans assumed they were uneducated because the only image of Haiti that most 
Americans consume is one of desperate need and poverty. But there is also the narrative 
of depravity propagated by public figures such as Pat Robertson. In this frame, Haiti and 
its people were asking for disasters such as the earthquake due to their engagement with 
Vodou and everything assumed to go along with such practice. Haitians as “too depraved 
to be saved” is a label that follows them into the new land (King 2011). Even embracing 
Vodou as folklore rather than religious practice risks associations with this trope.  
One solution that some Haitians in the diaspora employ is to emphasize 
Francophone identities and downplay African linkages. For example, Haitians may 
switch to Kreyol swa (smooth Kreyol), which employs more French pronunciation and 
grammatical structure. Upper class bilingual Haitians often grow up with this form of 
Kreyol but lower class Haitians who are educated can mobilize this “Frenchified” Kreyol 
to indicate class. In contrast, Kreyol rek (rough Kreyol) is what lower classes speak in 
Haiti and is typically not understood by French speakers. Kreyol rek is also the language 
most Vodou spirits speak and my informants felt strongly that you could not properly 
practice without knowing Kreyol rek. 
 In the diaspora, speaking Kreyol rek could indicate identification with Haitian-
ness to other Haitians. It is a political stance and informants often harshly judged other 
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Haitians who refused to speak it. They felt they were denying their heritage as well as 
making classist statements through utilizing upper class Kreyol swa or French. However, 
for American ears the usage of Kreyol swa or rek may have different implications. 
Americans do not know the different indicators of class within Haiti and cannot sort 
through different dialects to make that determination. But they do have different 
associations with French than they do with a language associated with an impoverished 
island nation. Being able to switch to French or Kreyol swa means being able to project 
sophistication and suaveness to Americans who associate that with French speakers 
(Lippi-Green 1997). 
Therefore, some Haitians can try to mobilize a very narrow Francophone Haitian 
identity that tries to avoid both the trap of racism that African Americans face and the 
stigmas of impoverished, uneducated, diseased, and pagan Haitian-ness that many 
Haitian immigrants face. However, as suggested in the previous chapter, many 
Americans in the past saw French-speaking black people as an entertaining anomaly but 
not necessarily something that in and of itself raises social positioning. Whether it is an 
effective technique for social mobility today is something that future research may need 
to evaluate. 
 
Putting it All Together: Black, Haitian, and Classed in Boston 	
 The manbo giving a presentation about the role of Vodou in identity, history, and 
revolution in a course titled “Black Matters” reveals some of the creative ways Haitian 
Vodouisants in Boston can tap into all of these black identities. Being invited into a MIT 
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course by an respected professor to speak in front of the class links this college educated 
priestess to elite forms of engaging in Boston. It is also a course focused on black 
experiences in America, which positions Vodou as part of the larger black experience. 
And yet it is also focused specifically on Haitian identity and religious forms, which are 
celebrated not only by the lecture but also through dance, singing, drumming, and visual 
elements of the presentation.   
 MIT and other academic spaces where the manbo presented may provide a 
heterarchy where students and the presenter can each come to the context of the event 
and rank the elements within differently. Students might be examining the presentation in 
light of readings, course expectations, and their own personal experiences. While the 
manbo is utilizing song, color, and images with additional sacred meanings that students 
may not pick up on. And she is interested in making a larger point about Vodou’s 
position within both Haitian-ness and blackness. Yet, there are also opportunities for 
cross-fertilizations. The students’ questions and professor’s engagement can introduce 
new frames for thinking about Vodou and Haiti. And the students may in turn leave with 
a new appreciation of Vodou. Indeed, many of the non-Haitian practitioners in the house 
discussed first meeting the manbo at an academic presentation.  
 However, interest in her as a presenter is not merely that she is knowledgeable 
and happens to be a minority. In other words, unlike elite black Bostonians seeking 
integration she is not looking to engage in elite practices using forms that white audience 
members will find familiar while having additional layers of minority cultural 
symbolism. Nor is she merely using “ethnic cultural capital” to claim positioning through 
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her claims to Haitian-ness (Hall 1992). And elite academic spheres are not interested in 
her as an academic or talented person who just happens to be black.  
Rather, it is precisely her positioning as black and Haitian and an immigrant and 
a woman with a master’s degree that makes her so appealing as a speaker for a course 
such as this. She can purposefully and overtly link together these different black ways of 
being and connect that to academic frames. She understands the goals of the professor 
and roles of student, presenter, and instructor. She has both academic and cultural clout 
by being able to claim knowledge about the topic as well as authenticity to speak to that 
background. And her experiences as a black woman in America give her perspective on 
how blackness is experienced, negotiated, marked, and celebrated.  
Her talk and other presentations and discussions I have heard work to 
purposefully draw upon these three models of blackness in Boston to negotiate 
positioning while retaining the ability to self-craft identity. The primary model pulled 
upon shifts considering context and the politics of communities around them. When 
Haitian-ness helps avoid the racism against being black it can be an effective aspect of 
self to highlight. Focusing internally also helps construct strong social networks and civil 
societies that can negotiate the systems and racism of the diaspora. When Haitian-ness 
becomes a liability, fading into the background of the umbrella category of black and 
African American can allow Haitian immigrants the ability to navigate daily life. 
However, it may put them at risk for being targets of racially based rather than ethnically 
based discrimination. Elite positioning with a focus on integration and cross-fertilization 
is appealing for Haitian Americans who have the ability to make those claims 
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successfully. But they do risk being ostracized by members of the Haitian community 
who disagree with integration strategies or who see them as losing touch with the peasant 
communities that are the source of authenticity claims.  
 This chapter has examined the ways that Haitian immigrants in Boston navigate 
local and American ideas about race, ethnicity, and identity. By drawing upon the wide 
range of identity options available to them, they can creatively craft claims to belonging 
in America, Haiti, and Vodou. In the next chapter, I look at how these claims-making and 
subjective identity making processes are complicated by non-Haitian initiates. Opening 
the doors to American practitioners helps situate Vodou as an American public religion. 
Yet, incorporating non-Haitians into a congregation is difficult for a faith community that 
lays claim to belonging through heritage and race.   
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CHAPTER THREE: THE SINCERE SELF AND THE PROVENANCE OF THE 
SOUL – HAITIAN AND NON-HAITIAN VODOUISANTS AND THE MORAL 
GEOGRAPHIES OF BELONGING  
 
For the community with whom I worked, Vodou is inherently intertwined with 
the homeland of Haiti, the ancestral land of Ginen, Catholicisms, and genealogies of 
blood and spirit. It is a faith that developed within Haiti’s unique syncretic history. It 
mixes French Catholic and various West African peoples and belief systems. And it has 
been practiced within a layered heterogeneous cultural landscape with variations in 
region and class over generations. Numerous informants explained that while particular 
influences from Catholicism and West Africa could be identified, the original source 
materials had become woven together into a tapestry constructing a new model of the 
world. It is not possible, I was frequently told, to unravel the threads and find the original 
West African pathways intact and in a coherent form. Vodou was by its nature a syncretic 
faith and a faith that has been altered through travel, revolution, and struggle.  
Moreover, it was a dynamic faith made up of relatively independent houses, 
which found pathways for novel liturgical developments through dreaming, signs, 
possession events, and card readings (McGee 2012). And yet, over and over again in the 
diaspora I heard heated debates and claims-making regarding authenticity and purity 
related to the very aspects that were syncretic and creolized: practice, place, and people. 
Non-Haitian American converts, in particular, became a tension point around which 
numerous disputes pivoted with a variety of explanations for their participation or 
exclusion. I found myself asking how does a religious system whose history is openly 
discussed as one of borrowing, integrating, and mixing of traditions and peoples reconcile 
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designating certain practice and people as pure and authentic? What variables are selected 
to index authentic belonging and practice? And how are these borders debated and drawn 
in Haiti and the diaspora? 
I argue that the American frame for religious expression set out by Warner (1993) 
helps us explore the ways in which authenticity and purity of persons and practice are 
discussed. As Warner points out, America is a free market for religious ideas since 
religion is disestablished. Individuals have the ability to change denominations and 
congregations numerous times over their lifetime depending on their own changing ideas 
about the world, the divine, and the self. This “new voluntarism” (Roof and McKinney 
1987) is increasingly motivated by moral culture rather than economic status and often 
reflects sincere religious convictions (Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves 1993). Religion 
becomes an achieved rather than ascribed status. Conversion to a faith is often seen as 
proof of true belief as opposed to sets of ideas adopted primarily because they are 
inherited.  
In order to select a conversion faith, however, individuals must shop for 
congregations and faith communities (Warner 1993). A market incentive format allows 
laity to find values within the scriptures and practices of the faith that they feel align with 
their own personal values and life situations. They then craft narratives that creatively 
carve out spaces for new interpretations and membership (McGuire 1982; Neitz 1987; 
Warner 1988; Bender 1991). Part of the process of developing into an American public 
religion is the recognition among believers that people who were not raised in their faith 
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community may wish to shop in their spiritual warehouse; they must figure out how to 
respond to such interest by outsiders.  
Vodou provides a particularly interesting case study for looking at this because as 
scholars such as Paul Christopher Johnson have pointed out, secretism is an important 
aspect of Vodou faith community identities (2002, 2005). “Secretism refers to the active 
invocation of secrecy as a source of a group's identity, the promotion of the reputation of 
special access to restricted knowledge, and the successful performance or staging of such 
access” (Johnson 2005, 420). As individuals become more deeply involved with the 
tradition, they are given access to secret and sacred knowledge called konesans. Sacred 
knowledge is passed down through formal initiatory rites, conversations with a spiritual 
mother or father, and/or direct contact with the lwa (Johnson 2005, Metraux 1972, Deren 
1953). Decisions about who is allowed access to this knowledge is a source of tension 
within the diaspora as new individuals may not fall neatly into the categories found in 
Haiti. They may not be biological family, they may not have anyone within the local 
Haitian community to vouch for them, and they may not have any connection to Haiti as 
a physical or conceptual place.  
Often their narrative of belonging relies upon knowledge given during dreams by 
the lwa. These dreams require interpretation from the religious professionals as to 
whether the dreaming is authentic and what the lwa want from it. Not everyone is called 
to initiation even amongst Haitian Vodou practitioners. Therefore, lwa interest in a 
person does not necessarily indicate if or how deeply someone should initiate. Yet, within 
American contexts if religion is a marketplace then many Americans feel they the 
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spiritual customer should be the one making that decision. The American desire for direct 
and unmediated access to the divine can create conflict when the Haitian specialist and 
American dreamer disagree about what their role should be. 
Added to this is the realization that within America there are spiritual 
marketplaces where interested parties might dabble but not commit. Or they may attempt 
to recreate the tradition with new forms that fit their values better. Allowing window 
shoppers the chance to assess their traditions helps combat stigmas and aligns Vodou 
within the general public religion frameworks in America. These viewings help 
legitimize Vodou as a public faith. However, a constant danger for secretive traditions 
that open their doors is that when you let people in you cannot control what they take out 
into the world with them.  
Manbo and houngan who did not allow non-Haitians to initiate into the highest 
levels within their houses told me that this was in part due to concerns about heritage and 
in part due to concerns about commitment and secrecy. Non-Haitians did not inherit the 
tradition and they came from backgrounds that accepted spiritual marketplaces. These 
issues led to two related concerns: first, these converts may not be entirely trustworthy. 
Like many congregations, Vodou houses rely upon members who will commit extensive 
time, energy, and money to keep a house running. They tend to be relatively small houses 
with only 20-50 active members at a given time with only a handful who are deeply and 
frequently engaged. Some Haitian Vodou leaders are reluctant to invest in training 
individuals who may not be permanent participants. Furthermore, in Vodou there is no 
spiritual mandate to proselytize so leaders can be selective. Also, as will be discussed in 
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the next chapter, there are numerous non-Haitian Vodou figures online who tout their 
initiation into a “traditional” house as a legitimizing their beliefs and practices that 
deviate significantly from tradition. Many houses in America are wary of being used in 
this manner.  
In other words, in contrast to many Americans who see conversion to an achieved 
faith as more authentic and meaningful than an ascribed religious identity, some Haitian 
Vodouisiants saw ascribed categories as more permanent and meaningful than fleeting 
achieved conversions. The conflict between natural and achieved authority and 
authenticity is one that this dissertation grapples with throughout.  
Second, as most Haitian Vodouisants I spoke with emphasized, their faith is 
deeply rooted in not just concepts of Haiti but physical landscapes on the island and the 
heritage of the peoples who are embedded within that landscape. Despite being practiced 
in the diaspora, Vodou is ultimately a faith that is placed within a spatial context. Unlike 
some other diasporic faith pathways such as the Garifuna, Haitian Vodouisants in the 
communities I researched did not practice what Johnson calls “hooking.” That is,. they 
did not find similar landscapes that became the new sacred spaces in the diaspora (2007). 
Most Haitian Vodouisants felt they were required not only to keep the homeland as a 
spiritual diasporic horizon but physically return to Haiti as the ultimate source of the 
sacred and authenticity. The pilgrimage must be taken physically and not just spiritually. 
Due to the placed nature of the faith, practitioners are evaluated by their 
connection to the homeland. Some Haitian Vodouisants doubted whether non-Haitians 
could have “real” dreams about the lwa when the lwa were so closely linked with Haitian 
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identity, history, and heritage. Outside of West Africa, they saw most non-Haitians as 
being removed from that lineage and place and therefore unable to access the tradition as 
an insider. Whether conversion could remake a non-Haitian into a Haitian person was a 
matter of sincere debate, but those who restricted initiation to people of Haitian descent 
felt strongly that initiation of spirit was not enough. The ascribed status of nationality and 
kinship were permanently set and not achievable categories of being. The question for 
diasporas, however, is not only whether outsiders can initiate but whether all people not 
born in the homeland are outsiders. 
 Even for manbos and houngans who told me that non-Haitians could be partial or 
full members of their Vodou houses, geography and lineage were linked and very 
important concepts. The house I worked with the most in the Greater Boston Area found 
a middle ground of claiming a traditionalist path while still allowing non-Haitian 
initiates. Yet, for all Haitian Vodouisants with whom I spoke, tension existed over 
concepts of place and who belongs. The tension between homeland and new land is 
embedded into lived experiences of Vodou in three layered but interconnected ways: 
physical place, spiritual place, and cultural imaginaries. These geographies turn space (a 
neutral location empty of social meaning) into not just place (meaning embedded 
spaces)(Tuan 1977) but into moral ways of being and belonging with relation to place 
(Smith 1997).  
The concept of moral geographies introduced by David Matless (1994) and 
further developed by David M. Smith (1997) builds upon “Michel Foucault's three senses 
of morality: as moral codes, as the exercise of behaviour in transgression or obedience of 
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a code, and as the way in which individuals act for themselves as ethical subjects in 
relation to elements of a code" (Smith 1997, 588). Smith argues that these concepts of 
morality are deeply linked to concepts of space in that there are normative ways of 
behaving in different places that are linked to ideas of moral ways of being. In other 
words, Smith’s moral geographies are, "an empirical focus on what kinds of people and 
behaviors belong where" (McAuliffe 2012, 191).  
 These moral ways of being are contextual and individuals must learn how to 
code-switch between places and adjust to the ways that the normative shifts within the 
same place depending on time of day, presence of other people, gender balance, actions, 
etc. Determinations about what kinds of behaviors are appropriate in which places and 
which persons can belong and how they should behave there reflect dynamics of power 
and knowledge. Moral geographies “are produced through environmental and spatial 
practices which are bound up with relations of power” (Matless 2000, 523). 
Transgression, then, provides an important lens with which to examine these geographies 
and relationships of power (Cresswell 1996) because, “practices and behaviors that 
disrupt normative expectations activate or make visible moral geographies" (Matless 
2012, 191). Thus, previously invisible and undefined borders emerge as tension points 
when unspoken normative ideals are violated and this provides scholars an important 
opportunity to observe and ask informants about borders.  
However, McAuliffe points out that the increasing complexities and instability of 
postindustrial cities “unsettles the ground on which moral codes are laid down” (2012, 
192). Urban identities are muddled and part of the cosmopolitan way of being is 
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recognizing overlapping cultural performances into shared places as normal and 
acceptable. Yet, this reduces certainty in correct moral behavior patterns producing a 
feeling of lost community and a search for recreating cohesion (2012). McAuliffe focuses 
on the use of art to recreate a space of community in the city, but these concerns play out 
on a larger scale when transnational communities and identities are considered (Valentine 
et al 2013).  
I argue that diasporic communities and transnational communities of faith can 
mark belonging through shared ways of being even when in disparate places. Belonging 
can be achieved in part by shared practice and exhibiting shared norms. Though separated 
geographically, they can create new places that map onto shared geographic imaginaries. 
In other words, they share ways of being despite their separation during most of the year. 
Returns to the homeland along with representations over social media can reinforce 
shared geographies of belonging. However, these same practices and moral geographies 
are also used to draw borders that exclude certain practitioners based upon heritage and 
nationality. If moral geographies must be mapped directly onto physical landscapes, the 
links between practice and place may not allow a redrawing of boundaries or full 
membership for new converts. 
In this chapter I focus primarily on how some Vodou communities in the diaspora 
and in Jacmel understand the importance of place. I also explore how they craft, debate, 
and shift moral geographies in the diaspora and Jacmel with relation to bodies and 
belonging. Like the Garifuna (Johnson 2007), Vodouisants are beginning the process of 
presenting their religion as a legitimate American faith. Yet, the open marketplace and 
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new volunteerism of American public religious engagement is in conflict at times with 
the secretism and placed heritage aspects of Vodou. If only initiates are allowed to know 
certain kinds of knowledge and Vodou is intimately tied to Haitian ethnicity, how can 
non-Haitians participate fully? The new volunteerism approach discards ethnicity and 
nationality for sincerity. Yet, for a tradition that is placed and deeply bound to ideas of 
heritage and history authenticity may be defined less with sincerity and more with moral 
geographies of blood. This chapter uses the experience of researchers in Haiti during two 
different time periods and the positioning of non-Haitian practitioners in the diaspora to 
develop a holistic sense of where these borders lie and how they are constructed.  
 
Who belongs: The Moral Geographies of Race and Heritage 	
Most of the non-Haitian Americans whom I encountered that were interested in 
Haitian Vodou came to it first via other non-normative religious practices such as Wicca, 
popular Americanized versions of African Traditional Religions (ATR), Kemetic 
Orthodoxy (a reconstruction/re-imagination of Ancient Egyptian traditions), or from 
magick10 practices such as hoodoo and freemasonry inspired magick. They usually 
identified with multiple overlapping non-normative practices and frequently discussed 
this as part of their pathway towards finding Haitian Vodou. With one exception, these 
individuals grew up in an Abrahamic faith community but this came into conflict with 
their sense of self-identity especially regarding sexuality and gender. Non-normative non-
Abrahamic traditions such as the ones listed above typically embrace gender and 																																																								
10 A term popularized by the Victorian occultist Aleister Crowley to indicate “real” magic 
versus that done for entertainment purposes.  
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sexuality fluidity in a way that not only accepts but embraces people who fall outside of 
the gender binary and hetero-normative sexual practices. The one notable exception to 
this is ATR traditions, which tend to be less accepting of non-traditional gender norms 
and non-heterosexual orientations.  
One of the recurring explanations for why they had not yet fully converted to an 
alternate religion was that these practices, while often framed as “traditional” and 
“ancient,” were typically re-imaginations of reconstructed belief systems without any 
depth of history, myth, or ritual practice. As one informant explained it, pathways such as 
Wicca were appealing because they provided like minded faith communities, rejected 
Abrahamic traditions they saw as oppressive, and incorporated creative outlets for 
innovation in practice. However, they lacked roots and thus, as one informant put it, 
easily “floated off into tangled tangents” and infinite splitting of groups when there were 
disagreements.  
ATRs did have the depth of practice histories but they were generally much less 
accepting towards gender and sexual minorities. Some individuals also echoed Rosalind 
Shaw, who pointed out that Western academics have forced African practices into the 
non-local categorization of religion (Shaw 1990). In other words, popular forms of 
American ATRs are often constructed from academic writings rather than direct 
engagement with African communities of practice. The non-Haitians I spoke with valued 
the freedom to be who they were regarding gender and sexuality but also wanted a long-
established history of practice that grounded faith in tradition. 
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Haitian Vodou provides these two pieces. Vodouisants trace a lineage that goes 
back directly to Africa, including set hierarchies and aspects of ritual practice and 
knowledge. In other words, Vodou provides the roots and structure that many non-
Abrahamic non-normative traditions lack. The Vodou houses that I interviewed cited 
particular mythic narratives to justify accepting gender equality and LGBTQ identities 
among non-Haitian initiates. Vodou, then, provided the balance of progressive attitudes 
towards gender and sexuality they were looking for with framing of practice and faith as 
authentic, traditional, and organized.  
However, it is worth asking whether these boundaries and negotiations of faith are 
drawn in the same way over time and by Haitians as well as non-Haitians. For many of 
the non-Haitians I spoke with, authenticity of practice was linked to ideas about the 
authentic and individual self. Religious belonging was, for them, about looking within 
and choosing devotional paths based upon subjective emotional experiences. Their 
perspective meshes well with Warner’s free market new volunteerism of American 
approaches to religion (1993). Yet, for many Haitian Vodouisants authenticity required a 
blood link to sacred places in Haiti, so that it was hard for them to reconcile non-Haitian 
heritage with claims of belonging. Authenticity in the Vodou faith communities I 
researched focused on heritage and the public recognition of belonging by the lwa. 
However, whether the recognition by the lwa was deemed authentic was a tension point 
in the relations between American converts and Haitian practitioners. 
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The Tension of Bodies, Heritage, and Spirits: Maya Deren’s Possession 	
I was sitting in the basement temple as the manbo and one of her initiatory 
houngans answered questions from the class. Periodically, this house holds formal and 
informal classes usually announced on social media. They typically cost between thirty 
and fifty dollars and provide explicit lessons on topics such as setting up ancestral altars, 
creating divinatory candles, and presenting to the lwa. The class is made up mostly of 
white twenty-something Americans as well as an African American and one Haitian 
American. All are female except for two openly gay men. One of the women raises her 
hand and asks for reading suggestions. The manbo softly sighs and adjusts her feet. I 
know from past conversations that she finds it strange that Americans always want to 
read books or make lists instead of learn by doing and observation. But her houngan 
assistant is a white American man and he understands the difference in learning 
experiences. He gives out his usual list of suggested readings for beginners: Mama Lola 
by Karen McCarthy Brown, Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou by Donald Cosentino, and 
Divine Horsemen by Maya Deren. This last book by Maya Deren was also a highly 
popular recommendation in New Orleans during my master’s thesis research on modern 
Vodou practices in the city. Deren provides an attractive model for non-Haitians 
interested in exploring the religion; and websites, blogs, and social media associated with 
non-Haitian Vodouisants often feature an image of the beautiful Ukrainian-born 
filmmaker accompanied by quotes from her book Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of 
Haiti. She is spoken of as a figure who successfully straddled the line between insider 
and outsider as an American citizen who traveled to Haiti, fell in love with the religion, 
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and was accepted by the spirits as proven by her own possession. Her own words, 
however, tell a slightly different story. 
 Boston University is home to the Maya Deren archives, which includes copies of 
journals she kept during her fieldwork in Haiti, correspondence, and transcripts from 
conversations. These became a valuable source for my understanding of some of these 
debates over time. Deren was most well known as an experimental filmmaker but wanted 
to branch out into ethnographic film after being inspired by Gregory Bateson’s work in 
Bali. She won a Guggenheim Fellowship Grant and in 1947 left for her first of four trips 
to record Haitian folkloric dance and Vodou rituals. Her work drew the attention of 
Joseph Campbell who offered her the opportunity to write a book for a series he was 
editing, and this became Divine Horsemen. One of the culminating scenes in her piece is 
her own possession during a ceremony she coordinated. She spends most of the chapter 
describing how she fought the possession and tried to crawl up and out of the sinking loss 
of self. Vodouisants frequently speak of the struggle of possession that even seasoned 
religious experts experience, and their narratives closely reflect Deren’s description. 
Though rarely stated explicitly, this chapter is often brought forth as proof that since 
Erzulie Freda possessed her and the rite was successful, Deren was accepted despite 
being white and American. The chapter and the book end with her return to 
consciousness.  
 During her writing process she met with Joseph Campbell and recorded most of 
their conversations. The archives contain partial transcripts of their discussions about 
myth, ritual, and her struggle to stitch her experiences into a coherent narrative. At one 
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point, she describes the possession event to Campbell in less flowery language but it is a 
similar chain of events. However, she adds an interesting piece of information about what 
the spirit did with her body while she was unconscious that was left out of her book. 
Normally the Vodou communities I work with do not convey specifics about the 
possession even to the person who was possessed. The goal is a sacrifice of the self for 
the community and the consciousness of the person possessed is understood as absent and 
therefore irrelevant to what occurred. Since they were not present, all healing, private 
conversations, displays of power, and prophesies done with their body are attributed to 
the lwa and the lwa alone. Telling them what the spirit did with one’s body could, 
potentially, create inappropriate ideas about power and position. The human practitioner 
is not the actor that matters. 
However, sometimes things occur that are so outside the normal range of 
expectations that one of the house members will inform the possessed person about the 
events. Deren’s possession included a circumstance such as this. In her own words to 
Campbell regarding her possession by Erzulie, Deren said:  
Now, Erzulie it seems, they tell me did one thing, which was rare, was that she 
slapped a girl. And that made some trouble, because there were some people at 
the ceremony who didn't know me, and what they saw was a white woman 
slapping a negro girl. And that caused a lot of trouble for the houngan, who had a 
hell of a lot of trouble convincing them that it wasn't me, because he had known 
me a long time and knew that I wasn't inclined that way and that I had never 
slapped anybody. I'm not the sort of person who does that (Deren and Campbell 
1949).  
 
Deren explains that when Erzulie possessed her, she had instructed the flag bearers on an 
adjustment to the usual ritual dance which this woman failed to do properly. Frustrated, 
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Erzulie slapped her for disobedience and then later became so angry she withdrew to the 
back room where permanent altars are set up for the sosyete.  
Erzulie frequently cries and throws a fit when she is disappointed or angry with 
her children, so this was not a surprising response although it made managing the 
situation even more complex for the houngan. He decided to mitigate the personal 
problem rather than the spiritual one only to have another lwa issue arise when a different 
spirit – Loko - took over Deren: 
[Ezili] apparently got peeved and went off weeping, saying I am going to the only 
person who believes in me, and went to my little hut. Well this is the relationship 
between -- apparently she left without actually leaving my head free, but with 
Loko stepping in, and Loko then began to break down the little house. The priest 
let Erzulie withdraw. He wouldn't have let Loko withdraw, because he is 
dangerous. He didn't know that Loko was around. Then the people who were 
around saw that Loko was taking over, they began running for the priest, and he 
was there, but apparently they didn't get him in time (Deren and Campbell 1949).  
 
In Vodou mythology, Papa Loko was the first houngan and he is the one who bestows the 
sacred rattle called the asson to high priests and priestesses. He is the bearer of tradition 
and as such is very strict with his expectations of Vodouisants’ behaviors during rites.  
Where Erzulie showed her displeasure by breaking down emotionally, Papa Loko 
did this by physically breaking down the altars. Many of Erzulie’s altar offerings are 
quite expensive items – champagne, perfume, roses, and jewelry – so that fixing it would 
require not only a large time investment but also potentially a large monetary investment.  
Deren told Campbell it took her days to piece together what happened due to the 
reluctance of people to speak about possession events to the individuals who were 
themselves possessed. However, I also wonder whether witnesses felt awkward 
discussing the situation with Deren for other reasons. Deren’s possession event created 
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social and financial strife for the houngan who organized the ritual. It is unlikely that the 
houngan was able to entirely convince everyone present that it was not Deren who 
slapped the attendee but rather Erzulie. The houngan and his house also now had to raise 
enough money to replace everything that Loko broke when he took over Deren. Though 
as long as he felt the possession was real he would not have blamed Deren for the actions 
of the lwa, he may have worried Deren’s presence created some of the issues. If the 
community did not believe a white foreigner could truly get possessed then perhaps that 
was why the Vodouisant was not listening to Erzulie.  
My experiences attending contemporary Vodou rituals suggest there are often a 
lot of interpersonal politics at play during and after ceremonies and that interactions 
between attendees, spirits, and the house have long lasting social impacts. Deren’s 
journals indicate that her positionality within the Vodou houses was not always secure 
and people at times felt uncomfortable about her presence especially when she was 
recording. At one point she wrote, “Conflict between getting good recording and getting 
myself reputation as a disrupter.” And in another journal entry she cryptically notes, 
“Confusion around permission to photograph. Things spoiled because of one stupid 
woman. Weeping and weeping.” For some, her presence may have already been 
problematic and once she was seen slapping one of the ritual participants this could have 
created a cascade of gossip, social rifts, and difficulties for the houngan trying to mediate 
the situation. Accusations of false possessions also carry with them a discrediting of the 
house as a whole unless the houngan or manbo in charge kicks out the pretender. His 
support of Deren’s possession as authentic put his reputation on the line.  
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If moral geographies are, "an empirical focus on what kinds of people and 
behaviors belong where"(McAuliffe 2012, 191) then the tension here was also the 
focused on who the moral actors were. Deren, as a white American woman, had different 
sets of expectations for moral behaviors within the setting of the Vodou rite than the lwa 
Erzulie did. If her possession was authentic then the moral geographies of the body 
shifted so that Erzulie, as a divine being, had every right to slap the woman for 
disobedience. More than once at Vodou ceremonies I have seen lwa physically punish 
disobedient or immoral behaviors. Only once have I seen practitioners intervene and that 
was after the lwa Ogou had slapped the back of a prostrate woman with the broad side of 
a machete for so long that people began mumbling that he was going too far. The concern 
was over the woman’s condition, not the morality of the lwa’s actions. The woman 
herself had acknowledged she had been in the wrong and lowered herself to the ground at 
the lwa’s instructions and she showed no surprise or resistance to the punishment. As 
Erzulie in Deren’s body, the slap was in obedience to the moral code of human divine 
relations.  
However, if the possession were deemed false then it was Deren in control of her 
body and therefore the moral codes and interpretations were altered. Where Erzulie was 
an internal manifestation of the faith community, Deren was an outsider in a variety of 
ways: she was not Haitian, she did not fit into racial categories of local, and she was not a 
Vodouisant. Within Haiti the racial categories of local are neg and mulat (roughly black 
and mulatto though this is also linked to class with black being peasant and mulatto being 
elite). Foreigners of any heritage are blan (white). Deren’s identity as a dangerous 
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outsider was inscribed in her whiteness. Thus, she wrote in her journals about her 
difficulties gaining access, even though Vodou fetes are considered public rituals that 
anyone is welcome to attend.  
However, the borders of public acceptance did not automatically extend to Deren 
in her category of white foreigner. She was an outsider who had been given permission to 
observe and record and, according to her journals, access to participate as much as 
uninitiated non-house members are allowed. From my own fieldwork this suggests she 
could dance, sing, petition the lwa, and enjoy the food but not go into the devo or “little 
hut” where the house keeps its permanent altars and holds more private rites. Even local 
practitioners who do not need to navigate politics of belonging within the larger borders 
of the ceremony are still restricted to the public spaces of the temple.  
As Erzulie, Deren’s body could be taken across the sacred threshold but not if her 
possession were fake or incomplete. And, of course, there is the aforementioned problem 
of violence, and its source was made more fraught by the issue of insider or outsider. A 
white American woman slapping a black Haitian woman – especially right after the tense 
historical period of the American Occupation of Haiti – violates moral behaviors and 
expectations. As a transgression, it highlights the moral geographies and relations of 
power (Matless 2012) because where the divine has the moral positioning of power to 
inflict violence the outsider does not. The blan outsider in particular treads dangerous 
ground. Politically and economically, white Americans have significant power in 
mundane relationships with black Haitians, but within the sacred space of the ceremony 
the manbos and houngans are in control. An action seen as imposing blan imperialism 
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onto Vodou would completely transgress the power dynamics of those taken-for-granted 
moral geographies.  
The particularly brutal history of slavery in Haiti also adds complexities to the 
relationships between bodies, heritage, and spirit. Deren’s position is not merely an issue 
because she is foreign. Her whiteness may have been out of place in a space made 
meaningful by a faith intertwined with Haitian narratives of resistance and revolution. If 
it was Vodou that galvanized enslaved to revolt and eventually win their freedom, as my 
informant Jean-Claude articulated in chapter one, then how do descendants of enslavers 
fit into the narrative?  
The body, then, becomes a focal point for drawing borders of moral geography 
not only in the context of physical space but also of ideas about who occupies the body 
and who is in control – the spiritual origins of the soul. Is the person controlling and 
occupying the body a divine lwa? A person with heritage in Haiti and/or Ginen? Or a 
foreigner? The example of a white female researcher in Haiti during the 1940s mirrors 
contemporary tensions and experiences I recorded in my own fieldwork. Informants often 
presented the issue as a relatively new byproduct of Vodou practice in the diaspora, but it 
is clear that this debate has deep historical roots that have an impact on contemporary 
practices of drawing borders. 
 
Becoming an Initiate: Dreams and Ceremonies 	
The reputation of spiritual leaders who gave their endorsement of non-Haitian 
participation as appropriate, authentic, and spiritually accepted was an issue I 
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encountered frequently in my own fieldwork. During the summer of 2012, I traveled to 
Jacmel, Haiti and stayed with a spiritual house run by a manbo I knew well from my 
work in Boston. During the summers she returns to Haiti to conduct rites that must occur 
on Haitian soil including initiation of new house members. Kanzo (initiation) requires a 
nine-day separation from society where participants undergo a series of secret and semi-
public rites that remake them into initiated children of the house (hounsi), 
priests/priestesses (houngan/manbo), or high priest/priestesses (houngan asogwe/manbo 
asogwe.) The manbo explained that most Haitians undergo this process slowly and even 
if they eventually initiate to the highest level they go through all three stages at different 
points.  
Americans, however, often cannot afford to travel to Haiti for a month at a time 
for each stage and therefore they undergo a much more intense and condensed process 
even though they are put together with locals during the rite of passage. For some, this is 
the first time they have ever traveled to Haiti and met with the Haitian side of the house. 
They also may not speak fluent Haitian Kreyol and in addition to expected culture shock 
experiences they are thrown into an intensive and at times physically and emotionally 
difficult rite of passage. The power of the liminal stage to create communitas between 
local Haitian and foreign cohort members can be lessened by their disparate backgrounds, 
language barriers, and lack of cultural knowledge about the other.  
During that summer, the manbo spent significant time and effort not only on the 
required rituals of initiations but in mitigating these tensions and providing evidence to 
locals of the Americans’ authentic belonging. As a white middle-class American, I 
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encountered a variety of responses to my own presence, ranging from friendly acceptance 
to quiet reserve to frequent requests for money to outright hostility. Though the manbo 
was often preoccupied with the business of kanzo, when she had time I often overheard 
her telling people that I could dream.  
Dreaming for this community is an important pathway of knowledge that not only 
enlightens practitioners but also provides evidence to the congregation that the spirits 
accept and approve of someone’s presence. As Adam McGee has pointed out, dreaming 
provides a novel pathway for liturgical development and innovative responses to 
changing landscapes (2012). It is also proof, as mentioned above, that a seeker has been 
invited into the tradition by the lwa who will provide some konesans and by doing so 
indicate the individual should be instructed further. Dreams are a frequent topic of 
conversation amongst Haitian Vodouisants in general and dream interpretation is an 
important service spiritual leaders provide.  
Regularly, manbo and houngan would ask me about my dreams. I usually 
complied and honestly relayed my most recent dreams. Part of the validation process is 
done in retrospect as the spiritual experts take the postulant’s dream stories and seek 
connecting points to Vodou myths, figures, and symbolism. For example, I once had a 
vivid dream that involved my study abroad in Haiti roommate and me. We were standing 
next to the professor we had in Haiti looking down upon a concrete house that was 
partially submerged in water. We were all very sad and weeping. I relayed this dream to a 
manbo during a typical conversation and she shrugged her shoulders and told me we 
would have to wait to see what it meant.  
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About a month later the student I saw in the dream called my cell phone to say 
that the professor from the study abroad program was in the hospital. He was in a 
medically induced coma due to a very serious case of pneumonia. She was crying and we 
were both very worried about his health. The next time I met with the manbo I told her 
about his situation since the Haitian Boston community is fairly close and she knew him. 
She insisted upon details and as I told her what I knew and how I had found out her eyes 
got larger and larger. Finally she slapped her leg and said, “And they say white people 
don’t dream!” She explained that the submerged structure in my dream was symbolic of 
his liquid logged lungs sick with pneumonia. Each piece of the dream was connected up 
to the phone call and woven together until the dream and contemporary events mapped 
one another.  
While non-Vodouisants might be skeptical that this dream is evidence of any 
forewarning, the narrative construction made sense within the context of their worldview 
and provided a door for inviting outsiders in. In Haiti, my dreams became a marker of 
belonging but one that required public discourse and convincing arguments. I was asked 
about my dreams in front of others and the dreams proved for some that I was not merely 
an interloper into their world but had been at least somewhat invited into it by the lwa. As 
a researcher this greatly aided in my ability to access people and places. I was still a blan 
but perhaps a blan with spiritual permissions to be there. But dreams are ultimately 
private and require communication and interpretation – they are not public performances 
of belonging. And not everyone felt that I as a non-Haitian belonged among Haitian true-
believers.  
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The end of kanzo is always a moment of high celebration for the community. For 
ten days the community had worked tirelessly on the rites of passage that moved 
individuals from outsiders to insiders. Ceremonies frequently started around midday and 
went through the night. People took short naps when they could and then turned to 
preparing for the next set of ceremonies needed and the long night ahead. The manbo’s 
daughter confided that during kanzo it was not uncommon to be so busy that the whole 
house went days without showering or a proper meal.  
The end of the rite not only marked a successful ceremony and new house 
members but it also meant everyone could finally relax. Popping champagne, laughter, 
and hugging accompanied the reintroduction of initiates into society. Attendees went up 
to the newly made manbos and greeted them through the ritual spin, turn, curtsy, and 
handshake that indicated their new position. And then everyone began to dance pounding 
the earthen floor of the temple and singing songs of joy and celebration. The lwa began 
arriving as one after another people around me became possessed. Some found their foot 
rooted to the ground as the lwa grabbed it and moved upwards. Others threw their heads 
back suddenly and let out a yell as the lwa grabbed hold. And still others stumbled, 
regained rhythm, and then stumbled again as they struggled with the lwa taking over until 
finally the lwa won and began an impassioned dance. House members quickly ran to get 
the colors, liquors, and accessories that each lwa prefers. Soon we were all dancing 
together – human and lwa, Haitians and non-Haitians, earthly and divine. The lwa 
sprayed us with blessings of fine mists of rum, we took giggling gulps of strong cherry 
moonshine, and we sang and danced in the hot summer night.  
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I saw the head manbo off to the side of the commotion. She was smiling tiredly at 
the group and I made my way over to congratulate her. Since arriving a month before, she 
had undertaken a purification ritual of her own, gone on a pilgrimage, and made 
necessary animal sacrifices she had been unable to complete in Boston. And now she had 
organized and run the kanzo. The adrenaline that must have fueled her up until now was 
gone and she looked so exhausted I was frankly surprised she was still standing. As she 
and I chatted one of the lwa made his way to us. She greeted him and I began to do the 
same but he interrupted me. “Why is she here?” he asked in Kreyol, looking at me with 
wide urgent eyes. The manbo began to answer but he interrupted her too. “She does not 
belong here. She is white. She is American. She does not speak Kreyol well. She should 
not be here.” He stared at me intensely for a moment and then went back into the throngs 
of dancers. The manbo looked at me embarrassed and told me it was okay – the lwa 
accept me and to not let this worry me. I told her I understood and she gave me a short 
nod and slowly eased herself into a chair.  
I admit it stung in the moment. Even as a professional outsider, I had gotten to 
know many of the people there and cared about them. I was also very aware of my 
outsider presence at a rite made meaningful through secretism and the delicate balance I 
had to maintain in order to ensure that people felt comfortable with my presence. 
However, I also realized that the lwa could perhaps say what other members of the 
community felt but were unable to say to my face or to the manbo who had sponsored 
me.  
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Despite frequently reminding the community that I was an anthropologist, in 
Boston the manbo called me her daughter and in Haiti I was often referred to simply as 
an American. In America I was repeatedly told that the “real” reason I was there was 
because the lwa had called me. I was encouraged to travel to Haiti and participate not 
only to learn about the faith in an academic way but also engage in it personally. In Haiti 
I discovered the rumor there was I had come because I could not get pregnant. After all, I 
was a thirty-year-old married woman – infertility was the only cultural explanation for 
why I was still without child.  
Therefore, in the eyes of many my position shifted from researcher to seeker of 
blessings, which in turn impacted how locals and the lwa treated me. I was encouraged to 
pray for children, given advice for how to build proper altars, and when people became 
possessed the lwa came up to me with demands, advice, and healing. In some ways, the 
anthropologist studying Vodou may have been placed within the larger context of 
American attitudes towards religion as an open market system and the desire to shop 
outside of one’s ascribed faith communities. In this sense, my interest and presence was 
one more manifestation of this American trend and I was lumped together with the other 
seekers who came before and after me. This may explain why the lwa complained not 
that I was a researcher but that I was white, American, and my language skills subpar – I 
was first and foremost an outsider.  
 
Outsiders and Legitimacy: Deren, the Lwa, and the Anthropologist 	
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My experiences as outsider, researcher, woman, and American were not identical 
to that of Maya Deren but they provide a comparison that illuminates how outsiders can 
be legitimized as belonging through possession and dreaming respectively but also 
challenged through those same spiritual pathways. Deren writes in her journals that the 
houngan she conducted research with worked hard at convincing his community that 
while she was an outsider and a researcher, she belonged and it was appropriate for her to 
be there. In addition to his support after the possession debacle, she told Campbell that 
the houngan saluted her as someone who was a child of the house indicating to the public 
that she was knowledgeable and an insider (Deren and Campbell 1949).  
As I mentioned earlier, it is worth recalling that in the period of time when Deren 
was conducting her research, Haiti had just gone through the American Occupation, and 
attitudes towards Americans were mixed. The Occupation had built infrastructure such as 
roads and brought in humanitarian assistance, but it robbed Haiti of sovereignty and there 
was significant armed resistance throughout that period. Similarly, the UN Occupation of 
Haiti that began after Aristide went into exile and the influx of American missionaries 
and aid workers before and especially after the earthquake created mixed feelings 
regarding Americans in Haiti today. As outsiders, Deren and I were each colored by these 
recent political events.  
As Americans insert themselves in political and humanitarian dimensions, 
perceptions about their intentions and impacts carry over into religious dimensions. 
Indeed, many foreign humanitarian and political activities in Haiti today are at least in 
part influenced by missionizing goals, which may make American presence at Vodou 
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ceremonies suspicious. During my first trip to Haiti in 2011, my guide Jean explained 
that most Americans are going to Haiti not to shop for new faiths but with a faith firmly 
planted which they hope to export to Haitians. He found it surprising and amusing that I 
was interested in learning about local production of faith communities and belief systems 
rather than in trying to impose my own beliefs. Even amongst Haitians, he explained, 
there was a contemporary battle for souls between Catholics and Protestants with 
individuals who practice Vodou often caught in the middle. As described in chapter one, 
there was also a historical precedent with various Anti-Superstition Campaigns.  
Therefore, if the norm in Haiti is for outsiders and, at times, insiders to impose 
religious frameworks rather than adopting or exploring religious alternatives offered by 
Vodou, this may help explain how moral geographies are drawn between insider and 
outsider in Haiti. In the next section, I shift my focus to consider how experiences in the 
diaspora and the new volunteerism of religion in America have an impact on concepts of 
insider/outsider and on the moral geographies that are drawn in the Haitian community in 
Boston.  
 
A Foreigner in the Basement 	
 Ceremony prep at the Boston house is a tense period of cooking, sewing, ironing, 
decorating, cleaning, singing, and enacting rituals that invite the spirits into the physical 
space of the temple. It does not seem to matter how early or late I arrive to a large public 
ceremony there is always a flurry of activity and I am often handed an assignment. This 
evening was no different and soon I was pinning fabric and helping iron the scarves that 
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the lwa want to wear once they arrive. As other Americans came we put them to work 
and soon the den was an assembly line of bright fabrics and gossip. The aromas of stew, 
goat, and greens wafted in from the kitchen where many of the Haitian women were 
preparing food for the spirits and the guests.  
Over the roar of the gas stove and the clinking of pots, I could hear laughter as 
they spoke in Kreyol about their lives. But aside from brief greetings each group stayed 
in their own space. Periodically the women in the kitchen would yell out that they needed 
help and one of the American men would help carry the heavy bowls of food down to the 
basement to cool before placing them on the altar. The Haitian men were outside leaning 
against the house, smoking, and passing around a bottle of Haitian rum out of sight of the 
manbo’s disapproving gaze. It is not until the ceremony finally got under way around 
nine or ten at night that all parties came together in one space for a unified purpose. Until 
then the house was divided – the Haitian demographics by gender and the Americans 
sequestered to an Anglophone space handling tasks that did not require Haitian cultural 
knowledge such as the preparation of rural Haitian recipes.  
 The division along heritage lines, however, also plays out during the ritual 
experience despite attempts by the manbo and other house members to integrate Haitian 
and American members. The lessons described earlier in this chapter are aimed at the 
Americans who did not grow up in the tradition and need extra assistance learning about 
the mythology, practice, and expected engagement during rituals. Some of the Haitian 
members of the house did not grow up with families that openly practiced Vodou, but 
during my research period only one Haitian person participated in these courses.  
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The courses often covered material that could be easily obtained through 
observation for people who were able to visit Haiti frequently or who lived there for part 
of their lives. Thus, some of my Haitians interviewees dismissed my question of why 
they did not participate by explaining that Haitians already know these things. And 
indeed Americans have to learn many things in order to practice what Haitians grow up 
with even in non-Vodou households. For example, the Americans are typically instructed 
to take courses in Haitian Kreyol, get a Haitian cookbook so they can learn to cook the 
foods the lwa prefer, and to save up so they can visit Haiti physically.  
There is an additional difference in ways of learning. Americans spoke of being 
stressed when they were told they could not take notes or refer back to their notebooks. 
They grew up in a learning environment where formal classes and note taking were 
typical even for topics such as cooking. While Haitians often grew up learning by 
observation and by doing. Therefore, they may have been more comfortable learning by 
observing rituals and slowly engaging in more active practice. Their knowledge of the 
language, dance, and cultural norms would also make this less of a hurdle. 
Practicing Vodou in this faith community is not merely about learning the 
prayers, songs, and ritual practices but it is also deeply invested in the embodiment and 
practice of Vodou and its intrinsic link to Haitian-ness. In other words, Vodouisants must 
not only concern themselves with correct action but also with correct ways of being that 
are in large part associated with heritage. From this perspective, to practice Vodou is to 
be Haitian. As I have already documented, this creates significant tensions for non-
Haitians who wish to initiate into the house. These tensions emerge partially because the 
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American disestablishment of religion and volunteerism Warner discussed focuses 
heavily on the ability to select and achieve religious identifications from a menu of 
options (Warner 1993). Yet, within this Haitian faith community the ability to claim 
belonging is ascribed – not achieved, though some devotees can achieve higher levels 
within the spiritual hierarchy. In order to resolve this problem, the community relies upon 
spiritual affirmations, like those seen in the Haitian examples above, as well as a 
remaking of self in Haiti that creates new markers and borders. Being spiritually reborn 
on Haitian soil provides one form of claiming the convert belongs within the category of 
Haitian Vodouisant.  
 However, rising in rank is not considered to be solely a reflection of personal 
effort. Rather, practitioners in the Haitian Vodou faith community argue that in order to 
initiate a devotee must first be called to do so. The lwa take interest in certain individuals 
and it is up to the lwa which level of initiation a person should undertake. Because these 
rites are public and because this house has become known for allowing non-Haitians to 
practice, three or four non-Haitians usually attend for various reasons. However, if 
someone wishes to become more deeply engaged and consider himself or herself a 
practitioner, it is necessary to show that the lwa have called them. As I showed in the first 
section of this chapter, this is often proven through recounting dreams or through events 
that occur during a ceremony such as becoming possessed or the lwa giving them 
instructions. For example, many practitioners are eventually called to marry spirits and 
lwa often make this known during ceremonies by taking the practitioner by the hand, 
pouring rum on their ring finger, and parading the person around the temple announcing 
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their engagement. This performance not only marks a new set of spiritual kinships but it 
publicly indicates that the Vodouisant is part of the in-group. When lwa publicly propose 
marriage to non-Haitians there is no question that the lwa accept them as appropriate 
practitioners.  
As far as I have observed, a positive public interaction with the lwa or other proof 
of belonging is not required to legitimize participation of Haitian devotees in a ceremony. 
Instead, many Haitians spoke of Vodou as part of Haiti’s heritage and that many Haitians 
participating in the rituals did so in part as a way of connecting to that heritage. No 
further proof was required.  
Haitians are, however, can be called by the lwa to practice. They often are and 
how deeply Haitians can initiate is determined by the lwa. However, overt approval from 
the lwa is not required in order for Haitians to participate fully in services or practice. 
Without being called by the lwa, non-Haitians are seen as interlopers or religious tourists. 
The tradition is not one they inherit automatically. 
 Once the faith community accepts that a non-Haitian has been called by the lwa to 
serve, the next step is to figure out how deeply that person should engage in the faith and 
then prepare them for that rite if one is needed. The appropriate level of initiation is 
discovered through working with a trained religious professional who can interpret 
dreams, read cards, and purposefully dream for other people. The process of discovering 
which lwa are aligned with the individual and how deeply the individual should initiate 
(if at all) can take months or even years to determine. For many Americans I spoke with, 
this can also be a deeply frustrating process and one they did not anticipate. They come to 
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Vodou after having been already exposed to the typical American “market” process of 
converting that Warner lays out. (1993, 1044). While there are purveyors of Vodou 
online who do offer quick initiation without lwa divination, the Americans I spoke with 
were drawn to this particular faith community precisely because the community does not 
offer quick entrance, but rather claims to practice Vodou traditionally and authentically.  
Yet, that meant they could not approach Vodou as an “open market system” the 
same way they might be able to approach faiths that engage in missionizing. On 
numerous occasions, Americans explained to me that they had initially been drawn to 
Vodou by interest in a particular lwa and perhaps even dreams about that spirit, yet 
perplexingly the manbo’s divinations suggested that particular lwa was not a part of their 
spiritual court. There were also some Americans who thought they should initiate and 
become a priest or priestess, but the manbo’s dreaming and card reading indicated 
otherwise. One woman debated with the manbo arguing her interpretation of a dream 
must be incorrect because she knew that she was destined to be a priestess herself. The 
manbo told me that most Americans called to participate are destined to do so as at least a 
lower level priest or priestess since the diaspora made casual engagement more difficult 
than it is in Haiti. But not all were destined to get an asson (the marker of being a high 
priest or priestess.) In the end, the lwa determine what level a person initiates. The 
American desire to self-select and direct one’s own destiny and level of engagement 
frequently came into conflict with the Haitian Vodou ideas that the right to belong was 
decided by the spirit and not the seeker. 
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 If divination shows that the non-Haitian practitioner should initiate, the next step 
is to prepare them for the rite of passage. The manbo told me proudly that her spiritual 
children were often more prepared for the rite of initiation than some of the local Haitians 
who went through the initiatory process with them. Most initiates are expected to spend a 
year saving for the trip, gathering supplies, and visiting with the manbo individually and 
as a group for intensive learning sessions. Initiates learn how to create veve, how to 
present offerings to the spirits, the order the spirits are honored, and aspects of myth and 
liturgy. They also must record their dreams, undergo a number of divinations, and work 
with the manbo to prepare them emotionally, spiritually, and psychologically. Once the 
manbo and the lwa indicate that the person is ready for initiation, they book a trip to visit 
the Haitian side of the house in Jacmel. 
Initiations usually happen in the summer because the necessary ritual items are 
available in Haiti during the hotter months and it is a time period that many Americans 
are able to take extended vacations. The initiation rite kanzo is highly secretive but 
initiates undergo a process that alternates between private and public. I am forbidden to 
discuss my own experiences in the devo, but I can reveal the public portions and general 
public knowledge about the process. The most secret portions of kanzo occur in the devo, 
which is the private permanent altar space of the temple, which is secured behind doors. 
Initiates are sequestered to the devo to undergo purification, connect to the divine, and be 
remade as new members of the house. During this process there are daily large public 
ceremonies that occur right outside the doors of the devo and go on for hours and hours 
and into the night.  
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During these public ceremonies, initiates are taken out of the devo their heads 
covered with sheets and hats to protect them from the public and to protect the public 
from them. During this liminal stage they are dangerous but also vulnerable. They are 
paraded through sacred spaces and undergo a variety of rites that publicly mark them as 
undergoing initiation. But it also reminds the community the initiates are being remade 
not only into priests and priestesses but also into children of the spiritual house and by 
extension members of the community. In particular, they are becoming members of a 
local Haitian community. When the ritual exclusion period is over, the initiates are taken 
from the devo and presented to the community with their new initiatory names and ranks. 
Their faces are finally revealed to the public and everyone rejoices at these newly made 
members of the house who have been ritually reborn.  
For local Haitians, this rebirth is predominantly spiritual. But for non-Haitians the 
rebirth has larger socio-political implications for redrawing and contesting lines of 
membership and belonging. Being reborn in Haiti spiritually can provide a claims-
making tool for arguments that they therefore fully belong to a religious community 
defined not only by practice and belief but also heritage and ethnicity. Back in Boston, 
however, reproducing a spiritually acquired ethnicity that is foreign creates a host of 
complications. Interviewees suggested that they were concerned with appropriation and 
were quick to clarify that while they were spiritually Vodouisants they were not and 
would never be black Haitians. Yet, to practice Vodou requires speaking in Kreyol, 
cooking Haitian foods, dressing in traditional Haitian peasant clothing for rituals, 
learning about Haitian history, and engaging with Haitian ways of being.  
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Still, non-Haitians and even Haitians living in the diaspora have to make their 
faith meaningful for their contemporary contexts, where many of these practices and 
objects are difficult to obtain. The American culture of volunteerism and disestablishment 
(Warner 1993) coupled with individualism provides a pathway for initiates who remake 
traditions into forms that reflect personal concerns and perspectives. But this pathway 
exists uneasily with the house’s claims of being authentic and traditional, which means 
maintaining close ties to Haiti and reproducing Haitian-ness. American practitioners, 
then, must reproduce an ethnic identity relevant for practice while avoiding politically 
sensitive claims of appropriation, all the while ensuring their faith is relevant for their 
lives in Boston.  
 
Integrating Communities and Spirits - Can outsiders become spiritual insiders? 	
The manbo waited until her American initiatory children were seated in the 
basement and then, hands on hips, she began to lecture them about their obligations 
during public rituals. She had noticed that too often they were handing over the asson and 
offerings to non-house members during the ritual cycles of the seasonal fetes. Tonight it 
was very important that they show the community they are properly trained and can 
manage the rite on their own. Non-house manbo and houngan are important guests who 
should be periodically given the honor of assisting, but they should not be running the 
show. The initiates looked down at their feet and I could feel a tension in the room. I had 
noticed that visiting Haitian Vodouisants often played a heavy priestly role in the house’s 
rituals but prior to this I had not realized how unbalanced and seemingly inappropriate 
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this was. After a long pause one of the American manbo spoke up, “But we are not 
handing it over – they are taking it!” The other house members nodded in agreement. 
They explained to the manbo that outsiders were not treating them as equals. They were 
unsure how to handle this in part because they did not know the protocols nor speak 
Kreyol well enough to get into a debate about it but also in part because they felt unsure 
about their own positioning. The manbo admonished them saying that it was their duty as 
house members to control the ceremony and that included rebuffing attempts from 
outsiders to take over control of important ritual elements. The rite of kanzo instills 
strength and they must draw upon that to stand tall as proper manbo and houngan. The 
initiates agreed to be leaders during the rite.  
However, during the ceremony that evening the problem remained. I asked 
American house members about the visiting Haitian houngan who had stepped in to 
control the presentation of offerings for a lwa which seemed to run counter to the 
manbo’s instructions. They shrugged and said they were not sure how to handle it. One of 
the American houngan had tried to retain control but attendees around him encouraged 
his handoff to the Haitian houngan and he felt pressured to comply. I was told they would 
handle the next presentation in the ritual procession but throughout the night it was clear 
that Haitian house members and visiting Haitian attendees often drove the more 
prominent portions of the rites.  
The few times when this has not been the case, the head manbo had to prepare the 
role for her American children in advance. In 2012, during the Danballah ceremony, the 
house conducted a portion of the ritual for the first manbo, Ayizan, which is considered 
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very ancient and which many houses in the diaspora skip. The ceremony includes 
drawing the veve during the ceremony in front of the public rather than the usual practice 
of drawing it beforehand. If it is done in advance, initiates can take their time, sweep 
away mistakes, and consult notes to ensure they did not leave anything out. Whoever 
would draw it during in public had to be confident and skilled to avoid gossip that the 
house did not train their initiates well or that they lacked spiritual knowledge. The manbo 
selected the white American houngan who helped her with the classes. He often plays an 
integral role in designing the altar in the days leading up to the ceremony, but this would 
make his importance to the house public in a new way. I was asked to video record the 
rite so that the house would have it to show off to outsiders who could not be there as 
well as to instruct new initiates. My position as recorder provided an opportunity to be 
front and center during the rite and to have a valuable document for my own research.  
The rite began as the houngan and two women initiates of the house presented the 
bowl made from a gourd that held the cornmeal and sacred items that were used to make 
the veve. They stepped left, right, left, and then spun as the drums pushed a rhythm and 
the attendees sang the lwa down. The houngan shared a short glance and half smile with 
his Haitian house-member who briefly broke the stoic face she wears for rituals to give 
him a reassuring nod and smile. He stood with his legs at shoulder width, took a small 
handful of the cornmeal in his hand, and leaned over. Slowly but confidently he drew a 
line upward from his feet towards the altar and then he began the curls, hatching, and 
diamonds that make up the design for Ayizan’s veve.  
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His veve work was messier than usual with soft plops of cornmeal falling to the 
sides of his slightly wiggling lines but the design had bold wide lines and contained all of 
the necessary elements. Behind him two Haitian women who were not part of the house 
watched with their shoulders back, heads slightly tilted, and noses in the air – a stance I 
had come to recognize from Haitians who were judging the situation and had yet to 
decide how they felt about it. The houngan added the snake elements for Danballah’s 
veve, which required carefully planning the use of space so that they intertwined with 
Ayizan’s veve and then met at the top. The women behind him shared a glance, shrugged, 
and nodded in mild approval. The houngan had proven, to some at least, that he had the 
spiritual knowledge to belong, even as a non-Haitian. The manbo could not always carve 
out space for her initiatory children but spirit possession provided another pathway for 
public demonstrations of belonging. If the community accepted the possession as 
authentic, it marked outsiders as spiritually approved.  
After the veve was completed and the rite for Ayizan finished, the house continued 
honoring the lwa in the order that public rites typically follow. When it was time for the 
snake spirit Danballah, the drums and songs began and another white American houngan 
quickly collapsed from possession. The thud from his body hitting the cement floor 
reverberated underneath the pounding of the drums and the house scrambled to find the 
white sheet to cover him as he writhed on the ground. Danballah is so ancient and sacred 
that he must be covered to protect both him and the public. Initiates took the corners of 
the sheet so that they could lay it close to his body but undulate the fabric in a wave 
pattern that kept the snake cool and reflected the ancient waters.  
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Danballah accepted his offering of a raw egg cracking it open with a bite and 
swallowing gulps of the sticky glop inside. Then he slid along the floor as the initiates 
rushed to keep the undulating sheet centered on his body. He wiggled up to a Haitian 
Vodouisant and stuck out his pinkies in Danballah’s traditional and sacred greeting. The 
man returned the greeting by crossing his arms and linking pinkies with the lwa. One by 
one Vodouisants came up to Danballah to salute him. After the lwa had greeted everyone 
and received his offerings the snake left and the houngan groaned beneath the sheet. 
Hands went out to help him on his feet and half carry him to a chair. The houngan held 
his head and gratefully accepted a bottle of water. His once white ceremonial shirt was 
covered in bright yellow from the raw egg mixed with black soot and cornmeal from the 
ground. He wiped egg from his mouth with a grimace and rested as the drums beat on for 
the next lwa.  
The community at large seemed to have accepted the houngan’s possession as 
authentic and real perhaps in part due to the violence of his possession as well as the 
lwa’s behaviors during the act of possession. Sometimes the lwa perform overt acts to 
prove the authenticity of a possession making claims-making relatively easy. For 
example, I have seen lwa splash their eyes and genitalia with white rum infused with hot 
peppers. They do not flinch and their eyes do not turn red, both of which are indicators 
that it is the lwa in control rather than the person. After this performance they happily 
down the bottle of spicy liquor. I have penchant for hot foods but when a lwa shared a 
swig with me it brought tears to my eyes. Most of the time possession proof is less 
obvious, though, and requires a knowledge of the lwa in order to determine whether the 
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actor is behaving appropriately. Communities look for dancing ability, knowledge of 
songs, gait and body language, and evidence of sacred knowledge or konesans. 
Relationships that various individuals have with the lwa outside of the temple rite should 
be reflected in their engagement. For example, according to the manbo, Kouzen Azaka is 
part of my spiritual court. At a ceremony he told me that he was responsible for getting 
me my research job. The community saw this as solid evidence of possession authenticity 
since I had not told the person possessed about my new job. However, other situations are 
more contested.  
During a different public ceremony another possession occurred which was 
contested and caused a fair amount of embarrassment to the manbo. There was a white 
American woman in attendance who was not an initiate but who attended most of the 
public ceremonies and had made her interest in the faith known. The drums were beating 
a demanding rhythm for Simbi, a lwa of the waters, and all of a sudden she began crying 
out. She had been stumbling in her dance, which can be a sign of possession, but it was a 
softer less dramatic stumble than the Haitian Vodouisants usually display so that no one 
was paying close attention. Her yells of, “Ah! Ah! AH!” surprised some of the attendees 
and house members who turned to observe. She rocked back and forth crying out and 
then began spinning in place.  
When she stopped her eyes sprung open and she began motioning to the nearest 
house member as if she were demanding something. The house member turned to the 
manbo unsure of what to do but the manbo also seemed hesitant. The woman’s thin arms 
began motioning frantically and finally one of the house members brought the fabric and 
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liquor for Simbi, which she happily accepted. She sat backwards in one of the wooden 
chairs and used it to hop around the room going up to attendees and saying things such 
as, “Beautiful woman” or “Good” in Kreyol – simple words and phrases and no more. 
Simbi is usually a shy spirit but her Simbi was vocal and active.  
One of the house members handed me a bowl of water and reminded me that 
water spirits need to be kept damp. Though she had shown no signs of distress, I began 
following her sprinkling water onto her head as she chair hopped around the basement. 
Normally attendees respectfully greet the lwa or get out of the spirit’s way. This time, 
however, people stood their ground and simply stared. As I awkwardly followed her 
attempt to move about the room, I saw numerous attendees stare her down with their 
arms crossed in silence only broken with whispering and smirks. A few looked 
questioningly at me and I found myself shrugging in response. I wondered if the reason I 
had been given the bowl was because no one else wanted to deal with it. I was often 
asked to participate in the rituals, but as someone who straddled insider-outsider perhaps 
using me provided a social distance for the house. 
Finally, a manbo from another house walked up to her, dipped her fingers in 
liquor, and began making the sign of a cross on the woman’s forehead. Manbo and 
houngan have the power to kick out a problematic spirit possession by saying a short 
prayer and making the sign of a cross on the body’s forehead. However, this possession 
was stubborn and refused to end. Frustrated but determined, the visiting manbo pushed 
the woman’s brown bangs to the side and began repeatedly drawing the cross. Yet, the 
possession remained. The head manbo stepped in and said in English, “This cross ends 
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the possession. Leave this woman now.” And with those words the girl went limp her 
head hung to the side as she moaned slightly. The manbo motioned for the drummers to 
continue and someone from the house guided the woman up the basement stairs.  
American initiates, then, reside in a liminal moral geography where they may be 
recognized Vodouisants but do not always entirely belong as full members even in ritual 
spaces carved out in America by their own initiatory houses. The exceptions to this were 
purposefully crafted performances of ritual competence or possession events where a 
successful possession of an American that is fully accepted by the community is viewed 
as authentic. When the body was controlled by a lwa, the community treated it with the 
due respect the lwa deserves but only if the possession was seen as authentic. Perhaps this 
suggests that the focal point for authentic belonging is not the body but rather the soul 
that is animating that body. Is it possible that human and spirit authenticity is similarly 
evaluated? Since this is not a visible or measurable aspect, how can practitioners 
determine authenticity and origins of a soul? And do Americans and Haitians share 
concepts of authenticity with relation to identity and religion?  
 
Provenance of the Soul: Authentic Belonging of the Unseen 	
Charles Lindholm, following Trilling, explains that ideas about the authentic self 
in the West derived from concepts of sincerity after the breakdown of the feudal system 
and the increased mobility of individuals cut away from traditional ties and status 
positions. At that point, it was up to the individual rather than society and livelihood to 
define the self and its value. Self-expression became important for building and 
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authenticating relationships. The belief was that underneath the pretense of class and 
condition lies a true being that is both unique and also equal to other human beings. 
Engaging with and expressing this authentic self becomes a spiritual. Job responsibilities, 
personal relationships, treatment of family members, attitudes towards laws, etc. were 
then judged based upon how they resonated with the individual’s personal moral 
compasses (Lindholm 2008). Thinkers such as Rousseau and Nietzsche argued that the 
primary quest then should be to discover and express the true inner self. In contemporary 
America, the quest for authenticity means that children are raised to express individual 
preferences and autonomy, which develops through the lifelong process of self-discovery, 
based mainly on preferences (Lindholm 2007).  
The person seeking the authentic will make voluntary religious choices based on 
what “feels right.” These choices are aided by the American religious free market that 
Warner describes. In this framework, the authentic expression of religion would not be to 
unquestioningly adopt the faith of one’s parents and one’s homeland, but would entail the 
investigation of options and choice of a faith community that reflects and allows 
expression of the authentic self. For the Americans I worked with, the verification of 
authenticity with regards to religious beliefs comes from subjective emotional 
experience. Frequently, in fact, American converts spoke of their internal motivations for 
participating and how moved they felt during religious experiences.  
Yet, authenticity is difficult to display externally. Dedication to studying the 
religion, the language, the ritual performances, and the songs is a powerful way to display 
authentic intention. However, in Vodou the ultimate proof of belonging is not something 
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that comes from the self but rather from the lwa. In Haiti, Deren’s actions were only 
acceptable if her body was being controlled by the lwa – in other words, if the spirit in 
control were of Haitian or African origin it belonged, but if it were of European or 
American origin it did not. For the American initiates in the diaspora, despite undergoing 
the physical difficulties of a rite of passage and the spiritual rebirth during kanzo, they 
were only treated as full and uncontested authentic members of the community when the 
lwa were judged to be in control. Though performances of ritual competency could result 
in respect from Haitian attendees, that respect was given after proving that knowledge 
publicly through proper expressive performance of possession trance.  
Evidently, the tension between typical American religious forms and ideas 
regarding religious belonging amongst Haitian Vodouisants resides in their contrasting 
concepts of authentic belonging and the self. American converts spoke of sincerity in 
ritual practice and faith as a process of self discovery. Yet, Haitian Vodouisants did not 
discuss practice or faith using, “modernist themes of individual expression around the 
trope of sincerity” (Seligman and Weller 2008, 131). For many Haitians, the focus of 
authentic belonging is not the desire, devotion, and spiritual questing of the individual 
seeker. Rather, it is the approval of the divine and the racial and cultural heritage of the 
person. After all, the possession experience is one where practitioners lose their self 
rather than discover it. Those who are possessed claim not to remember anything about 
their experience and to have their bodies entirely taken over by spirit. Therefore, the 
proper expressive performance of possession is not an indication of the sincere self since 
there is no self.  
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For Haitian Vodouisants, authenticity is not about revealing the authentic self but 
rather is a reflection of the devotee’s performance in combination with the community’s 
collective notions of racial, spatial, and historical sources of spirituality. Thus, heritage is 
a more important marker of belonging than how devoted an individual is to a pathway. 
The focus on familial heritage suggests that for some members of the community, 
especially initiates who are not black, the initiation rite does not fully remake the 
initiate’s soul into a Haitian lineage and that remapping the self through ritual can always 
be contested. The complex moral geography of belonging and exclusion results in a wide 
range of ways that individuals and groups can interpret behaviors and determine 
authenticity. 
Paul Christopher Johnson argues that diasporic religions take on two modes of 
religious performance: indigenous and cosmopolitan. "The two are mutual stimulants and 
irritants, each pressing the other toward more strident assertions of power - the 
indigenous and territorial versus the diasporic and cosmopolitan - to justify their claims 
to religious authority. Ultimately, the two modes constitute a single diasporic religious 
system. The first mode is composed of tropes of depth, density, and authenticity (an 
"indigenous" articulation); the second is based in extensions towards new kinds of agency 
and affiliation (a "cosmopolitan" articulation)” (Johnson 2007, 6). Haitian claims to 
authenticity are focused on these territorial and heritage based claims. While the 
American converts are attempting a cosmopolitan articulation that is focused upon 
sincerity of agency and choice. However, successful initiation and conversion may 
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involve reorienting towards new horizons of authenticity that focus upon giving up the 
self to the divine rather than finding the authentic self. 
Johnson argues that in the diasporic horizon the tensions of diasporic faith 
communities pivot around moral geographies in many ways. Paul Christopher Johnson 
argues that, "diasporic religions are memory performances of place, staged in a space; 
rather than repeat ‘tradition,’ they create new identifications and social affiliations 
because the memory of the homeland is transformed as it is rebuilt, through bricolage, in 
the spaces of emigration" (2007, 14). Diasporas are not merely reproductions of historical 
and cultural connections but rather cultural creations and recreations in a new 
environment. He uses the term “diasporic horizon” to discuss both the, "spatial edge of 
longing and a temporal edge of, on the one other hand, nostalgia, and, on the other, 
futurity and desire" (2007, 7). This refers both to the location where remembered places 
such as the homeland become sacred sources of identity and origin, as well as the 
imagined future which, according to Johnson, tends to flatten hierarchies to “stress 
horizontal” and this allows for a “reworking of gender, class, status, etc.” (2007, 43). 
Although he does not incorporate theories of moral geographies into his work, what 
Johnson is arguing is that the moral geographies of the physical borders of place and 
internal borders of belonging and positioning are reworked in the diasporic experience. 
At least, this is the ideal. However, as this study suggests, the flattening of hierarchies is 
not done in a homogeneous nor uncontested way.  
If the Vodou faith is linked to specific locales and histories, the moral geography 
of belonging will ultimately exclude those who cannot lay claim to that place physically, 
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genealogically, or spiritually. But, as second and third generation Haitian Vodouisants in 
the diaspora debate and negotiate these subjects, these borders may again be redrawn. 
Divisions may develop between belonging that makes the diasporic landscape a new 
sacred place and belonging that remains focused on the homeland as the source of 
authenticity. Clearly, non-Haitian converts face even more difficulties in locating 
themselves within the Vodou community. However, their marginalization or outright 
exclusion will necessarily limit Vodou’s expansion, and inevitably relegate Vodou to a 
minor place in the catalogue of world religions. To be a successful public American 
religion, Vodou must balance the indigenous and cosmopolitan horizons. Whether these 
tensions can be reduced will be crucial for the future of Vodou. In the next chapter I 
examine the ways that practitioners attempt to mitigate some of these issues through 
tapping into vertical and horizontal networks.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: WEAVING AUTHORITY – REPUTATION, NETWORKS, 
AND KNOWLEDGE  	
The heritage requirements and determination by the lwa, can limit the claims-making 
options available to practitioners. Non-Haitians can claim some level of belonging 
through spiritual rebirth on Haitian soil, but they will never fully be Haitian. Both Haitian 
and non-Haitian Vodouisants can only initiate into the levels determined by the lwa, 
meaning ambition is constrained by decisions outside of the individual. However, 
reputation, konesans, and gossip afford tools for social mobility within the faith 
community. By leveraging horizontal networks and vertical claims to authority through 
knowledge, practitioners can have agency over what is otherwise discussed as a pathway 
that is deterministic. These networks and knowledge access may include the possibility 
for non-Haitians to find alternate ways to claim and prove belonging. 
Negotiating position through network building, knowledge, and discourse can create 
leverage to negotiate power and positionality even among people of the same rank. Social 
positioning and mobility can have real world impacts on financial and social realities of 
practitioners. Individuals with strong reputations and networks can support themselves 
financially through client work and rely upon a safety net of support when they fall on 
hard times. Gossip can, as Peter Wilson suggests, push others down while pulling up the 
speaker (1974). In Vodou, this is particularly important because gossip can cause spiritual 
harm if not deflected and redirected. It does not merely impact social positioning – it can 
impact health, financial status, personal relationships, and other important elements that 
impact the lives of both individuals and their communities. Someone who is a victim of 
gossip cannot be apathetic. They must work to counter it for their own protection and that 
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of the community. Therefore, this is a dynamic process of reaching outwards, upwards, 
and pushing and pulling within systems where everyone else is doing the same.  
This dynamism may provide some tools for staking claims upon renegotiated moral 
geographies of belonging. Building reputations and networks can mean support for 
claims-making and shifts in practice. However, the more public a performance of 
belonging is the more it is exposed to the potential for gossip. Americans, Haitian 
Americans, and Haitians may also vary in their abilities to leverage the same networks 
given cultural, geographic, and linguistic barriers. Therefore, while the last chapter 
focused on external markers of belonging related to heritage, this chapter focuses on the 
distinctions within as expressed through knowledge and practice. 
 
Authority and Reputation in Haiti 	
Once kanzo initiation ceremonies are underway they are exhausting marathons of 
dancing, singing, ritual offerings, and prayers. However, there are lulls in the action in 
the early afternoons and the oppressive heat invites locals to rest in the peristyle. The 
temple is used for a variety of purposes aside from sacred rituals. It is where we slept but 
it was also a space for cooking, midday naps, gossip, and playing. One such afternoon I 
found myself enjoying the relatively cooler air of a peristyle in the outskirts of Jacmel, 
Haiti. The next stage of the initiation services did not happen until late that night, so those 
of us without assignments were enjoying the opportunity to be idle. One of the children 
was napping on a banana mat in the corner. Two other children and an adult had 
discovered my eBook reader had games and had begged to borrow it the minute they saw 
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me settle into a chair to read. My attempts to read thwarted, I was chatting with some of 
the house members who were relaxing and listening to the radio. One of the houngan 
asked me if I wanted to see something. I shrugged my shoulders and said, “sure.”  
The houngan winked at me and pulled out his ritual rattle – the asson - with a 
flourish. He nodded his head towards another houngan motioning him to pay attention. 
Then he walked slowly towards him as he shook the asson first to his left, then his right, 
and then flicked it upright. The other houngan mimicked this movement. The battle had 
begun. They stood facing one another with one hand clenched behind their back to 
prevent anyone touching their palms, which could take away some of their power. In their 
other hand they held the asson with its attached tiny silvery bell. They circled one another 
and shook the rattle at their side. The beads strung along the gourd made a Chuh Chuh 
Chuh sound as the bell tinkled high and demanding with each shake. Quickly the 
challenger houngan stopped, rolled the asson along his arm from shoulder to the tips of 
his fingers and then looked expectantly at his opponent. His foe smirked. This was an 
easy one – everyone knew the proper response. He rolled his asson along his thigh 
starting at the hip and pulling off at the knee. The challenger houngan nodded and once 
again they were circling and shaking their rattles.  
They went back and forth testing one another’s sacred knowledge – konesans – trying 
to find a prompt that the other would not get. The foe stopped, touched his asson to his 
head and waited. The challenger motioned to his heart. They each nodded and resumed. 
The challenger motioned towards the poto mitan – the central post, which holds up the 
temple and connects the earth and spiritual realm. The movement was a new one for me 
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and I held my breath as I awaited the response. The foe hesitated a moment and then 
pointed towards the devo – the private altar space connected to the temple where only 
members of the house are allowed. The challenger accepted this response and they 
returned to circling. After challenging one another for a few more minutes they found 
themselves equally matched and ended the battle in a good natured way.  
At most of the fetes I attended these battles happened in cramped Boston basements 
and I had to peek through walls of bodies and arms to get glimpses. I knew they were 
important but I was missing a lot of information about how they were evaluated and what 
they were communicating. During fetes, these battles can go on for lengthy periods of 
time. If someone cannot formulate a response or responds incorrectly they get a chance to 
try another prompt. Yet, each mistake harms their reputation because it shows they do not 
have the konesans, which is at the heart of a spiritual expert’s power. Konesans is learned 
through intense study with their spiritual father or mother as well as given directly from 
the lwa in dreams, signs, gut feelings, and readings. The houngan or manbo who wins the 
battle proves their konesans runs deeper and their reputation within the community grows 
while the loser’s may diminish. Battles are opportunities to gain reputation but they are 
risky if the houngan or manbo are not ready. 
When I had observed these battles before, I knew which direction the battle was 
going by watching the faces of the participants and listening to the responses of the 
crowd. However, I was still struggling to understand the meaning of the movements. As I 
watched the houngan circle and test one another I suddenly thought of Turner’s work 
with myth and structuralism where he argues that, “in binary opposition on each plane 
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each symbol becomes univocal” (1969, 42). Turner, building upon French structuralists 
such as Levi-Strauss, claims that symbols are meaningless unless placed in opposition to 
one another. The different layers of the ritual and myth give the symbols a multitude of 
meanings, but through separating out the layers and looking at each motif and its 
opposite, their significance becomes clear. One can see their purpose for the tradition and 
how they relate back to the social structure.  
My fault had been in trying to understand the pieces separately rather than examining 
their meanings in opposition. They were not merely proving knowledge about separate 
pieces of information. Together they were mapping the edges of knowledge and in doing 
so were speaking about the whole. When presented with one piece, the appropriate 
response was to find the other side of that dimension of spiritual and cultural knowledge. 
And then together they revealed the boundaries and relationships of those aspects. This is 
what allowed novelty. Savvy priests could introduce new challenges or responses that the 
community could immediately evaluate if they shared that knowledge base. They were 
not simply memorizing the dance – they were having a conversation. And like all 
conversations, this language meant the ability to innovate and respond to novel prompts. 
While I was still trying to put this together, the houngan asked if I wanted to try. He 
showed me how to stand and told me to imitate holding an asson in my right hand. He 
invited me with a flick of his rattle and then we were circling one another. He shook his 
asson and bell and I mimicked him silently with my hand keeping the rhythm. First, he 
challenged me by rolling the rattle along his leg from hip to knee. This was the response 
in the previous battle so I tried the challenge. I brushed my hand along my left arm from 
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shoulder to fingertips. He laughed and then nodded his approval. As I had suspected, 
what was important was the relationship not the order. He repeated some of the call and 
responses I had seen earlier and I managed to reproduce them well enough to be 
accepted. Then he challenged me by making short stabbing motions on his stomach. I 
paused. This was a new one and I did not know how to respond. I tried making the same 
motion on my mouth thinking it may have something to do with hunger and food. He 
shook his head. I’d gotten it wrong.  
I shrugged off the mistake and we circled again. Then he threw another new one at 
me. He walked over to a candle and motioned to the flame. I thought about it for a 
moment. In Vodou, there is a relationship between fire and water. During the rada 
portion of the fetes, every lwa is presented with both water and candles. So I walked to 
the white enamel bowl by the poto mitan and motioned to the water it held. He threw his 
head back, laughed, and called the other houngan over to tell him what I had done. The 
other houngan widen his eyes in surprise and patted my shoulder in approval. They were 
both impressed that I had gotten it right. They told me most of the non-Haitians who 
came to visit had a hard time understanding. But perhaps I had some konesans. The lwa 
and the manbo I had studied with in Boston must have trained me well.  
After this experience, the houngan were much more open to discussing the battles and 
their meanings. They explained that these battles pull upon proverbs, songs, and sacred 
Vodou knowledge to test whether the opponent understands them in a holistic way. It is 
not enough to know that the poto mitan and devo exist and how they are used in a service. 
A knowledgeable priest must know how they relate to one another and work together. 
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The poto mitan is the public ritual focus, the devo is the private house focus. The poto 
mitan links the earthen floor of a temple in Haiti to the spiritual plane across the waters 
where the lwa and ancestors reside. The devo is Ginen itself – Africa and the place where 
the lwa rest. The poto mitan is vertical while the devo is horizontal. When drawing most 
veve, the cornmeal designs that represent and call the lwa, the artist begins with the 
intersection of horizontal and vertical. Yet, they are also ritually set such that they 
become three-dimensional. They are embedded into the different planes of spiritual and 
earthly. And together the horizontal and vertical maps the borders of the really-real.  
Practice requires all of these pieces working together. Vodou, it was explained to me, 
is about the relationship between humans and the mysteries and the obligations, healing, 
and respect that entails. These two pieces – the poto mitan and devo – hint at this larger 
intent and connection. Vodou is not merely the pieces but the ways in which those pieces 
intersect and construct the larger whole. Performing this konesans is vital for establishing 
religious authority and reputation. 
Konesans was a fundamental way that individuals and houses claimed positioning. 
Yet, it is also interesting to see how my performance of knowledge impacted my 
interpersonal relationships with the houngan. Though as a white American woman I am 
very much an outsider and remain as such, this example suggests that evidence of 
konesans may be able to rework existing ideas about positioning.  
Later in the same fieldwork period, I had the opportunity to test this in a public 
setting. During the public celebration for the end of initiation, I was challenged to another 
asson battle. In the privacy of the quiet peristyle, I had felt comfortable being brave in my 
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responses. But with hundreds of eyes on me it was a daunting experience. The manbo 
was handed the asson and it became clear she was the one I would battle. As my sponsor, 
my performance would therefore speak not only for myself but her as well.  
We circled one another as my heart pounded. I tried to ignore the sweat in my eyes as 
I ran through the different routines in my head. Abruptly, she stopped and rolled the 
asson along her arm. I quietly sighed in relief and responded by rolling mine along my 
leg. She nodded and we continued. We went back and forth with fairly easy challenges. 
But just as I started to feel confident, I messed up. I realized it halfway through my 
response but at that point it was too late to change anything. She looked at me in 
disappointment and shook her head.  
We continued pacing. She stopped and in a short fast motion imitated slicing open her 
throat with the asson. I did not know this one. I pushed down the urge to panic. I could 
feel everyone staring at me waiting to see how I would respond. I recalled the houngan 
telling me that if ever someone symbolically threatens your spiritual mother or father 
during a ritual such as this that you should jump in. The appropriate response was to 
perform a particular dance that shows obedience to them. It was a way of saying you 
would protect and honor them. As my manbo teacher, she was also my manmi (mother.)  
I walked up to her, bowed, and then stepped left, right, left, spun, and then knelt 
before her. She put her hands on her hips, smiled in slight surprise, and nodded. I could 
hear the audience murmuring and a few people exclaimed, “Oh oh!” which is a common 
Haitian phrase people utter when surprised. The manbo helped me up and gave me a 
ritual handshake used as a sign of respect among Vodouisants. I smiled and returned the 
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handshake. The houngan who had trained me walked up to say I had done a good job. 
Then, the drums picked up and the group began singing again. I felt my body finally relax 
and realized I had been tense the entire time. I felt pride that I had passed the test. But I 
was quite glad the focus had moved on to other pressing ritual needs.  
The asson battle was only one small test and the surprise uttered was mostly that a 
white American knew the polite way to respond. Haitian initiates who grew up in Vodou 
practicing homes would have known this as a matter of course. Therefore, this act did not 
by itself prove I had a deep level of konesans. However, it may have helped shift me 
slightly further from outsider towards insider. It also provides insight into how Haitians 
and non-Haitians alike can utilize sacred knowledge performances to redraw moral 
geographies in more defined ways.  
My experience here coupled with my fieldwork suggests that konesans as a tool for 
social mobility and claims-making needs to be performed publicly in order to be 
effective. If healing, predictions, or other displays of sacred knowledge happen in private 
they at least need to be discussed and promoted publicly to impact positionality. The 
public requirement poses a challenge for non-Haitians who, as I detailed in the last 
chapter, are not always given equal opportunities to perform at rites. Nevertheless, they 
do occasionally get opportunities to perform and proclaim sacred knowledge in public 
settings or have happy clients speak positively about their work. The networks that 
reverberate from these performances, however, might not be the same ones as Haitian 
Vodouisants. Can non-Haitian Vodouisants effectively utilize the same network and 
reputation building techniques and systems as Haitian Vodouisants?  
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Vodou Antics: Building and Negotiating a Reputation  	
Reputation building utilizing pathways like I describe above is important for 
establishing positioning within the larger community. Many manbo and houngan use 
their position to improve their economic situation as well as build lateral networks. 
Initiation instantly places Vodouisants into fictive kinships where they are linked as 
children or siblings to other members of the house. And this network is important 
because as family, members of a house are expected to rally around any house member 
who needs assistance. However, members’ positioning is still hierarchical and they will 
never outshine their initiatory parent or older siblings in house position or power. In other 
words, vertical networks alone are limited in their ability to raise reputation and 
positioning. However, lateral relationships with Vodouisants in other houses afford 
network building that increases reputation in the community and links to more resources. 
Public rites provide opportunities for religious professionals to showcase their 
konesans (sacred spiritual knowledge) as well as challenge that of others. Houses 
periodically hold large public rituals for the spirits that are important to the congregation 
or to celebrate a rite of passage for one of its members. The fete days for the lwa are 
aligned with the days set aside for their Catholic saint counterparts. However, the actual 
festivities need only occur a couple weeks before or after this date. This flexibility allows 
houses to stagger their celebrations so that people can attend multiple fetes for the same 
spirit. Initiates are expected to attend as many of their own house’s parties as possible. 
But they along with non-initiates may also attend ceremonies at other houses. Attending 
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multiple fetes provides an important avenue for establishing correct practice and building 
reputation in the community.  
There are no formal Vodou hierarchies outside of individual houses. However, there 
are loose associations of houses that work together. To showcase their confidence in 
practice as well as the strength of their networks, houses often invite respected manbo 
and houngan to assist with a rite. External observation and participation is particularly 
important during the initiation rite of kanzo where the visiting experts are expected to 
vouch for the correct practice and therefore authenticity of the initiation process. Without 
their approval the initiates risk being labeled as weak, incomplete, or fraudulent. During 
more routine parties, these guests lend an air of credibility to the house especially if they 
are well known. It also increases the reputation of the guests if they perform well.  
Individuals who are trying to make a name for themselves may attend rituals at other 
houses as a way of showcasing their knowledge. Visiting manbo and houngan are often 
given opportunities to participate in the rite such as presenting offerings to the spirits. 
And when a possession occurs they can show off their konesans by responding to the lwa 
appropriately. They can begin to increase their reputation organically through this 
method, while established experts will be formally invited.  
These invited experts may travel long distances to attend ceremonies, as it is a great 
honor to be invited and an opportunity to increase their reputations. And an increased 
reputation may translate into more economic prospects. Healing services, conflict 
resolution, magical work, and card readings can be important sources of income. For 
many, it can be an escape from the desperate hustle of the marketplace or unemployment. 
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Powerful manbo and houngan with strong reputations can conduct spiritual work in order 
to support their families economically, socially, and spiritually.  
While I was in Jacmel, I encountered such an example from one of the houngan who 
was teaching me. One morning he proudly walked up and pulled a folded piece of paper 
out of his shirt pocket. He handed it to one of the drummers first, who sounded out the 
syllables looking to the houngan for confirmation he was reading it correctly. He got to 
the second sentence before the houngan lost his patience, plucked the letter out of the 
drummer’s hands, and read it out loud to us. He had formally been invited to assist with a 
kanzo at a house in a nearby village. The letter praised him for his knowledge and 
healing. After he read it, he handed it to me to confirm. The letter had been printed with 
blanks left for the name, date, and time. Someone had carefully written in the details and 
signed it. Likely they had made a number of copies at a print shop in the city so they 
could use the same form for each invitation. I said this was very impressive and asked if 
he was going to go. He shook his head no. He had obligations to this house and the times 
conflicted. But it was a great honor to be invited. He folded up the letter and placed it 
carefully back into his pocket. For the rest of my trip he often had it handy to show 
anyone he realized had not already seen it. Despite being unable to attend, the letter 
provided proof that he was important enough to invite.  
This houngan had the added difficulty of balancing his position with that of the 
manbo who headed the house. She lived in Boston most of the time only visiting Jacmel 
two or three times a year. While she was gone, he was in charge of the temple and the 
Haitian side of the house. However, when she was in town she made all of the primary 
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decisions. More than once I saw her reprimand him for doing something differently than 
she preferred and he was visibly frustrated with being put in his place. It was a 
challenging position for him to be in – he had to be commanding while she was away but 
obedient when she was back. Establishing a position of authority that extended beyond 
the shadow of the manbo was vital for his ability to grow his esteem in local networks. If 
successful, he could eventually establish his own house thereby growing his social and 
economic opportunities. 
However, reputations can be difficult to maintain in part due to the gossip that occurs 
behind closed doors. Periodically, when the houngan was out of earshot, I heard visitors 
and house members joke about the elaborate way he shook the asson during the rites. 
Most priests simply shook the rattle in front of them as they walked from station to 
station. But he carved a wide path to either side as he shook the rattle above his head, 
then across his body to the left, then stretched his arm out to the right. The teasing was 
good-natured but it did turn a commanding performance into a joke. Behind this gossip 
and teasing were insinuations that the speaker knew a better or more appropriate way to 
practice. In other words, the speaker had deeper konesans and in contrast the victim’s 
reputation was diminished.  
Gossip such as this can be mobilized to hurt experts and houses that are in 
competition. After the devastating earthquake in 2011, the Boston house held a prayer 
service at Harvard University to educate the public about Haiti and Vodou and to raise 
money. The manbo took the cash and checks they raised and said she would donate them 
to the charity Partners in Health. At the next public ceremony, the manbo came out 
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before the prayers began and asked everyone to be quiet for a moment. I recognized 
anger behind her set jaw, thrown back shoulders, and narrowed eyes. She began 
explaining in Kreyol about the fundraiser and then said that some people had been saying 
things. As she continued, her speaking pace sped up and up until I was no longer able to 
follow the angry slew of words. But from the averted gazes I could tell it was a heated 
and uncomfortable harangue. I poked the side of the houngan sitting next to me and 
asked what she was saying. He tried to translate snippets and it became clear that gossip 
had been flying that she had kept the money for herself rather than donating it. She was 
telling them that she would get a copy of the check to prove all of the money went to the 
charity. And she was shaming those who were spreading this gossip. She reminded them 
that people often came after her because she was powerful and well known. But they 
should be careful who they were messing with.  
When she finished there was a long uncomfortable silence as she stared down the 
Haitian attendees who steadily avoided her gaze. Meanwhile, the non-Haitians looked 
confused and worried. She switched to English and explained, “I just needed to settle a 
few things and remind people why they are here.” And then she gave her usual speech 
welcoming newcomers, explaining briefly what Vodou ceremonies are about, and giving 
them a few rules such as no flash photography. She smiled sweetly and they nodded, 
though some still looked apprehensive. The ceremony continued as usual but there would 
be other occasions where the manbo used the start of services to address gossip and talk.  
The manbo and other Haitians in the diaspora frequently told me that the problem 
with gossip and competition was worse in the diaspora than the homeland. I have no way 
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of evaluating the truth of those statements, but these approaches to building and 
destroying reputations do reflect common patterns in the Caribbean. Peter Wilson’s 
classic ethnography Crab Antics describes two Caribbean value systems of 
“respectability” and “reputation” (1973). Respectability is social prestige gained through 
engaging the established socio-political system of power. Wealth, education, political 
office, race, and lifestyle choices provide pathways to respectability. In contrast, 
reputation is social prestige gained through challenging or circumventing the socio-
political system of power. Strength, wit, virility, alcohol consumption, bravery, and street 
smarts provide pathways to reputation. In post-colonial contexts, respectability is often 
linked to European ideals and/or ways of being. For example, light skin, college 
education, white-collar work, and knowledge of the relevant European language. 
Reputation thumbs its nose at these ideals and embraces lower class ways of being, which 
in the Caribbean is often connected to African and/or Native American heritage and 
traditions.  
In Haiti, the elite mulat tend to take the pathway of respectability. On average they 
are better educated, wealthier, and claim ties to French heritage and can speak French. 
The poor are prevented from accessing this pathway of social prestige in part due to 
language and education barriers. From Jacmel in the South to Okap in the North, people I 
spoke with referred to French as a lang achte or a “bought language. In order to gain 
enough knowledge that they can hold complex conversations in French, Haitians need to 
send their children to school through high school. Yet, without French fluency parents 
cannot make enough to afford this. Only those who are financially well off can afford to 
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“buy” French for their children. Therefore, even if they adopt elite ways of dressing, 
walking, and other habitus they cannot overcome the language barrier. As such, the poor 
are usually prevented from achieving social prestige through respectability pathways.  
 Consequently, the poor often turn to reputation pathways for achieving social 
prestige and even economic mobility. As Wilson (1973) points out, the African diaspora 
religious traditions in the Caribbean are potent ways of constructing systems of power 
that stand in contrast to and even challenge the systems that affirm respectability. Most 
Caribbean societies, according to Wilson, have two legal systems: the official 
governmental system and the community reputation one. African diasporic religious 
traditions frequently provide the mechanisms for community legal systems and 
enforcement of moral order. They therefore provide opportunities for gaining local 
prestige as a leader, moral authority, and source of knowledge. These religious systems 
empower and successful participants can leverage them to improve their economic 
situations.  
 Reputation, then, is a powerful way to influence positioning in a community 
either as someone claiming it or utilizing gossip to undermine it. However, it does restrict 
participants along a particular pathway that is in competition with respectability. In other 
words, if reputation is by definition a resistance to respectability then individuals and 
houses cannot effectively proclaim both at the same time. The either-or dynamic creates 
particular problems for transnational houses that are trying to adapt to American contexts 
while maintaining claims of traditionalism. Warner’s framework for American religious 
forms aligns congregations with institutional aspects (1993). And institutions are part of 
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this respectability. If Vodou is linked with images of Haiti and rural peasants, with status 
practices linked to reputational forms of Haitian identity, forming institutions based on 
respectability may be difficult. Additionally, many immigrants may find success in 
America through educational pathways that lead to college degrees and white collar jobs. 
Access to capital allows for the ability to send remittances and build impressive temple 
structures in the homeland. But if gained via respectability pathways it also means the 
need to continuously prove reputation and belonging. 
 
Reputation, Networks, and Morality 	
It was a few days after leve kanzo (the end of initiation) and we were enjoying the 
calm and quiet of a ritual-free day. I had pulled out a chair from the stacks along the 
edges of the peristyle and was chatting with the newly made manbo. After kanzo, a 
person is still in a temporary period of delicateness even after being reintroduced to 
society. They have to spend a month in the peristyle and for months afterwards they must 
avoid exposure to extreme elements and certain foods. The new manbo had not realized 
this when she chose to initiate with the house. She had been training with a house that 
was aligned with this one but was smaller and did not have a large peristyle. Apparently, 
her religious guide had not informed her about the need to stay afterwards and when this 
house had informed her she was upset.  
She explained that this was not merely an act of religious devotion. She was an 
impoverished single mother. An American volunteer who had fathered one of her 
children and promised to support her had failed to keep in touch. She was selling items 
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for a marginal profit at the market but that was barely covering her daily expenses. 
Before having children she had been able to travel to the Dominican Republic to work in 
the service industry. But once she had kids she needed to remain in her lakou for 
childcare and other forms of support. Yet, the familial network support system was 
limited, especially economically. Being a manbo offered the opportunity to drastically 
improve her situation. If she built up a reputation she could have steady work as a healer, 
card reader, and religious professional.  
It would also add another network she could build upon for support where her 
familial system may have been lacking. And this was why she had chosen to initiate with 
this house instead of the one where she had been training. The Americans covered most 
of her initiation expenses but it also linked her to a more powerful set of fictive kin. The 
new spiritual network included Haitians in America who could send remittances not only 
to blood kin but fictive kin if they needed help. And it potentially provided sponsors if 
she or her children ever decided to immigrate.  
Southern Vodou traditions initiate people into fictive kinships of spiritual parents and 
siblings. These are lifelong relationships of obligation and support both for the religious 
initiatives of the house and one another’s personal lives. Initiates can tap into these 
networks when they have personal crises and this is particularly useful when some of the 
house is in the diaspora. For example, when a house member in Haiti had a medical 
problem they could not afford to treat, the house in Jacmel and Boston pooled funds for 
the doctor visits. For someone like this single mother, this kind of network can be a 
lifeline for managing unexpected financial problems and getting set up as a respected 
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religious professional. Choosing a house is presented as a choice guided by the lwa but 
most of my Boston informants spoke to the reputation of the manbo as being a deciding 
factor. The reputation of one’s lineage impacts the value of the networks gained though 
initiation and the reputation the initiate hopes to inherit.  
In Jacmel, many people also spoke of reputation as a deciding factor, but familial 
connections and personal relationships were also vital. Since homeland houses are 
embedded in existing networks, people often initiate into the same house as a blood 
relative or a good friend. While in Boston, many initiates did not know one another well 
until they began attending services together, it was often the reverse in Jacmel. People in 
Haiti began with their personal relationships of friendship, blood ties, and communities 
and added a layer of linkage by initiating into fictive kinships. However, while people 
might follow a relative into a house, the reputation of the leaders was still important. A 
disreputable manbo or houngan meant a loss of status for someone choosing to join.  
The head of the house had explained to both of us the reasons she needed to stay 
protected in the peristyle. It was clearly important for setting her up to succeed as both a 
new member of this fictive kinship network and a powerful manbo in the community. So 
I asked why she was so frustrated. She tapped her foot nervously and sighed again. She 
was the sole breadwinner for her family and had not saved up enough to be out of work 
this long. Her family members were visiting during the day complaining about how 
caring for her children was putting them out. She needed to leave but could not. She felt 
trapped. 
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That night I awoke to distant thumping and shouts. I sat up and peered into the 
darkness but could not see anything aside from the shadowed forms of people sleeping on 
banana mats. We were scattered around the dirt floor of the peristyle and the doors were 
locked to keep out bandits. I had been warned frequently that once the doors were locked 
it was too dangerous to even go to the outhouse. It sounded as though the commotion had 
come from the main house where the head manbo and her family were sleeping. Had a 
bandit tried to get in? I strained to hear anything more but the night was quiet. I settled 
back down on my mat and soon fell back asleep. 
The new manbo was gone by the time I awoke. I had the embarrassingly American 
habit of sleeping past sunrise even in communal settings and I had missed the drama. 
Others, however, eagerly filled me in on the gossip. Her family had shown up late last 
night to bring her home. They publicly accused the head manbo of kidnapping her and 
holding her hostage. The head manbo had denied this and a shouting match ensued. But 
in the end she agreed the woman could leave in the morning. When they opened the 
doors at sunrise, the new manbo was already packed and ready to go. It seemed she had 
known this was going to happen.  
Though I understood the financial and social strain the separation was having on her 
family, I did not understand the choice to so publicly break with the house that had 
initiated her. These fictive kinships must be maintained just as familial ones need to be. 
The lateral network building that relies upon reputation of lineage and individual also 
relies heavily upon investing in maintenance of those relationships. If the manbo 
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disowned her she lost the ability to call upon that fictive kinship or build her reputation 
off the moral authority of the house. Why would she throw all of that away?  
At the time the only response I got to this question was a shrug. Later, back in 
Boston, one of the houngan explained what the house thought was going on. She had 
initiated through them because they were a well-known and powerful house. Hers was 
small and did not have the resources to conduct a kanzo on their own. But in addition to 
resources, kanzo requires high level konesans to conduct the intricate rites necessary to 
remake Vodouisants. They suspected that in addition to gaining access to kanzo, she had 
been a spy sent to report about what she had experienced. The family showing up in a 
huff had been a ruse to publicly break with the house. The scandal gave them the excuse 
to start their own kanzo rites and for her to gossip about the secrets she had learned.  
I never got to see the new manbo again so I was unable to get her side of the story. 
She had seemed genuinely distressed about the financial burdens. It is possible that a 
combination of factors led up to the dramatic middle of the night confrontation. Whatever 
the underlying causes, the event and resulting gossip meant a likely permanent distancing 
from the house. Gossip, I would come to learn, was a powerful way to negotiate 
positioning in a community but it threatened the maintenance of networks. Leveraging it 
wisely was a difficult task. And fighting against it a constant battle.  
Negotiating networks and positions within often involves pitting individuals and 
houses against one another. These networks are built upon traditional familial sets of kin 
and radiate outwards through active kinwork with both fictive and blood relatives. In this 
case, the new manbo had the opportunity to expand her existing networks by initiating 
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into a different house. Her familial and faith community networks limited her 
opportunities. By initiating into the house in question, she could become fictive kin with 
a more powerful and transnationally positioned congregation. However, because she was 
committed more fully to another house, she may have always been only a tangential 
house member. Instead of committing fully to her new initiatory house, she used the 
opportunity to invest in reputation building for her original spiritual community. Yet, this 
came at the cost of any new network she had established. To improve her position 
vertically, she chose to burn those lateral bridges. The push and pull of positioning is 
shaped by these networks and the role they play in Haitian’s lives. 
 
Networks and Morality in Haiti 	
Network building is particularly important for impoverished Haitians who cannot rely 
on social systems or their own wealth as safety nets. The ability to weather storms is 
largely dependent upon the safety net of networks that individuals have established ahead 
of time. The fundamental network that most Haitians are born into is the lakou system or 
the courtyard system. This is the network of extended family – aunts and uncles, cousins, 
grandparents – who are invested in the well being of the child. Most Haitian families are 
matrifocal or polymatric meaning the mother or a set of female relations are the primary 
caregivers and decision makers for households. Fathers often play less important roles in 
household decisions and raising of children. Matrifocal and polymatric family structures 
are common in the Caribbean and West Africa. However, in Haiti there is the additional 
issue of employment. Women can sell items in the market, sew, clean, and cook when 
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unable to find steady employment. Men, however, must often travel to find income 
generating opportunities making it difficult at times for men to set down roots (Clermont-
Mathieu and Nicolas 2015).  
The lack of economic opportunities for men creates complications since men’s social 
positioning was once solidified by their contribution as farmers and owners of the 
homestead. One solution is to travel within Haiti or abroad to find work. Another is to 
build reputation by bypassing respectability pathways in dangerous ways. As Chelsey 
Kivland puts it,  
Haiti’s main urban economies, informal marketing and subcontracted assembly, along 
with the capital source of microcredit, favor female workforces. In this context, poor 
men (and some women) are prone to bypass respectable livelihoods and seek success 
through a transnational black cultural repertoire that includes music, street politics, 
and crime. Paradoxically, these pathways can provide not only racial and masculine 
respect but also the promise of using respect to meet the norms of respectable 
manhood. (2014, 681).  
 
Manhood and reputation can therefore be upheld through alternative pathways. However, 
music careers require extensive travel and crime pathways disconnect members from core 
cultural moralities. One option, though, allows reputation building that invests in local 
networks and local concepts of morality: Vodou.  
 Kivland rolls Vodou into the larger dynamic of street politics. Yet, it is important 
to distinguish Vodou pathways because, as numerous anthropologists since the days of 
Herskovits have argued, Vodou is the foundation for moral being in rural Haiti 
(Herskovits 1937, Brodwin 1996, Brown 2001, Desmangles 2000, Farmer 1988, Michel 
1996.) Moral Vodou worlds are communally focused and about maintaining balance and 
relationships. As Claudine Michel explains,  
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Creating dissonance in society's polyrhythms, disturbing the harmonious flow of 
events, and bringing division in the community represent moral transgression in 
the Vodou world. Due to interconnectedness, a person's moral violations distract 
and disturb the outer world, which ought to seek restoration of the world's 
harmonious state and rhythm. Vodou communities have their own forms of 
restitution and punishment, reserved for moral offenses that go against customs 
and implicit rules regulating individual responsibilities toward the collective and 
the collective's entities-the spirits, the ancestors, family members, society, or even 
nature. Morality for those who serve the spirits is a constant effort to maintain 
social cohesion, harmony, and balance. What is "right" in the Vodou world is not 
a function of abstract reasoning but is relative to what will achieve and ultimately 
maintain unity (2001, 79). 
 
During ceremonies I attended, the lwa repeatedly spoke of moral behavior and chastised 
those who violated it. I have seen lwa yell, hit, and slap those who violate moral 
behaviors and expected relationship dynamics. Women have told me about the ways the 
lwa inform them when husbands cheat or children are in trouble. And when community 
members deeply violate moral behaviors in irreparable ways the ultimate punishment is 
doled out by Vodou religious authorities: zonbi ko kadav. This is when a person’s 
primary soul is removed leaving only the animating spark. The victim’s body breathes, 
eats, walks, etc. but the personality and memories of the person are gone. They are 
believed to become an automaton controlled by the religious authorities to do hard labor 
for the rest of their days (McAlister 2012).  
Manbo and houngan are the representatives of and enforcement for these moral 
worlds. Therefore, the choice to utilize Vodou as a pathway towards reputation building 
is not merely an alternate way to claim power and economic positioning. It is also a 
moral pathway that positions manbo and houngan as moral authorities in the community.  
But importantly it also links them to larger moral networks as nodes of influence 
and control. As Michel points out, Vodou worldviews see the collective as the moral 
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horizon. Therefore, not only do religious leaders become influential as moral personages 
they are integral to communal prosperity. Since morality is held collectively, 
transgressions threaten the entire community. Manbo and houngan patrol morality and 
enforce it when necessary.  
Initiating into the highest levels of Vodou positions practitioners within fictive 
kinships, larger communal positions of moral leadership, and gives them new economic 
opportunities. The doors that initiation opens up are particularly important for women’s 
positioning in Haiti since they are typically heads of matrifocal households. Therefore 
women are responsible for household finances, children’s education, and ensuring the 
morality of the lakou when men are absent. Initiation into Vodou provides ways to ensure 
that while investing in local networks and increasing reputation. Kanzo links initiates into 
these vertical fictive kinships of a house but gives them leverage to build new lateral 
networks in the community. These are constructed and maintained by helping other 
houses, proving konesans, and gathering a client base through acts of healing and 
prediction. Doing this also builds individual reputation, which in turn increases standing 
in these networks.  
Wilson focused on men’s roles in these religious traditions and claimed that 
women passively imitated European respectability. However, as Jean Besson (1993) has 
argued, Caribbean women frequently leverage reputation through mechanisms such as 
their African diaspora religious participation. Scholars such as Karen McCarthy Brown 
have noted that there are frequently more manbo than houngan in the houses she worked 
with in Haiti and New York. This is a trend I have noticed as well. In my fieldwork, 
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women played important roles not only in supporting house initiatives but often they 
were more highly represented as religious experts and heads of houses.  
Women’s heavy involvement in spirit possession traditions is a larger pattern 
extending beyond the Vodou context. A common explanation is that there is a limitation 
of alternate options for women to express themselves and/or support their families in 
moral ways. In other words, possession traditions provide opportunities for women to 
command authority, respect, and livelihoods that do not violate social norms for 
womanhood (Boddy 1994). Yet, there may also be an important aspect of network 
building for my own community. Haitian women may have an increased opportunity to 
invest in local networks because they are less likely to be transient. And these local 
networks are necessary for religious professional success.  
Still, these achieved social positions and individuals’ reputations are always at 
risk. Unlike familial and house kinship systems, reputation can be lost or damaged. And 
this can happen in ways other than failing to prove konesans during a rite or client 
engagement. Threats to reputation can occur through rumor mills and gossip that suggest 
someone is lacking in konesans or had a moral failing irrespective of evidence. In this 
next section I discuss the important role that gossip plays in claiming knowledge, 
importance, and positioning.  
 
Vodou’s Power to Leverage Opportunities but also to Challenge Relationships 
 
Vodouisants build reputation through fostering these networks, which provide 
opportunities to showcase wit, konesans, skill, and healing powers. However, gossip also 
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provides a way to contest and negotiate these same aspects. Wilson’s analogy of ‘crab 
antics’ refers to, “the idea of a pot full of crabs competing against one another in order to 
get out of it, applies to the use of gossiping as it denigrates the condition of respectability 
and reputation of a person, revealing aspects of the private life of people at their backs, in 
order to show that “no one is better than the other” (Wilson 2007, 1). Though others are 
prevented from getting out of the metaphorical pot, it also at least temporarily puts the 
gossiper on top. By showing they have the power to pull another down, gossipers can 
subtly increase their own reputation.  
Gossipers, however, risk negative associations. Gossip is not seen as a positive 
activity and my informants often spoke poorly of people with a reputation for gossip. A 
common solution was to talk about the gossip of others in order to distance oneself from 
the act. For example, they could relay gossip by saying so-and-so had been talking about 
the topic. Since the speaker is not the origin of the gossip, they protect themselves from 
accusations of being a gossiper. Distancing is particularly important for the issue of 
secrets and aspects of private life. If the information is presented as already being out 
there or as “common knowledge” then they are not at fault for revealing the information. 
 
More Than Just Words: Sending Pwen Through Gossip 	
Gossip can have an added layer of complexity and purpose in the Haitian context. 
Participants are not only performing reputation but also sending and risking spiritual and 
physical health. Embedded in song, dance, gossip, and parading are pwen, which is ritual 
heat or power. As McAlister (2001) points out, pwen is similar to signifying in the 
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African American community, which, as explained by Henry Louis Gates, “connotes the 
play of language – both spoken and body language – drawn to name something 
figuratively” (Gates 1988). Speakers may say or with body language move in ways that 
are vague enough to avoid certain parties understanding underlying coded meanings. 
These coded engagements are often done by referencing terms, phrases, proverbs, etc. 
that have a surface meaning and embedding it with a second “doubled” meaning. 
Imprecision allows the speaker to deny interpretations that could endanger them. Yet, 
hearers with the cultural competency can read the embedded meanings hidden in the 
speech acts. It also provides an opportunity for a response that reveals depth of 
knowledge and wit if the intended recipient can pull from shared cultural knowledge to 
formulate a response. In the African American community this is exemplified in rap 
battles and doing the dozens.  
In Haiti, songs, proverbs, dances, and ritual movements of the asson utilize these 
doubled meanings. In addition to increasing individual reputation and in-group bonding, 
these acts have spiritual consequences. The pwen is embedded in the speech act but 
aimed at one or more individuals. When they hear or view it and recognize the speaker’s 
intent then they ramase pwen, meaning they gather the spiritual heat. The speech act is 
the vehicle for the pwen inside, and when gathered it transfers to them.  
The appropriate response is to return the pwen embedded in their own novel speech 
act rather than address it directly. This results in a back and forth that is playful, can build 
(or harm) a reputation, but also has the potential to impact the receiver positively or 
negatively (McAlister 2001). Pwen can also be sent through mockery, gossip, nicknames, 
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or messages. Though these are playful entertainment it is believed they also have power. 
Richman likens pwen to a sympathetic magic in that mimicking can influence that which 
it imitates (2005).  
Gossip and sent pwen are intertwined. Singing or chante pwen is a common method 
of expressing dangerous ideas and directly influencing tense situations. “At their best, 
they are just decipherable enough to ensure that their messages get across, while still 
indirect and ambiguous enough to cloud the intentions of their composers and 
performers, thereby protecting those parties from being targeted for retaliation” (Smith 
2004). For example, women often chante pwen about abusive or lazy husbands. Public 
shaming places social pressure on the men and can rally networks to her support. But it 
also places spiritual pressure on the intended target and this can push responses (Smith 
2004). 
Haitians also utilize chante pwen to address larger issues of inequality. Elizabeth 
McAlister’s work on Rara parades is an important example of how Vodou is seen by 
both internal practitioners and the Haitian public at large as having a revolutionary 
potential. Rara are walking parades that happen during the Lenten season. Their overt 
purposes are two-fold: as a piece of carnivalesque play and as a sacred Vodou rite. 
However, underlying this is the use of Rara as a transgressive political act. McAlister 
writes, “An overarching ethos of militarism pervades the Rara festival, because bands 
construct themselves as small regiments and go out into the streets in the spirit of battle” 
(2001, 136). Members are organized into political imaginaries with military titles that 
reflect peasant armies of the past. These Rara armies claim territories and fight one 
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another spiritually, symbolically, and sometimes physically. The claiming of space also 
makes a larger political statement for peasants typically denied entrance and voice in rich 
neighborhoods. Their songs frequently shift from sacred and/or carnival to political, 
military, and class discontent. Rara provides a way for the disenfranchised to carve out a 
space of resistance and a chance to manipulate these meanings for survival (McAlister 
2001).  
These public performances carve out space in the larger political ethos for the 
disenfranchised poor to have a voice albeit a temporary one. They walk through elite 
spaces normally off limits to the poor. And they boldly sing about class inequality, 
corruption, persecution, and revolution Of course, this is politically and socially 
dangerous even during a time of carnival when such actions are expected. The ritual 
inversion of carnival always carries the danger of permanent revolution. And while the 
mockery and play provide ways of skirting the danger of direct confrontation, it can cross 
lines that make it difficult to avoid repercussions. McAlister writes about getting shot at 
during a Rara parade when the performers were criticizing then dictator Papa Doc 
(2005). Direct and even playful references to political topics are dangerous. Therefore, 
the performers often utilize hidden meanings and layered references to express their 
concerns. 
I often saw gossip takes advantage of similar layered intents even in less dangerous 
settings. When discussing individuals or other Vodou houses, informants often threw out 
a proverb or a bit of song. These fragments link to larger ideas about morality. For 
example, the song lyrics Ala palé kouzin an mal yon sel défo li ginyin maléré (the cousin 
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was speaking bad things and his one flaw is misfortune) could be thrown out as either a 
comment that the person in question was hurting because they gossiped or to warn 
against gossip. Or, when talking about a person who was financially successful it was 
common to hear, li palé franse (he/she speaks French.) The unspoken part of this proverb 
is the suggestion that if someone speaks French (i.e. if they are upper class) they cannot 
be trusted. It speaks to the deep class divisions in Haiti and in the diaspora it also takes on 
a reference to Haitians who have tried to achieve upward social mobility by claiming 
Francophone rather than African heritage.  
Like chante pwen, gossip is a tool for disenfranchised communities to resist and 
speak out against their situations. However, because it has pwen, gossip can also directly 
change their situations by sending intent that impacts social positioning and well-being. 
Mild gossip about a person can send “the eyes”, which makes the person uncomfortable 
and somewhat unlucky (Brown 2006). Serious gossip and jealousy can make individuals 
very sick as a sent illness. For example, AIDS was initially viewed as a sent illness, and 
political unrest can be interpreted as a result of rumors (Farmer 1990; Perice 1997). 
However, the person who is gossiped about and suffers the consequences is rarely seen as 
innocent. If a person has caught the jealousy of another, they must have done something 
to deserve it. This is particularly true for issues to do with wealth since anyone wealthy is 
likely failing at their obligation to share with the community (Brown 2006). 
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Defending and Deflecting: Using Gossip to Build Up the Self 	
However, my fieldwork suggests that gossip also provides an excuse to brag and 
thereby reestablish positioning. If the victim of gossip is assumed to have done something 
to deserve the gossip and subsequent pwen, they need to defend themselves. The instance 
of the manbo lecturing her audience about the earthquake fundraiser is an example of 
this. Her house is known for having many Americans who in turn are assumed to be rich. 
A fundraiser at Harvard University could have been construed as manipulating these 
connections for personal gain. It may have also threatened ideas about secrecy, racial 
boundaries, and tradition. Framing the accusations as jealousy, however, gave the manbo 
a way to both claim importance and moral behavior. She was important enough to be 
gossiped about which, using Wilson’s metaphor, suggests she is a crab close to the top of 
the bucket.  
But she was also able to openly brag about the fundraising efforts and her moral 
behaviors in helping the victims, raising significant money, and donating it all. 
Accusations inherent in gossip give the victim the excuse to brag through public 
proclamations of innocence. Therefore, victims can mobilize gossip to turn the tables and 
come out on top.  
The use of victimization claims to negotiate social positioning may be why I 
frequently noticed social media statuses about being victims of gossip despite having not 
heard any gossip myself. These posts were usually vague and did not name sources. But, 
they did not need to. The premise of being gossiped about is enough to excuse bragging 
and request social assistance and support. Such statuses were quickly filled with 
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comments supporting the poster. For example, one woman who was part of a Vodou 
house in the Greater Boston Area posted a status on Facebook that, “People talk about me 
but don’t know. If you have something to say then say it to me!” Her status was quickly 
flooded with comments such as, “Who is talking about you? Don’t listen to them! You 
are wonderful!” and “Ignore them. They are jealous!”  
Frequently, in my interviews and fieldwork Vodouisants would tell me about being 
victims of gossip and broken relationships. At times this was to explain why they 
distanced themselves from particular groups and did not associate with those 
communities. Other times they seemed to be using the accusation of gossip to indicate a 
particular individual’s moral failing. In both situations, it seemed to be a way to speak ill 
of another without invoking retribution. When someone sends harmful pwen, it can be a 
dangerous event because it threatens to tarnish the sender and if turned back on them it 
can inflict harm on their community. The manbo warned me that if I ever wanted to send 
harm I needed to do it outside and away from my home and family.  
However, self-defense is morally appropriate and much less dangerous. If someone 
has already started the feud, the victim has the right to defend and protect themselves. 
Therefore, where unprovoked gossip may be seen as problematic, self defensive gossip is 
socially acceptable. Additionally, it is framed as cleansing and deflecting which is less 
dangerous than offensive measures. Defensive gossip is protective, moral, and expected.  
Claims of being a victim of gossip – whether true or not – also quickly mobilize 
networks of support. I realized that the appropriate response to being told someone was a 
victim of gossip was not to ask what the gossip was or why they were gossiping. I was 
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expected to express sympathy and assure the person of their worth. I was also supposed 
to condemn the gossiper. Claims of being gossiped about were also claims about morality 
and taking sides.  
Gossip created deep divisions in the communities while I was conducting fieldwork, 
in part because its impact went beyond the individuals who were feuding. Even if gossip 
or discussions about being gossiped about were private interpersonal actions, it soon 
spread like wildfire among their networks. People in the community were expected to 
pick a side and rally to that person’s aid. My attempts to remain neutral were seen as 
choosing the other person’s side. In the end, I realized it did not matter whether there was 
more to the story I was being told or if events were being exaggerated. What mattered 
was whether I could be counted upon to stand next to the victim as part of their larger 
support system.  
Claims of being a gossip victim allowed individuals the opportunity to test the 
strength and breadth of their networks. It also gave them the chance to brag about 
accomplishments and moral worth and to have their networks sing their praises. The 
contrast of the immoral gossiper to the moral victim of gossip coupled with the support 
from the network could improve social standing for the victim. The community’s focus 
on both actors forced an evaluation of contrasts. Though in extreme cases this sometimes 
created irreparable divisions in larger communities I studied, the network that stood 
behind each person strengthened them.  
However, even if the end result was an improvement in how parts of the community 
saw the person, being caught in a gossip cycle could be emotionally devastating for 
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people. One manbo lost a long-time friend to gossip. It was clear that this experience was 
incredibly upsetting for her. A year later she could not talk about it without tearing up. 
The congregation also lost a few members who decided to support the other woman 
rather than the manbo. Therefore, even though victims of gossip can mobilize claims to 
test networks, improve standing, and gather support, it can be a heartbreaking experience.  
 
 
Americans, Non-Haitian Networks, and Gossip: What Happens When Networks 
Don’t Overlap?  	
Gossip taps into these forms of claiming authority and allows Haitian Vodouisants a 
pathway for showcasing konesans outside of formal ritual settings. It also allows them to 
vie for social positioning, make roundabout requests for moral support, and even send 
pwen to enemies. It is a powerful tool that can improve or hurt reputations. Yet, for 
houses in the diaspora that redraw moral geographies of belonging to include non-
Haitians, these methods of network building and reputational negotiations become 
complicated. How do non-Haitians mobilize Haitian forms of claims-making? And how 
do they translate that for other non-Haitians who lack the cultural capital to read such 
performances? In other words, if the way to strength ties and gain upward mobility is to 
perform knowledge, what happens when the audience cannot verify the meaning and 
veracity of that performance?  
 Americans who initiated into the Vodou house I worked with lacked the natural 
authority that comes from ethnicity, as discussed in the last chapter. Choosing a 
traditionalist house that emphasized Haiti and Haitian-ness allowed them to claim fictive 
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kinship belonging. But they were very aware of their non-Haitian identity, and at times 
this created difficulty for full and equal participation. However, one of the frequently 
stated benefits of joining a traditionalist house was that they learned secret knowledge 
that was respected by Haitian Vodouisants.  
Non-Haitian and Haitian initiates of the house told me they had a reputation for 
training their initiates “correctly.” For them, this meant they knew how to correctly 
perform the required ritual spins and turns for presenting offerings. They knew the 
prayers and songs. They knew how to build altars, speak to the lwa, read cards, draw 
veve, and participate in asson battles. And they were initiated in Haiti undergoing a full 
period of separation where local Haitian religious leaders observed and gave official 
approval. In other words, they were able to achieve a form of authority and claim 
belonging through knowledge and practice.  
My fieldwork has suggested that the house’s non-Haitian initiates are often well 
trained in these respects. For example, the Haitian single mother mentioned above knew 
very little about the ritual steps required for presenting at a ceremony. In the days leading 
up to her initiation I watched the house teach her the basic left, right, left, spin and dip 
required of participants at every rite. Though she had been attending ceremonies since 
childhood, she had not yet learned the appropriate way to present at rituals. In contrast, 
the house I worked with taught visitors how to do presentations as part of their early 
introduction to the faith. I knew how to do presentations since I was frequently asked to 
assist during rituals in Boston. My knowledge created some awkwardness for me as the 
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guest, but the manbo who had taught me saw it as a source of pride. Her spiritual children 
and guests may not all be Haitian, but they knew how to behave properly during a rite.  
However, the single mother had grown up with the songs and dance forms, which 
are also part of larger folkloric practice in Haiti. She knew most of the lyrics and was a 
skilled dancer. In order to spiritually heat a space to attract the lwa, participants must sing 
and dance to the beat of the drums. Where she had faltered in the ritual steps she excelled 
at dance steps and sang loudly. While I, in contrast, was stumbling over my two left feet 
and singing softly to hide my poor singing voice. She also spoke Kreyol fluently with a 
local’s ease that even non-Haitian house members who had studied the language for years 
were unable to replicate. In other words, part of her natural authority was not just heritage 
but the kind of cultural knowledge acquired growing up in a community.  
As described in the last chapter, this divide was present in the diaspora as well. 
Non-Haitian initiates studied Kreyol, passed around lyric sheets, practiced ritual 
movements, and memorized prayers. They met weekly to practice and talk about their 
faith. They attended a weekly Haitian folklore dance class to learn the steps. And they 
tried to keep up with Haitian news and learn about the island’s history. Yet, they were at 
a distinct disadvantage in trying to acquire a lifetime of cultural knowledge about a way 
of being.  
Still, they could learn the skillsets restricted to initiates such as asson battles and 
card readings. Some Haitians grew up in Vodou families and therefore had been learning 
these skills since childhood through observation, while other Haitians who initiated in 
both the diaspora and Haiti did not. Specialized ritual knowledge was therefore one area 
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where non-Haitians could attempt to claim position and authority that equaled that of 
some Haitians. Through performing appropriately at ceremonies and gatherings they 
displayed their sacred knowledge levels and thus laid claim to authenticity and achieved 
authority.  
That ritual authenticity was not, however, reinforced by an encompassing cultural 
world. Outside of meeting for faith related activities, their social circles were still largely 
non-Haitian. And even when they engaged with Haitian communities their language 
skills were often lacking. Therefore, their ability to negotiate positioning was limited. 
While initiating into a traditionally focused house allowed them to claim certain forms of 
authenticity, the power of that network was limited since they lacked certain skills to 
mobilize it. The single mother could learn the sacred ritual knowledge just as they could. 
But non-Haitians could never fully become Haitian. They would never be able to tap into 
a familial network, and without fluency they could not effectively develop new non-
familial Haitian connections. Haitian networks were never fully available to them.  
Other non-Haitian Vodou networks, on the other hand, could be accessed by non-
Haitian initiates into this house. They can very effectively mobilize the reputation of the 
house to navigate related networks. What they cannot fully do is use reputation or 
knowledge to fundamentally alter their status as non-Haitian. Warner (1993) contends 
that while religion in America provides an influential way to unite members for a 
common goal, it can also suppress minority opinions within a movement. "The very 
pluralism of American religion that gives it power to promote group solidarity also makes 
it the more likely that the voices of those subordinated within the group are silenced" 
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(Warner 1993, 1072). However, the “institutional contradictions” (a term he borrows 
from Friedland and Alford) (1991) that inevitably develop in any tradition can provide 
the cultural tools and spaces where the subordinated can resist by either escaping or 
carving out new roles and spaces in order to address their concerns and demands (1993). 
Minority voices can make claims that mobilize existing and shared values, symbols, and 
frameworks rather than challenging them from external positioning.  
 American women’s conservative religious cultures were able to use these 
institutional contradictions by playing one patriarchal system aspect against another. 
They were able to claim moral positioning as representatives of the home rather than 
simply submitting to men’s power position of the Church. These claims afforded a 
culturally legitimate reasoning for single sexed meetings outside of the home where 
women could vent their frustration, anger, and concerns and develop solutions they could 
bring to the institution at large. Thus, “religion has long provided moral leverage to 
American women when other power resources were lacking” (Warner 1993, 1073) even 
when that leverage is grounded in the very structures they are challenging.  
 Non-Haitian practitioners in the communities I worked with found themselves the 
silenced subordinate at times, as detailed in the last chapter. However, the situation of 
being a diaspora community created spaces for internal debates about sources of 
authenticity. Rather than religious belonging based on cultural heritage, claims based on 
sacred knowledge could be made. Non-Haitians can draw upon Haitian forms of 
evaluating in-group positioning and power dynamics based upon knowledge, success of 
rites, and traditional practice. These claims are difficult to make in the space of the 
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peristyle where Haitian born houngan and manbo can usually trump their knowledge 
base. But in the diaspora, non-Haitian Vodouisants can follow the path of women’s 
associations in finding a different place for voicing claims that are internally acceptable 
and provide new positions of authority.  
 One such niche is American alternative religious communities, which have active 
online and offline networks of support. Non-Haitians who have initiated into traditionalist 
houses can make claims to be semi-insiders with in-depth of knowledge about a highly 
secretive tradition. Belonging to a Haitian Vodou house gives them a certain amount of 
clout within alternative religious communities. Vodou can hold an appeal as a religion of 
resistance and rejection. Its history as a faith that propelled the first successful slave 
revolution in the New World attracts people interested in social justice, de-colonization, 
and resistance. And, for individuals interested in using alternate religious pathways as a 
way to reject Abrahamic and organized religions, Vodou is a powerful marker in part due 
to its stigma. The stereotypes of Vodou can be part of its appeal for Americans interested 
in claiming alternative religious identities as part of a larger political statement.  
 The disadvantage of these strategies is that these are often stereotypes that this 
house is actively working to dispel. Additionally, this creates barriers to audiences being 
able to read performances of konesans. If audiences expect stereotypes as evidence of 
authenticity, they may be disappointed in the traditional rites and practice of Vodou. This 
creates a complication for the use of knowledge as learned authority as a way to 
circumvent the barriers to natural authority. If audiences are unable to determine 
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authenticity of knowledge claims, how effectively can non-Haitians mobilize konesans to 
claim authority? 
 
I could faintly hear the metallic clanging of pots and women gossiping upstairs. The 
fete would start in a few hours and the Haitian women in the house were busily cooking 
the food for the spirits. I had greeted them when I arrived, kissing them on their cheeks as 
they stirred large aluminum pots of goat and greens. After chatting for a bit and admiring 
the flowers being arranged for the altars, I had gone downstairs. The non-Haitians often 
entertained interested non-Haitian visitors in the basement. Many were unfamiliar with 
the customary late start to Vodou ceremonies, and they usually lived at least an hour 
away by public transit. Therefore, they could not simply drop in at midnight to see how 
the service was coming along, the way many locals did. They expected the service to start 
closer to the times advertised on social media, and they had arrived early to be polite. 
Now, they were left to sit around for hours waiting for the ceremony that did not finally 
get under way until ten o’clock that night.  
One of the non-Haitian houngan hugged me and then introduced me to the people 
seated before him. They sat catty corner from the devo, a sacred altar room that only the 
house could enter. Because it was restricted space and it housed the more expensive 
liquors and cash offerings, a member of the house had to chaperone visitors at all times to 
ensure they did not enter. The houngan often used this time to answer questions about the 
religion and help them present any offerings they brought. Currently, however, they were 
passing the time another way: gossip. 
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The early arrivals returned to the conversations they were having before my arrival, 
which was a discussion of “fake” practitioners in New Orleans where the houngan was 
now residing. In the past he used to publicly call out such people online but he made 
more than a few enemies doing so. In the last couple years he has become more relaxed 
about the subject of correct practice and has even sold some items to touristy Voodoo 
shops that in the past he might have criticized. He has come around to a perspective that 
is more inclusive of the wide varieties of ways that the term Vodou has been applied and 
used. Now he saves his condemnation for people who are actively promoting themselves 
as Haitian Vodouisants. He stated that as long as people in places such as New Orleans, 
San Francisco, and Miami recognize and admit that they are practicing their own unique 
version then he has no problem with it. After all, Vodou in Benin is also different.  
However, he did not approve of people such as Manbo Susie who promote their 
practice as Haitian in nature but change the religious system and forms of practice 
greatly. The changing of elements the Boston house saw as immutable while still 
claiming to be Haitian Vodou was where the manbo in question came into criticism. He 
did acknowledge that recently she has been more open about the fact she isn’t practicing 
Vodou in a traditional Haitian way. But he was still frustrated that many people referred 
to her practice as Haitian and that she had not been more forthcoming about this in the 
past. Manbo Susie was well known in the New Orleans area among pagan and hoodoo 
communities. And she was frequently interviewed for news outlets, sensational television 
shows, and social media.  
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The group was familiar with her and went on to discuss some of the problems they 
saw with her practice. The fact that no one in her community could speak Haitian Kreyol, 
the language of the lwa, was ridiculed as were some of the ways she initiated people. It 
was generally agreed that her initiations were not full ones and her children were not 
being given the tools they needed spiritually. For example, her manbo and houngan were 
given asson without the bell, which is the “voice” of the instrument. Without a bell, their 
asson had little power to control the lwa. But perhaps most interesting was a discussion 
of how she fed the spirits. 
In Haitian Vodou it is firmly believed that the lwa periodically need the spiritual 
offerings of animal sacrifices. Sacrifices establishes their link to the human world and is 
necessary to keep them happy. However, Manbo Susie is a vegan and she practices what 
she calls “vegetarian Vodou.” When I conducted fieldwork with her group for my 
master’s thesis this meant she only offered fruits, vegetables, prayers, and candles to the 
lwa. But because this was not enough to get them to come through in possession or retain 
interest in the sosyete, she also took energy from her participants. We would dance in a 
circle around the poto mitan and she would rattle the asson in circular motions in front of 
and behind each person in turn. Waving the asson was done to take some of the person’s 
spirit energy and add it to the pot being given to the lwa.  
The houngan had already told me in the past that this made him concerned because it 
was a bad idea to teach the lwa to feed from your own energy. But it seemed that Manbo 
Susie had added an additional element to this practice because, he claimed, her previous 
method no longer worked. Now she was making a cross in cornmeal on the back of the 
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attendees’ necks. The houngan relayed this with a smirk and a knowing look to me and 
then explained to the early arrivals that this is what was done to sacrificial animals when 
preparing them for an offering.  
Clearly, he felt that his previous warning about her use of attendees as sacrifices had 
been proven correct and he warned us that this turn was only more dangerous. The 
houngan noted that friends kept trying to get him to go to one of her services just to check 
it out. But he was worried he wouldn’t be able to avoiding offending her because he 
would refuse to allow her to take his spiritual energy. Not only would it drain him 
temporarily but also it could teach the lwa that they could continue feeding on him after 
the service was over.  
In extreme situations, such as where the person was very sick, this might even lead to 
death. He wiggled an eyebrow and told us we should just look at Manbo Susie if we 
didn’t believe him. She has always been skinny but in the past couple of years she has 
become very emaciated and sickly in appearance. It was obvious that her invitation to the 
lwa was backfiring and she was being drained. The visitors nodded in agreement. It was 
the only explanation. And it was a stark warning to non-Haitians interested in learning to 
practice Vodou. Practice it wrong and the risks are high.  
The conversation turned to other examples of non-Haitian Vodou communities who 
were practicing incorrectly and therefore dangerously. A woman started talking about a 
group in California who were mobilizing on social media to meet up and celebrate 
Lasiren. She is a mermaid spirit so they were planning to wade into the ocean with her 
offerings. The woman speaking had been studying Vodou through online resources and 
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said the plans worried her. But she was not an expert so she wanted to know what others 
thought. The houngan let out a long sigh and said, “They are going to die. Lasiren is not 
the ‘Little Mermaid’.”  
Vodouisants speak of Lasiren as a dangerous spirit who must be guarded against. The 
manbo of the house once told me she almost drowned when Lasiren tried to pull her 
under. She had been walking across a waterway for a pilgrimage when suddenly the 
waters by her feet began to churn. She felt a hand grab her leg and she started screaming. 
Luckily friends pulled her to safety and soon the waters calmed. That night she dreamed 
of the mermaid asking why the manbo would not come live with her under the water. She 
tried to explain it would kill her but Lasiren was not satisfied. I asked if the reason 
Lasiren did this was because she was angry with the manbo. She shook her head and 
explained that long, long ago we all lived under the water. Lasiren just wants us to go 
back and does not understand. For that, she is dangerous.  
The California group was viewed as dangerously naïve. They were presuming 
Lasiren was a kind and benevolent figure. Or, as the houngan had put it, a “Little 
Mermaid” referencing the Disney film featuring a cute and friendly mermaid. In contrast, 
Haitians saw her as a siren who lured sailors to their death. She would readily pull a 
group of Americans calling to her under the water. They were inviting a dangerous spirit 
and putting themselves in a vulnerable position, which the gossipers suggested was due to 
lack of training.  
The houngan again reminded the group of how risky it was to practice Vodou without 
proper religious guidance. He mentioned a few websites and books that were particularly 
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problematic. He frequently called out public Vodou figures as charlatans and make social 
media posts about inaccurate sources. But he added that even accurate books and 
websites were never enough. The only way to really learn about Vodou was to study 
under a manbo or houngan. After all a religion that focuses heavily on secrecy will 
always have aspects hidden to non-initiates and outsiders. To become an insider the 
practitioners had to go to the source – Haitian religious leaders.  
 
The gossip session provides some insight into how this community thinks about these 
subjects. But it also reveals divisions and power struggles that are going on beneath the 
surface. Max Gluckman famously argued that gossip created social cohesion by 
reinforcing community values (1963). Certainly, this interaction reinforced the houngan’s 
decision to initiate with a house that focuses on mentorship under a Haitian Vodouisant. 
It also reinforced the sense of rightness and correct practice among the non-Haitian 
attendees. At the end of the gathering, many of the attendees exchanged contact 
information and stayed in touch over social media. They showed up to future events and 
engaged online. They felt part of the in-group and often spoke of how they felt lucky to 
be part of the house even if they had not officially joined.  
Though that in-group sentiment was not solely due to gossip, gossip was a common 
theme in social media interactions. Gossip posts were usually flooded with supportive 
comments about the problems with “fake” practitioners and positives of traditionally 
focused practice. For example, a winter 2016 Facebook post from the houngan who was 
entertaining the early arrivals lamented the accusations of “Vodou police” saying,  
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For those of us so often receiving the pointing finger and the backchannel gossip, 
there's a true sorrow in seeing sacred things appropriated, twisted, forced to fit 
political agenda that are alien to the core background of what was entrusted to us to 
carry for a time. We stand beside Mama Dantor's heart, knowing that her blade is 
sharp but that we have nothing to fear from it. Sometimes she knows that our tongue 
*is* her blade; give Her the respect, Love, and Honesty that is her full due and there 
is absolutely nothing to ever fear.  
 
Mama Dantor is Ezili Dantor, a figure that some popular online figures claim is 
dangerous and should be avoided. His post criticized this perspective arguing that if you 
are properly trained you do not need to avoid any Vodou figure. Those who feel the need 
to do so must, according to him, not have the konesans to work with her. People 
responded to this post with comments such as, “Preeeeach”, “Say it louder for the people 
in the back!”, and “Yes! Tell it like it is honey!”  
 One reader asked for an explanation for “Vodou Police” to which the houngan 
said,  
If you've never heard it, it's probably a good thing.  
Usually it gets leveled alongside the term "fundamentalist" by folks who don't like 
being exposed for not being what they say they are... Commenting on what things 
are true or how lineage is actually passed on tends to result in a lot of diffusion 
tactics by the fraud side; its character assassination instead of working to improve. 
(Sadly very, very common. ) 
 
In other contexts, I observed non-Haitians using this term to gossip about gossipers. 
Because the lwa can demand novel liturgical changes and because houses in Haiti have 
different practices, some non-Haitians explained variation in practice through these 
means. But the more common response was to reject criticism by claiming the gossiper 
was being the “Vodou Police.” Through deflection they avoided engaging in debates that 
showcased knowledge and instead made arguments about religious freedom and choice.  
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As Robert Paine (1967) points out, gossipers are also individuals who may utilize 
gossip as a weapon for self-preservation and advancement. Throughout this gossip 
session and the online conversations I observed, a stark contrast was drawn between 
correct practice and incorrect practice. And the danger of incorrect practice was overtly 
discussed as significant bodily harm or even death. It was clear that not only were other 
forms of practice wrong, but they were very dangerous. These claims were not just 
reinforcing cohesive values of right practice. They were also highlighting knowledge 
differences between gossipers and the other. The houngan and by association the 
audience had access to the konesans reserved for Haitians. Part of secretism is the 
privilege of knowledge that others lack. Through highlighting access to this knowledge 
he and the other gossipers were establishing claims to position and authority.  
The purpose of gossip for both these non-Haitians and Haitians may be better 
understood using Peter Wilson’s more integrated approach. Wilson suggests, “When a 
person gossips to another he takes someone's good name (a reputation has many facets, 
each of which can provide plenty to talk about) and he distorts it-not necessarily willfully 
and often only out of the bias implicit in any selection of information from a repertoire. 
At the same time the gossip's own good name is, hopefully, enhanced unless the listener 
can recognise the distortions” (1974, 100). Gossip is a way to disrupt another’s 
positioning and favorably impact the speaker’s reputation. 
Gossip, then, is both an individual act and a social act. Individuals gossip about other 
individuals but draw upon larger social frames of normative behaviors and ideals with 
which to evaluate them. Gossip thereby reinforces subgroup norms. However, it also 
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works on individual levels to construct ideas about authority. Those who gossip are 
presenting themselves as experts able to judge others. They also highlight insider 
knowledge of both the person’s privacy being discussed and the social knowledge needed 
to evaluate it.  
Yet, gossip cannot be a purely individual act because it is interactive. It requires 
participation from others even if they are silent audiences. It also works to reconstruct 
positioning within subgroup networks. The gossiper and victim are linked through webs 
of relationships. When gossip pulls the threads of the victim downwards, the gossiper 
hopes the momentum will thrust them upwards. Therefore, gossip is relational.  
Gossip is not, however, a tool that non-Haitian Vodouisants can wield easily to 
reposition themselves. While they do belong to fictive kinships of houses, their outsider 
status in Haitian American and Haitian social networks makes it difficult to leverage 
gossip for positioning within them. They cannot engage in the word play and cultural 
knowledge to make claims about Haitians. Correct practice and displays of konesans 
during rites can establish they should be allowed to be there, but it does not give them the 
ability to do more than vie for acceptance.  
Within the Haitian Vodou context, though, non-Haitians can utilize gossip as a means 
of claiming authority and negotiating reputations among other non-Haitian Vodouisants. 
As seen in the gossip session before the fete, gossip can teach and make claims of 
positioning. However, these non-Haitian practitioners are limited in an additional way in 
their ability to capitalize on these set aside spaces that leverage “institutional 
contradictions.” Their very claim to authority is their konesans, but sacred knowledge is 
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rooted in a tradition that highly values secretism. In order to gain that knowledge they 
have to undergo an initiation and mentorship that are restricted to the outside world.  
In other words, non-Haitians claiming authority through konesans are doing so within 
networks where many members lack konesans. Their claim to a traditionalist house and 
the prestige it holds within Haitian networks is limited in impact for non-Haitian 
networks that are unaware of the reputation of various houses. Their claims to correct 
practice and sacred knowledge are limited when audiences do not have the tools to 
evaluate such claims. Inviting non-Haitians to visit ceremonies that the house hosts can 
be a powerful way to showcase belonging. Certainly, Vodou is visually compelling and 
spirit possessions can seem exotic and exciting to many Americans. However, visitors 
usually lack the background to evaluate what they are seeing or compare it to practices of 
other houses.  
The knowledge problem extends to sending pwen. A primary component of pwen is 
that a large audience can hear the song, gossip, or proverb but only the victim should 
receive the pwen. This occurs when the victim recognizes an additional layer of meaning 
that touches upon a relationship shared by both the sender and receiver. Most of the non-
Haitians I interviewed spoke at best a passable Kreyol but were often unable to engage in 
the word play that Haitians love. It was easy to miss the layers of meaning behind a 
simple phrase such as kouche (lie down), which could mean sleep, sex, or initiation into 
Vodou. Sometimes it meant all three at once. Many Haitian religious leaders warned me 
against engaging in pwen battles without the cultural capital to interpret responses.  
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However, if your audience does not understand the concept of pwen and cannot 
understand Kreyol (the language of the songs and proverbs) it is questionable whether 
non-Haitians can utilize it, even in non-Haitian networks. While gossip about other non-
Haitian practitioners was very common, it had to happen in English and without the 
layers of intrigue utilized in Haiti. For example, the same houngan posted on Facebook,  
Sometimes, people don't realize that what I may have to say is like setting down a 
pair of shoes... If *you* find that they fit ya and you end up walking away in them, 
that's you and your decision. Sometimes, the words just aren't the right size.   
 
The post was made around the same time as the other. He never overtly named any 
particular person or house. Nor did they engage in comments beneath the post. However, 
it was fairly straightforward. Rather than being a proverb, song lyric, or juicy bit of 
gossip it was almost a definition of pwen. To be so on the nose is a very non-Haitian form 
of pwen engagement, yet for an audience unfamiliar with the concept it may have been 
necessary. It also fits with expectations of American forms of calling out online where 
members of groups diminish the authentic belonging of others to claim positioning.  
Surprisingly, when I asked him about it at a later date he claimed it did not have pwen 
embedded in the message. I asked if it was possible to send pwen over social media and 
he agreed it was, but its power was limited in that form. Also, if the practitioners he was 
calling out as fake were indeed fake, they might not be able to even receive it. I then 
asked if someone could send pwen through song by uploading YouTube videos of 
singing. He paused a moment and said he was not sure. He knew about Karen Richman’s 
work with Haitian migrants sending pwen via songs recorded on cassette tapes (2005). 
But these were sent to specific families or communities with small audiences listening. It 
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was sure to reach the person intended. YouTube videos, on the other hand, were 
potentially viewable by millions. He conceded that such pwen would be powerful and if 
the lwa or a powerful priest wanted to send it to a certain person surely the person could 
be compelled to watch it. But he ended the conversation saying he would need to 
consider this more. It seems that the usage of mass social media tools for sending pwen 
has not yet been established even among savvy internet users. 
So while methods of achieving and claiming authority that work in Haiti may 
translate to the diaspora for Haitians, they are not very effective tools for non-Haitians. 
They may gain a measure of acceptance from their Haitian audience, but they lack the 
cultural capital to engage in the complex Haitian reputation and network battles. In turn, 
their non-Haitian audience lacks the cultural capital to evaluate their claims of 
traditionalism and konesans. Similarly, Haitians in the diaspora may be able to effectively 
use these tools to impact reputation and networks among Haitians; but they lack the 
capacity to use these tools in non-Haitian contexts effectively. This suggests a limitation 
to Warner’s notion that institutional contradictions can provide pathways for silenced 
minorities to mobilize existing traditional values to influence the majority. In mixed 
cultural contexts, the cultural capital of various parties may be mutually lacking to the 
point of being ineffective as alternate pathways to positioning and authority.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: POSSESSING IDENTITIES AND CLAIMING 
POSITIONALITY THROUGH THE EDUCATIONAL NATURE OF RITUAL 
 
This chapter explores the ways that Vodou communities in the house and in the 
Greater Boston Area have tried to resolve shared problems between Haitian and non-
Haitian Vodouisants. As described in the previous chapters, there are significant barriers 
to integrating mixed cultural communities into a shared faith community that utilizes 
heritage, cultural capital, and race in authenticity claims. Yet, Haitian and non-Haitian 
practitioners share similar goals and interests. Both groups wish to tap into a traditionalist 
framework but must navigate the contradicting issues of ethnicity and place. Both desire 
to grow the community and help it succeed in the American context but face obstacles to 
public practice and legitimacy. And both wish to increase reputation in important social 
networks yet have contrasting barriers to claims-making and influence. One of the 
solutions these groups have embraced is using Vodou ritual as an educational tool for 
stitching together disparate parts of the community as well as claiming space in larger 
discourses.  
Vodouisants perform these rituals for different audiences and in various contexts, 
which, I argue produce different results. I examine three ritual performances: rites 
performed by Vodouisants for Vodouisants, presentations by Vodouisants for educated 
Americans, and presentations by Vodouisants for other Haitians. Through the educational 
nature of ritual (Kimball 1955), each produce participants and audiences that learn shared 
categories, distinctions, and relationships as well as how to apply them to novel situations 
(Seligman and Weller 2008). Internally facing rites produce citizens of the faith who 
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share a worldview that links to traditionalism claims while adapting to contemporary 
diasporic needs. Rites held at distinguished universities orient practitioners towards their 
role as educators and work to re-categorize Haiti and Vodou for fellow American 
citizens. While rites in Haitian community centers make identity claims that use Vodou to 
redraw belonging to include African traditions.  
These rituals are more than devotional – they are forms of social activism. The de 
facto congregations that religious groups tend to form when they settle in America 
(Warner 1993) become the primary organizational level at which American Vodouisants 
organize. However, Warner’s model (2000) may guide, but not completely determine, 
our understanding of how immigrants reorganize faith communities. Like other aspects of 
diasporic experiences, adaptation to the new land involves decreolization just as much as 
it involves creolization. Rituals for self and others can mitigate the homeland and 
diasporic experience providing templates for resolving the constant tension of diasporic 
ambivalence.   
 
Ghede in Three Ritual Settings 	
It was early on in my fieldwork process and I was still trying to understand the Vodou 
landscape in Boston. A friend and I had visited three houses during the Ghede season, 
one of the most popular fetes in the community because, as an informant later put it, 
“everyone has Ghede.” These are the spirits of the unclaimed dead along with their 
ringleader Baron. Different houses focus on different lwa but since everyone has 
unclaimed dead somewhere in their family history everyone has a reason to honor Ghede. 
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The Ghede are also a raucous group known for practical jokes, humorous lewd 
comments, and lots of dancing. Their parties are always entertaining and perhaps this 
adds to the reason why Ghede fetes are packed to the brim.  
The intensity of Ghede parties extended to all three houses I visited that festival 
season. I was one of the only white people in attendance at most of the ceremonies and 
the crowds around me bubbled with Kreyol and French. Though I had been taking 
lessons, I was not able to keep up with most of the excited and overlapping conversations 
through the roar of the music and drums. My fieldwork in New Orleans had not prepared 
me for the overwhelming experience of how Vodou was practiced by Haitians.  
My friend and I were crushed into corners or stood atop chairs to get better views of 
the throngs dancing, singing, and spraying rum. Later, I would learn to recognize the 
cyclical rites performed for each lwa in order and to distinguish the early signs of 
possession from enthusiastic dancing. But at the time I could barely keep track of who 
was possessed. The frantic beating of the drums created a nervous intensity. The mass of 
people all moving and singing hummed around me. Even the house members trying to 
present offerings had difficulty pressing through the crowds to attend to each end of the 
peristyle.  
At one of the houses, a fight broke out but it took me a minute to recognize the 
violence of their movements in comparison to the possessed dancing frenziedly around 
them. I sat stunned and unsure how to respond. Suddenly I felt a hand on my arm pulling 
me away. My friend dragged me under the basement stairs shaking her head that I lacked 
the common sense to hide during a fight. “White girls never know what to do when shit 
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goes down.” The truth was I had been in plenty of situations where public violence had 
broken out and knew to run. But everything was so intense and overpowering and 
different that I felt all of my instincts dulled. I was glad for her quick thinking and made a 
note that this was not the ideal house on which to focus my more extensive research.  
The next year I carefully considered which Ghede festivities I wanted to attend in 
order to both focus my research and feel safe doing so. I had been making some headway 
with the house I ultimately concentrated on for my dissertation. I heard they were hosting 
a Ghede event at Brown University and initially was somewhat reluctant to attend. My 
research goal was to delve into the practice of Haitian Vodou and I was largely 
uninterested in an academic presentation. I thought it would take away time from 
exploring the more lived religious experiences of Haitians in Boston. I decided to attend 
because I found out some Ifa practitioners I knew would be there. I thought it might be 
informative to see how other African and African diaspora traditions viewed Vodou. 
Little did I know at the time the event would spark a long-lasting interest in refocusing 
my research on the dialectical relationships between this house, media representations, 
converts, and academia.  
I drove down to Rhode Island with the Ifa practitioners. The car ride was joyful and 
the babalawo’s wife regaled us with stories of sacrificial frogs escaping down apartment 
hallways. We parked on campus and found the ceremony in an unassuming room marked 
by a paper sign on the door. I settled into a chair in the second row and began to take 
notes. College students chatted in clumps as they waited for things to begin. By the time 
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the presentation started most of the seats would be full. But for now I had a clear view of 
the audience and the presenters who were preparing.  
At the front of the room the Vodou house was setting up the altar, lighting candles, 
and drawing veve in cornmeal on the parquet floors. A long table covered in a crisp white 
tablecloth had been pushed up against a marble fireplace. Crystal sconces framed the 
table providing a soft light. Saint’s candles, bottles of alcohol, fresh fruit, bowls of food, 
and a vase of cut flowers adorned the table. The black and white striped painted staffs for 
ghede were leaning against the wall between the table and an antique grandfather clock. 
To the right of the table a low basket lined with a white cloth and filled with sweets for 
the community and lwa sat in a plush salmon chair. Above it a large oil painting of a 
Brown University patriarch dressed in black robes overlooked the proceedings. Two 
young black children played near the table. Further to the right drummers lined the wall 
looking impatient as they softly tapped the large Haitian drums in front of them. To the 
left of the table hung a large oil painting of a dignified woman looked absently in the 
distance. Beneath it, two of the Haitian women sat on a formal pink striped sofa. They 
both wore the puffy white dresses reserved for Vodou ceremonies and their hair pulled 
back in a white scarf.  
Around the women and drummers, the house members fussed with the offerings and 
last minute details. Interestingly, the helpers were all white except for one Haitian 
American woman. They occasionally asked the Haitian manbo for her input but they 
seemed fairly independent and trusted to complete their ritual duties. A few minutes after 
the official start time, one of them began passing around handouts. These handouts 
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briefly explained who Ghede are and the order of the service. It also included lyrics with 
translations for some of the songs.  
The presentation opened with a professor, who was also a member of the house, 
speaking briefly at a podium. He introduced the head manbo, his spiritual mother, who in 
addition to being a high Vodou priestess was in the process of getting her MA in 
psychological counseling. Next, a New York trained Haitian dancer spoke about 
embracing Vodou and dance as a way to heal after his family's traumas. He also gave a 
brief but beautiful dance dressed as Ghede.  
Then the manbo came to the lectern. She was silent for a moment as she looked out at 
the crowd. Then, she explained that Vodou is a healing tradition through which the 
community comes together to worship, celebrate, and repair. She told us that she had 
asked the spirits and they had given her their blessing to hold an abbreviated ceremony. 
They would only be able to honor some of the lwa. With that, she and the members of her 
house began. 
 They lit white candles and placed them upon the hardwood floors in front of the 
altar and drummers. The manbo sat on the small wicker chair in front of the table. The 
other members of the house took places around her and they began the action de grace. It 
is a series of prayers that can last hours or even days. However, this evening it was only a 
few minutes long. They quickly launched into the cycle of songs, offerings, and dance for 
the lwa not bothering to explain as they went. 
My companions and I initially tried to follow along with our handout, but eventually 
we gave up and learned to just relax and enjoy the festivities. Members of the house 
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offered candles, libations, and liquor to the lwa. The beat of the drums filled the room, 
dictating the steps of the dancers and guiding the cycle of prayers, songs, and offerings 
made to each spirit in turn. The audience politely swayed in their seats and the petitioners 
moved their bare feet in time to the drums, throwing back their shoulders and swinging 
their hips as they called to the lwa. The drums cried out an intense and irresistible 
rhythm. It refused to be ignored as drums thumped and pounded, demanding movement 
as they seemed to tap into the biorhythm of our bodies, calling forth step and spirit, dance 
and devotion. And then the spirits came. 
At first the lwa came briefly, but as the ceremony heated up spiritually so too did the 
length of their stay. During the song for Erzuli Freda, the manbo stumbled the misstep of 
possession as her body and spirit fell out of sync. The others caught her as the spirit 
mounted, and Erzuli awoke with wide eyes and examined the audience. The others 
adorned her with a shiny pink cloth and sprayed her with perfume. Once settled in the 
body, Erzuli began by hugging the men in the room, embracing each and giving a kiss on 
the cheek. As the flirtatious virgin, she enjoys the attention of admirers.  
As she walked through the audience, greeting the men (and women with unisex hair 
and clothing), she went behind two black girls seated next to each other. She rolled her 
back on theirs and soon went on her way, but it was clear the girls were very 
uncomfortable and confused. Later we learned that one of the girls was Haitian 
American, but her family disapproved of Vodou. The other girl described herself simply 
as an American Christian. Neither had ever seen a possession before. They also did not 
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realize what the presentation would entail when they decided to attend. Most academic 
talks involving possession topics do not involve actual possessions.  
After making her rounds, Erzulie returned to the front of the room where I sat. She 
smiled at me and reached out both hands. I returned the gesture and she clasped my 
hands, guiding me out of my chair. We held hands as we danced in a circle for a few 
moments. She then hugged me, pulled back, placing a hand on my chest. She gave me a 
motherly look that seemed to say she understood and felt my pain. It shocked me for a 
moment. I was taking medication for an infection in my chest. I had not told anyone and 
there were no visible signs of illness. Later, I realized my brain may have made 
assumptions about the meaning of Erzulie’s touch. But it was a reminder of how 
powerful the meaning-making process can be. I was not looking for signs, but they found 
me nonetheless. It was a reminder of how powerful the experience could be for 
practitioners to be recognized, touched, and feel known by the divine.  
The last of the spirits was the guest of honor Ghede. As the spirits of the dead, Ghede 
are celebrated in November with a close association with All Saints Day. Ghede is a 
sexual free spirit who represents death and fertility, the end that is not an end, and a 
celebration of all parts of human existence. As Ghede there are no inhibitions, and this is 
evident in the way they dance. When a Ghede took over one of the female initiates, he 
donned his top hat and cane, inviting women to dance with him. A Haitian woman from 
the house joined him and began the banda. The banda is a Haitian dance known for the 
sexual gyrations to the beat of the drum. He nodded approvingly and she laughed as 
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house members cheered her on. The audience smiled and looked amused though a few 
raised eyebrows and shifted uncomfortably in their seats.  
Then, he called to the American Christian girl that Erzulie had touched. She was 
reluctant and tried to motion her disinterest. But encouraged by the members of the 
house, she eventually joined Ghede. He placed the staff between them and she danced 
hesitantly. Then Ghede took her hand and spun her around and around. I had seen him do 
this the year before as a way of calling down other members of his Ghede family. The 
girl began to stumble as he spun her faster and faster. Abruptly he stopped and she 
staggered to the right in a daze. A few members of the house caught her and guided her to 
a chair. She remained seated for the rest of the ceremony, looking dazed and almost 
hungover. Later she asked what had happened and the house suggested she should get a 
card reading from the manbo. She agreed. 
Ghede danced with a few more audience members but soon afterwards the professor 
and manbo announced a close to the ceremony. Unlike the all-night basement 
ceremonies, Brown University required they be out of the room by a certain time. They 
suggested that in the time remaining they could answer questions from the audience. 
Ghede, however, was not ready to leave. He continued dancing even after the drumming 
ended. As the manbo responded to a question about how often they visit Haiti, he danced 
in front of the lectern trying to get things going again. Finally, frustrated at being ignored, 
he left and the body of the woman collapsed to the floor. The house members pulled her 
into a chair and the manbo continued answering questions unfazed. The entire 
presentation ended promptly at eight and we shuffled out the door into the night.  
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The difference between this comparatively sedate service and the pressed basements 
full of urgent undulating dancers struck me as I sat in the car ride home. The possessions 
had not been all that different. Erzulie and Ghede were recognizable in their mannerisms 
and behaviors. And while quite abbreviated, the Brown University presentation did 
follow the usual pattern of rites. However, the intensity and layered sensational 
experiences were significantly muted at the university presentation. An informant later 
described such events as “Vodou-light.” House members told me they were “safe” ways 
for the public to encounter the tradition. They were windows into the larger system of 
practice but in a setting that was familiar, intimate, but slightly removed. Observers were 
not outnumbered by Vodouisants and could easily leave or avoid engaging. The house 
was also there for guidance and questions. It was a taste of Vodou but not, I was told, the 
full experience.  
Later that month I attended another public presentation about Vodou hosted by a 
different house. This one was at a public library in Brockton, which is a neighborhood 
where many middle class Haitians have moved to escape the poverty of Dorchester and 
Mattapan. I was taking a class about traditional healing and religion and one of my 
classmates attended with me. We drove half an hour to the brick and marble library and 
found the community meeting room in the back. The rectangular space had folding chairs 
lined up on industrial carpet decorated with inoffensive blue swirls. At one end was a 
whiteboard and presentation screen for meetings. An electric organ sat in a corner under a 
smiling portrait of a woman that was hung on beige walls. Community artwork also lined 
the walls and a faux wood podium was set up at the front.  
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The house had ingeniously resolved the problem of the cornmeal mess veve create by 
painting the designs on small black carpets. They rolled these out at the front of the room 
and strung purple and black balloons on chairs. The women were dressed in white with 
purple or black sashes around their waists and heads for Ghede. Men were in white or 
black and wore handmade beaded necklaces that had a hand-painted Haitian flag 
attached. In Haiti they sell these necklaces in all of the touristy areas. People were 
socializing at the front but I could tell official participants from audience members by 
observing who was dressed in formal Vodou ritual attire.  
To my surprise, the manbo from the Brown University presentation was seated next 
to the presenters. She was dressed in a frothy purple and black gown with a matching 
headscarf. Later I learned that her house was known for having unique dresses made for 
each ceremony. Dressing in outfits made for the occasion clearly demarcated house 
members from non-house members even in the organized chaos of a full ritual. However, 
they were also a form of conspicuous consumption conveying the economic success of 
members who could afford elaborate hand-made dresses for every event. Houses often 
relayed examples of successful members when speaking to their power and abilities. Not 
only were they blessed but also powerful in their ability to read cards and cast spells. The 
collective aspect of conspicuous consumption through dress displayed position and 
power. In this instance, however, she was the only member of her house and she carried 
this presentation of success alone. She sat with her head high as she observed the 
proceedings. 
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A professor from the state university pulled up behind the podium and spoke to the 
crowd. He introduced the houngan who led this house and gave a brief overview of the 
itinerary. They would have speakers from the local Haitian community, some folk 
singing, and a short pageant. There was no mention of a ceremony and indeed none 
occurred. Aside from my guest and me, the audience was entirely Haitian. The Haitian 
audience was not surprising considering many middle class Haitians who were able to 
move out of rougher neighborhoods have settled in Brockton. The presenters were 
Vodouisants but many of the audience members later explained they knew little about the 
tradition. They had grown up with stories about Vodou figures and the songs, but they 
were folklore – not scripture. They said that the library presentation offered an 
opportunity to learn more about their heritage.  
One of the houngan dressed in black with a dapper hat pressed a button to lower the 
white screen. He pulled up a PowerPoint presentation that contained images of veve put 
through photo editing filters so they glowed and had rainbow edges. He spoke about his 
pride in being Haitian and Vodouisant. He said that the lwa were ancient unifying forces. 
And he talked about their history within the context of the Haitian Revolution, Africa, 
and black pride. The audience nodded along with his talk and a few said, “Amen!” He 
smiled proudly at the end and the house members gathered to sing songs about Ghede as 
the drums began.  
After a few songs, a man dressed in a tattered tuxedo jumped out from behind the 
group. He danced a combination of traditional folkloric steps and modern dance before 
the crowd of singers. He danced over to the veve drawn on a rug and as the chorus sang 
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about the dead he fell to the ground in a dramatic death. The house members gathered 
around him singing softly and covered him with a white sheet. As they circled with 
funeral songs, someone pretending to cry slipped a hand under the sheet to hand him 
items. Shortly afterwards he sat up and the sheet fell to his lap. His face was painted 
white and he donned a top hat and cane – the iconic accouterments of Ghede. Their songs 
turned to spirits on the other side of the waters (afterlife) and the actor danced the banda 
as the drums increased pace. At the end of the dance, the drumming and singing ended. 
Everyone at the front took a bow.  
It was then announced that we would eat. I had been so transfixed on the pageant that 
I missed a small Haitian woman setting out stacks of Styrofoam plates and platters of 
food. We lined up to receive heaping portions of rice and beans, fried plantains, spicy 
pickled vegetables, fried goat, and mushroom rice. These are classic Haitian dishes and 
Haitians expect to eat at any Vodou ceremony or social gathering. As we sat down in our 
folding chairs to eat, people began coming up to my friend and me. We were the only 
non-Haitians in attendance and they were welcoming but curious. How did we find out 
about the presentation? Why did we want to come? And the most common question was, 
what did we think?  
We explained we went to Boston University and were curious about Vodou. And we 
assured them that we were very impressed by the presentation as well as the food. A 
steady stream of people stopped by to ask us what we thought about Vodou and Haiti. 
My original intent of using this opportunity to ask them about their experiences had to be 
set aside. However, when I did manage to get in a question of my own people spoke 
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about pride in their heritage. A few audience members were practitioners or had family 
members who were. But they all spoke about how it was important to learn more about 
Haiti and to support Haitian cultural events. Later interviews with members of the Haitian 
community who were not Vodouisant but supportive often framed it similarly. Vodou 
was intimately tied with Haitian culture and history. Part of claiming that heritage 
included learning about Vodou.  
 
Ritual Production of Faith and Identity  	
In this chapter, I explore the educational approaches to Vodou within the community 
and how Vodouisants expand and redefine community through the two prongs of inter 
and intra ethnic educational efforts. These three examples of Ghede presentations in the 
Greater Boston Area illuminate the various audiences and goals that groups have. Haitian 
Vodouisants arranged the first for other Vodouisants and hosted it in the sacred space of 
the temple. It was largely an in-group experience aimed at people who were already very 
familiar with the tradition or those in the process of integrating into it. Haitian 
Vodouisants arranged the Brown University event for non-Haitians in a formal academic 
setting. The university setting provided a non-threatening place to learn about Vodou as a 
religion of the other. And Haitian Vodouisants organized the third event for other 
Haitians at a more relaxed community gathering place. The goal here was to inform their 
own ethnic community and make claims to belonging, Haitian-ness, and positioning. 
Each presentation cultivates different communities of belonging: communities of 
practice, communities of legitimacy, and communities of ethnicity. Though they do not 
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necessarily contradict one another, they do have different aims and results. And this may, 
at times, create conflicting frameworks and moral boundaries. 
These last two examples are particularly interesting because their audiences are not 
necessarily Vodouisant or interested in becoming Vodouisant. Though audience members 
can and sometimes do later decide to engage with the faith as a practitioner, it is rarely 
their goal in attending the initial presentation. As I continued to do fieldwork, I found 
other examples of ongoing presentations to non-Vodou audiences. Houses in the Greater 
Boston Area presented at Harvard University, Boston University, University of 
Massachusetts-Boston, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and local libraries and 
community centers. They also gave interviews to newspapers, NPR, and television 
stations. They wrote blogs and updated social media accounts. And they published 
academic articles and books.  
These activities are not overtly coordinated between houses but many do share a 
larger interest in utilizing externally facing communication about Vodou as a way to 
reduce public stigmas surrounding the tradition. This is often a two-pronged effort in 
changing attitudes, with slightly different approaches for non-Haitian groups and for the 
Haitian community itself. However, both often borrow from the educational style of 
Vodou ceremonies and rural Haitian forms of educational interactions that privilege 
observation and doing over instruction. Observational learning can have mixed results. 
While it highlights a feeling of authenticity it can further emphasize difference, introduce 
confusions, and exoticize the tradition. 
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Influenced by African forms of community education, “Vodou is lived; life consists 
of religious experiences that become educational opportunities. Learning occurs through 
being involved with the Haitian religion and through living as a Vodou adept” (Michel 
1996, 286). Parents, cousins, peers, religious leaders, neighbors, dreams, and even 
children can all be teachers. But manbo and houngan take on more formal teaching roles. 
They guide initiates by passing on their konesans (sacred knowledge). And they are an 
important resource for the community in need. Their card readings, dreams, and deep 
understanding of the spirits can help guide people back towards the ultimate goal for 
Vodou: balance and harmony.  
However, even as formal educators, religious leaders rarely teach in a formal 
educational manner. They do not hold classes where they give lectures and students take 
notes. They do not write up their thoughts into essays or assign readings. Rather, they 
expect students to learn by doing and observing. I was frequently told, “to learn Vodou 
you must do Vodou.” But doing Vodou was not restricted to the temple. Doing Vodou 
means living Vodou. “Propagation of the Vodou worldview occurs during ceremonies, 
while interacting with the spirits or with other Vodou participants; in homes, while 
fulfilling daily activities around family members; and in the larger community, at work or 
while shopping” (Michel 1996, 286). Learners are guided by observing teachers as they 
go through the world and then receiving guidance as they attempt to emulate moral ways 
of being.  
Many Americans expect a learning environment similar to the classrooms and Sunday 
schools they grew up experiencing. Even I, as an anthropologist, was struck by the 
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difference in the Vodou educational experiences and my own childhood religious ones. I 
grew up in an Episcopalian family and attended an Episcopalian private school through 
fourth grade. But my mother always encouraged us to explore other pathways of faith and 
as a child I spent time in friends’ various Baptist, Catholic, Evangelical, Unitarian, and 
Methodist Sunday schools. We even attended a few Jewish, Hindu, and Native American 
services. By the time I was ten I recognized the familiar American form of religious 
instruction. A “lecture” by a religious leader, a bonding activity for the group like 
singing, and frequently the children were shuttled off to a room where we played a game 
or read a story that taught us a lesson, which we then discussed.  
Vodou, in contrast, just throws you in the mix and over time you slowly begin to 
recognize patterns and expected behaviors. From that develops a deeper understanding of 
the spirits, cosmology, and how they intersect with the day to day. Rarely was I told what 
to do with any specificity, though I was frequently told what I did wrong. I might be 
quizzed by various members and receive a short nod if correct or a frustrated shake of the 
head if wrong. When I asked for explanations I often received answers that at first were 
satisfying but they often ended by saying there were deeper layers and meanings that I 
would have to wait to find out.  
There were some compromises and adaptations to American learning styles. Some of 
the American house members began writing down song lyrics, which at first the manbo 
was adamantly against. But, in time, she realized that if she wanted a house that knew the 
songs she had to adapt to their learning needs. Newcomers bring with them their pre-
existing ideas about Vodou and are not given explicit instructions that directly correct 
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them. They can also become frustrated with the inability to get clear and straightforward 
answers. Traditionalist houses emphasize that you need a respected house to learn Vodou 
- that you cannot simply pick up an instructional book at the library or attend a lecture. 
Yet, many Americans are used to being able to easily access everything from surface 
information to complex theological debates through a simple Google search or skimming 
a book. The house at times tried to provide direct instruction or to anticipate common 
knowledge gaps.  
Still, the house and others I visited follow the patterns that Claudine Michel suggests 
are common for Vodou educational experiences (1996). Everyone is a learner and 
everyone can potentially be a teacher. And spiritual educational moments are intertwined 
with practical needs and negotiations. In this sense, “it is a democratic and functional 
religion, embedded in its followers' daily existence and in the struggle to make their life 
whole” (Michel 1996, 282). But those forms of education are through holistic lived 
experiences, informal conversations, and practice.  
The full services for Ghede held in basements are for Haitians by Haitians in order to 
fulfill religious obligations to lwa and community. Though newcomers sometimes 
receive informal instruction prior to the start of the ceremony, the primary goal was not to 
reach outsiders. Fetes aim to provide for the lwa to maintain relationships between them 
and humans and fulfill promises made throughout the year. They also create ritual events 
that bring together communities, reinforce belonging, and perform status. These issues 
have been discussed in previous chapters, but it is important to consider how rituals 
create and sustain communities.  
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Rituals continuously educate and integrate individuals into larger social systems. 
Ritual, according to Adam Seligman and Robert Weller, is not the Geertzian unifying 
process that creates a harmonious and perfect world. Instead, ritual is an as if that is in 
contrast to the polluted and problematic reality of lived experiences (2008). Rather than 
constructing harmony, ritual is a contrast to the chaos of daily life and this is precisely 
why it is needed. It continuously remakes a ritual world that is responsive to the problems 
of the everyday. This makes ritual dynamic and subjunctive. Ritual that becomes too 
static and a closed final form risks being irrelevant. But this lies in tension with the 
danger of a ritual form that is in constant flux; extremes may make it unrecognizable 
from generation to generation or community to community. Therefore, participants are 
always struggling with retaining frameworks and meanings while adapting enough to 
reflect changing concerns of the community (Seligman and Weller 2008).  
One of the goals of ritual is to train participants so that they can automatically and 
appropriately respond even when there is no ritual to tell them what to do. In this sense, 
ritual is a set of concepts and practices that over time participants learn to apply to the 
world around them. The dynamic elements of ritual allow these applications the ability to 
adjust as needed so that they remain relevant and useful. Ritual molds community not 
through inner subjectivities and phenomenologies. Rather, it molds community by 
producing similar kinds of citizens that share frames, concepts, and responses (Seligman 
and Weller 2008).  
  Solon Kimball argues that rituals provide opportunities for direct experiential 
learning about worldviews, systems, and humankind's place among cosmic forces. 
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Observational and participatory learning can be very different from classroom style 
instruction. "There is, however, a basic similarity in the instructional content of either 
"bush" school or classroom. In both, there is transmitted not only knowledge and a way 
of thinking about such, the whole of which we may call world view, but there is also 
transmitted the criteria by which events may be analyzed and judged " (1965, 180). While 
the content and style of educational experiences vary cross-culturally, Kimball argues 
there are universal processes. "There are three such commonalities which I believe to be 
universally present; namely, the categories of knowledge, the canons of discrimination, 
and process as a function of relationship between variables" (1965,181). In other words, 
all educational experiences require that individuals learn to classify phenomena, 
understand how those phenomena compare and contrast to one another, and understand 
the relationships between phenomena.  
   For many non-classroom learning experiences, this is not a direct process. 
"Knowledge of them cannot be gained by blunt question and answer approaches; they 
must be pried out through processes of inference utilizing linguistic, mythologie, and 
behavioral data" (1965, 183). Kimball suggests that this process is not unlike the 
methodological processes of ethnography, which he calls natural history. Natives as well 
as newcomers employ natural history methods to experiencing and eventually making 
sense of new contexts. It is an experiential process that requires doing and observing in 
order to gather enough data that one can organize it meaningfully (1955).  
  In my own fieldwork, the processes of participant observation and cultural 
understandings of Vodou educational experiences overlapped significantly. This, of 
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course, made my ethnographic endeavors easier as the community understood and even 
encouraged the methods I employed in my research, although it did create barriers to 
formal interviews since this was seen as antithetical to the “correct” way to study the 
tradition. Researching through participation gave me insight into the process through 
which newcomers learned about the religion. In addition, it revealed how these rites 
creatively construct responses to the problems of their community as well as shape 
transnational religious citizens.  
 
Producing Vodou Sages   
 
In the beginning, I found Vodou rites overwhelming and disorienting. Yet, over 
time I began to recognize the repetition of ritual cycles despite the differences. Though I 
came into the ritual experience with background knowledge of various lwa, rites, and 
language, I still had a significant learning curve. Much of that was learning to identify the 
relevant categories for the people participating and the ways they were discerning the 
difference between them. First, I began to notice the larger patterns that were repeating. 
Two or three Vodouisants would present offerings to the four cardinal directions, the altar 
table, and the devo (private altar space separated from the public area of the temple). 
Then singing and dancing would increase followed at times by a possession event. 
Possessions were initially recognizable largely based upon the ways in which the 
audience reacted to a person much more so than the actions of the possessed. People 
would bring them their accouterments, bow, and dance with them. Then the possessed 
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person would collapse and the cycle would repeat for a different lwa. Somewhere in the 
middle of the night-long fete we would break for food. 
 At first my categories were broad and simple. Possessed and not possessed. Start, 
middle, and end of a rite for a particular lwa. Start, middle, and end of the overall fete. 
However, over time, my categories became more refined and nuanced. Some of this came 
out of conversations with Vodouisants and reading but much came from watching and 
participating. As the categories became clearer and more distinct so too did the 
relationships between them. As detailed in chapter three, konesans indicates a person who 
understands not just the pieces but also the way they fit together into the larger web of 
culture. A person who becomes an expert in rituals and therefore the way the Vodou 
world works can then apply that knowledge. My ability to predict relationships in the 
asson battle indicated my growing ability to apply the concepts I had been learning 
regarding spiritual objects and relationships between them.  
 The ability to produce spiritual citizens who are knowledgeable and act properly 
in novel contexts is what Seligman and Weller identified as a major purpose of ritual. 
They called these informed spiritual citizens who are able to apply concepts sages (2008). 
Ritual is a place to synthesize piecemeal and even contradictory knowledge through 
experiential learning. It then provides shared ideas about the world, relationships between 
categories, and how to sagely apply that when members walk out the door of the sacred 
space. These rites produce similar kinds of citizens of faith who see and act upon the 
world in similar ways.  
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 The idea that Vodou rituals are an educational experience is not a novel one. As 
discussed above, Michel Claudine points out that,  
In Haiti, religious values and moral principles are not taught as separate subjects; 
their transmission has remained African. Vodou is lived; life consists of religious 
experiences that become educational opportunities...More than moral principles, 
the Vodou ethos is formed and informed by African cosmological understandings 
and American and Creole realities. Its soul is symbiotically taught and learned by 
the sophisticated convergence of spoken language with action and aesthetics. 
(Claudine 1994, 286) 
 
In other words, while Vodou is occasionally transmitted through specific and overt 
lessons most of the Vodou worldview is conveyed through active participation and 
observation. The ritual setting is a vital way that these concepts are absorbed, honed, and 
acted out.  
 However, the as if nature of this experiential education adds an additional 
perspective especially when considering diasporic and mixed congregations. Removed 
from the homeland, diasporic faith communities are also removed from sacred places, 
people, and objects. A fete creates an as if world where they temporarily reunite with 
those aspects. The basement collapses space and time, as it becomes a simulacrum of the 
homeland where spirits and humans engage in their proper relationships. Shared ritual 
reminds them that despite demographic differences they share the Haitian homeland and 
unifying categories, distinctions, and meanings. However, this is a dynamic process of 
developing ritual moments that are an as if in response to current realities of as it is. As 
Paul Christopher Johnson puts it, "diasporic religions comprise members who share 
sacralized spatial horizons, against which the group projects its ritual acts to evaluate 
their "fit"" (2007, 7). These sacralized spatial horizons are homeland, Africa, and across 
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the waters for Vodouisants. And the fit is both their position in relation to those spatial 
horizons and the social horizons of the rite’s participants.  
 Though non-Haitians are not always fully integrated into the rites, the as if nature 
of these rituals does provide the ability to construct a temporary world where they are full 
and equal members. The manbo’s insistence that her non-Haitian initiates participate 
equivalently may be in part to produce both the as if world of ideals and to ensure the 
rites construct faith community members in similar ways. The missing cultural 
competencies of American practitioners can hinder the effectiveness of ritual as 
educational processes. Lack of linguistic knowledge, for example, limits the ability to 
understand the lwa and thus the relationship between human and divine. Thus, the as if is 
imperfect even in its attempts to construct perfect contrasts and sages. However, every 
engagement with ritual both big and small provides additional experiential educational 
moments. The educational nature of ritual is a process that constantly pushes the 
community together to construct competent citizens of the faith and in turn pulls into 
being an as if world that more fully represents the ideal.  
Outside of the ritual context, non-Haitian practitioners retain this competence and 
community at least for some period of time. The ritual relationship constructs a familial 
dynamic where initiates are spiritual siblings to one another and children of their 
initiatory priest. In the periods between ceremonies, they call or visit their spiritual 
mother once a week as part of their filial duty. Despite living in different areas, they also 
retain tight links to one another through new media. Technology access improvements in 
Haiti have meant they are even able to share videos and images with congregants in 
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Jacmel. These dialogs often involve discussions about dreams, signs, and life decisions 
through the lens of their faith. For example, one of the women had been told by Ghede at 
a ceremony that he was going to help her find work. A week later she connected to her 
initiatory family through social media to announce she had found a job. Her first 
nightshift involved a dancing drunk man in a top hat and cane who she interpreted as 
Ghede stopping by to say hello. When she got home she left an offering to Ghede on her 
altar to give thanks.  
Non-Haitian practitioners also saw themselves as part of a larger community that 
extended beyond the members of the household. As practitioners of an Afro-diasporic 
tradition who had initiated in Haiti, they saw their social worlds as expanding beyond 
whiteness and American-ness. They routinely spoke about feeling compelled to focus 
their activism on racial injustice in part because Vodou was a faith of black people and 
history that honors mostly black spirits. American initiates also felt religious obligations 
to Haiti and not just in the localized spaces of extended congregational members. They 
kept up with Haitian news and politics, donated to organizations, and often volunteered 
with Haiti related groups. Therefore, being part of the faith community entails redrawing 
the moral geographies of social relationships, national focus, and family. While they were 
clear they were not and never would be black or Haitian, the as if of the rite redrew their 
boundary orientation and social focus in a way that was retained during non-ceremonial 
periods. 
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Ritual for the Masses: How do rituals performed for outsiders produce different 
kinds of citizens and relationships?  	
 Even with congregations that are not fully integrated, the purpose of a fete falls in 
line with the goals of educating members and producing competent citizens of faith who 
can sagely apply these concepts to novel contexts. However, as discussed earlier, these 
rites are also performed for different kinds of educational experiences. In what ways do 
rituals shift for internal versus external audiences? Do they produce similar kinds of 
citizens of faith? In other words, are ritual purposes and outcomes the same when 
performed for and by the in-group versus for other parties? If not, what do they gain from 
performing these rites, and how do they differ?  
 A good place to start this exploration is to examine the tourist oriented Vodou 
ritual performances that were popular during the height of Haiti’s tourist industry. The 
question of performance, ritual, and audiences is something that Alan Goldberg (1983) 
discussed when he studied these tourist Vodou performances in the 1970s and 1980s. 
These rites were carefully choreographed and planned performances held for outsider 
tourist audiences. Goldberg noted that they began promptly every night, followed a strict 
script which included biting the head off a pigeon around 10:40 each evening, the lwa 
always come on schedule, and it ended after two hours. In my own work in Haiti, Boston, 
and New Orleans, the lwa were much less predictable. I also never saw lwa bite the head 
off a bird. It is possible that it happens in some rare ritual contexts but it is not a typical 
possession event. In fact, most animal sacrifices happen before most of the audience 
arrives.  
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It is, however, quite exotic for tourists to witness such a thing. Goldberg’s 
interviews with tourists suggested that many came to Haiti precisely because they wanted 
to experience something exotic and different. Most had been to other Caribbean islands 
already but were attracted to the tourist brochures for Haiti that promised Vodou, drums, 
and exoticism. The performances were largely experienced as entertainment, though 
tourists brought on stage to meet the lwa expressed some unease. Goldberg contrasts this 
with tourists he calls explorers. These are tourists who purposefully try to avoid the 
tourist experience by staying at guesthouses, traveling to Vodou ceremonies in the 
countryside, hiring local guides, and in general trying to find an “authentic” experience. 
Explorers rarely attended these tourist performances claiming they were inauthentic 
(Goldberg 1983). 
Interestingly, Haitians also occasionally attended these tourist rituals as well. 
Goldberg suggests that they were mostly upper class and well educated Haitians who 
wanted to learn more about Vodou as a folk tradition. They tended to exoticize Vodou as 
a quaint practice of uneducated peasants rather than admiring it or simply enjoying it. 
Folklore was valuable as a way of claiming a unique Haitian-ness and showing the 
country had a history and culture. But, it was not something the upper class was 
interested in practicing or adopting and it was generally seen as superstition. Tourist 
venues were a safe way to engage in the fashionable act of claiming knowledge of 
folklore without being tainted (Goldberg 1983).  
Performers of these tourist rituals were all initiates into Vodou who saw 
themselves as both entertainers and devotees. Most of the rituals were faked, though they 
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tried to do so in ways that reflected actual possessions, but they said every once in awhile 
a real possession did occur. In these instances, they shifted from entertainer to 
worshipper. But audiences largely missed these shifts. The owner of the establishment 
claims that in addition to supporting himself with the performances, he wants to educate 
people about Vodou. He purposefully chooses lwa who will be more palatable to Western 
audiences and tries to give an educational speech at the start of each performance. Yet, 
without the cultural competency to interpret real versus faked possessions and other ritual 
elements the audience is limited in their capacity to learn extensively from a single 
performance (Goldberg 1983).  
Goldberg also argues that because audiences are coming to the experience with 
preconceived ideas about Vodou as exotic, superstitious, violent, and sexual that this 
overshadows educational attempts from the performers. Part of the appeal is getting to 
play with danger in a safe and bounded way. Tourists – both Haitian and foreigner - 
walked away feeling as though they were more knowledgeable about Vodou. Yet, they 
also categorized it as performance rather than ritual.  
The performers saw it as a mixed experience. The primary audience was the lwa 
when possessions were deemed real, and the focus was on religious obligations and 
community. But performers also took a position as both entertainers and educators who 
had obligations to perform their faith so outsiders could learn. Therefore, performers 
were cultivating two communities. They were part of a community of practice that 
reinforced internal boundaries and relationships to the divine. And they were also 
orienting towards outsiders as bearers of the tradition. Presentations to non-Haitians were 
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not about constructing communities of practice and shared identity or morality. Rather, 
they were attempting to correct misinformation and place Vodou into the larger frame of 
legitimized religiosity. The community they produce consists of outsiders who sagely 
identify Vodou as a “real” religion and include Haitians as moral citizens. 
Audience members experienced ritual from afar but did learn categories and 
relationships to Haitians. These were often negative, however, in part because they 
entered the experience with preconceived ideas about Vodou that were built upon pop 
culture and missionary narratives. These stereotypes set the categories and delineations 
that guided the assessments of the performance (Goldberg 1983).  
 
Performing Vodou at the University 	
 The Brown University ritual performance also blended entertainment, education, 
and religious sacrament. Practitioners who performed the ritual saw it as a miniature 
version of a full rite with two potential communities. First, there were the lwa who were 
honored during the rite and possessed members during the event. For practitioners, when 
Ghede attempted to bring down other members of his spiritual family by spinning around 
a non-practitioner it proved the authenticity of the possession. They read her response as 
a possession that almost took hold. She was disoriented, stumbling, and had a headache, 
which are typical signs of fighting a possession. They explained that if it had been a mere 
performance then audience members unfamiliar with the tradition would not have known 
how to properly respond. Similarly, if it had been just a performance Ghede would have 
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left on time instead of trying to interrupt the question and answer session. Performers 
would have honored the boundary shift from ritual to education. 
 The practitioner community existed within a second audience of college students, 
interested public, and professors in attendance. They fell somewhere between Goldberg’s 
explorers and mass tourists. Both explorers and mass tourists are outsiders encountering 
the other. But while mass tourists are happy to let the other come to them with minimal 
effort, explorers seek out the other and are willing to put in the effort to find the 
“authentic.” Here, the audience were able to encounter the other without needing to visit 
a basement temple in a rough neighborhood or travel to Haiti. Brown University is 
relatively easy to access, especially for enrolled students, and it is a safe environment. 
Yet there were barriers to access. It was not highly publicized and some did travel over 
an hour to get there. They had also chosen this event specifically because it felt authentic.  
The Ifa practitioners who went with me said they trusted Brown University to 
host a “real” Vodou group. They saw it as an educational opportunity initially, but 
afterwards spoke of it as a spiritual experience. The babalawo’s wife told me with 
excitement that, “Vodou is just like Ifa only we don’t have that Catholic stuff!” She had 
understood the possessions and devotions as authentic spiritual engagements. Other 
attendees were college students taking courses on African and African diasporic 
traditions, while others were merely curious. Again, they suggested that the university 
would have vetted the practitioners to ensure it was a “real” group. Even though they did 
not anticipate possession events, they wanted to ensure they avoided “fake” 
presentations.  
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 While experience was important after the fact, both the Ifa practitioners and 
general audience said they were initially motivated to attend in order to gain access to 
reliable information. They were purposefully seeking an educational rather than 
entertainment experience. Both groups referenced the negative stereotypes they saw in 
pop culture and the desire to learn about the truth regarding Vodou. The Haitian 
American woman approached by Erzulie Freda said that her family would only speak 
about Vodou in hushed and scared tones. Yet, her experience at Brown University had 
educated her about different faiths as well as the way colonial enterprises had utilized 
anti-Vodou sentiment to stigmatize and silence Haitians. She saw this ritual as an 
opportunity to better understand this part of her country’s heritage and avoid the 
misconceptions of her family.  
 In this situation, the ritual performance was seen less as entertainment by both 
performers and audience than the tourist activities Goldberg described. Yet, they were 
removed from the intensity of the basement to a more orderly and transparent context. 
The audience could gain authentic knowledge and experience related to Vodou but in an 
accessible and relatable venue. Though there was no explanation during the ritual, there 
were introductions and then a question and answer afterwards. The framing of the rite as 
well as the setting helped construct a different kind of ritual performance experience for 
the audience.  
 The presentational ritual performance produced slightly different kinds of citizens 
and audiences. The as if was a full ritual time-period which was set aside and in contrast 
to the world around them. The setting of the Ivy League university room decorated with 
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oil paintings of important white figures, a grandfather clock, and formal stuffed chairs 
added to the disconnect between ritual performance and the on-the-ground reality. The 
event produced a ritual experiential educational moment that shaped the devotees’ 
relationships in two ways. It reinforced the normative relationships between human and 
divine as well as among members of the congregation. Hierarchies are acted out during 
rituals with formal recognition of status differences throughout. This rite was no 
exception. For example, lower level house members must salute and defer to those who 
have gone through higher levels of initiation. And humans bow to the divine, yet manbo 
and houngan can exert control over them during possessions.  
The second way it shaped devotees is by directing the performance of ritual 
towards non-members. Ritual was not just devotion but an educational outreach activity. 
Participants took on additional roles and obligations as voices of their faith to the general 
public. This pattern was one that I would come to see reestablished and reinforced 
throughout my fieldwork period. The house was expected to assist the manbo in public 
outreach and were genuinely excited about opportunities to educate the public. These 
rituals – especially since they were successful, as measured by the possessions – 
reinforced the role of initiate as educator. It oriented them towards additional audiences 
and purposes as sages. Knowledge applications learned during ritual should include 
outreach, inviting the outside in, and education.  
Part of this is due to the obligations of the priesthood. Manbo and houngan are 
intermediaries between the divine and the public. Such positioning requires conveying 
the demands of the lwa and helping the public heal, gain information from divinations, 
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and appease the spirits. At times this includes reaching out to people who they have 
divined are being called by the lwa or are otherwise impacted spiritually. Advising 
requires education about the faith so the afflicted can understand their predicament and 
the solution. Also, seasonal parties held for the spirits are public events that are judged 
successful if highly attended by a knowledgeable public. Success requires outreach to 
notify people about events as well as educational activities to ensure attendees understand 
etiquettes. 
Another important reason for educational outreach obligations is an understanding 
of how Vodou and perceptions of Vodou impact global and local communities. 
Informants at all of the diaspora Vodou communities I conducted research with were 
vocal about their concerns regarding Vodou’s stigmatization. They were well aware of 
how Vodou was portrayed in the media and how the general public perceived it. This 
stigma makes it hard to hold public outdoor rites, sacrifice animals, and claim a space in 
the larger American religiosity. They were also very aware of how negative ideas about 
Vodou impact the homeland. Protestant missionary accusations that Vodou caused 
Haiti’s poverty, the earthquake, the cholera epidemic, etc. have created hostile conditions 
for Vodouisants in Haiti (Germaine 2011). As part of their commitment to the global 
Vodou community as well as the local Haitian community of the homeland, they see 
education as an opportunity to correct this viewpoint. They hope that better public 
understanding of their faith may lead to better conditions for practitioners in the diaspora 
and Haiti. 
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Where outreach is a goal, audiences were brought into the ritual activity more 
organically than the tourist performances. The lwa danced in and out of the aisles and 
directly engaged audience members rather than being entirely separated on a stage. This 
kind of interaction along with some educational guidance helped audience members 
begin the process of constructing natural history categories, delineations, and 
relationships. It also produced engagements that expanded moral circles of belonging. 
Audience members and practitioners alike were paid equal attention by the lwa. Though a 
single and quite short ritual experience cannot shape sages, it did influence attitudes 
about human divine relationships and roles. Positive reception was likely helped by the 
attitudes of the audience members who may have been attending in part because Vodou 
seems to be an interesting subject. They were aware that representations often 
sensationalized the faith and were looking for “authentic” understandings. In other words, 
the pre-existing categories that they walked in the door with were more flexible and 
easier to challenge.  
 
Performing Vodou for the Community 	
 At the Brockton Public Library, the presentation was educational and while 
practitioners were the performers, it was not directed towards the spirits. The goals stated 
during the speeches as well as articulated during socialization afterwards were to inform 
Haitians about their heritage and traditions. However, it may still be seen as an act of 
devotion in addition to being an educational outreach presentation. Certain aspects reflect 
common religious reenactments of important mythologies. The death and resurrection of 
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Ghede mimicked passion plays many Haitians see performed by Catholic groups in Haiti 
and the diaspora. Passion plays may not be direct acts of devotion to God but they are 
rituals that reflect devotional goals and relationships. Through reenacting mythology, 
they pull it into being again and again. But each time it is reconstructed in a new context 
thereby linking a shared myth to contemporary needs and realities. The myth may remain 
the same but the relationships expressed between it and the community adapt (Bell 1992, 
124).  
 In this case, the ritual form was adapted to include formal talks utilizing 
PowerPoint, creating an academic and authoritative feel to the presentation. The 
performance was not merely a congregation performing a passion play. It was also a 
carefully orchestrated cultural performance and talk aimed at educating the audience. In 
contrast to the legitimating setting of Brown University, this presentation adopted an 
even more traditional academic format. This may be in part because of the additional 
claims-making goals that they held.  
The presenters were less interested in providing an authentic look at a religious 
practice than they were in constructing shared ideas about identity. Haitian and African 
diaspora pride wove throughout the presentations and talks. Vodou was not merely a faith 
but a way of reclaiming Haitian-ness that bypassed the problems of a colonial history. 
Despite the syncretic nature of the tradition, they presented it as a heritage of Haiti’s 
African past, a heritage to celebrate and reclaim. The audience was reminded that 
Catholicism and especially Protestantism were faiths imposed upon them during the 
process of slavery. Vodou was their ancestors’ resistance and it could be theirs as well.  
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Diasporic communities are typically not homogeneous in the homeland. They 
come from different classes, races, religions, education levels, and regions. As discussed 
in chapter one, Haiti struggles with significant class disparities that divide the nation. But 
in the diaspora, those differences tend to mean less than the unity of the shared homeland. 
Johnson said of the Garifuna, “it is only in the urban, diasporic space of New York that 
the idea of the group as a whole emerges and is celebrated, leveling hierarchy and 
bestowing the sense of being part of spontaneous communitas (Johnson 2007, 244). In 
the face of the homogenizing work of the nation-state, diasporic identities flatten 
homeland hierarchies.  
But this takes cultural work (Johnson 2007), and in my own fieldwork I noted that 
these hierarchies still partially remain. People remember their positioning in the 
homeland perhaps in part because they are in contact with it so frequently. However, they 
are able to renegotiate and reinvent ideas about self, class, and power relations through 
diasporic opportunities. A lower class immigrant who is able to work his or her way up 
the economic ladder in America can have influence in the homeland and new land. And 
initiation always provides an opportunity to change social positioning by achieving 
respected spiritual status and proving knowledge levels. But rites and congregations also 
provide opportunities to redraw borders around the in-group. The cultural work of ritual 
can not only reinforce existing communities of practice but cultivate ones with new 
members and demographics.  
Therefore, the performers also had dual purposes in their presentation. The ritual 
passion play of Ghede created the as if world where the lwa was reborn among the 
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audience. He was proof of life after death not as an abstract concept but in the here and 
now. The physicality of his presence stands in stark contrast to the emptiness of loss. But 
it is precisely this disconnect that produces a community who can act and react to issues 
of death and longing as a sage would. Death is, perhaps, the most jarring moment where 
our cultural glosses are peeled back to reveal the raw and seemingly artificial 
constructions of social relations and meanings. Without sages, communities risk the 
anomic experience of losing a loved one and becoming a permanent exile. 
The larger performance was also a ritual of belonging and claims-making. Haitian 
identities in the diaspora are fraught with tensions over blackness, Frenchness, class, and 
culture. Redrawing borders of belonging and identity that included Vodou was a political 
and social statement. At a Haitian college student group event I later attended, members 
spoke of their parents’ collective horror that they had joined. As discussed in chapter one, 
their parents were insistent that publicly proclaiming Haitian identity would hinder their 
upward social mobility in America. The students spoke of the need to discover Haiti in 
order to discover self. And Vodou was a part of that. They talked about the dismissal of 
Vodou by colonialists, Americans, and even academics as mere superstition or witchcraft. 
One student spoke about her goals of learning about Vodou at least academically so that 
she could understand her own heritage. She saw Vodou and Haitian ethnic identity as 
interwoven. For most of her upbringing, she was forbidden to examine large portions of 
that cultural tapestry. Vodou, Africanisms, and folk traditions were missing part of her 
heritage she wanted to reclaim. The library performance echoed that sentiment. 
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In the library, the ritual of an educational performance aimed to present new 
categories of belonging and relationships between self, community, and history. The 
audience responses suggested that for the most part they supported an idea of Haitian-
ness that repositioned Vodou and Africanisms as a central pillar. Most of the audience 
members were white-collar educated workers in the Greater Boston area. Many had 
grown up in middle class families either in America or Haiti. Their families at best saw 
Vodou as folk superstition that educated people knew the same way they were familiar 
with Greek and Roman mythology. At worst, it was shunned and ridiculed. Yet, today 
there is a growing movement of educated Haitian Americans who wish to engage with 
Vodou as a source of pride. Presentations like this allow middle class Haitian Americans 
the ability to learn from what they would define as authentic Haitian sources. But they 
can do this in settings that are comfortable and without requiring they violate middle 
class norms of behavior or display their own konesans.  
However, like the Brown University performance, audience members who are 
dismissive or hostile towards Vodou were not likely to attend. The library performance 
was for a sub-group of Haitians doing identity work who see Vodou as a tool in this 
process. Many in attendance saw it as an ethnic cultural identity marker rather than a 
spiritual affiliation. In this sense, Vodou was a connection to a part of an identity they 
wished to construct and present. The presentation ritual guided the process of redrawing 
the borders around cultural concepts and practices that they wished to claim (though 
perhaps not experience). It also reminded them about the European influences that had 
been forced upon them and could now be excised.  
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Rituals and Activism in the Diaspora vs. the Homeland 	
 These three rituals and their audiences reveal the educational nature of the 
performances. They work to construct citizens of faith and identity who share categories, 
discrimination, and understandings of the relationships between them. Rituals provide the 
as if that guides participants to understand the ideal in order to sagely apply concepts in 
novel contexts. Lave argues that learning is a ”process of becoming a member of a 
sustained community of practice" (Lave 1991, 65). Practitioners and Haitians were able 
to engage with these rites to redraw borders of belonging and identity. The as if of moral 
geographies orients participants and provides a shared compass for navigation.  
 However, informants were also adamant that these ritual educational 
performances were useful for education outwards and not just inwards. Haitian 
Americans and non-Haitian practitioners in particular were outspoken about the need to 
change social norms regarding Vodou. They stopped short of claiming that outreach 
could directly impact the experiences of stigmatization within Haiti where there is still 
significant tension between Vodou, Catholicism and newer Protestant groups. However, 
they did hope that educational outreach could impact two dimensions: the position of 
Vodou in American today and the attitudes of American non-profit work and policies 
towards Vodouisants in Haiti.  
The presentation at Brown University was one of many examples where 
Vodouisants I was working with actively reached out to non-Vodouisants in an attempt to 
educate about the faith. Educational outreach happens in Haiti as well in ways that are 
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more involved and politically focused than the tourist presentations described earlier. 
Though my informants were not directly involved with these activities in Haiti, they were 
very aware of them, and it colored their actions in America.  
In Haiti, there are a few Vodou advocates such as the late Max Beauvoir who was an 
important religious and political leader. Beauvoir had a graduate degree in biochemistry 
from the Sorbonne and only came to active practice of Vodou when his dying grandfather 
named him the temple successor. Beauvoir’s Vodou activism was important for raising 
awareness within his own country and he readily gave interviews with foreign journalists. 
His science background and continuation of research and publication helped legitimize 
Vodou as an educated man’s religion (Lacey 2008).  
But, much of Beauvoir’s presentation was wrapped up with a Haitian nationalism 
similar to the negritude movements described in chapter one. His group, the National 
Confederation of Haitian Vodouizan (KNVA), focuses largely on internal issues related 
to religious freedom and Haitian politics. Vodouisants in the diaspora are deeply 
concerned about religious persecution in Haiti, but they also face their own concerns in 
America. Beauvoir’s name carries weight in the communities where I worked and some 
saw their work as an extension of his more Haitian focused one. However, there were 
frustrations with the way American press presented him as the “pope of Vodou” as if he 
had religious authority over their practice. Most Vodouisants I spoke with respected his 
work but thought he was largely irrelevant to their own religious and personal concerns.  
At one ceremony, a woman stormed up to the manbo and loudly complained she had 
not been given a seat. The basement is so small that at most a quarter of the attendees get 
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seats. They are usually claimed early in the night and only given up for elderly or highly 
prominent practitioners who arrive later. She announced, “I am here on behalf of Max 
Beauvoir! I will tell him all about this.” She waited for a response with her hands on her 
hips and her face thrust forward challengingly. The manbo threw up her hands and said, 
“Who is that? Who is Max Beauvoir? What do I care what he thinks?” and walked away. 
The woman stared at the empty space where the manbo had just been in mild shock and 
slunk back into the crowd.  
The manbo had mentioned Beauvoir only a few days earlier. I knew she was fully 
aware of who he was and why people thought he was important. The next time we were 
able to meet, I asked her about the altercation. She said that the woman was being rude 
and needed to be put in her place. I asked if she thought the woman was really there on 
behalf of the well known houngan. The manbo looked at me with sympathy for my 
naiveté and explained people tried to use Beauvoir’s name to gain position. But she 
doubted the woman had ever even met him. She went on to say, however, that even if she 
was there on his behalf she did not care. “What has he done for me?” she asked. He was 
not her teacher or family. She explained that Beauvoir was like most Vodou advocates in 
Haiti. Regardless of the strides he makes in the homeland he was disconnected from her 
struggles in Boston.  
Vodouisants in the Boston area, then, are left to figure out how to advocate for their 
own needs with little help from communities back home. Part of this includes the desire 
to push outwards to establish their positioning within the larger public religions in 
America. Religion in America enjoys a privileged and protected position for civic 
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participation and maintenance of tradition. However, the more highly stigmatized a faith 
the harder it is to take advantage of this. Adaptation requires structural and practice based 
changes as well as finding ways to translate traditions into new contexts.  
In other words, the diasporic experience involves navigating categories, delineations, 
and relationships that do not align with the homeland. For outsiders, Vodou is wrapped 
up in stereotypes and a history of dismissing it as not a “real” religion. As discussed in 
chapter one and as scholars like John Bartkowski have pointed out (1998), the larger 
social discourse surrounding Vodou categorizes it as dangerous and evil witchcraft. Not 
as a religion. While conducting fieldwork on New Orleans Vodou for my master’s, I had 
numerous non-anthropology classmates at Louisiana State University admit shock that I 
was studying Vodou. One religious studies course classmate commented, “Oh! You’re 
studying devil worshippers? How fascinating!” They were not intending offense but they 
saw the conflation of Satanism and Vodou as an appropriate categorization. They 
appeared genuinely surprised to find out that Vodouisants did not include Lucifer as an 
object of worship.  
My informants in America related similar scenarios. Coworkers, family, friends, and 
the public were largely uninformed about Vodou. “Coming out of the Vodou closet” 
meant having to face these issues head on, which was often tedious and emotional. 
American categories of religion often discriminate between “real” religions like 
Abrahamic traditions and “superstitions” such as African diaspora faiths. Recent cultural 
shifts have challenged those categories as more non-Christian religions are present in 
America. People spoke to me about their goals of helping Vodou undergo a de-
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stigmatization that would allow it to follow the paths of Judaism and, to a lesser extent, 
Islam into the mainstream. Perhaps, through educational efforts they could help 
Americans learn to discern and redraw their categories in ways that brought Vodou under 
the larger “real” religion label. Engaging in collective public presentations also likely 
helped ease the discomfort of “coming out of the Vodou closet,” especially if legitimized 
by performing at an Ivy League.  
Presentations also open up avenues for analysts to reconsider aspects of faith and 
carve out new perspectives. The process of creolization and decreolization is not merely 
an act of cultural conservation, resistance, and adaptation. It can also be a process of 
creative accommodation where practitioners construct new ways of solving problems and 
being in the world. They can develop solutions that reconcile their own problems with 
their faith while still bridging immigrant, American, and Haitian needs. In translating 
their faith for outsiders they can write new narratives that speak to their glocal needs. 
And they can find creative ways to reinforce, communicate, and justify these narratives. 
However, these processes are not without conflict and tension. 
New Vodou Congregations – Community, Claims, and Outreach 	
American Vodouisants have the possibility of constructing new ways of being that 
can be simultaneously presented as traditional and modern. This process is not unique or 
new for immigrant Haitian communities, however. American Muslims have struggled 
with this problem of adapting to the new American context and maintaining faith 
communities. As Alan Wolfe suggests, “there is, in fact, no aspect of Islam that can be 
maintained in the United States in the same manner it is maintained in Muslim-majority 
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societies” (2003, 227). The lack of a religiously homogeneous society as well as different 
structural and legal realities necessitate changes to their practice. Mosques, he argues, 
inevitably come to resemble churches with congregations, and imams become religious 
professionals (Wolfe 2003).  
Wolfe is building upon Warner’s arguments that immigrant faiths in America 
eventually adapt to de facto congregationalism (1993). As Wendy Cadge explains 
Warner’s idea,  
It proposes that, under the distinctive conditions of modern life in the United States, 
religions from around the world come eventually to resemble institutionally the kind 
of Protestant church congregation that has its roots in seventeenth-century Puritanism. 
Roman Catholic parishes, Islamic mosques, Hindu temples—all, when they arrive on 
American shores, enter into a process whereby they transform themselves 
institutionally into a form ultimately indistinguishable from a typical Protestant 
congregation (2008, 347).  
 
Warner would perhaps not say these congregations are entirely indistinguishable, but they 
do begin to resemble Protestant congregations. Warner also argues that the voluntary 
nature and market competition of American religion allows laity to find religious 
belonging that suits their lives, crafting narratives that creatively carve out spaces for new 
interpretations (McGuire 1982; Neitz 1987; Warner 1988; Bender 1991).  
The disestablishment of religion also opens up the possibilities for religious variations 
that are still recognized as legitimate expressions of faith. "While in medieval Europe 
there was only one "the" Church, religion in America has taken many forms, 
denominational and congregational among them" (1993, 1068). If communities adapt to 
this de facto congregationalism, it gives them the external markers of a legitimate faith 
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group both legally and culturally. And this may provide useful normative pathways to 
thriving in diaspora contexts.  
Warner elaborated his 1993 model to include more specific elements that he argues 
de facto congregations in America develop:  
where the religious community becomes ( 1 ) a voluntary membership association, 
whose identity is (2) defined more by the people who form it than by the territory 
they inhabit (cf. the "parish" form of organization)... A congregation typically 
features (3) lay leadership (a board of elders, directors, deacons, etc.) and (4) 
systematic fund-raising and a system of trustees (who may overlap with the 
leadership board) with eventual incorporation for tax purposes as a non-profit entity, 
which is often, though not always, independent of any larger "denomination." 
Because of its lay leadership and voluntary funding, there is (5) a tendency for clergy 
to be professionals hired as employees)... Because of its voluntary, self-determined 
nature, the congregation also has (6) a tendency to ethnic exclusiveness. Because the 
people who establish the congregation have multiple needs, there is (7) a tendency for 
it to be multi-functional (featuring more than religious "worship," including 
educational, cultural, social, political, and social service activities). . Because families 
tend to have the day off on Sunday, there is (8) a tendency for these activities to be 
brought together under the roof of the institution on Sunday, whatever the particular 
sacred day of that tradition (Warner 2000, 277).  
 
This definition describes the end of what can often be a multi-generational process. 
Vodou communities I worked with are still in the middle of this, which makes it an 
interesting time to study how they are proceeding. It may be that they will adopt but also 
reject aspects of this frame. I argue that this is not an inevitable end result but rather an 
outline of the various aspects of a faith community to which religions in America are 
pressured to adjust.  
For example, none of the houses I spoke with have established a full-time employed 
position for religious leaders, which is part of Warner’s model (2000). In Haiti and the 
diaspora, manbo and houngan can earn money through client work providing spells, 
readings, spiritual baths, and performing rituals. While spiritual work can be the singular 
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breadwinning activity in Haiti none of the religious experts I spoke with in Boston made 
enough to quit their day jobs. Some did speak about wanting to raise capital to establish 
an independent temple that could provide a full-time religious position. However, for 
now all of the houses I spoke with are running ceremonies in their basements or living 
rooms and are not able to support themselves financially solely with religious work. In 
addition to financial barriers, they need a trained and reliable congregation to assist. And 
they have to build up their reputations and positioning as professionals. Since the model 
exists in Haiti, however, I anticipate they will eventually migrate in this direction or 
develop into a hybrid. If that develops, the other points such as a board of trustees and 
more formalized fund raising may follow.  
Ethnic exclusivity, however, is a point that is heavily debated among Vodouisants in 
the diaspora. The community I worked with made an effort to redraw moral geographies 
of belonging such that non-Haitians became part of the in-group. The ritual as if space 
provided (or at least could provide) the ideal model for how non-Haitian and Haitian 
members were integrated into the community. Likewise, this was facilitated by their 
equal relationships to the lwa who possessed and engaged with Haitian and non-Haitian 
alike. If the divine treat them as equal, this constructs a particular kind of relationship and 
understanding of categories of people. External cultural pressures and labels shaped the 
intersubjective identity building processes surrounding ethnicity as seen in chapters one 
and two. But another external pressure is the divine. Whether the lwa recognize 
individuals as belonging and the degree of respect they show them will shape how the in-
group considers itself. 
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Cadge suggests that a flaw in Warner’s model is underplaying the agency of 
immigrant groups arriving to America. While similar pressures and cultural models will 
influence these religious groups in similar ways, they may not all respond in the same 
manner. Warner’s model may reflect the aspects which immigrant faiths must navigate 
but not how they navigate. The creative cultural accommodations of a diaspora group 
involve pushing back and selectively adopting or adjusting these models.  
The community I worked with was very aware of the intimate relationship between 
Vodou and Haiti as well as Haitian pride movements that embraced Vodou folkways. In 
fact, they often called their faith “Haitian Vodou” rather than just “Vodou” to distinguish 
it from practices in Benin and New Orleans. Ethnicity as both cultural background and 
national identity were important aspects of practice and belonging. Yet, they attempted to 
redraw those boundaries in ways that encompassed non-Haitians. One way to do this was 
the internally facing educational experience of devotional ritual. Yet, there was another 
way to do this as well – externally facing educational opportunities. 
The presentation at Brown University was one among many public presentations to 
non-Haitian audiences that I attended during my fieldwork period. Unlike the Brockton 
Public Library presentation, these often blended glimpses into what they presented as 
authentic rites complete with possession and direct educational attempts. However, an 
important piece of this outward educational initiative was the choice of presentation sites. 
The ones I attended utilized pathways that indicated reliability, accuracy of information, 
and trust.  
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For example, a piece produced for National Public Radio was created by a journalist 
who recorded selections of a Ghede rite he attended, interviews with practitioners, and 
his own narration. The journalist uploaded photos he took of altars and veves to the news 
website and listeners were encouraged to view them. As far as I could find, this was one 
of the only times a journalist was directly engaged and invited in to record and describe 
rites. Most major newspapers and many local newspapers in areas with a high Haitian 
population periodically cover Vodou. The house could have easily found a local paper to 
cover the fete if they so desired. NPR, however, holds weight as highly reputable and a 
news source for more educated consumers (This is NPR 2016). The richness of an audio 
story also allows audiences to feel embedded within the narrative, which may help with 
empathetic consuming. The audio snippets provided an educational tool similar to the 
abbreviated ritual presentations at universities. It brought audiences in and assured them 
of authenticity of content. 
One houngan explained that the journalist was working closely with them but also 
that they trusted NPR to avoid the sensational journalism that the house criticized of other 
outlets. It was a bragging right to say that their house had been chosen for this piece. But 
it also provided tools for claims-making beyond reputation building. Having the NPR 
stamp of approval supported their claims of correct practice and traditionalism. It was 
also a way to speak to particular sets of audiences. According to a marketing study of 
their audiences, NPR’s listeners are 456% more likely to hold a doctorate degree than 
audiences for other news sources. 74% of listeners are more likely to earn incomes of 
$100,000 or more (This is NPR 2016). The NPR piece was not a story for the general 
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American public. It, like the university presentations, was consumed largely by highly 
educated audiences. 
In another example, at a presentation held at Harvard University, the house was able 
to utilize a highly respected setting and audience to make claims about their practice and 
position. The event was a fundraiser for Haitian victims of the 2010 earthquake but it also 
included speeches and a small ritual for the dead. The audience was largely professors 
and students at Harvard University and other nearby universities. They shared a printed 
handout that had a section about the house. It read, “Our membership is diverse and 
includes people from many backgrounds. We have come together due to our genuine 
interest in this beautiful religion. Some of us were raised with Vodou. Many were not. 
The head of our sosyete believes that the lwa, the holy spirits of Vodou, call to many.” 
The simple description of their congregation was also a declaration about their diversity.  
Their redrawing of moral geographies risks, however, accusations of cultural 
appropriation. Highly educated and often liberal audiences are well aware of the issues 
surrounding claiming belonging in a culture that is not your own. The reward is access to 
cultural influencers whose networks could impact journalism, jobs, charitable efforts, and 
policy. Changing their minds about Vodou could have a domino effect, but they would 
also require a thoughtful presentation. Access to a platform such as Harvard provides a 
powerful way to claim legitimacy and to influence certain demographics. Yet, this must 
be done in a sensitive manner. Access to these spaces requires consideration of audiences 
and voice.  
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To this end, one of the houngan gave a speech before the ritual began. He is a white 
American who was in the process of getting his PhD at the time. He stood behind the 
podium dressed in ritual white and read a beautifully worded speech. In it he spoke 
poetically about his dreams after the earthquake, the beauty of Vodou, and the meanings 
he found in his faith community. He also spoke directly about identity, stereotypes, and 
practice. He said, “as a Vodou priest, I am vigilant about not “playing Haitian.” I am not 
Haitian, and I never will be. However, I am a Vodouisant, and the two cannot and should 
not ever be disentangled. Through the mystical process of initiation, I was reborn upon 
the soil of Haiti.” Here he places himself as spiritually Haitian while being culturally and 
biologically not-Haitian.  
Claims of authenticity reflect a lineage of the soul pronouncement. Initiation is a 
process of being spiritually reborn. If this occurs in Haiti, it can be used to redraw those 
boundaries without making claims to ownership of culture. In other words, the houngan 
can claim spirit and not heritage as his authentic marker of belonging. It is powerful for 
his own subjective identity processes, but the audience may vary in how they accept this 
claims-making of belonging. Non-Haitian audiences may value doing and knowledge 
over ascribed labels of race. Most are likely unaware of Haitian debates about the subject 
and his positioning on stage next to identifiably Haitian practitioners may legitimize him 
in their eyes. Haitian reactions, however, may be mixed depending on how they view the 
initiation of non-Haitians. However, individuals such as this can play important roles in 
Haitian Vodouisant goal of establishing the faith as an accepted American religion. He is 
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legitimized as both an academic with his Harvard PhD and, at least to outsiders, an 
authentic Vodouisant able to speak for the community. He is a cultural bridge. 
His speech also dealt with the stereotypes surrounding Vodou and Haiti. 
“Furthermore, we believe that, in many ways, what people think about Vodou is also 
what they think about Haitians. If people believe that Vodou is benighted, encouraging 
waste and discouraging development, they will use this as a convenient excuse to not 
help Haiti. We hope that this ceremony will shed light on the Vodou tradition and allow 
you to appreciate its beauty.” Harvard students and professors often come from 
privileged backgrounds and their opinion regarding issues such as foreign aid policies 
and non-profit initiatives are frequently sought after. The house later suggested that the 
opportunity to influence the audience’s views about Vodou might in turn influence direct 
action and money related to Haiti.  
These efforts to utilize ritual to educate outwards are largely congregation-based. 
Unlike in Haiti, there is no national civil society attempting to directly change 
governmental policies and attitudes towards Haiti. There is no Max Beauvoir. There are, 
however, new de facto congregations that mobilize members of faith into communities 
with shared goals and perspectives. These voluntary associations may, in some ways, be 
more persuasive for their end goals than formalized civil society organizations that deal 
directly with politics. These congregations currently do not have paid clergy, are not part 
of a larger organized religion, and do not petition the government. They therefore avoid 
any negative associations with political parties and religious special interest groups. In 
other words, congregational activities may come across as more sincere and therefore 
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more authentic for American audiences influenced by Enlightenment ideas of 
authenticity.  
The high number of academics who either attend their rites or are initiates boosts 
these congregational legitimacy claims. At this presenting house alone, I encountered 
nine professors or PhD students who have published articles about African diaspora 
religions. I knew of many more academics who were involved with Vodou in the greater 
Boston area. These relationships create a feedback loop of legitimacy claims. For 
example, those who engaged with congregations that involved non-Haitians often 
included broader definitions of who could be a Vodouisant. The houngan’s speech at the 
Harvard presentation is an example of how academics with relationships to the house 
often draw these maps of moral geographies. They also point to the decisions made by 
the house regarding creolizations and decreolizations as aligning with larger Vodou ethos 
and practice. 
In turn, these academic publications can influence some policy, non-profit, and 
governmental leaders. But more importantly they provide a way of claiming 
traditionalism and correct practice. It is not just the congregation making these claims. 
Peer reviewed studies back them up. If they want to conduct educational outreach or an 
educationally focused institution wants an “authentic” presentation they can use these 
publications as authenticity mediators. This in turn fosters more involvement from 
academics as either audiences, participants, or as researchers. As the house adjusts for 
new contexts, these presentations and publications balance change with claims of 
authentic practice. The cyclical relationship between practice, academia, and claims-
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making ensures that they can open moral geography borders, make changes to practice, 
and still claim traditionalism, while reaching outwards to impact larger categories of 
Vodou and religion in America.  
The Brockton Public Library presentations are an interesting contrast. Some of the 
presenters were also academics or involved in houses that made larger claims about 
ethnic belonging. Yet, their goals in education did not rely upon respectability markers to 
make claims. For these Haitians, Harvard or NPR’s opinion about how they should 
internalize ideas of ethnic belonging and its relationships to Vodou were largely 
irrelevant. What mattered was the reputation claims of the presenters who were 
community members and Vodouisants. Therefore, a local community space was 
appropriate. All it needed to do was provide a place to socialize and engage with the 
presenters. Rather than rely upon carefully crafted speeches or appeals to authenticity, 
they appealed to a reputation model of self and identity as well as emotional expressivity. 
Reject the colonial notion that worth is found through French and Western identity 
markers and embrace your African-ness. For many Haitians, this means Vodou.  
 
Do Ritual Audiences Change Ritual Purposes and Identities?  	
 Seligman and Weller, building upon Turner and Schechner’s work (1986, 1988), 
suggest the ritual as if continually reconstructs a world that is responsive to immediate 
concerns. However, it also provides a set aside time where boundaries can be rethought, 
redrawn, and explored. “The “as if” quality in turn allows ritual to deal with the 
ambiguities and ambivalence of social life, as well as with the ambiguities and 
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ambivalence in interactions with unseen and influential beings, especially deities. In 
dealing with ambiguities, ritual engages boundaries: boundaries are crossed, violated, 
blurred, and then, in an oscillating way, reaffirmed, reestablished, and strengthened” 
(2008, 43). At the end of the rite, the borders once again become set but they may now be 
in different places.  
The ritual moment is a time to play with norms as much as it teaches them. 
Extreme border reorganization might fail because these categories and relationships are 
not relevant to the realities of practitioners on the ground. However, when it succeeds it 
produces practitioners and participants who not only align along historical category 
relations but sagely know how to navigate new social maps. Ritual links the traditional 
and the constantly changing present providing a toolkit for survival (Seligman and Weller 
2008).  
Diasporas are replete with ambiguity and ambivalence as they try to navigate new 
lands through lenses of the homeland. These rituals may provide tools for finding their 
place. Paul Christopher Johnson argues that the context of actors and location matter, 
however, for the way that ritual works. “Surely ritual works differently in each place—
places of varying material resources, performative spaces, daily habits, patterns of 
congregation, modes of transport and communication, and so on. To say that both a 
Garifuna village in Honduras and a neighborhood in the Bronx can produce social 
immediacy through religion does not mean that they produce it in just the same way, or 
that it has the same effects or even the same meaning in social actors’ lives” (2007, 101). 
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Considering the purpose and effects of rituals in different contexts provides insight into 
diasporic experiences and tensions. 
The rituals for lwa that happen in private sacred spaces for practitioners produce 
sage citizens of the faith who can apply concepts to novel situations. They also create the 
as if that suggests diasporic changes – including the incorporation of non-Haitians – are 
in harmony with the practices and traditions of the homeland. The creative aspects of 
ritual provide an opportunity to play with those borders and geographies producing two 
ends. Participants can choose to retain elements but also to rework the aspects that do not 
currently serve their needs effectively in a dynamic context. The reactions and 
interactions of lwa and audience alike provide a dialog between change and tradition. 
Observing responses helps communities immediately assess how far they can push and 
pull these elements. Second, effective changes guide participants in the appropriate new 
relationships between the categories. Participants leave the ritual not only with 
knowledge of the newest shifts of diasporic accommodations but also how they should 
navigate them.  
Community focused rites are not produced for outsiders even though outsiders 
like me are allowed to attend. If given the time to engage in a natural history approach to 
learning, outsiders could eventually learn to determine categories, discriminate between 
them, and understand the relationships that connect them. Yet, that takes significant time 
investment. For individuals interested in initiation, such an approach is a useful 
educational tool. But a nine hour ritual in another language lacking guideposts that would 
be intelligible for most Americans is a difficult way to educate non-practitioners. They 
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risk outsider attendees missing important aspects of the faith, and they risk the 
sensational aspects being the primary takeaway. Attendees may not understand much, but 
animal sacrifice, waving machetes, and the wild eyes of possession make for good 
stories.  
Rituals performed by practitioners but in academically focused places mitigate 
some of these outsider issues. Attendees enter into the experience anticipating an 
educational moment and, according to my conversations with them, an interest in 
reworking the categories they hold for Vodou. Unlike the tourist rituals of the 1970s and 
80s, these performances claim as well as present an aura of authenticity. The academic 
setting legitimizes their presentation as an insight into traditional Vodou practice. In turn, 
the presence of academics in the role of presenter and their appeal to peer reviewed 
publications legitimizes their choices about congregational diversity and diasporic 
practice.  
These rituals weave together claims of traditionalism and modernity. As authentic 
practice, they retain the traditional elements of the homeland. Yet, they are pulled into the 
diasporic city and into the university. These rituals are performed by modern Americans 
as a religious performance. Practitioners are utilizing ritual to not only orient members 
towards their roles as educators but also orient audiences towards categorizing Vodou as 
a genuine and relevant religion. In comparison to outsiders attending rituals aimed at 
practitioners, attendees are guided through the experience and given ample opportunities 
to ask questions. Afterwards, presenters hope that the audience will go out into the world 
with a new perspective on Vodou and it’s role in Haiti and America. Given the elite 
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nature of the Ivy League universities where most of their presentations took place, it is 
also possible these rituals are shaping people who will influence larger national policies 
and attitudes.  
Most of the Haitian American community itself is not part of this Ivory Tower 
audience. Nor are they interested in Vodou for the same reasons. They may also be 
grappling with stereotypes of the faith that they wish to rectify. But, the purpose for 
rethinking Vodou is to learn how to categorize it within larger changing ideas of identity. 
Diasporas rework hierarchical and disparate relationships. This process includes the 
cultural work to find new narratives that unite them. Rituals by Haitian Vodouisants for 
non-Vodouisant Haitians guide attendees to rework categories of Haitian-ness to focus on 
African rather than French heritage.  
The kinds of citizens produced from these rituals of identity are ethnic and history 
focused. They empower black Haitians to find pride in Africanisms and dark skin, as well 
as the folk traditions handed down since the days of slavery. These were traditions they 
were told to shun for generations as evil or simply superstition. A new moral geography, 
however, with a focus on African heritage of genes and culture, leaves little space for 
non-Haitians.  
The different audiences and purposes of these rituals reveal a disconnect in the 
kind of educational lessons audiences learn. Is Vodou a tool for navigating the everyday? 
A claim of pride in African heritage? Is it a religion for just Haitians or are non-Haitians 
allowed within? An academically sanctioned world religion? Or a folk tradition locked 
into a tiny half island? How do these lessons overlap and when and where are they not 
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reconcilable? These are issues that will become increasingly problematic moving 
forward. Added to this problem are the other Haitian diaspora communities who are 
engaging in their own rituals of education. Because each of these communities is a 
voluntary congregation rather than the nation-wide civil society organizations seen in 
Haiti, the ritual canons can develop in drastically different ways. To become an American 
religion Vodouisants will need to figure out how to coordinate shared categories while 
retaining the ability to localize.  
I now turn to my conclusion to contemplated what we can learn from the data 
presented in earlier chapters.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Immigrant communities in America are pushed and pulled between the 
frameworks that try to mold newly arrived traditions into familiar patterns of American 
religiosity against the agency of immigrants who want to resist this assimilation. 
Immigrants can reap legal and social benefits from adapting their traditions in ways that 
feel familiar and accessible to the American public. Congregations provide structured 
social organizations, tax exemptions, civil society options, and vital networks for 
immigrant communities. They also reshape faiths into formats that are more comfortable 
for Americans providing expanded opportunities for practice.  
However, immigrants also actively work to resist and negotiate these guiding 
frames. Immigrant traditions are not passively sifted into appropriate religiosity 
categories and molds. Groups recognize, engage with, and debate these reworkings in the 
diaspora. No immigrant group is singular and homogeneous in the homeland, but they are 
also not so in the new land. Rather, immigrant identities may conflate but also fracture 
further along new fault lines. Therefore, the ways in which diasporic groups reconstruct 
religion in America are in dialog with both the frameworks of American religiosity and 
the internal debates within their own immigrant communities.  
The Haitian Vodouisants in the Greater Boston Area I worked with during this 
study are faced with finding ways to retain their practice in the diaspora but also 
(re)claiming pride and identity rooted in rural Haitian traditions. They are navigating 
normalizing efforts from American concepts of religiosity and the need to assimilate in 
order to succeed. Yet, to thrive as a diasporic religion they must also resist complete 
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assimilation. Additionally, they must figure out how to carve out a space that is adapted 
for local needs but which is still recognized by other diasporic groups and the homeland. 
What a diasporic Vodou looks like is being actively discussed and reworked by 
communities such as the house run by the manbo in my fieldwork. Part of this adaptation 
to the new land is finding ways to redraw moral geographies of belonging that retain vital 
religious ties to sacred spaces and people in the homeland while embracing new networks 
in the new land. This study attempts to describe these tensions and processes of external 
and internal pushes and pulls.  
External Pulls: Normalization, Diasporas, and American Religiosity 	
 Stephen Warner’s analysis of American religious institutions whose work began 
my study in the introduction, provides a useful way to look at the systems in place that 
immigrants encounter (1993). Additionally, Paul Christopher Johnson’s work on 
diasporas helps us better understand the processes at play within those systems for these 
same communities (2007). Paul Brodwin also reminds us, localization can create 
ethnicities of difference that are direct results of comparing and responding to the 
subcultures around them (2011). Together, these ideas provide lenses for understanding 
how Haitians in the Greater Boston Area are influenced by larger social frames and 
processes.  
 Warner argues that the disestablishment of American religion is the norm and has 
been for most of American history (1993). Older models such as Berger’s assumed that 
secularization processes made maintenance of “superstitious” and “deviant” traditions 
arduous (Berger 1967), but Warner suggests that it is not particularly difficult to retain 
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strong and even orthodox religious beliefs in America.  “One result of the older paradigm 
was that relatively too much attention was paid to the question of maintaining deviant 
religious cognitions and too little to what the religion in question did for its adherents and 
they for it in the real world” (Warner 1993, 1057). In the case of Vodou, it is not 
shocking that a stigmatized faith that layers spirits and signs onto the everyday meaning-
making of life survives in American contexts. The religion provides tools for controlling 
the uncontrollable, building community, and crafting identities. In turn, adherents push it 
back out into the world anew and entwine it with their lived experiences. If Warner is 
correct, there is nothing in the system of American religiosity that prevents immigrant 
traditions - even highly stigmatized ones - from surviving and thriving.  
 This is in part because American religion, as Warner claims, is also a free-market. 
Communities of faith have always had to navigate changing demographics of both 
Americans and their own congregations. “Very few of the hundreds of religious 
organizations flourishing in the United States today...have had to adjust to a pluralistic 
situation. Most of them were born into it” (Warner 1993, 1054). Without an established 
religion and with a diverse set of both citizens and religious options, American religion is 
a “wide open” religious economy. Therefore, means that suppliers (i.e. religious 
congregations and leaders) have to meet consumer needs in order to attract and keep 
adherents. And without political influence on religious practice, congregations can 
choose to adapt or resist however they see fit. However, Warner also suggests that the 
free-market aspect of American religiosity does not detract from sincerity. Adaptations 
are seen as bridges between faith and congregants’ lived realities - not bowing to them.  
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 Haitian Vodouisants are encountering this particular set of ideas about religion 
and pluralism as immigrants to the new land. In Haiti, political space for religious 
freedom was always contested. Catholicism was the normative religious form and 
historically this was enforced both legally and culturally. Even though anti-superstition 
campaigns have not been waged since the US Occupation, Vodou is still culturally tied to 
ideas about class. Social mobility is limited for poorer Haitians in part because they lack 
the cultural capital of the upper class: French language and markers of French heritage 
such as “pure” Catholicism. Newer initiates to Protestant faiths also delegitimize Vodou 
and link conversion to larger transnational and social mobility goals (Richman 2005). 
Though Catholicism is no longer established as the state religion, Vodou is hardly on 
equal footing, nor is Haiti a “wide open” religious economy.  
 In America, in contrast, they are presented with pathways for legitimization and 
recognition not available to them in Haiti. While Vodou still faces significant stigmas in 
the US, there are legal protections for officially recognized religions. Other minority 
immigrant faiths such as Judaism offer potential models for transitioning a stigmatized 
tradition into a normative one. Notwithstanding the anti-Semitic attitudes that still exist in 
America, Judaism certainly does not face the same kind of ostracism and marginalization 
it did prior to WWII. Many of the college educated Vodouisants I spoke with had also 
engaged with Pan-African and American Civil Rights literature, which often draws 
parallels between black and Jewish struggles. These examples of a highly marginalized 
group retaining important aspects of ethnic and religious identity while succeeding 
socially and economically in America were inspiring. Disestablishment, then, creates 
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space for smaller, more focused, and less mainstream traditions such as Vodou. In some 
ways they can survive especially well in a highly pluralistic community such as Boston. 
They become one among many faith traditions.  
Vodou is recognizable by many Americans who have encountered the tradition 
through media sources such as movies, books, television, and news stories. Like some 
other non-Judeo Christian traditions that immigrants continue to practice, there are 
significant pre-existing concepts about their faith in the American consciousness. Islam, 
for example, is often associated with a host of negative stereotypes and relationships to 
violence. However, unlike Islam, there are very few national discussions about Vodou, 
nor are there public figures advocating for better understandings of the religion. 
Vodouisants, then, have no national dialog to tap into, nor can they claim national figures 
such as war heroes who happen to publicly practice Vodou. Practitioners are faced with 
two options: hide their practice while publicly presenting as a more mainstream religious 
tradition (or no tradition) or publicly associate with this stigmatized faith and navigate the 
problems that entails.  
 Public affiliations with Vodou practice do provide ways to transition the tradition 
from a regionally focused practice to an American religion. The model that Warner sets 
out (1993) describes a pathway for shaping practice and community along normative 
American religiosity lines. Consequently, faith communities can not only restructure for 
survival but also find ways to succeed as unique congregations in American contexts. As 
congregations with clear boundaries of community, belonging, and sacred space they can 
mobilize politically and socially. These mobilizations provide opportunities to push back 
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against stigmas regarding their faith but also to take advantage of the privileged space 
that religion in America holds.  
A public path to legitimacy was recognized by many Boston practitioners. For 
example, most of the Vodouisants were familiar with the Supreme Court Case Church of 
the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. Hialeah (though they did not necessarily know the entire 
case name). The ruling determined that a Florida law prohibiting religious animal 
sacrifice was unconstitutional. Importantly, Justice Kennedy’s opinion argued the law 
had specifically been, "gerrymandered" with care to proscribe religious killings of 
animals by Santeria church members but to exclude almost all other animal killings” 
(Kennedy 1993, 591). In other words, the law had been written to discriminate against 
Lukumi (Santeria) practitioners. Yet, Lukumi congregations were able to challenge this 
in the highest courts in the country. And they won.  
As discussed in this dissertation, some Haitian Vodouisants are mobilizing to 
educate about their faith and craft new opportunities for public and open practice. 
However, this comes at a cost. The free market aspect of religion in America means that 
customers also feel empowered to shop where they want, expecting that shopping 
experience to be easy, informed, and welcoming. Warner’s examples of Christian 
churches adapting to reach out to new markets reflects this expectation (1993). From 
youth pastors to social media, Christianity in America has found ways to minister that 
overcome cultural, temporal, and geographic gaps. And it has done this with a smile and 
sincere encouragement for new congregational members.  
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Vodou, however, has not yet begun to proselytize to outsiders. The adaptations 
that Haitians are making in the diaspora are largely focused on internal Haitian concerns - 
not how to market to external spiritual shoppers. The manbo I worked with has adjusted 
certain aspects for non-Kreyol speaking Americans (which I discuss later in this chapter). 
Yet, those are largely to accommodate Americans who have found their way to Vodou, 
not in an attempt to entice outsiders to convert. Thus, when non-Haitians do make their 
way to Vodou houses they are not always welcome, and even if they are accepted their 
positioning can be tenuous. Rather than embracing new converts with a smile, spiritual 
shoppers of Vodou are sometimes held at arm’s length.  
The stance of Vodouisants toward seekers runs counter to normative expectations 
for American religions. As Warner (1993) describes, Americans expect to be able to 
easily learn about any faith option that interests them, hear a welcoming sales pitch while 
they window-shop, and join (or leave) at any time. This is particularly true for young 
adults. The non-Haitians I encountered were largely Millennials, and this means they 
grew up in an age of the internet and constant access to information. American 
Millennials in general expect to be able to make fully informed decisions based upon 
copious amounts of data and to have unrestricted access to information in order to do 
that. They often consider themselves self-learners. For Millennials, the importance is not 
who has knowledge (since a quick Google search is thought to give anyone access) but 
rather if someone has the skills to use and apply that knowledge effectively (Sweeney 
2006). Therefore, they enter the encounter with Vodou expecting a free, information-
gathering engagement. 
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Vodouisants, in contrast, retain ideas about knowledge and access that are 
contrary to these Millennial and larger free market values. Sacred knowledge (konesans) 
is powerful in and of itself. Access to it is restricted not just by practitioners but also by 
the lwa themselves. Konesans is indicative of authority that goes beyond the individual 
and means that it cannot be attained simply through books or lessons. Many of the sacred 
prayers, rites, myths, and scriptures are entirely oral. Access to konesans is limited to 
unwritten sources, and seekers may be turned away. In a free market knowledge 
economy, money and hard work should be able to “bootstrap” motivated individuals to 
the knowledge they seek. When this is not the case, it may cause tensions especially for 
Americans who sought out Vodou as an alternative to large institutional religions. In 
other words, if one of the attractions of Vodou is that it is antithetical to the hierarchical, 
institutionalized, and restrictive nature of the faiths in which Millennials grew up, then 
this barrier to knowledge may be frustrating. 
 Many practitioners also link Vodou and ethnicity, making the discussion about 
outsiders not only a consideration of access to knowledge but also one of spaces and 
bodies. If “traditional” Vodou is defined by embedding practice within the history and 
culture of Haiti, then ethnicity as a way of performing this through bodies and 
community may be a defining factor of the faith community. Diasporic experiences 
complicate these narratives since children of immigrants grow up in different cultural 
environments regardless of how diligently their parents attempt to raise them within the 
homeland culture. In the Boston area, black immigrant communities are also faced with 
multiple ethnic and racial sub-cultural identities to select from and navigate. The richness 
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of identity options leads to new narratives that can be built into the subjective identity 
making processes.  
But it also creates new conversations about the borders of belonging. While some 
houses are allowing non-Haitians into the fold, there are accompanying vetting processes 
to ensure new members will be respectful of participants’ privacy and the traditions of the 
house. In Haiti being Haitian may provide automatic entrance to ceremonies, but in the 
diaspora participants cannot simply follow the sound of the drums. They must learn about 
upcoming rites through word of mouth and to participate fully they have to be known to 
the community and accepted.  
Therefore, unlike some communities of faith in America, Haitian Vodouisants 
may not fully embrace the spiritual shoppers who come knocking on their doors. And 
they certainly may not approve of handing out access to secret and sacred knowledge just 
because interested parties want to know more. Restriction to access and participation 
allows Vodou communities the ability to carefully cultivate particular kinds of 
communities. Secretism may help avoid sensationalism that could occur if practices such 
as animal sacrifice were filmed and shown out of context to the general public. But it also 
means a more introspective narrative building process is going on with regards to moral 
geographies of belonging.  
Ironically, when communities of practice resist open doors and unrestricted 
access, the allure of exclusivity may enhance the “market value” of a product that is only 
accessible for a select few. To initiate, the lwa must approve and invite the person to 
venture into the tradition. Highlighting the traditionalist and therefore restrictive aspect of 
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particular forms of Vodou may be enticing the same way a VIP room is. In order to 
consume this particular kind of practice, non-Haitians are performing a cultural 
competency that can only be gained if they are part of the spiritual elect. The air of 
mystery that surrounds Vodou in the general public eye may enhance this as well. 
 
Localization and Fragmentation 	
While overarching national frames that shape religiosity and congregational 
development are important, the localization impact is also vital for understanding this 
case study. In other words, the macro frameworks of American religiosity are modified 
by localized ones. Paul Brodwin argues there are two general approaches to examining 
diasporas. The first focuses on the transnational experiences of fragmentation that 
construct open ended sources of identity oriented towards mythic homelands. In this 
approach, “collective subjectivity arises from, and mirrors, people's supralocal lives, 
including the ideas, images, and political engagements that move in transnational space” 
(Brodwin 2011, 34). Diasporas in this framework are the spaces between diasporic 
horizons that create new identities that are linked to homeland and new land but are also 
global and unbound. A Haitian diaspora, in this view, is largely the same in Boston, 
Miami, Cuba, and Montreal. 
A second perspective, and one which Brodwin prefers, is to examine diasporas as 
products of lived experiences not in transnational spaces but rather localized ones. 
“Members of a given diasporic enclave within a larger dominant society author their 
(dislocated) lives, but are also subjects fixed into place by surrounding structures and 
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discourses” (Brodwin 2011, 35). Diasporic communities do grapple with these larger 
transnational issues, but they do so from a particular viewpoint rooted in the locality of 
the new land. This does not negate their agency in subjectivity, but it does highlight the 
restrictions and affordances that exist in different contexts. These create the macro frames 
such as the paradigm Warner describes, but also the localized micro frames that 
immigrants in different cities within America must navigate.  
Brodwin argues, “People weave [diasporic subjectivities] into a singular rhetoric 
about identity chiefly in response to the situation immediately at hand, and it is often a 
dangerous situation of marginality and racialized stigma” (2011, 35). His research 
suggests that the Haitian communities he studied in the French West Indies developed 
shared subjectivities largely out of shared experiences of marginality in legal, 
institutional, and symbolic encounters. Though crossing borders and retaining ties to the 
homeland were important, it was this daily experience of “identity as a relationship of 
difference” that crafted their particular diasporic subjectivities. Therefore, “Haitian 
migrants living in Pointe-a-Pitre, Brooklyn, or Montreal du Nord each develop a different 
notion of their group’s essential and defining characteristics” (Brodwin 2011, 35). I argue 
that this also holds for Boston. As described in chapter two especially, the particular 
historical contexts of black Bostonians and black immigrants in Boston create unique 
identities of difference they can call upon to weave together unique claims and 
positionings. 
Haitians in Boston experienced different waves of marginalization. During 
desegregation, the Boston Bus Riots crafted certain kinds of engagements with race that 
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made blackness dangerous. In America the complicated class-oriented racial categories of 
Haiti were irrelevant for racial ascriptions. They were automatically black and in public 
spaces they were conflated with African American civil rights protesters regardless of 
their viewpoints, as the victim of a Boston Busing riot Jean-Louis Andre Yvon 
unfortunately discovered. Ironically, some of the mulat Haitians in Boston might have 
otherwise sympathized with white sensibilities regarding schools and segregation. After 
all, in Haiti the upper class utilizes French to prevent the lower classes from accessing the 
highest realms of power and voice. An informant who was a former worker for the 
Haitian Ministry of Education recalled observing schools after they were told they needed 
to teach French as a second language and incorporate Kreyol instruction. In protest, 
public school teachers would announce a Kreyol period and step outside refusing to 
speak the language in the classroom. Yet, the upper class lost their positioning in the 
immigration experience. They were first and foremost of African descent. They were 
black. 
In response, they mobilized community organizations to craft new Caribbean and 
specifically Haitian focused identities that could mark them as separate. Their identity 
work was largely in response to local experiences of racism and limitations to social 
mobility, not larger transnational horizons. However, this backfired when waves of “boat 
people” coupled with HIV paranoia hit American media. Suddenly, being Haitian marked 
them as dangerous and othered. As the students at the Haitian club expressed, many 
Haitians took their identity underground.  
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Now that second generation Haitian-Americans are trying to (re)discover their 
Haitian identity they are doing so through local forms of engagement. For some, this 
involves college experiences that introduce ideas about post-colonialism, Pan-
Africanism, cultural identities, and critical theory. Vodou provides a valuable way to 
claim an identity and tradition that pushes back against colonial hegemony. This is true 
for non-college educated Vodouisants as well. Yet, the Vodou they are (re)discovering is 
within the context of value systems and academic lenses molded in the local. Post-
colonial critique is possible in a city like Boston that is fairly progressive in general, 
tending to vote Democrat in national elections and supporting progressive goals.  
Yet, Boston is still quite racially segregated and many black Bostonians today 
personally recall their experiences of violence during desegregation. My own experiences 
engaging with college students as a lecturer and discussing race issues with social 
networks often runs into a color-blind attitude from many progressives. In other words, 
many progressives in Boston profess a dedication to racial equality but deny that such 
problems exist in Boston. The segregation of neighborhoods also means that there is little 
interaction between people of different backgrounds and this often falls along racial lines. 
As the Civil Rights Project Report Losing Ground: School Segregation in Massachusetts 
put it, “Because the nonwhite populations have historically been small and there is a 
general white attitude that the state is progressive and has done enough, the issues are 
often ignored” (2013, vi). Therefore, while appeals to African and black identities can be 
empowering and marginally accepted by progressives in Boston, the state is still heavily 
segregated and grapples with serious race related issues. It is easy to other and distance 
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Haitians, even while exoticizing them as mystical sages. For example, a Haitian folkloric 
dance classes offered in Cambridge draws a mix of white middle class students and 
Haitian Vodouisants (who routinely get possessed during class) celebrating Haitian 
identity albeit in a potentially exoticized way.  
Other in-depth ethnographies of Haitian Vodouisants in America have often been 
done in Miami, yielding a picture that may be reflective of those particular local 
engagements in ways that are not entirely reflected in Boston. Differences between the 
cities are not surprising considering the two cities and larger regions have different 
cultural norms and attitudes that immigrants must navigate. For example, according to a 
2015 PRRI poll, 78% of people in Boston favor same-sex marriage while only 55% favor 
it in Miami. Only 29% of Massachusetts residents self identify as conservative while 39% 
do in Florida. According to the Census Bureau, 44% of Massachusetts residents have at 
least a bachelor’s and 16.4% have an advanced degree (second only to Washington D.C.), 
while 29% Florida residents have at least a bachelor’s degree and 9% an advanced degree 
(US Census Bureau 2015). For black communities in particular, 22.9% have at least a 
bachelor’s degree in Massachusetts while 18.1% in Florida have at least a bachelor’s 
degree.  
Experiences of racism and inequality also differ across populations between 
Massachusetts and Florida. Racism is notoriously difficult to measure. Most Americans 
recognize it is not socially acceptable to publicly identify as racist. They wish to be seen 
as good people by both others and themselves. Therefore, measuring negative attributes 
often relies upon less direct observations such as online discourse. Seth Stephens-
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Davidowitz measured the usage of slurs in Google searches, which, he argues seems to be 
a fairly good measure considering it correlated previous measures of support for banning 
interracial marriage. Put another way, if we presume that survey responses supporting the 
ban of interracial marriage correlate to levels of racism, then this measurement of slur 
usage supports those findings. Stephens-Davidowitz found that Florida was the twelfth 
most racist while Massachusetts was the thirty-seventh (Stephens-Davidowitz 2014).  
Also, the landscape of religious traditions is significantly different in 
Massachusetts than Florida. Karen Richman’s work in Florida suggests that Evangelical 
presence in Miami and in particular within immigrant communities has deeply impacted 
immigrant diasporic experiences. Evangelicals specifically reach out to Haitian 
immigrants promising salvation both spiritually and monetarily. Converts are discouraged 
from sending remittances to non-church members (especially if there is a chance that 
money would be spent on heretical practices) thereby removing the obligation to send 
part of their paycheck to the homeland. Evangelical groups also provide significant 
network ties and resources for learning English, gaining job skills, and finding housing. 
These were often predominantly white churches with outreach into immigrant 
communities (Richman 2005). In Florida, 16% of the population identifies as White 
Evangelical Protestant and 13% White Mainline Protestant. Ten percent are Black 
Protestant and 22% are affiliated with the Catholic Church (PRRI 2015).  
In Massachusetts, it is the Catholic Church that dominates the religious scene, 
with 46% of the adult population as adherents. Unlike Florida, only 5% of the 
Massachusetts population are White Evangelical Protestants; 10% are White Mainline 
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Protestants, and 4% are Black Protestant. Catholic Charities in Boston is also the largest 
provider of services to immigrants in the Greater Boston Area (after the government). 
They provide food, daycare, job assistance, life-skill courses, and after school programs. 
During my fieldwork I interviewed the head of Catholic Charities, and he was frankly 
appalled when I told him that many Haitians, in both Florida and Haiti, have to convert in 
order to receive assistance from many church groups in those areas. He was adamant that 
Catholic Charities does not require recipients attend any religious activity nor is there a 
religious litmus test for their charity. He said that he knew many of the recipients of their 
efforts were not Catholic but that this was appropriate. 
Additionally, I spoke with teachers in the Greater Boston Area who worked for 
the public school system’s adult programs. They offered opportunities for adult 
immigrants to get their high school diploma and often had close relationships to the many 
free and cheap ESL courses offered around the city. My fieldwork suggests that Haitians 
in Boston can gain access to secular resources to improve their situations in ways that 
seem easier than what Karen Richman describes in Florida (2005). 
Access to social services and education may in part explain why the Vodou I 
studied in the Greater Boston Area often frames its appeals in terms of progressive 
American values. The larger social norms surrounding Haitians in Boston were typically 
more progressive with relation to topics such as homosexuality. And there were fewer 
restrictions from Evangelical pressures to convert in order to gain access to resources. 
 The house also had close ties to academia with the head manbo even holding a 
graduate degree. Many of the individuals who were reclaiming Haitian-ness were also 
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doing this within the context of collegiate experiences. The relationship between faith 
and academia likely fostered particular attitudes towards race, gender, sexuality, and 
other topics that are often viewed progressively within educational institutions. 
Importantly, Boston Vodouisants were not just influenced by academia, but they were 
actively crafting narratives to speak to academia. As audiences responded positively, that 
feedback likely looped back into internalization of these narratives and approaches. 
The resulting narratives of Vodou as a space of equality for men and women and 
as a community embracing LGBTQ persons may have developed in response to the local 
norms of Boston and Boston academia in particular. A progressive framework may not be 
reflective of attitudes in the homeland or of other regions of the new land and may be an 
area for future research. For example, many Haitian communities in Florida are deeply 
impoverished and exist outside the protective bubble of the active gay community in 
Miami. Since Haitian Vodouisants are often dependent upon Protestant faith communities 
for networks and social services (Richman 2005) they may not be able to make claims 
that embrace the feminism and pro-LGBTQ narratives of Boston. This would be a fruitful 
topic of future research. 
An interesting example is the way the Vodou pantheon can be a tool for selecting 
aspects of faith that support particular perspectives valuable in the local setting. When 
discussing homosexuality, the house I worked with often brought up Erzulie Freda and 
Dantor - two strong female figures who violate conservative American normative ideals. 
Men whose heads are ruled by Freda can be excused for homosexual behaviors because 
the flirtatious Freda was controlling their desires. Dantor is a powerful mother figure 
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who is bisexual and often discussed as having a female lover. Emphasizing the 
importance of Vodou as a safe haven for queer Haitians and pointing to these figures for 
religious justifications works well in Boston. For example, at a Haitian folklore dance 
class taught by an openly gay houngan in Cambridge, white Americans who know little 
about Vodou clap affirmatively at pronouncements about Vodou being gay-friendly. Part 
of the reason many said they enjoyed the dance class was that it affirms their own social 
perspectives about gender and sexuality.  
In more conservative contexts such as Florida, it is possible that Vodouisants 
must choose to emphasize different aspects of their tradition. For example, the Vodou 
figures of Azaka and his wife Kouzin might provide more readily received models for 
appropriate relationships. The spirit couple are peasant farmers who are hardworking and 
dedicated to family. As a heterosexual couple, they are also more reflective of 
conservative “family values” than perhaps other figures. Future research could compare 
and contrast the ways that lwa are mobilized to represent aspects of Vodou that are 
congruent with local norms and values.  
All communities of faith have to navigate the external frameworks and social 
norms that exist in the macro and micro contexts. Haitian Vodouisants in the Greater 
Boston Area must handle the larger American religiosity system that Warner sketches but 
as he also suggests, they “spin out” towards regions that better reflect their needs. 
Immigrants have to deal with local concerns in the cities where they settle and where they 
settle may not always be a space that aligns with their values. They may simply continue 
to settle in the regions where they first arrived. Miami, for example, is a very short (and 
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cheap) plane trip from Haiti, and it was also the most accessible major city for boat 
refugees. It is not surprising that it continues to be one of the largest communities of 
Haitians in America. New York, Boston, and Miami, the American cities with the largest 
Haitian populations, are very different in their local cultural norms and attitudes. The 
development of an identity of difference in each case is in relation to these local 
communities and not just larger American ideals.  
 
Internal Pushes: Resistance and Creativity 	
Despite the strong influences of macro and local normative values and systems, 
immigrants do not passively adapt to these external cultural frameworks. The process of 
reconstructing diasporic traditions is active and creative. As they encounter macro and 
micro structures that pull them towards particular types of religiosity and engagement, 
they resist, accommodate, and diverge. These responses include active creolizations and 
decreolizations that find creative cultural accommodations for resolving and highlighting 
the gap of diasporic experiences (Korom 2003). Paul Christopher Johnson (2007) traces 
three primary ways this occurs for African diasporas in America, but I argue that these 
methods need to be adjusted for individual communities and local concerns. Diasporas 
are not bound to resolve similar issues in the same ways. Rather, they can draw upon 
expanded diasporic horizons to mobilize new interpretations and shared symbolisms to 
creatively address these issues. 
African diasporas in particular, are navigating not only religiosity but new 
racialization experiences and larger perspectives on African traditions in the New World. 
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Their positioning becomes not only one of a doubled horizon - homeland and new land - 
but must also account for new social divisions and identities. Johnson and Gilroy borrow 
W.E.B. Du Bois’s discussion of double-consciousness, which is “this sense of always 
looking at one's self through the eyes of others” and balancing multiple identities (Du 
Bois 1903, 221). For Du Bois, this was the experience of blackness in America and it 
could be isolating. “One ever feels his twoness,—an American, a Negro; two souls, two 
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged 
strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder” (Du Bois 1903, 222). Johnson suggests 
that African diasporic communities do not just have a double consciousness. They have 
multiple consciousnesses (2007). In the case of Vodouisants they are Haitian, but also 
black, American, and African. These warring ideals and identities threaten to tear 
individuals and groups asunder. Yet warring ideals also provide options for navigating 
American and diasporic worlds. Because no singular identity has been settled upon, 
people can adopt and dismiss elements as needed to construct selves and communities 
tailored to particular contexts. 
Their reconstruction of Africa is also a construction of fractured selves. Slaves in 
Haiti and elsewhere in the Americas came from various cultures and social positions. The 
constant arrivals of new Africans, who often came in groupings sharing a common origin, 
introduced localized practice to American contexts (Thornton 1998). These were 
communities with different languages, religions, kinship systems, and who historically 
may have been either enemies or friends. Yet, the unique experiences of chattel slavery in 
the Americas redrew those boundaries such that from these various identities a shared 
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African identity emerged. As James Sweet put it, “the process of becoming ‘African’ was 
essentially an American phenomenon” (Sweet 2003, 117). And this phenomenon was 
deeply influenced by the African traditional religious frames that these various 
communities brought with them. Though they differed, they were able to find shared 
commonalities that provided an overarching cosmological framework to resist the 
hegemony of slavery and craft their own African subjectivities (Sweet 2003).  
The preservation and reconstruction of identity as shared rather than fractured 
Africanness can be understood in the processes of creolization and decreolization. Frank 
Korom suggests that communities consciously borrow and adapt traditions but not to 
smooth out the differences between their practices and the majority’s. Rather, they do so 
in order to fit in as well as to differentiate themselves. Korom builds upon creolization 
language theory, which suggests that the lexical labels in a creole or pidgin language 
come from the dominant language but the grammar from the subordinate language. 
Likewise, cultural creolizations may appropriate dominant imagery, practice, and public 
discourse, but meanings and private engagements can retain that of the subordinate. 
Creolizations are not merely an act of assimilation via blending but rather it can be active 
resistance through retention of practice, symbolism, and meaning (Korom 2003). 
Korom uses linguist Derek Bickerton’s ideas about decreolization, describing a 
process where the surface structure remains intact but internal meanings are reworked. 
The process of decreolization occurs where religious practices, rather than being diluted 
or erased, are preserved. In other words, creolization is neither the extreme of full 
assimilation nor the full retention of homeland practices. Creolization and decreolization 
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are processes by which communities mobilize homeland and new land as cultural 
resources for creative accommodations that are bidirectional. Additionally, decreolization 
is resistance but in dialog with the new realities of a diaspora that may be permanent. 
Diasporic communities are made meaningful through claims to the homeland, but 
through that process of claims-making they are cannot return to being a native of that 
homeland (Korom 2003, Hall 1993.) Therefore, part of this process is carving out cultural 
spaces that are rooted in historical interactions between homeland and new land but 
simultaneously work towards a future where they thrive in the diaspora. 
Haitians in the Greater Boston area become black Americans even as they may 
resist by presenting a Caribbean or even specifically Haitian public self. Though some 
well- educated Haitians in Haiti were already engaged with negritude movement 
conversations about Africa and Africanness, for many immigrants this is their first 
introduction to the politics of a shared African identity. Thus, while there is the push to 
separate themselves from African Americans so that they avoid racism, they are at the 
same time pulled towards the appeal of pan-African dialogs that unite them. Similarly, 
the promise of social and economic success that American assimilation promises is 
simultaneously contrasted with the desire to (re)claim Haitian-ness.  
The crisis of multiple consciousness can be alienating as it constructs 
subjectivities that may never feel fully at home. Their horizons are too numerous to be 
reduced to just Haitian and for many, the violence and poverty of the homeland are 
barriers to dreams of permanent return. Yet, as long as they are a diaspora they sit betwixt 
and between identities. As Du Bois suggested, this multiple consciousness is a longing to, 
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“merge his double self into a better and truer self.” Yet, “in this merging he wishes 
neither of the older selves to be lost” (Du Bois 1903, 222). To be Vodouisant is to be 
Haitian or at least to turn to Haiti as a source of spiritual identity. But the reconstruction 
of a diasporic religion and the immigrant experience is always in response to the reality 
of making a life in the new land. And that includes identities.  
However, as Korom suggests, this multiple consciousness may not necessarily be 
a negative. Rather, it provides a diverse set of tools for diasporic communities to draw 
upon depending on the situation. Diasporic “actors in public ritual drama have a 
repertoire of options from which to choose, depending on the situational context of their 
performances, which allows for a relatively free flow of ideas in both directions” (Korom 
2003, 9). Being able to look to multiple horizons can mean more options for creative 
solutions to diasporic experiences. Haitian immigrants can shift between emphasizing 
blackness in protests of police violence, Haitian-ness in order to avoid this same police 
violence, and American-ness in negotiating power dynamics with family in the 
homeland. They may present as Catholic in work settings and Vodouisant at home or in 
academic narratives. These are not misrepresentations but rather the expanded options of 
self representation available to communities of multiple consciousnesses.  
Additionally, the symbolism of identity, dance, music, and practice are 
multivalent. As symbols, they are not meaning in and of themselves but rather are 
vehicles, with meanings as mere passengers. The vehicle of a symbol may appear 
singular on the surface, but the ideas and meanings residing as passengers within can be 
very diverse. Passenger meanings can be complimentary but they can also be 
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contradictory and challenging. Engaging with diasporic contexts means engaging with 
new symbols but also new passengers for the same or similar vehicles. Diasporas can 
creatively select which passengers they wish to acknowledge and mobilize as well as 
when to conflate symbols in order to transmit shared meanings. And they can do this 
contextually allowing them to insert meanings that emerge in one context but not another. 
Or, for different actors - the socialization process creates competency in understanding 
what symbols are evoking (Hefner 1990).  
Thus, a Haitian woman raised in an elite family can find meaning in a Vodou 
song about a mermaid spirit, meaning that is devoid of links to Vodou. Or a girl can learn 
Vodou dances without knowing Kreyol or the lwa for whom she dances. In contrast, for a 
houngan, the musical engagement is deeply spiritual. And each may mobilize Vodou folk 
music and dance as an important aspect of Haitian pride and identity.  
Within the community I studied, Haiti remains a site of sacred importance and the 
geographic space of authenticity. Though the country does go through periods of 
inaccessibility due to natural disasters and political instability, most people in the 
diaspora are still able to retain direct ties to the homeland through phone calls, emails, 
letters, and even routine visits. Flights to Haiti are relatively cheap (often less than $500 
USD round trip) and returning immigrants can stay with family or in low cost hotels. 
Most Vodouisants I spoke with in the Greater Boston Area visited Haiti at least once a 
year, and if they could not they were in close contact with those that did.  
But importantly, the influx of Haitians to America has not ceased. The diaspora 
was not a single wave of emigration. Rather, between big waves caused by political 
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violence and the earthquake there have and continue to be constant trickles of immigrants 
arriving. Therefore, the reworking and remembering of Vodou in the diaspora is in 
constant dialog with new influences from Haiti. Travelers’ practice and attitudes are 
changed and challenged in Haiti and they return with new subjectivities. In turn, new 
Haitian immigrants continuously reintroduce Haiti to the diaspora. Just as the constant 
influx of slaves during colonialism meant Africa was always arriving, in the 
contemporary moment Haiti is always arriving to America.  
Consequently, the processes by which this particular second diaspora navigates 
their positionality are mediated by a continuous dialog with the homeland. It is not 
merely remembered, but it is actively debated and this dialog is bidirectional. Thus, the 
“public ritual drama” (Korom 2003, 9) is localized in the diasporic community of Boston 
but at the same time it spans geographical borders to engage Haitians in Haiti and just 
arriving from Haiti, creating both conservative and adapting influences.  
The frequent contact means that authenticity as claimed through traditionalism 
and homeland is challenged by actual practice in the homeland. Ritualists returning to 
Jacmel each summer cannot change practice so significantly that it is no longer 
recognized in the homeland. Their konesans is on display to the entire community when 
they perform in Jacmel. The legitimacy of initiates, readings, and community leadership 
are on the line. Yet, at the same time they bring the new land with them and this 
influences the local in Haiti. Not only do they transport goods and ritual changes but they 
also transport people. Just as Haiti is constantly arriving in America, America is 
constantly arriving in Haiti.  
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The constant arrival of Haiti opens the door to the possibility of reworking 
belonging and identity as linked to geographically bounded spaces. During the colonial 
period and early days of Haiti’s independence, the various African nations and ethnicities 
that made up the enslaved groups were quite different. Yet, they found commonalities of 
cosmology along which they could craft a shared framework. Sweet argues this was an 
active process of resistance and creolization as cultural conservation (2003). But it was 
also a process of connecting disparate groups whose religion and identity had been 
deeply linked to ethnicity and place. Is it possible that second diasporas’ solutions to 
preserving tradition can also involve redrawing moral geographies of belonging? And can 
this redrawing embrace peoples of disparate ethnic and racial backgrounds despite the 
authenticity claims that emerge from Haitian kinship? 
 
Hooking Moral Geographies: Race, Belonging, and Diasporas 	
Johnson traces a three-step process for creative problem solving within “second 
diasporas.” First is hooking, which is when diasporic communities link homeland 
symbols, practices, and sites to new land ones. The second is telescoping by which 
practices and traditions become condensed into smaller and more focused spaces. And 
the third is additivity by which the process of reading faith in relation to others creates 
new forms of engagement and meaning. These are all at play in the experiences analyzed 
in the previous chapters, but it is the first - hooking - which I argue has the most salience 
to this discussion. Johnson’s focus is on hooking landscapes so that physical geographies 
are redrawn in the new land. However, in contexts such as the Haitian diaspora where 
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immigrants have routine access to the homeland and where faith is directly linked to the 
physical landscapes of the homeland, a different kind of hooking may occur. Rather than 
remapping physical geographies, I argue moral geographies become redrawn in the 
homeland landscapes (2007, 55-56).  
Johnson’s examples of hooking are linking a geographical space in the homeland 
to one with some resemblance in the new land. A mountain in Cuba becomes a hill in 
Central Park. But once “unhooked” from the original geographical place the symbol can 
also be realigned. For example, a mountain on a beer can might indicate the beer is a 
good offering for a mountain spirit even if beer is not a typical offering back home. A 
rock from the hill in the park can be placed in the back yard, thereby eliminating the need 
even to travel across town. Hooking requires a remapping of sacred spaces from the 
homeland onto the landscape of the diasporic new land. Orientations, heights, distance, 
and appearance can be greatly altered during this process. But the important aspect is the 
re-localization of sacred spaces of the homeland onto the geography of the new land 
(Johnson 2007). 
The community I worked with rarely relocalized sacred spaces. Certainly local 
Catholic churches and basement peristyles were important religious spaces, as were 
crossroads. But they did not replace or map on top of existing ones in the homeland. They 
are sacred because churches, crossroads, and peristyles are always sacred regardless of 
where they are. Yet, the manbo was still religiously required to return to Haiti for 
pilgrimages to sacred spaces. Her congregation initiated in their peristyle in Jacmel - not 
the one in Boston. The sacred trees and waterways that house the spirits are still oriented 
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in Haiti. Their claims of traditionalism and therefore authenticity required physical and 
not just spiritual Haiti as a central pillar for their worldview. 
Though the house occasionally mentions there could be spirits in the landscape of 
America, they are not Haitian ones. They belong to Native Americans and newer 
Americans who have generations of dead buried in the earth. While I was told that I 
should visit and honor my dead in Boston and that cemeteries anywhere could be 
conduits for the Ghede spirit family, the rest of the lwa needed to be accessed through 
altars and visits to the homeland. Vodou spirits come from Haiti and Africa, and as such 
it is those landscapes that are sacralized and relevant (although Africa has become Ginen 
and therefore is largely theoretical). Africa is an entirely remembered and reconstructed 
homeland. Haiti is not.  
If the remapping of physical geographies is limited, then how can communities 
engage in hooking? I argue that the house I work with found a way to remap using moral 
geographies of belonging, hooking onto local values. Haitian immigrant practitioners 
respond to the pulls from American religiosity and local value systems to present their 
faith publicly. Most Vodouisants I worked with did this not to attract adherents but rather 
to reduce stigmas and claim positioning within larger American religious frameworks. 
Highlighting values such as family, gender equality, affirmation of LGBTQ members, 
and morality establishes Vodou not only as a “real” religion but also as a “safe” religion 
that aligns with local values. They are hooking onto local normative value systems that 
find similarities along the range of mythic and cultural options available to them.  
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In other words, they are not adopting similar images the way enslaved Africans in 
Haiti mapped images of a snake deity onto the saint image of St. Patrick. Nor are they 
attempting to find a new sacred tree or waterway in Boston to stand in place of one in 
Haiti. Rather, they are finding similar moral ways of being that they can use to expand 
their moral geographies and lay claim to belonging. As both Vodouisant and Bostonian, 
they support and represent feminist and pro-LGBTQ ideologies. This identity can be 
claimed not as separate belongings that happen to align but rather an aligned identity that 
is both at the same time.  
At the same time that their external mappings of moral geographies expand to 
map onto the local ways of being in the diaspora, they can also redraw the moral 
geographies internally. In other words, this opens up the possibility of reconsidering what 
people within the group look like and what their backgrounds can include. If second 
generation Haitian Americans can be fully Vodouisant despite different cultural and 
geographic experiences, then those moral re-drawings may also be able to extend to non-
Haitians. Both can potentially learn moral ways of being through formal and informal 
instruction as well as visiting the homeland.  
Earlier, enslaved Haitians developed creative accommodations that involved 
creolizations between their local symbolic systems and French Catholic ones. As they 
reworked Catholic Saints and West African deities they found commonalities in color, 
stance, gender, dress, and objects in their depictions. Thus, Saint Patrick and the snake 
deity Danballah become creolized because parts of their imagery overlap, creating 
cognitive cultural links (Herskovits 1937). But their cultural work also involved 
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developing creolizations surrounding ideas and practice such as relationships to 
crossroads. The cross becomes both the reminder of Christ’s sacrifice and a link to the 
threshold between spiritual worlds. It is not one standing in place of the other as a facade. 
It is both at the same time. Just as populations in diasporas gain dual or multiple 
consciousnesses so too can their symbols.  
Creolizations mean additivity, which is another of Johnson’s three steps. 
Additivity does not negate original meanings but rather expands the symbolic vehicle so 
that it can hold more passengers. It also allows them to be read in larger contexts so that 
enslaved Haitians were no longer reading their own symbols and practice in relation to 
nearby local communities. Instead, they were reading them across the various groupings 
of African communities thrown together regardless of distance in the homeland. And they 
were reading them in relationship to French Catholic worldviews and the experience of 
slavery. New landscapes mean new experiences, cultural traditions, and symbols to 
engage with as part of meaning-making processes (Johnson 2007).  
In this second diaspora, the new landscape of America and specifically the 
Greater Boston Area require engagement with different perspectives and practices. 
Building these bridges means finding those shared points of overlap within the larger web 
of cultural worldviews. These links provide hooking points for situating old world 
practice in the new land. Immigrants can find a way to plant their traditions so they can 
thrive and so that they can explain and present that practice to outsiders. These hooks will 
vary depending on location - as suggested earlier, issues like LGBTQ rights may work 
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well in Boston but not in Florida. Localization aids in successful claims-making since 
local communities are those they are most likely to read their practices against.  
Hooking onto moral maps rather than just geographical ones may allow groups to 
succeed in diasporic settings in powerful ways. Geographical hooking or repurposing of 
imagery (such as a beer can with a mountain on the label) provides internal mechanisms 
for continuing practice in new settings. But moral hooking allows diasporas to make 
arguments that they belong not as welcomed outsiders but as insiders. If to be Bostonian 
is to be pro-LGBTQ then Vodouisants can select aspects of Haitian Vodou mythos to 
argue they too share these moral values. Similarly, emphasizing the use of the peristyle as 
a space for community gathering can be reframed as a congregational space in the 
diaspora.  
Such moral hooking provides a way for diasporic groups to claim belonging 
through shared moral ways of being. They can stake a claim as a legitimate American and 
even Boston religion and this navigation allows them to thrive. Though some in the 
homeland may identify altered (or creolized) borders and practices, this diasporic group 
claims decreolization or creative accommodations that allow continuation of practice. To 
do this they must clearly and publicly link these cultural concepts. Opening these doors 
means the people who come inside may not just be the intellectually curious. Faith 
seekers will follow as well. The structural realities of American religiosity encourage 
shopping for faiths (Warner 1993) and the particular progressivism of Boston results in 
religion seekers who may be inclined towards traditions that are LGBTQ friendly and 
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gender egalitarian. For certain subgroups there is also the appeal of exclusivity and non-
normative practice.  
When such faith seekers stumble upon Vodou, they may be especially attuned to 
certain symbolic passengers within the myths and rituals of the community. Vodouisants 
can, if they choose, highlight these aspects as part of their packaging to outsiders, but 
when it is non-Haitians who respond, new questions arise as part of this realignment. For 
example, framing the focus on women as feminist can appeal to progressive faith seekers, 
but these mythic narratives are not typically oriented outwards towards non-Haitians. 
Rather, describing women as the poto mitan (central pillar in the home) references 
women’s roles within a matrifocal society where they are often the ones making 
decisions about money, children, and households, and men are more peripheral and less 
constant figures in the home.  
Relegating women to the household and situating that as their source of 
empowerment may seem antithetical to American feminist values. Yet, I heard an 
impassioned argument from a woman who was a maid in Port-au-Prince that men were 
unsuited to be president precisely because they were not the poto mitan. Only women 
knew how to run a household, make a budget, hold down steady jobs, and make difficult 
decisions. Therefore, only women would be able to fix Haiti and this was why she always 
voted for female candidates. While some black feminist and third-world-feminist 
theorists do speak to this kind of female empowerment, most American feminists do not 
see female empowerment through this lens. In Vodou and Haiti in general, children and 
motherhood still hold vital roles for claims to full adulthood for women. Mapping this 
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onto American forms of popular feminist thought can create tensions between retaining 
forms of Haitian female empowerment and making claims to larger feminist belonging.  
 
(Re)producing Communities of Faith and Identities in the Group and Individual 	
Paul Christopher Johnson argues that, “diasporas make religions in the sense that 
they demand public recognition and summon new versions responding to that 
demand...Going public entails the articulation of cultural products so that they are 
perceived as both legible and relevant, or at least tolerable, to a broader audience” (2007, 
44). Though newer traditions can survive relatively unseen by the public for a time, 
eventually they need more public acknowledgement to survive. “Their long-term 
endurance requires the acquisition of stable institutional niches; this in turn requires a 
rationalization of their style in previously unknown ways” (Johnson 2007, 44). For some 
houses this can simply mean public presentations, but for the primary house I worked 
with this also included involving the public as part of the congregation.  
The process has not been seamless or uncontested. In the case of Maya Deren and 
some white Vodouisants, their presence can be “out of place vis-á-vis a dominant moral 
order,” and this transgression “activates or makes visible moral geographies” (Mcauliffe 
2012, 191). Yet, the urban landscape and especially the diasporic landscape “unsettles the 
ground on which moral codes are laid down” (Mcauliffe 2012, 192). And this precarity 
provides the opportunity to remap moral geographies that reflect the needs of the 
community.  
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What I have called moral hooking can redraw borders that link shared ways of 
being rather than shared origins of heritage. Reworking these borders removes certain 
barriers to practice for non-Haitians and especially white Americans. Yet, it creates a 
greater emphasis on practice and konesans. Haitian Vodouisants can utilize lateral 
networks and vertical konesans claims to navigate their positioning. But their right to 
belong is automatic with ethnic identity and birthplace. Non-Haitians have a greater 
burden in proving belonging through moral hooking. If moral geographies are defined by 
communities of practice rather than regions of practice, they must perform that 
belonging. And that performance must be given both the opportunity to be read by 
insiders as well as be convincing to outsiders.  
Authentic and convincing performance is particularly challenging when Haiti is 
constantly arriving on American shores. New arrivals have a lifetime of language and 
cultural learning that American converts cannot match. New arrivals may also not be 
comfortable with diasporic reworkings in the same way that immigrants who have 
resided in the diaspora longer have become. Non-Haitian presence may be a surprise and 
potentially a problem for Haitians who have not undergone these processes of reworking 
subjectivities and faith. They will also be a curiosity and outlier in Haiti when Americans 
visit for initiations and future religious activities. There they must prove they are part of 
this community of practice over and over again just as they must in the diaspora.  
Yet, diaspora and homeland differ. Despite the public audiences of both 
constantly watching and commenting on the other, they are adapting to different local 
needs. Communities in Boston routinely pull small ritual changes from Jacmel to prove 
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continuity of practice and relationships with the homeland. For example, a small change 
to the shape of the star that adorns the tips of veve became popular in Southern Haiti a 
few years ago and was adopted by houses in Boston after their summer trips. Drawing the 
star this way performed not just konesans but a knowledge of the contemporary. White 
Vodouisants often draw the veve for the house and this was one way of showing they 
belonged in both worlds.  
However, the daily lives of non-Haitian initiates are disconnected from the 
realities of Haitians in both Boston and Jacmel. They mostly do not live in the same 
neighborhoods nor do they have the same friend networks. A couple of marriages 
between Haitian and American house members are exceptions to this but even then the 
Americans retain their previous social worlds. Their ability to be included additively and 
read across new ranges of symbolic possibilities is limited when they are separated most 
of the year. Yet, that does not mean they stop being Vodouisant at the temple door. They 
carry it with them and perform Vodou and Vodou ways of being in their non-Haitian 
networks and contexts and may benefit from that. 
In other words, Vodou is doing slightly different things for Haitian, Haitian 
American, and White Vodouisants, and it is being utilized for different local needs by 
each. They also risk and gain differently. White Vodouisants maintain precarious 
positioning within Haitian dominated spaces. But while Vodou is still highly stigmatized 
in America, they risk less by carrying it out with them into the world. Whiteness does not 
carry the same stereotypes that blackness - especially Haitian blackness- does. They are 
not automatically assumed to come from a land of poverty, violence, and “devil worship” 
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simply because of their heritage. Most in the house are also college educated and come 
from middle class backgrounds. As such, they retain privilege even when they adopt 
practices that may stigmatize them. By denouncing or obscuring their affiliation with 
Vodou, they can automatically revert to the privilege of white, middle class, and well 
educated. They do not need to prove belonging in America. They already inhabit spaces 
of power, voice, and wealth. 
Haitians, however, lack this ability. Part of the double consciousness of blackness 
in America is to always sit on the threshold of insider-outsider. Black American 
belonging is in a constant state of negotiation and proving. While they may risk social 
positioning in larger society by publicly claiming Vodou, they may at the same time 
establish firm claims to blackness by doing so. Black immigrants are automatically 
ascribed a racial status. As Olúféṃi Táíwò suggested, when he arrived in the United 
States as an immigrant from Nigeria for the first time in his life he became black. But this 
addition of identity label was coupled with a loss of role options. “As soon as I entered 
the United States, my otherwise complex, multidimensional, and rich human identity 
became completely reduced to a simple, one-dimensional, and impoverished non-human 
identity” (Táíwò 42, 2003). Despite the long history of black people in America, “black 
people have always been considered out of place in the United States” (Táíwò 45, 2003). 
As such, they have never had full citizenship because they lack the ability to make the 
entirety of the polity their own space and place (Táíwò 2003). In other words, black 
Americans - including immigrants - are unable to fully claim belonging in the moral 
geographies of the larger macro state.  
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 Discovering Pan-African and African Diasporic claims to identity (i.e. becoming 
African again) allows black Americans to negotiate belonging as part of a larger 
blackness while still articulating localized ideas of black authenticity. As a tradition 
brought from the motherland and forged in slavery and revolution, Vodou makes 
powerful claims to a proud black identity that is not limited by American categorizations. 
Vodou, therefore, can give them positioning in black movements in the US. However, a 
criticism from scholars of Pan-African approaches is that they essentialize identities into 
a singular identity (Gilroy 1987, Appiah 1992, Helmreich 1992). In order to make 
broader claims about African-ness, differences within have to be smoothed out or 
ignored. Black immigrant Americans shift from the reduced simplicity of African 
American to the essentialized and flat category of Black African. It strips immigrants of 
their non-African homelands and identities, which are always creolized and hybrid 
(Sanchez 1997). In other words, they may have to trade one essentialized identity for 
another, making it more difficult to draw upon their Haitian identity as a unique and set 
apart aspect of self. Similar problems occur with the mobilizing of Francophone over 
Afro-Caribbean as the primary identity frame. 
There were times when publicly being black and/or African was preferable over 
being Haitian due to social fears about HIV. But more recently Haitians have again 
pushed back against this essentializing from both white America and black America to 
claim a Haitian identity. Pushing Haitian-ness to the forefront of subjective identity 
building allows Haitian immigrants to negotiate a different role set and relationship with 
society. Again, Vodou provides a useful tool for that claim. Building upon earlier 
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negritude movements in Haiti, embracing the folk can be a powerful way to mobilize 
ethnic and national pride. However, it can carry with it stigmas and stereotypes. This 
makes changing public discourse and knowledge bases about Vodou appealing. When 
Boston Vodouisants adopt at least some American religiosity frameworks and 
educational opportunities, those public possibilities can be realized.  
The process also invites non-Haitians as spiritual shoppers, whether wanted or 
not. Debates about purity of lineage develop as new people cross those previously 
invisible boundary markers of race and Vodou. Yet, Vodou and Haitian identity at large 
is a creole one. It is not merely Africa transplanted in the New World. Haiti is a product 
of various French Catholic and West African communities and the historical events that 
shaped the nation. This is true for Vodou as well. As we saw with Maya Deren and the 
tourist Vodou presentations in Haiti, debates about whiteness and belonging in Haiti are 
not new if still rare. However, much of Vodou practice is influenced by and/or in 
response to white French Catholic cultural influences and colonialism. Colonial elements 
are a contentious influence, to say the least, but it is reflected in light skinned lwa such as 
Erzulie and the iconography of saint images. Haitians who welcome non-Haitians into the 
fold see not just newcomers but reflections of histories and practices already embedded 
within Vodou. Europe and whiteness are not invading Vodou - as a creolized practice 
they have always been there. The question is whether communities choose to highlight or 
reject that presence.  
White initiates, in turn, are reborn on the soil of Haiti as new members of the 
house and as spiritual Haitians. Yet, they retain their whiteness and American-ness. 
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While they cannot become fully Haitian in either the national or the religious sense, they 
do take on new roles and relationships. To initiate into a house is to gain new fictive 
kinship networks of other initiates and spiritual leaders, along with new obligations and 
new responsibilities. It is also to gain new identities through initiatory names and 
orientations to the island. Even though other Haitians may not accept them fully, white 
Vodouisants spoke of being deeply moved, forcing a process of rethinking identity and 
meaning-making. They were not Haitian, but they would forever be part of a Haitian 
community. The commitments and friendships between white and Haitian Vodouisants 
were sincere and heartfelt.  
Black Haitians in the diaspora experience a (re)discovery of blackness and Vodou 
deepens their connections to Haitian history and ancestry in a way that is unknowable to 
white initiates. However, the ritual as if reorients belongings and relationships such that 
the experience of blackness in America and the developing world becomes a central 
focus for activism. Initiation brings them into a fictive kinship that is embedded in 
blackness and a house that claims spiritual lineage to Africa. The spirits of Haitian 
revolutionary leaders possess practitioners at ceremonies and sacred songs speak of 
enslavement and Ginen. Black Haitian history of resistance, empowerment, and spirit is 
celebrated in ritual moments.  
Outside of these rituals, non-black Vodouisants carry with them this reorientation 
that to practice Vodou is to celebrate and fight for black lives. As one white houngan 
often put it, Vodou is the original Black Lives Matter movement. They argue that in order 
to practice an Afro-Caribbean religious tradition, they have to support political and 
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humanitarian movements that focus on black peoples. While many American initiates 
were already fairly liberal in their political leanings, they spoke of becoming more 
politically active in race related issues after their involvement. Though they were not and 
would never be black themselves, they were part of black communities and they wanted 
to fight alongside them. This collaboration of shared goals and moral ways of being 
helped construct a shared identity around race despite different identities. 
The moral geographies that are reworked in this process are possible because the 
ground beneath them is in flux. Haitian immigrants’ double consciousness of selfhood 
and identity as well as the diasporic realities create new wide ranging sets of options for 
subjective identity building and community building. The experience of modernity and 
transnationalism “unsettles the ground on which moral codes are laid down” (McAuliffe 
2012, 192). These codes are not free floating, but they do become more porous, flexible, 
and malleable. Moral geographies of belonging can become redrawn using these new 
expanded options. Hooking onto shared practice, which is enacted through moral 
frameworks, cultural knowledge, and networks, creates a moral geography of Vodou that 
could potentially include non-Haitians.  
Part of this process is engaging with the double consciousness of diasporas and 
race. White Americans rarely have a double consciousness of identity with relation to 
race or heritage. Even immigrant Europeans become folded into larger ideas of whiteness 
within the system of the state and society. Whiteness can be more pluralistic and less 
essentializing, but it remains an invisible and indivisible basis of citizenship. White 
citizenship does not come with restrictions based upon that category label (Táíwò 2003).  
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However, it is possible that the process of the initiatory rite of passage constructs 
ideas of self that reflect a kind of double consciousness. White Vodouisants spoke of 
being Haitian and yet not. They are out of place even when invited in and made 
spiritually into sisters and sons and children. They also spoke of a new and lingering 
anxiety of being discovered by coworkers, classmates, neighbors, and family who would 
not approve of Vodou. For those who identified as LGBTQ, this was not a new sensation, 
albeit the fear ran along a new identity marker. Though they will never fully experience 
what black immigrants do, this glimpse gives them insight into the double-ness of being. 
Conversion along with new identities also unsettles that moral ground. Thus, the moral 
geographies that are drawn in inclusive houses are done so in a way that is in dialog with 
both Haitian and non-Haitian experiences. The ability for both sides to be 
insider/outsiders allows for remapping in new and creative ways. 
Rituals provide an as if world (Turner 1986, Schechner 1988, Seligman and 
Weller 2008) where this remapping and reworking can be unified. During ritual, the 
place, people, and spirit are in their proper relations. As long as the play retains agreed 
upon essential elements the cast can be dynamic. Ritual lets practitioners creatively 
recombine and recreate ideas of subjectivities and belonging that are then pushed out into 
the as if world as whole and complete. If white initiates in Boston spaces do not hinder 
possession, healing, and communing with the spirits then the play is successful. Though 
individual practitioners’ engagements outside of the ritual moment may at times 
challenge this unification, the repetition of ritual as if guides them towards shared moral 
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geographies even in novel contexts. Ritual educates but it also actively creates 
communities and sages.  
The new geographies of immigrants from Haiti are not merely expanded Haitian 
communities but new creolized creations. And this is done both by adapting to these new 
bodies and realities but also with decreolized preservations. Yet, these decreolized 
cultural strongholds may be slightly different than ones in the homeland. The process of 
hooking onto moral maps emphasizes similarities with certain points that have to be 
preserved to retain usefulness. But it can also rework relationships between sets of ideas. 
This reworking may include race and belonging. It is a process that is still ongoing and 
may take a generation or two before those new maps are more set and bounded. The 
process of becoming an American religion may also involve a parallel process of 
becoming Vodou. Not Haitian Vodou or Southern Vodou, but a Vodou that still links to 
shared cosmologies and spiritual homelands, which subsumes individual identities of 
heritage for a shared moral geography of belonging through practice and knowledge. This 
case study provides insight into what will be a longer and broader process of Vodou 
developing as an American religion, one that is democratic, multicultural, and polyethnic 
in nature. It is my concluding hope that the work presented here will contribute to the 
aspirations of the Haitian-American community I worked with and their goal of 
establishing Vodou as a legitimate religious system afforded the respect and position of a 
public religion in America. 
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